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Memorandum submitted by British Parking Association

Introduction

1. The British Parking Association (BPA) is pleased that the Committee is to inquire into the current
eVectiveness of parking provision and enforcement. The BPA has argued for some time that parking is
part of any integrated transport strategy whether at national or local level. Parking is a means to an
end, rather than an end in itself and every vehicle journey we make starts and ends with a parking activity.
This paper responds to the inquiry, addresses the issue of decriminalised parking enforcement, raises
concern about a lack of a national parking policy, expresses concerns about the DVLA database from
a parking perspective and covers other related issues.

2. DPE, as a result of the Road TraYc Act 1991, which started in London in 1993, has been in
operation now for the past 12 years. It is therefore timely to review the process for there has been no
objective measurement of the success or failure of DPE since its inception. This omission needs addressing
urgently. It is also important to undertake urgent work to understand and make known the link between
road safety, the free flow of traYc and kerb space management and parking control. While it was and
is, sensible to decriminalise these oVences or contraventions and allow local authorities (LAs), powers
to enforce local parking regulations (thus enabling the police to concentrate on fighting real crime), the
public perception of parking management and enforcement is poor. While some criticism may be justified,
the majority of people and for the majority of time benefit from the improved management of the scarce
road space. Unfortunately much of the negative perception results from a media attitude that is both
exaggerated and sensationalist in its approach. Nevertheless the BPA recognised some time ago that this
portrayal reflected broad public concern and therefore developed a three part strategy to help understand
and improve the situation. In particular the BPA has:

(a) Developed and introduced a new model form of contract for use by local authorities and service
providers which reflects a modern partnering approach. It is founded on openness and trust
and shuns performance indicators relating to the number of parking tickets (PCNs) issued.

(b) Established, with our partners City & Guilds, a Level 2 National Training Certificate for parking
attendants (PAs), which we believe will become, over time, a “licence to practice” for all PAs,
thereby improving the consistency of training of such individuals across the country, which will
be good for the individual PA, good for the public and good for the industry.

(c) Commissioned Richard Childs, the former Chief Constable of Lincolnshire, to undertake an
independent review of DPE and propose ways in which DPE could be improved. A copy of
Richard’s report containing a range of recommendations is attached in PDF form.

3. The Chief Executive of the BPA has been appointed to a DfT lead working group formed to develop
new regulations and guidance on parking for local authorities, as a result of the TraYc Management
Act 2004. We believe that the issue of new guidance represents an ideal opportunity to update LAs on
further developments of DPE to ensure that it is applied correctly, fairly and in a consistent and
transparent way. Many of the current concerns about DPE can and should be dealt with through the
new regulations and better guidance notes. This is an opportunity that should not be missed and Richard
Childs Report covers the range of issues that need to be addressed.

4. Parking management, regulations and enforcement are an essential public service, benefiting the
whole community. There is apparent public concern about the way enforcement is undertaken in some
areas and although the majority appears correctly applied, it is important to take the present opportunity
to improve the eVectiveness of DPE to ensure that our streets are safe and free from congestion for the
benefit of all—the main objective of parking regulations and enforcement.
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Questions

5. Our comments on the specific questions asked are:

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is
performance evaluated?

6. We believe that most LAs are carrying out parking control reasonably and fairly, and are
accountable locally to their electorate. Performance is evaluated in a number of ways but too much
emphasis has been placed in the past by some LAs on the number of tickets (PCNs) issued—often as it
is the easiest indicator to measure. Tickets are a consequence of enforcement and it could be argued that
if the overall number of tickets issued over time does not reduce (all other things being equal), then the
parking management regime is not providing a fair and reasonable service. The better authorities measure
the number and average duration of illegal parking acts (contraventions) and identify the continued
reduction as a measure of success. It must be said, however, that the rate of reduction will slow as each
incremental improvement (reduction in illegal parking) costs several times more than the previous
increment and there will come a point when the cost is greater than the benefit.

7. There is a perception that many drivers (encouraged by media comment) see DPE solely as an
income generator for LAs. To change this perception Richard Childs believes that greater emphasis
should be given by LAs to the legitimacy of parking controls and enforcement (ie that it is undertaken
for the right reasons—to control traYc, etc) and that it is carried out with greater transparency, so that
the public can see what revenue is generated and how it is used. Consequently, he recommends and we
support the view, that statutory guidance should be used to require full public disclosure by LAs.

8. The new BPA model contract recommends a whole series of performance indicators from which a
local authority can choose those that best suit its particular needs. While it is understandable for
budgetary purposes that the number of “expected” tickets should be estimated, LAs should not use this
number as a performance measure and the practice of oVering incentives to PAs and penalising service
providers for not reaching expected numbers should be made unlawful. The BPA and others are currently
working on developing a compliance formula which, when available, will help LAs judge the performance
and eVectiveness of a contractor or act as a benchmark from which an LA can judge its own performance
over time. A similar formula is also being developed as a “back OYce” Index, as an ineYcient back oYce
operation can have an eVect on parking compliance.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance
needed to promote consistency?

9. The Childs Review and other complementary studies have proposed ways in which the performance
of DPE can be improved both strategically and operationally. The key however is the planned statutory
guidance and good progress is being made by the DfT Working Group in developing this. It will be
available for comment later in the year/early next year. The importance of such guidance cannot be
understated especially if, as planned, it is backed by a Code of Practice for local authorities and other
good practice guides. It is important, however, to recognise that those who park illegally are acting
antisocially and whilst the work of parking provision, management and enforcement must be undertaken
firmly and correctly, it needs to be carried out fairly so that those contravening the regulations understand
the impact of their actions and accept any penalty imposed. They need to be treated fairly, promptly
and in a consistent manner.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

10. Yes, in broad terms we believe the appeals process to be fair and eVective but it can always be
improved. Dealing with aggrieved motorists, who feel they have been unfairly ticketed, through the
decriminalised civil process is more sensible and user friendly than to do so through the criminal route
and the magistrate’s court. It is important that the first representation stage for an aggrieved motorist
is through the local authority, which has the discretion to cancel a ticket. Where grievances are not
resolved at this stage an appeal through the adjudication service is sensible and conforms to natural
justice. However, there is growing concern that adjudicators appear too often to go beyond their remit
and consider matters of mitigation rather than just considering the legal facts.

11. Concern had been expressed that not all LAs deal with representations as quickly and eVectively
as they might and again Richard Childs recommends that new Statutory Guidance cover the whole issue
to ensure an improved service. It is essential that DPE is suYciently flexible to deal fairly and quickly
with those who have legitimate grounds for complaint but does not allow others to abuse the system or
delay payment unreasonably—as is sometimes the case now. It is unfortunate that when the concept of
decriminalised parking enforcement was brought over as a model from the USA, that the “ScoV” laws
were not attached. The ability to enforce against a persistent evader wherever his or her vehicle is found
would be a much greater deterrent to those who deliberately try to evade justice.

Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is
there any evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking
enforcement has inappropriately influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?
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12. The BPA believes it reasonable to allow local authorities to keep any surpluses generated from
DPE activities for use locally as it is an incentive to run a cost eVective regime. It is important, however,
to ensure that LAs use the money first to maintain, review and improve lines and signs so that drivers
have every opportunity of parking according to the rules and avoiding a ticket. While none of the recent
studies has found “evidence” that LAs are manipulating the system to increase their earning capability,
we recognise that this is the public perception. Existing guidance requires LAs, with DPE powers, to at
least break even financially on parking overall, so the activity is not subsidised from other council funds.
And the Road TraYc Regulation Act 1984 (as amended) requires any surpluses generated to be used
for dedicated activities such as transportation issues and in some cases now, environmental matters. As
an example, the London Freedom bus pass has, we understand, been funded from parking surpluses.
The surplus income from DPE for all LAs is substancialsubstantial and the DfT can provide the
committee with actual details. However, while a few generate a large surplus many do not. We do not
object to surpluses being used for environmental issues but the first requirement of a LA should be to
use the surplus to maintain and improve its parking facilities and services something we are concerned
is not happening as much as it should.

13. Richard Childs did suggest that while he did not have any evidence to prove that LAs were
manipulating DPE, it became clear to him during his study that some LAs were putting their parking
managers under significant pressure to meet financial targets rather than improvements to traYc flow
and safety. This needs to be addressed in Statutory Guidance although it is recognised that “challenging”
targets can be dressed up in many ways.

14. As mentioned earlier many of the issues surrounding the income/surpluses of LAs and how they
are used could easily be overcome by greater transparency by LAs. By giving full disclosure in their
annual reports and on their websites on the number of tickets issued, the number cancelled, (including
those for mitigating circumstances), the income and surpluses achieved and how the revenue is used, etc,
a local authority could at a stroke redress much of the criticism, particularly that of the media. This
issue is being picked up by the DfT Working Group but it is worth restating that any action to remove
the current suspicion and change the perception about DPE must reinforce the legitimacy of parking
control and the need for transparency in the way finances and other information is handled. In the end
if no driver parked illegally there would be no need for enforcement and no income from parking fines.

15. Illegally Parked vehicles can be a potential danger to others or cause an obstruction to everyday
traYc, or more importantly, to emergency vehicles. Parking illegally is anti-social and needs to be
controlled through sensible parking policies, regulation and enforcement. Without such controls there
would be chaos on our streets. It is for this reason that we see DPE as the way forward on-street and
compliance needs to be improved through sensible enforcement and better public understanding.

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

16. InsuYcient attention has been given in the past to the role of parking in our transport policy and
with some 30 million motor vehicles on our roads today, (most of which are parked at any one time),
the need to manage and ration parking space, particularly on-street in urban areas, by time, cost and
category of use, is both essential and self evident.

17. The level of parking provision is influenced by social, economic and political considerations. While
it is clear that there is growing demand as a result of the number of vehicles on our streets increasing,
the requirement for oV-street parking associated with developments has been reduced by Government
for a number of reasons including pressure for more dwellings. In some developments parking provision
has been completely eliminated. With rising demand there needs to be a balanced approach between
provision and expectation and between the needs of the varying groups of stakeholders, including those
with a disability.

18. Research by the RAC Foundation has shown that:

— 29% of people have given up their journey and gone home due to lack of parking.

— 28% of people have searched for more than 20 minutes for a parking space at their intended
destination.

— Only 41% of people actually use their garage for parking their car.

— 56% of people would consider converting their garden to parking if they had no access to
residential parking.

— 14% of people have parked in a disabled space due to lack of other parking.

— More than ² of those approached think that parking problems should be addressed by more
underground parking at home, when visiting shops and better public transport.

19. The more cars that are parked oV-street, the safer the community. As a result the current
Government guidance on spaces per unit should be reviewed as part of the development of a UK wide
parking policy that is integrated within the national transport strategy (see later). Also, whilst the drive
to convert more people to public transport is commendable, until the public sees a cost eVective, on time,
agreeable public transport system, many will continue to use their cars as their preferred choice.
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20. As a result, more innovative solutions need to be considered by Government and others including
increased parking provision at public transport interchanges, to allow part of a journey to be completed in
future by car and not necessarily the whole of it.

21. It is inappropriate to try and review the whole issue of parking provision in such a response. We
believe the Committee should study the report of the RAC Foundation entitled “Motoring towards 2050—
Parking in Transport Policy”, published in 2005, as it gives a valuable overview of some of the issues and
some areas of research that should be considered. Parking is an under researched area of transport strategy
and it needs a joined up Government approach to determine the way ahead, taking into account social and
economic factors. Without it the issues of parking will continue to grow and become a further cause of much
public anxiety and frustration.

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

22. There is no comprehensive formal national parking policy which makes it impossible for the Industry
to operate as eVectively as it could and means that local decisions are not national policy driven. Local
authorities develop their own parking plans (as required by Government), which are based on a range of
factors locally and take into account the needs of residents, businesses, the disabled and all other
stakeholders. There appears to be little if any co-ordination between adjoining local authorities yet the
parking plan of one can have a major impact on the neighbouring areas—good or bad. Many of these
“plans” are unknown to the public, are often confusing and diYcult to understand, sometimes appear
contradictory and lack consistency across the country. Motorists often feel frustrated and bemused between
the standards of parking management between one local authority and another, which often results in aan
unintentional parking contravention. The whole issue needs to be simplified and whilst we need a local
solution for a local problem, greater guidance is required from Government in the setting of parameters.

What role should parking policy play in parking management and demand management?

23. In order to determine how much parking space each category of road user/parker is allocated,
transport policies need to determine the overall objectives for public transport and the possible carrying
capacities, ease of access to all locations. Having determined this and the potential change in the patterns
of movement based on economic and domestic activity, provision needs to be made for those who live in
the area, have no public transport option and for the economic well being of the area. Unfortunately the
demands will vary by hour of the day, day of the week, time of year as the demand patterns for a seaside
town will be significantly diVerent to a business district in the heart of a large city. Policy should therefore
determine what the overall objectives are, and then be used as the reasoning behind the actual parking
provision—location, category of user, charges, and finally the enforcement.

24. It is crucial however that policy is reviewed regularly, that variations in demand due to
redevelopment, loss of commercial premises, changes in licensing and other regulations, are taken into
account at a local level to ensure that the provision, whilst still in line with policy, maximises the available
space for the changed demand as far as possible.

25. Parking policy also needs to consider the wider issue of public safety and security for those using
parking facilities. The British Crime Survey suggests that 20% of all crime relates to vehicle crime and 20%
of this on average is committed in car parks. Thus 4% of all crime is car park related. To redress this issue
ACPO in partnership with the Home OYce and BPA have developed the Safer Parking Scheme aimed at
providing a safe and non threatening environment for users. While the scheme now incorporates some 2000
parking facilities, greater take up by the public sector is essential if the scheme is to grow and flourish. We
believe that the committee should suggest to the appropriate government departments, such as ODPM/DfT/
Department of Health that they encourage greater take up of the Scheme by local authorities, health
authorities, etc.

How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

26. It is clear that there is a great deal of public confusion about parking policy, provision and
enforcement. We all appear to support the need for parking control, for traYc management, and
enforcement of the other driver who is being selfish. However, we generally consider that we should be
exempt from the rules as “we” are not the problem, it is him or her! Whilst the consequences may not be as
damaging or as costly as drink driving or not wearing a seat belt, illegal parking should be considered to be
as selfish. Regrettably there are too many drivers who are also too selfish or too keen to flout the law, to
register, maintain, insure or tax their vehicle—to the potential detriment of others.

27. The supposed lack of understanding leads to frustration, stress and a great deal of abuse of parking
attendants on street. In order to improve public understanding and acceptance it is important, once the
changes to the current DPE regime have been agreed and the new regulations and statutory guidance
finalised, that a major public communications campaign is undertaken to make motorists and others more
aware of the need for parking controls and enforcement and the potential detriment to others of their often
selfish actions.
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28. The British Parking Association is planning to develop a “consumer’s guide to parking”, to coincide
with the publication of the new Statutory Guidance, in order to help public understanding of the issues. We
hope that Government will support this initiative as part of a wide ranging public communications
campaign.

29. There are two other major concerns we wish to share with the committee:

Traffic Signs

30. TraYc and parking regulations are given eVect by traYc signs and markings. In the UK signs are
prescribed precisely in TraYc Signs Regulations and General Direction TSRGD (SI 2002/3113) and if a sign
or marking does not comply with TSRGD then the regulation has no eVect. We believe that it is important
that, particularly for parking, where drivers are expected to comply with regulations, that the precision of
signing is preserved and enforced. Where a driver is at risk of a financial penalty, or worse, signs cannot be
“about right”.

31. However, understanding the present system does seem to cause many people a problem. DfT funded
research indicates that many drivers do not understand existing signs. Incorrect use of signs and markings
suggests that some professionals responsible for introducing and managing parking regulations also struggle
to comprehend the present system.

32. Regardless of the lawfulness of the signing that is used it clearly is a cause for concern if a significant
number of motorists, and some professionals, are unable to comprehend correctly the regulation that is in
force. We believe that this issue should be addressed by an objective study of sign comprehensibility and, if
the study shows there is a problem; sign design should be revisited and simplified, or driver education should
be improved or both.

DVLA and Overseas Registered Vehicles

33. Parking OVences and increasingly moving traYc oVences are enforced by first identifying the
oVending vehicle and then subsequently tracing the keeper/user. The inability to trace vehicles back to their
user because of deficiencies in the vehicle registration process has a number of consequences.

— For Local Authorities many millions of pounds in income are foregone because oVenders cannot
be traced and large amounts of public money are wasted in trying to track down such vehicles.

— The exchequer also loses many millions of pounds from uncollected fixed penalty notices issued
by Police forces, who also spend a great deal of abortive time and money in following up oVences.

— Some of the worst oVenders, often disqualified and driving without insurance and other documents
flout the law with relative impunity because their vehicles are not registered and not traceable
unless stopped on the street.

34. Inevitably the financial and social consequences of these activities are met by other law-abiding
citizens. Although these issues are well known and widely understood particularly in the parking industry
we are not aware that the true costs of the weaknesses in the current vehicle and driver records system on
wider public finance and law and order have ever been subject to an independent evaluation. We recommend
that the Audit Commission should be requested to carry out an investigation of the weaknesses of the
present system and the wider financial consequences of these shortcomings.

35. Local authority parking services lose a large amount of income each year because foreign registered
vehicles cannot be tracked to enforce a parking penalty and so the drivers sometimes do not pay for the
parking that they use. This problem is in part caused by casual visitors who spend a few days or weeks
visiting the UK and the scale of monies involved is such that entrepreneurs have set up companies to collect
this money on a commission basis.

36. Of greater concern is the fear that there is a significant, and growing, number of vehicles carrying
overseas registration marks which have been brought into the UK and are in long-term use by residents and
visitors for far longer than the six months that are allowed without registering the vehicle here.
Notwithstanding the oVence of failure to comply with vehicle registration requirements there is also a
concern about the wider legality of these vehicles.

37. Mainland Britain has about 25 places where motor vehicles can enter and leave the country (other
than as cargo) and it should be relatively simple to establish a computer system which would log vehicles
entering the country so that:

— Those staying beyond six months could be flagged so that if identified on street by the Police or
parking oYcers they could be dealt with.

— Vehicles leaving the country could be checked for outstanding oVences or charges and if
appropriate given the opportunity to resolve any outstanding issues before leaving.

38. We believe this is an urgent problem that needs resolving.
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Conclusions

39. Most people want to park freely where they like, when they like and for as long as they like. In a small
island like ours this is not possible, particularly in built up areas, and thus we must manage the use of the
highway for the benefit of all. The BPA believes therefore that DPE is the way forward so far as parking
(and other minor traYc enforcement) is concerned, providing it is undertaken, fairly, legitimately and in a
transparent way.

40. However, ultimately it must be to everyone’s benefit to get as many cars oV street as possible, to
improve safety and avoid them causing an obstruction. Yet, the provision of space to park vehicles,
especially commercial vehicles, is slowly reducing.

41. As a society we need a longer term parking strategy that is linked to the Government’s overall
transport policy that recognises concerns about supply and demand. This can only be undertaken by
Government in consultation with all stakeholders.

Recommendations

42. The BPA recommends that the Transport Committee:

— Supports the preparation by DfT of new DPE parking regulations and guidance in accordance
with the recommendations in the Childs report.

— Encourages Government to review of the eVectiveness of DPE against the original criteria
identified by the legislators.

— Encourages Government to review the whole issue of “signs and lines”, to consider their
comprehensibility and if necessary develop a new system that is easier for people to understand.

— Recommends to Government the development of a national parking framework as part of the
integrated transport strategy.

— Recommends that the Audit Commission investigates the weaknesses of the current vehicle and
driver records system to identify any shortcomings and the financial consequences to the public
sector of this and recommend improvements.

— Invites the DfT to review the problems of parking contraventions for overseas registered vehicles
and the issue of the non payment of parking and other fines.

— Parking policy also needs to consider the wider issues of public safety and security for those using
parking facilities. The British Crime Survey suggests that 20% of all crime relates to vehicle crime
and 2,054 of this on average is committed in car parks. Thus 4% of all crime is car park related.
To redress this issue ACPO in partnership with the Home OYce and BPA has developed the Safer
Parking Scheme aimed at providing a safe non-threatening environment for users. While the
scheme now incorporates some 2,000 parking facilities, greater take-up by the public sector is
essential if the scheme is to grow and flourish. We believe that the committee should suggest to
the appropriate government departments, such as ODPM/DfT/Department of Health that they
encourage great take-up of the Safer Parking Scheme by local authorities, health authorities, etc.

Memorandum submitted by National Car Parks Limited

Introduction

NCP is the leading provider of parking enforcement services in the UK, supplying around 3,000 parking
attendants to more than 30 local authorities.

The company is also the biggest commercial car parks provider, with more than 600 oV street sites around
the country, and 75 years’ experience in the planning, design, building and management of car parks.

Parking is one of the least scrutinised activities undertaken by local authorities, yet one which generates
great external attention. This imbalance is at the heart of the challenge that enforcement activity faces.

The external attention is often media driven and appears to cover a wide range of issues, but generally at
the heart of any issue are the local authorities’ parking policies. These are complex and poorly understood,
because they seek to balance many competing needs for the scarce resource of parking spaces, eg local
residents, businesses, road users, emergency vehicles and many others.

NCP moved into the parking enforcement market five years ago. In a short period we have become the
industry leader. This has been achieved because NCP has brought a new focus on quality to delivery of the
service through improvements to training, customer service and strict adherence to quality-based key
performance indicators.
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As an operator we focus on two core strategies—firstly to achieve a stable and experienced workforce—
which we seek to achieve through detailed training, proper remuneration and a well-defined career
structure—and secondly an eVective stakeholder strategy to ensure all those aVected by a parking
enforcement operation understand what it is tasked to achieve. The stakeholder strategy is essential, because
parking enforcement is a complex operation seeking to balance conflicting demands, which are often poorly
understood by stakeholders.

We understand that as the industry leader we have a role to play in moving the industry forward. A recent
initiative we have been involved in to raise awareness of best practice and to improve the quality of the
parking enforcement industry was to sponsor a report by the University of Birmingham’s School of
Public Policy.

This research resulted in an assessment model—compiled to Audit Commission standards—to enable
Local Authorities to monitor the success of their parking enforcement operations based entirely on quality
criteria. Although NCP sponsored the report, we had no control over its contents, and it is our hope that
it becomes adopted as the industry standard.

We feel that the Transport Committee could help achieve this by recommending that local authorities
adopt a quality measurement system.

The University of Birmingham research sits alongside and complements the review commissioned by the
British Parking Association (BPA) and conducted by Richard Childs. A key theme of the BPA review
findings is the need for greater transparency in the service. The University of Birmingham Quality
Assessment model is eVectively the tool which will enable this.

NCP is a member of the BPA—our chief executive Bob Macnaughton sat on the steering group for the
Richard Childs report—and strongly supports its work in this area, especially its work on encouraging:

— Greater transparency and reporting of performance in parking enforcement regimes.

— The need for more detailed statutory guidance to enhance the requirements of the local authorities
in the management of its parking policies.

— More stakeholder engagement, particularly public opinion surveys.

— More active management of policies, including an obligation to regularly review policies and
ensure consultation.

— Defining more clearly certain behaviours, eg the way Local Authorities deal with representations
from members of the public.

Our submission gives our views on each of the questions posed and is summarised as follows.

— The University of Birmingham’s School of Public Policy report—Local Authority Parking
Enforcement; Defining Quality—Raising Standards—is compiled to Audit Commission standards
to provide a template for a future national standard for parking operations.

— Regular, detailed public surveys and eVective stakeholder strategies demonstrate public support
for fair and reasonable parking operations.

— Quality based Key Performance Indictors are the best way of measuring eVectiveness.

— On street parking provision should be priced to encourage people to park oV street.

— There is a gap between public perception and reality in parking enforcement, which could be
bridged by greater openness and accountability by some local authorities and a greater emphasis
on quality-based Key Performance Indicators.

Questions

1. Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is performance
evaluated?

NCP has experience of delivering parking control services to more than 30 local authorities. Our role is
to deliver the policy of the local authority client exactly as that policy is drafted.

Every local authority seeks to deliver fair and reasonable parking controls, often adopting a “firm but
fair” approach. In practice this is a diYcult matter, which requires the local authority to bring its judgement
to bear in managing complex and changeable traYc conditions. These must be constantly reviewed and
policies must evolve to reflect changing conditions. For example, over the past two years, our clients
Westminster City Council and Manchester City Council have made significant changes in policy to reflect
the changing needs of their stakeholders, demonstrating that active management of policies are the key to
successful delivery. The external perception of the parking regimes has been changed as a result of the
new policies.

Accountability

Among the best practice examples for evaluating performance in our experience are public surveys such
as those carried out by our clients Durham City Council and Bury Metropolitan Borough Council.
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These opinion polls receive extremely positive feedback which we believe shows that where parking
control is carried out fairly and reasonably the public opinion of the service is very high. Polls such as these
are very eVective in demonstrating accountability.

Local authorities are, of course, accountable to their electorates, and also face detailed scrutiny through
media coverage. There are many examples, however, of press coverage which has distorted the nature of
parking enforcement, either through inaccuracy or selective use of facts.

Evaluation

In our experience a parking enforcement service is regarded as fair and reasonable when the contractor
is assessed on quality-based Key Performance Indicators. We would always expect to be assessed on KPIs
such as deployment levels of staV, customer service standards, accuracy of penalty charge notices issued,
appearance, behavioural competencies and processes to reduce staV turnover.

Fair and reasonable

A reasonable, fair and accountable parking control operation should also have a back oYce processing
system assessed on KPIs such as response times to representations, customer complaints, disabled access
in parking shops, and use of technology, in accordance with e-government guidelines, to enable customer
interface via the internet.

A back oYce processing operation which meets these KPIs would also be the appropriate point in the
parking control operation to exercise discretion. It is our view that Parking Attendants should not be asked
to exercise discretion, since to do so would make an already complex job more diYcult, and place the PA
under the risk of threats or bribes.

Where there are reasonable extenuating circumstances surrounding the issue of Penalty Charge Notices, a
properly-run back oYce operation should be able to take these into account when representations are made.

Measurement

Parking controls aVect the whole community. Poor enforcement:

— contributes to congestion by allowing inconsiderate parking to restrict traYc flow;

— decreases road safety by allowing parking where it restricts the vision of pedestrians and motorists;

— reduces the quality of life for residents who are unable to use spaces allocated to them; and

— deters shoppers who find it diYcult to park for short shopping trips.

Any measure of quality of policy and enforcement must take all these factors into account and seek to
balance the interests of the various sections of the community. The University of Birmingham proposals for
measuring quality in parking enforcement are particularly relevant in this regard and we commend the
report to the Committee. A copy of their report has been sent separately to the Committee.

2. What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

There should be clear guidelines published at national level with measurable, quality-based Key
Performance Indicators. These guidelines should make it clear to the public what parking enforcement is
designed to achieve, who is responsible for the rules and regulations, and the standards they must achieve
in enforcing those regulations.

If the recommendations of the Birmingham team were to be put into eVect, Local Authority members
would be able to assess the eVectiveness and fairness of their enforcement activity and benchmark it against
other similar councils.

The research was run by a steering group chaired by Robert Buchanan, Audit Commission Performance
Specialist. The resultant report proposed a Quality Assessment System which followed Audit Commission
standards in assessing local authority activities.

We support the principal of national guidelines to promote consistency in the quality measurement—
although we remain firmly of the view that these guidelines could not be extended to encompass a
standardisation of parking regulations across the UK. It is our view that local authorities remain in the best
position to assess the pressures on their local roads and design appropriate traYc management orders and
the enforcement operations accordingly.

It is also important that highways authorities responsible for maintaining road signs and lines do this to
a high standard. Signage should be clear and well maintained so that motorists do not park unlawfully
through confusion—and it is also worth noting that parking attendants’ jobs are made more diYcult by
unclear or poorly maintained signs and lines.
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There should be proper, clear auditing of signs and lines, regularly reviewed, to an agreed national
standard, as detailed in the Birmingham report.

The Statutory guidelines could help ensure best practice, for example:

— Prohibiting the provision of incentives for contractors/attendants linked to PCN numbers.

— Creating an obligation on local authorities to publish detailed performance data.

— Creating an obligation to review all TRO/TRAs (the enforcement regime) on a regular basis,
including consultation.

3. Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

In our opinion the appeals process is very fair and eVective.

In our view there is room for improvement in increasing the understanding of the appeals service with
drivers. This also includes improving awareness of how drivers can make representations prior to the formal
appeals process.

Currently there is no accepted national standard for training of back oYce personnel, with the result that
there can be inconsistencies in the way penalty charge notices are processed, and in the way the first stage
of an appeal is handled.

This is clearly reflected in the wide variation in the numbers of appeals and the success rates at appeal by
local authority. Statutory guidance could be used to more clearly specify how representations and appeals
should be dealt with. Also by publishing more information on local authority performance in dealing with
representations and appeals it will deliver more visibility on quality of performance. As a general comment,
the relationship between local authorities and the appeals service is often one of conflict rather than feedback
and improvement.

4. Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there any
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalized parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

We believe that Local Authorities should be discouraged from relying on Parking Penalty income as
“budgeted income”, but rather recognise that this income stream is entirely dependent on the behaviour of
motorists and therefore is not a figure that can be increased at will. Indeed, there is much evidence to suggest
that successful enforcement regimes result in a downturn in illegal parking, and by extension, a downturn
in revenue from Penalty Charge Notices.

We are also of the view that any surplus monies from the enforcement service should be directed towards
improving parking arrangements in the first place—such as residents’ parking schemes and Park and Ride
and then in improving Public Transport services. There is evidence that the public are more willing to accept
charges where they see the revenue directed at improvements that they appreciate. In this regard we do not
believe that the relaxing of the hypothecation rules in the TraYc Management Act is helpful.

We do believe that local authorities should be encouraged—possibly by statutory guidance—to exercise
greater transparency in the way in which parking revenue is allocated, both receipts and expenditure.

Public concern over how parking revenue—especially that from fines—is collected is at the heart of the
debate about how parking enforcement should be carried out. There is little doubt that the public’s
perception of parking enforcement in some areas is simply as a revenue gathering exercise, highlighting a
gap between public perception and reality. It is our view that greater openness on behalf of some local
authorities would significantly change the public perception for the better.

Greater visibility should include measurement by quality-based KPIs and publication of that
performance data.

We also believe that national quality standards should be introduced for all local authorities, and that the
Committee should consider a system whereby only those authorities who achieve those quality standards
are able to keep any surplus accruing from parking fines. We believe this could incentivise Local Authorities
to improve quality and significantly improve the public’s perception of the nature of a parking
enforcement service.

5. What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

It is our view that the level of parking provision allowed in most local planning authorities’ policies does
not adequately address the needs of the motorist. Criteria to ensure there is an adequate supply of parking
should take into account traYc numbers, traYc flow, and projected traYc growth.
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It is important when drafting Local Transport Plans to ensure consistency among boroughs, and at the
moment it is our view that this is lacking in some areas. Some local authorities’ policies actively discourage
additional parking provisions while others do not.

We believe that local authorities’ should be encouraged to view parking provision as an essential part of
an integrated transport strategy, not an alternative.

Parking provision has an impact on the health of the local economy and on the quality of life of the
inhabitants. Adequate parking is required for shoppers and businesses and residents wish to park their cars
in close proximity to their homes. Inadequate parking provision can result in traYc circulating whilst
looking for a parking space, greatly increasing congestion and urban pollution.

Since there are many conflicting interests, a balance should be sought which, if not satisfying all interests
provides the best balance possible. In this regard the Quality Assessment system proposed by Birmingham
University’s School of Public Policy is extremely helpful.

The balance between On-Street and OV-Street parking is also important, as is the relative pricing. Where
there is on-street provision it is often free or less expensive than oV-street and therefore preferred. This policy
results in needless congestion, with motorists circulating to find a space on-street. In many towns where there
is a perceived parking problem, car parks are operating below capacity. On-street charges should be
introduced or adjusted to ensure existing car park capacity is fully utilised.

6. What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

The impact of an ill-thought out or poorly enforced policy is:

— Unnecessary congestion caused by motorists circulating whilst looking for an on-street space.

— Unnecessary congestion caused by motorists parked illegally on yellow lines constricting traYc
flow.

— Increased risk of road accidents caused by illegally parked vehicles.

— Reduced prosperity through a decline in shopping trade, businesses relocating to out-of town sites
and a decline in town centre house prices through lack of residential parking provision.

7. What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

Every car journey ends with a parking act. Parking policy should support the traYc management and
demand management policies by providing the necessary parking capacity and no more. Specifically,
parking policy should support the preferred type of parker at diVerent times of day and days of the week.

Pricing policy should be designed to make oV-street parking the preferred choice, leaving street parking
for very short term parking and residents. Where on-street parking is inadequate, consideration should be
given to parking residents’ cars in oV-street car parks as is the case in a number of other European countries.

8. How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

The onus is on private contractors to ensure that they have a stable and experienced workforce and the
highest standards of training, with particular emphasis on communication and customer service skills, to
ensure that parking attendants—the most visible face of a parking service, and the people most likely to
interact with the public—are able to explain parking regulations eVectively, and demonstrate
professionalism and diligence to ensure that the service is perceived to be well-run.

An eVective stakeholder strategy is also important, and local authorities should also be encouraged to be
proactive in explaining their policies to residents and stakeholder groups. It is clear that there is, in many
areas, a lack of public understanding regarding parking policy. For example, there is often a perception that
eVective parking enforcement harms local businesses such as shops and restaurants. Local authorities
should be encouraged to explain to stakeholders such as local chambers of commerce the benefits of eVective
enforcement—which can encourage more trade into town and city centres by keeping the streets clear and
the traYc flowing.

As we have mentioned elsewhere, there is often a noticeable gap between public perception and reality of
the benefits eVective parking policy can ring to communities. Local authorities could bridge that gap with
greater visibility of parking revenue income and expenditure, clearer publication of rules, regulations and
expected standards of service, and a greater emphasis on quality criteria such as those proposed in the
University of Birmingham report.

It may also be appropriate for the driving test to include some content requiring learner drivers to
demonstrate an understanding of parking policy.

September 2005
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Witnesses: Mr Keith Banbury, Chief Executive, Ms Lynn Witham, Council Member, Mr Peter Guest, Vice-
President, British Parking Association, Mr Bob Macnaughton, Chief Executive, and Mr Ian Kavanagh, On
Street Director, National Car Parks Limited, gave evidence.

Chairman: Good afternoon, lady and gentlemen. Mr Banbury: That is correct. Because they have the
opportunity to do it at the moment, although onlyThank you very much for coming this afternoon.
170 or so have done so, it could well be that thoseYou are most warmly welcome. We have one little
who have considered it have turned it away becausebit of housekeeping to perform before we start to
of that. I know that in some cases it is beingtalk to you, if you will forgive us. Members having
undertaken on a county-wide basis so that the areasan interest to declare. Mr Martlew?
where they actually generate a surplus can actuallyMr Martlew: Member of the Transport and
support those areas where they do not.General Workers’ Union and member of the GMB.

Graham Stringer: Member of Amicus.
Chairman: Gwyneth Dunwoody, a member of Q4 Chairman: Since the change on parking
ASLEF. enforcement has been introduced, the number of

reported parking contraventions has increased. DoMrs Ellman: Member of the Transport and General
you think we ought to be concerned about that?Workers’ Union.
Mr Banbury: Not particularly. I think the reasonClive EVord: Member of the Transport and General
why it has increased is because the enforcement isWorkers’ Union.
much more rigorous than it used to be and through
the police system where there are traYc wardens,

Q1 Chairman: Lady and gentlemen, before I ask of course there are very few of them around and
you to identify yourselves, perhaps we could start therefore enforcement is fairly sparse. At the
at the left. Would you like to tell us who you are, moment, just to put it in some sort of context, there
just for the record? are about 8 million parking tickets issued through
Mr Banbury: Good afternoon. My name is Keith decriminalised parking enforcement each year and
Banbury. I am the Chief Executive of British there are something like 32 million drivers, so one
Parking Association. in four of us gets one ticket a year, or each of us
Ms Witham: My name is Lynn Witham. I am a gets one ticket on average every four years.
member of the Executive Council of the British
Parking Association. Q5 Chairman: You could be said to have a vested
Mr Guest: My name is Peter Guest. I am the Vice- interest in rolling out this legislation across all local
President of the British Parking Association. authorities. Do you have a particular view?
Mr Macnaughton: My name is Bob Macnaughton. Mr Macnaughton: This is why I was keen to let
I am the Chief Executive of National Car Parks. Keith make the first point.
Mr Kavanagh: My name is Ian Kavanagh, the On
Street Director for National Car Parks. Q6 Chairman: I gathered that, that is why I am

asking you.
Mr Macnaughton: I think for the case ofQ2 Chairman: Thank you. Perhaps I should warn
consistency, absolutely there is a case foryou that sitting in front of you are microphones
decriminalised parking enforcement to be rolledwhich do not project your voices, they record what
out everywhere. I think there are issues whereyou say, so I am afraid we are going to have to ask
parking enforcement is the responsibility of theevery one of you to speak up because the acoustics
police. It is not their priority, and it is increasinglyin this building are not altogether fitted to some of
not their priority. So the resources which aretheir modern tasks. Did any one of you have
invested in the traYc warden service areanything you wanted to say just before we begin the
increasingly diverted elsewhere, and that is aquestioning? In which case, let me ask you, should
problem. As a consequence, we see where we takedecriminalised parking enforcement be rolled out
on decriminalised parking for the first time thatacross all local authorities?
quite often it is extremely welcomed. I would pointMr Banbury: I think there is an argument to do
to St Albans just in the last 18 months or so, wherethat. At the moment, because there are two systems
it was in the national media, “It’s a scandal. There’sin operation there is some confusion in the
no parking enforcement. People are parkingmembers of the public and that would be a good
everywhere.” So I do think there is a strong casereason, in a sense, to roll it out across the country,
for it, but I also recognise the priority should be inbut there are other reasons. Because decriminalised
the denser populated areas, the urban areas, whereparking enforcement is meant to be self-funding it
there is more congestion.may well be that some councils are unable to

undertake that. Therefore, that may be the main
Q7 Mr Martlew: Just on that point, in Cumbria wereason against it, but I think it is something which
got rid of all the traYc wardens and to be honestshould be considered.
when they brought in the new system everybody
was not pleased. I am glad to see they are in St

Q3 Chairman: Have you any reason other than an Albans, but they were not in my constituency.
instinct to believe that that would be the case? Are Coming back to traYc wardens, are they
you just assuming there is a certain population disappearing throughout the country, or is
requirement before such a scheme would be self- Cumbria just an exception? Are there less and less

of them and there is no control?financing? Is that your assumption?
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Mr Banbury: I think as more and more move to Q11 Chairman: Can we quantify that?
Mr Guest: No, we cannot. It is one of our majordecriminalised parking enforcement there will be

less and less traYc wardens and I think there is a concerns that there is very little hard data around
on what has happened since decriminalised parkingconscious eVort by the Police not to actually

undertake this function as much as they used to, in terms of driver behaviour, the amount of parking
and the amount of enforcement, and it is one ofbecause they have other higher priorities. So as a

result, in some areas there is very little enforcement our recommendations that there does need to be
some quite fundamental research in the field toand as a result people park obviously anywhere

they wish to. understand what has happened with decriminalised
parking enforcement.Mr Macnaughton: I think the question is as much

one for the Police Service. We do see that less
resources are being put into this area. It is not their Q12 Clive EVord: On the issue of scrutiny?
priority. They have a very big agenda of things to Mr Guest: Yes, the scrutiny of local authorities. We
do and I do not think it comes very high up that believe that most local authorities most of the time
list. are doing the job quite well, or well. We recognise

that some local authorities some of the time are
Q8 Chairman: Mr Banbury, do you think statutory doing the job quite badly. At the moment we have
guidance with a Code of Practice really will raise a local authority activity which is of the order of
the standard of parking enforcement? £1 billion per year in terms of turnover where there
Mr Banbury: I think so. There have been concerns is no scrutiny, there is no control, there are no
and we as an association have done a number of standards and there is no back-stop except by going
things to try and improve the situation, but it needs for judicial review or similar methods. There is
to go further. We actually introduced—and I sent nobody to say whether it is being done rightly or
a copy through—a review undertaken by Richard wrongly and telling local authorities where they are
Charles, who is the ex-Chief Constable in doing things wrong that they should mend their
Lincolnshire and he undertook an independent ways. It is not something which the BPA has
review and came up with 43 recommendations looked at and it is not something which the BPA
which he passed through to the DfT. We definitely has formed a view on, but there was a report
believe there are improvements which can be made. recently done by Which? which made this
Decriminalised parking enforcement in itself is, I recommendation.
think, a very sensible way to go. It is a parking
ticket, it is a parking penalty and to decriminalise

Q13 Chairman: I would have thought you were theit makes eminent sense. It is a much more user-
logical forum to do that. You have this wide cross-friendly system than going through a magistrates’
sample of membership. I would have thought thatcourt.
was the sort of thing you would have beenChairman: I think we will want to ask you a bit
looking at?about that.
Mr Guest: Yes, we carried out the DPE research.
It is not something which came up as a result of

Q9 Clive EVord: Can I ask the representatives from that independent research, but it has come up in
the BPA, do you support the adjudicator’s call for the dialogue which has come out of that research
Audit Commission scrutiny of all local authority and other research. It is an idea which we feel
parking enforcement? has merits.
Mr Banbury: I do not think we actually directly
supported it, but we do support the review of that.

Q14 Chairman: You have put that to theThere is also a cause, and I think the Which?
Department for Transport, have you?magazine and others have suggested the possibility
Mr Guest: We have a meeting with the Departmentof a parking regulator. That is something we feel
for Transport in a week’s time where it will be onthe Government should consider as a longer term
the agenda.possibility.
Mr Banbury: Could I add to the point about
statutory guidance? I think we are great supportersQ10 Clive EVord: What areas would a parking
of this. I think this is the key for the future. Thereregulator look into in terms of the practices of local
is no doubt there have been some concerns aboutauthorities in enforcement?
decriminalised parking enforcement, a lot of whichMr Banbury: Exactly that, the practice of the local
has been media-hyped, I have to say. Nevertheless,authorities. He would not get involved in the actual
there are things which need to be changed and thisissue of tickets. There is an adjudication service,
is the mechanism through which I think they needwhich is generally sound. He would get involved
to be changed, backed by a Code of Practice andwith local authorities to ensure they undertake their
with good practice guides. I think perhaps in aroles correctly.
year’s time the whole issue of the DPE and the issueMr Guest: You said the number of tickets issued
of tickets will to some extent start to be resolved.was rising, but then so are the kilometres of kerb

space controlled and the hours of control. So it may
not be that the actual number of tickets per space, Q15 Mr Martlew: You say there are things that

need to be changed. Can you give us an example?per hour is rising.
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Mr Banbury: One of the things which needs to be Mr Guest: I think it is important that we
understand and recognise that the powers the locallooked at is the question of proportionality of

charges. At the moment you get the same fixed authority has to operate, manage and enforce
parking are traYc management powers; they arepenalty if you overstay on a meter or if you are on

double yellow lines. Now, in natural justice there not fiscal powers. It is a natural consequence of
what happens, particularly in large cities, that thereis an argument for saying there should be a

diVerentiation of charges. So that is one of the is a financial surplus which comes out of those
activities. We are concerned that sometimes localissues which the group, of which I am a member,
authorities seem to have lost sight of thewhich is actually standing and sitting at the
fundamental reason why they are doing what theymoment, is to look at, but all of the other issues as
are doing, so the money does become attractive andwell related to it. So the whole focus perhaps will
it does become an issue. One of thechange in the future. We need to do better in the
recommendations we have made to ensure thatsense of the way in which we implement it. We need
what is going on is understood and is transparentto have stronger rules and we need greater
is that the financial consequences of what the localtransparency. The two key issues which Richard
authority should do should be very transparent,Charles came to us with was legitimacy—we must
that there should be a statutory responsibility todo it for the right reasons—and transparency so
publish the information about the money they arethat local authorities could show to their
raising, how they are spending that money, whatconstituents and the motorists what number of
they are doing with it, and it certainly istickets they have had, how they spent the money
appropriate that any surpluses should be used toand what they have used it on.
the public good. It is a statutory requirement for
money which comes from on-street parking that

Q16 Clive EVord: In your evidence you have surpluses are ring-fenced and used for the public
indicated that parking managers are under pressure good. One of the concerns we have in the industry
to raise target revenue from parking enforcement. is that originally the primary purpose of a surplus
How under the statutory guidance can we address was that it should be reinvested into providing
that and what steps would relieve the pressure on more and better parking. In fact, the parking
those parking managers to do that? infrastructure which we have in terms of parking
Mr Banbury: This was, I think, an issue which structures, signs and lines, are being neglected, are
Richard Charles brought to us. Two things we have falling into disrepair while the money is spent on
done which I think will help. The first is that we other things, and that is a matter of great concern
have developed a new model contract, which I to us as an industry. We had the experience a few
think Bob could comment on in a minute. A local years ago where one of Mr Macnaughton’s car
authority contracts with a service provider to parks partially collapsed at Piper’s Row. The
undertake their functions. In the past the contracts professions did a great deal of research into that.
which were under cctv were very much ticket- There was a great deal of forensic research into
orientated. It is not unreasonable to develop an that. Out of that research came recommendations
expected number of tickets, but what was from the professional institutions about checking,
unreasonable, we think, is that there was a penalty maintaining and preparing a whole life care plan
clause so that the contractors’ had a huge penalty for all car parks. As far as we are able to determine,
if they did not meet those numbers of tickets. I that has not happened and we know there are
argue that with parking a ticket is a consequence structures out there which are becoming dangerous.
of what happens rather than a target, so our new Most of those structures belong to local authorities

and they are not reinvesting their parking surplusescontracts focus on diVerent forms of KPIs for
into the maintenance and upkeep of thosecompliance with the regulations rather than on the
structures, which we think should be a very highnumber of tickets. We have to get the number of
priority.tickets out of the equation, and that is already

happening. A number of local authorities,
including Westminster (who you will hear from Q18 Mrs Ellman: How are the car parking charges
later), are actually moving in that direction and I and meter charges set? Who does that?
think what we are doing is kicking at an open door. Mr Guest: I will try and respond to that. You may
But we do need to move on that because I think gather from my hair I am quite old now!
that is one of the biggest concerns of the public and
people like the AA and RAC.

Q19 Chairman: We thought that was only since you
had been in this room”

Q17 Clive EVord: Particularly in places like Mr Guest: I suspect it will be by the time I leave
London, are not the amounts of money which can this room! The original parking charge was set by
be raised from parking enforcement too attractive the Greater London Council, which decided there
at times for parking enforcement managers to raise should be a charge of one shilling per day to park
income, and is not the possibility of using that on the streets of London. Since then, charges have
money for other things other than traYc been set by committees all the way across the
management issues an inducement to try and country, I am tempted to say at random but I do

not think that is true, in response to localraise revenue?
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circumstances. Local authorities have total Q24 Mrs Ellman: Does that mean then that the
charges you levy are to do with what you think youdiscretion on setting their meter charges and their

car park charges. They look at their local can basically get away with? They are not
conditions, at the cost of running their parking necessarily related to local traYc management?
operations, they look at the competition from Mr Mr Macnaughton: That is correct.
Macnaughton and others, and they set those
charges, but there is no rigid framework which they

Q25 Mrs Ellman: That is an entirely diVerent thing.have to comply with.
Who should take responsibility for making the
public more aware of how representations could be

Q20 Mrs Ellman: Do you think it would be better made and decisions made on that?
if charges were more uniform or a complete Ms Witham: I think that is very much down to the
discretion? Do you have any views on that? local authorities themselves to ensure that people
Mr Guest: I cannot see that uniform charges will are aware of how they can appeal against parking
work. Parking is provided in a local environment tickets. I think that whole appeals process is a vital
to meet a local need and is subject to local political safeguard. Some authorities are very good at doing
decision-making. Therefore, my council will set its this. They have a lot of information on their
charges within its framework of decision-making websites, they publish leaflets and they make sure
and its local political need. The next council along that people get this information, but it is variable.
will have a diVerent set of circumstances, and I
cannot see how that could be centralised and

Q26 Mrs Ellman: Do you think that a good job isregulated.
being done on that, making people aware of what
the system is to make representations?

Q21 Mrs Ellman: Could I ask National Car Parks, Ms Witham: I think there is always room to
how do the charges you levy fit into local traYc improve it. I am working with one London local
policies, or do they if it is something totally authority at the moment which is defining all its
separate? enforcement policies and the grounds on which it
Mr Macnaughton: We have an economic model will consider appeals, the grounds on which it will
which we use to aid us in trying to get some degree consider mitigation and cancel tickets. When that
of consistency on how we set parking tariVs. is finished, that will go on its website, and some
Clearly, each economic centre is its own authorities are now doing this.
marketplace. It is a supply and demand model
depending on the demand of drivers and depending

Q27 Mrs Ellman: Do you think that localon the supply of parking.
authorities should have to meet statutory
performance levels on dealing with representations?

Q22 Chairman: Are you telling us there is a big Mr Guest: We have said in our submission to you,
diVerence, for example, between what you charge and we will say again and again that we feel there
in the centres of cities and what you would charge is a need for stronger statutory guidance, and in
in a smaller area? Is that what you are telling us? dealing with the ability of the public to make
Mr Macnaughton: Yes. Well, it depends what the representation and appeal against the activity of a
situations in the market are. Local authorities still local authority that needs to be spelt out very
control about two-thirds of oV-street parking clearly in a uniform way for all local authorities so
spaces in the UK, and of course they have all the that the public know where they stand when they
on-street places. We see a vast inconsistency in the get parking tickets. Certainly part of that guidance
way local authorities set tariVs. There are some should be setting benchmarks and standards, but
local authorities which have no parking at all obviously depending on the representation on the
virtually, they have a little bit of on-street. There appeal there has to be some flexibility because it
are other authorities which have very large may be somebody has a very straightforward case
portfolios and there is no real science. There are they wish to make to the local authority and it may
local policies and some are good and others are, be they want to enter into a dialogue which goes
frankly, illogical, but that is just the way it is. on for some time. It is diYcult for a local authority

to be pushed into a rigid framework of response if
it has to deal with a more complex case.Q23 Mrs Ellman: Could the same be said about

your charges?
Mr Macnaughton: We are a private sector Q28 Mrs Ellman: What does that mean, that you
organisation. We set charges according to local think there should be benchmarks?
circumstances, but we have a consistent Mr Guest: It means that there should be
methodology across the whole country. It is partly benchmarks and standards, but they have to
an analytical method. We do not own our property, recognise reality.
we pay rent for all of our sites, and unfortunately
what we have seen over the last 10 years is that the
value of our property in our towns and city centres Q29 Mrs Ellman: So there should be, but they do

not have to?has escalated incredibly and so has our rent.
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Mr Guest: There are things which you can regulate. Mr Guest: The bailiV is a court oYcer, who is
enforcing a decision of the court and you have hadIf somebody writes to you, you should be required

to respond within a certain time, but not necessarily to go through quite a long process to get that far.
There does appear to be a number of drivers whoresolve the case within a certain time.
still perceive the penalty charge notice as something
which if they ignore it, it will go away, and maybe

Q30 Clive EVord: Do you think on the whole the part of the process which needs to be improved is
public get a raw deal from the appeal’s process? the information to drivers that when the local
Mr Guest: I do not think we know. What we do authority issues a penalty charge notice it means it.
know is that of the 8 million or so tickets which are It is a charge for misuse of the parking space and
issued each year only about 1% end up in it means that it should be paid.
adjudication. I think that is about right.
Mr Banbury: Just under 1%. Q34 Mrs Ellman: The AA Motoring Trust has
Mr Guest: Which suggests that on the whole most given us some evidence about problems from the no
of the public most of the time do not feel strongly win, no fee pursuits of unpaid or unserved parking
enough about what is going on to take their cases penalty notices. So they think there is a problem.
to adjudication. I am not sure if that is because they Mr Kavanagh: Could I just point out that before a
feel it is reasonably good or because they do not bailiV turns up to collect any money from a driver
think the cost of adjudication is justified. who has received a penalty charge notice, that

driver will have received three or four items of
correspondence through the process outliningQ31 Clive EVord: Is not the problem that you only
exactly what will happen if they do not pay.get the 50% discount if you pay it within a certain

time? If you appeal, then you face paying the whole
Q35 Chairman: So your view, Mr Kavanagh, is thatcharge, so do the people just cut their losses even
it would only come into operation when they havethough it may have been somebody who was
had more than adequate notice?lawfully loading or unloading?
Mr Kavanagh: Yes.Ms Witham: If I can answer that one, round about

20% of all tickets which are issued will result in
correspondence from the driver, who for one Q36 Graham Stringer: On that last point, how
reason or another does not understand why he has many people never pay their fines? What is the
received a ticket, or was loading or unloading, as %age of the total money which is charged to
you have said, or is otherwise exempt, maybe a blue motorists for parking illegally but which is never
badge holder. The majority of local authorities will collected?
deal with those letters at that point and it is Mr Macnaughton: The payment rates, I think, vary
standard practice that if somebody writes to them between about 60% and 75%.
within those 14 days they will re-oVer them another
14 days to pay at the discount, so they have not Q37 Chairman: Mr Kavanagh, do you know that?
been disadvantaged by writing in. There is Mr Kavanagh: It varies widely. We know of
absolutely nothing to stop local authorities oVering authorities which have collection rates below 50%
that discount at the subsequent formal and we know some which have about 70%. The
representation stage as well, and in fact at any average is about 65%, we think.
point throughout the process.

Q38 Graham Stringer: So you stand a pretty good
chance, if you do not pay, of never paying?Q32 Clive EVord: Would your organisation
Mr Kavanagh: Yes.encourage them to do so?
Mr Macnaughton: We would use payment rates asMs Witham: Yes.
a guide of quality for parking attendantMr Banbury: Yes. If I may add, this is something
performance, so although we are not so involvedwhich statutory guidance need to look at through
in the back oYce processing we use it as anthe working group, because I think that is a major
indicator of good quality parking tickets, which isbone of contention with some members of the
why we monitor it.public.
Mr Kavanagh: But about 30% of people whoChairman: We have several things we are going to
receive parking tickets never pay them, for oneask you about that.
reason or another.

Q33 Mrs Ellman: What about the use of bailiVs to Q39 Graham Stringer: Before Mr Banbury comes
recover unpaid fines? Do you have a view on that? in, do you think, therefore, the process should be
Mr Banbury: My understanding is that the bailiV is tightened up? Are there good reasons for the
only used when it gets to court because a persistent enforcement rates being so low?
evader has not paid the fine and as a result the case Mr Banbury: There is quite a number of reasons
is referred to the court by the local authority and why tickets are not paid. A vehicle which is a
a bailiV is then involved. I do not think before that foreign registered vehicle generally will not pay a
stage a bailiV is involved, unless anybody can penalty charge notice. A number of penalty charge

notices are cancelled, of course. Drivers makecorrect me on that.
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representations, they make appeals and they are requirement that there is a return each year by each
local authority along the lines you have said tocancelled. There is this persistent problem, which is

a problem for both parking and— determine each of those particular issues and so
that there is total transparency, full disclosure of
the facts. I think this will help in trying to alleviateQ40 Graham Stringer: Sorry, before you go on any
the concerns of some of the motorists.further, if they are cancelled I assume that they are

not then part of the 33´% which are not collected?
Ms Witham: If I can expand on it, there will be Q43 Graham Stringer: Do you believe that local
parking tickets which are cancelled. authorities should be either collectively fined if they

look as though they are doing a bad job when the
statistics are analysed, where they are issuing a lotQ41 Graham Stringer: Then they disappear out of
of parking tickets which were incorrectly issued,the calculation?
and on an individual basis do you think that if aMs Witham: Absolutely, yes. The majority of
motorist is put to a great deal of trouble by thetickets which are unpaid are normally as a result of
incompetent and unfair issuing of a ticket thatdemographic features, if you have an area with a
motorist should be compensated?high population movement. The shortest period
Mr Banbury: There is an ability, as I understand it,that you can move a ticket from being issued
for the adjudicator to award costs, but it is rare.through to a bailiV warrant is four to five months.

If you have got a high population movement, there
will be people who no longer live at that address. Q44 Graham Stringer: It is rare. I am saying
The other reason why some tickets are unpaid is beyond costs, for the inconvenience and the
because it is simply impossible to trace ownership annoyance?
of vehicles. Those are the two major reasons. Mr Banbury: On your first point, I do not really
Mr Kavanagh: I think it is between 5 and 10% of think that is for us to say. I think this is a decision
vehicles which are not registered with the DVLA at through the statutory guidance as to whether or not
all, so you therefore cannot find the drivers at any people should be fined, or if you have a parking
stage in the process. regulator then that individual would actually deal
Mr Banbury: Could I add to that? I did a little bit with that particular issue.
of research recently and spoke to a number of local Mr Macnaughton: Could I just oVer an angle on
authorities and they say the average is about 10% the penalty to the local authority? I think linking
are uncollectible, in their view, because of the the performance of the local authority to the use,
reasons mentioned. Each authority has developed the application of any surplus, would be very wise.
an oVender database, a database of persistent So if it is a poor quality enforcement regime, then
oVenders, and recently we discussed the possibility certainly the authority could be restricted in the
of making this into a national oVender database, application of any surplus. If it has a high quality
which in some sense received quite a lot of support enforcement regime backed up by the performance
on the basis that people move around the country, data, then the public should not be concerned
they do not necessarily have addresses, they have about how any surplus is applied.
cars which are not registered and therefore this is
about £30 million which is lost to local authorities

Q45 Graham Stringer: You originally said thateach year. So it is a significant sum of money and
local authorities have to use the surplus for publicthe view is that if the general member of the public
good, what came up in my mind was, what do localwho gets a ticket pays, by and large, it is not fair
authorities do which is not in the public good? Ison those who pay not to try and collect those who
this a meaningful phrase, “public good”?do not pay. Therefore, we are looking towards
Mr Macnaughton: I think it is defending thewhether or not this is a real possibility. We need to
accusation that the whole industry for locallook at the technology and we need to look at the
authorities is a money-making machine and I thinkpracticality of doing it, but it is something we are
there are very few authorities which make aconsidering.
significant surplus and virtually none which make a
surplus which would be meaningful to their budgetQ42 Graham Stringer: That is very interesting.
anyway, I suspect. The point was made thatCould I just change the focus slightly? A number
applying the funds more visibly would be a wiseof the witnesses have suggested there should be
thing. So I do not think anyone is questioning thatgreater transparency of what local authorities do.
they are not for the public good, but if they areDo you believe there should be a statutory
being used to balance a budgetary issue in the widerresponsibility to record and publish the number of
council then that might be perceived as a problem.penalty charges, the number of representations

made, the number of adjudications and the number
of times the adjudicator upholds the motorists’ Q46 Graham Stringer: Do you have individually

diYculties with the issue of clamping? Is it notrepresentations?
Mr Banbury: Yes, I think there needs to be, and contradictory to good traYc management when a

car is parked in the wrong place to clamp it so thatpart of the group which is looking at the statutory
guidance I think will come up with what will be it is there for a good deal longer than it otherwise

would have been?required, and we suggest it be a statutory
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Mr Guest: I think perhaps we should remember Q48 Chairman: I want to ask you about the
definition of loading and unloading, which is a verythat the whole process of decriminalised parking

enforcement originates in the United States. In the fraught subject. We have been asked by the freight
industry for a clear definition of loading andoriginal model in the United States, clamping was

used as part of a progressive approach to unloading. Would you expect that to be in your
guidance?enforcement where drivers were getting repeat

parking fines which they were not paying. Mr Banbury: Yes.
Ms Witham: There is quite a clear definition whichClamping was targeted against the repeat oVender,

who was then required to clear the backlog of fines arose from an adjudication decision back in 1995
and a lot of local authorities understand it and use itin order to have the vehicle released. So it became

part of a progressive and logical enforcement as guidance. It is not statutory, it is purely guidance,
and basically the adjudicator recognised thatprocess. When the 1991 Road TraYc Act was

prepared that provision was not included, so activities such as delivering and collecting small
items as part of a delivery round are loading andclamping is on the same par as a fine. You can have

a fine, be clamped or be towed; the law does not unloading, as are delivering and collecting bulky
items.discriminate between the three. Clearly, using

clamping against a vehicle which is obstructively
parked would be a nonsense and potentially

Q49 Chairman: Why is it then that particularly thesedangerous. If a vehicle is parked on a meter and
express delivery people seem to be very sensitivehas overstayed the meter then it is not obstructively
about it? I would have thought they would haveparked and if there is a good reason to clamp that
known that if that was the case.vehicle, because you want to talk to the driver, it
Mr Macnaughton: One of the issues with the expressis not necessarily a bad thing.
industry is that they have a little knowledge aboutMr Banbury: But I think the general view of local
the rules, but they do not have a lot of knowledge.councils is that they are moving away from

clamping. They are removing the vehicle for the
very reason you have mentioned. We do not have a Q50 Chairman: Surely you are not telling us
problem as an association with regard to clamping businessmen only have a little knowledge of the law?
undertaken by local authorities, but we do have a Mr Macnaughton: If I can illustrate it. Yes, clearly
problem with clamping which is undertaken on there is loading and unloading activity going on, but
private land and we have had quite extensive that does not mean that allows them to unload on a
discussions with the security industry authority, double yellow line by a set of traYc lights or on a
who are now due to regulate this, because we do white zigzag, and if you actually analyse where a lot
not feel they are going far enough and we have of those tickets they are disputing are going on, they
expressed our concerns to the Home OYce and to are actually not in a loading and unloading area,
the Home Secretary because we feel there need to they are actually going on in an area where there is
be greater controls for the public good, that this is a clear contravention.
really for the public good.

Q51 Chairman: So what would we do to make sure
Q47 Graham Stringer: Is meter-feeding a problem the business community actually complied with
and does that need greater national regulation and existing laws?
control? Ms Witham: I think it should be in the statutory

guidance and I think all local authorities should beMr Guest: Meter-feeding is an oVence where the
aware of it and they should make eVorts to makeorder controlling the parking place says it is an
sure that the business community is aware of it.oVence. I am not aware that any local authority

actively enforces against meter-feeding.
Mr Macnaughton: Meter-feeding does get enforced

Q52 Chairman: There does not seem to be a lot ofin places, but it is a minority activity. Westminster
consistency across London, for example, does there?Council recently very publicly announced that they
Ms Witham: No, there is not, and that is an areawould allow meter-feeding, that it would not be
which is being addressed. It was part of the GLAenforced, and I think that was good practice. It just
review, ensuring consistency across London, but Icuts out the low-level comments that regimes are
also think authorities need to understand the needsexcessive and harsh. Parking policies around
of businesses to load and unload and to makestopping people meter-feeding is trying to make sure
provision for that as well.that spaces are freed up where on-street spaces are in

short supply. Let us remember why those policies
were there in the first place. On-street spaces are Q53 Mr Martlew: Just on the blue badge scheme, not
there for short-term, high turnover activities and the abuse of the blue badge scheme, which we all
people blocking up those spaces by absorbing the seem every day, but the actual design of it, there
maximum amount of time they are allowed does seems to be confusion. Most of the people who have
cause other problems, so there is a balance to that, blue badges are elderly and if they put it in the
but penalising people who put another five minutes window the wrong way round they end up with a
on the meter because they are not quite ready would ticket. Is that your experience, and if it is, could we

design it better?seem extremely excessive.
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Mr Banbury: Could we make the point that I think Q58 Chairman: Do you have any figures? How
we need a commonsense approach to that. If it is many local authorities are bad boys when it comes
the wrong way round, then there needs to be local to keeping their estates in order?
guidance to parking attendants, and one thing we Mr Banbury: I could not have a guess. I do not
have not spoken about is parking attendants, which know. It is probably quite a number, but if as part
I think is a major area in itself. They need to have of statutory guidance they are required to do this
guidance from the local authority of how they deal annually then at least we can start tackling the
with these situations. problems.

Q54 Chairman: Can I ask you about this, Mr Q59 Chairman: Should the 50% discount period for
Banbury, because it is all part of the same question penalty charge notices be extended beyond the
really, is it not? Somewhere like Westminster, issuing of the notice to the owner to give all
where there is an enormous turnover of staV and motorists a fair chance?
they are complaining that they cannot keep people, Mr Banbury: I think the answer, as I have already
is it a matter of terms and conditions, is it a matter said, is that some of the local authorities are doing
of training? Why is it not possible to keep the staV it, and generally yes, providing it is not abused.
to do these kinds of jobs? That is the concern which some of the local
Mr Banbury: From our point of view, I think most authorities have, that this situation can be abused,
of the contracts in the past have been, as I have and to an extent even down to statutory
said earlier, about lowest price. Lowest price means declaration, that they just keep putting it oV and
you pay low wages, you get low quality people and putting it oV. So there is a balance to be struck,
it is a cycle. What we are trying to do is raise the and again statutory guidance needs to deal with
whole profile by changing the contract and also we that particular issue1.
have developed for the first time a national
qualification for parking attendants. We are talking
to the DfT about this becoming a requirement to Q60 Mr Martlew: Just a point about the blue badge
practice, so that every parking attendant wherever scheme, that there is a lot of problems. Do you
they are in the country will have gone through the actually have to deal with those problems?
same course so that there is some consistency of Mr Banbury: Not us, but our members certainly do.
approach. They will then deal with issues locally in The main problem they have with the blue badge
addition to that, but I think that is important. The is the abuse of it, which is something we have
BPA is all about raising standards within the mentioned, and that is a real problem which I think
industry of performance. is not for us to tackle, it is for somebody else to

tackle.
Q55 Chairman: You do not disagree with that, Mr
Macnaughton? Q61 Mr Martlew: Who is it who should tackle it?
Mr Macnaughton: No, I do not. Mr Banbury: Well, government in a sense. The

reasons why people receive blue badges needs to be
reviewed and discussed so that those who need itQ56 Chairman: Do you have anything to add?
get it, because we have had examples of people whoMr Macnaughton: I can add to the issues on staV.

I think you have to look at the nature of the job. are using the blue badges of people who are dead
It is a very challenging job, it is a diYcult job, and and there has been an exercise in Liverpool which
there is the public’s attitude to the job. We support has turned up quite a number of these. This is just
all of the initiatives to improve the perception of unreasonable and unacceptable.
quality, because why would we not? This makes a
better job for our attendants. But we do see a very

Q62 Mr Martlew: What is the penalty for that?strong correlation between the very aggressive
Mr Guest: With the situation in Liverpool, wherecoverage of activity by the media and assaults on
there has been a particular problem withstaV.
counterfeit badges, the City Council has
undertaken an initiative with the Police where the

Q57 Chairman: Mr Macnaughton, if you have motorists are being prosecuted under the criminal
come here to ask us to deal with the Press, you may
have the wrong committee! Mr Banbury, you did 1 To clarify the situation regarding the discount period: All
very briefly touch on the fact that some local Councils will re-oVer the discount to those who write in to

them within the 14 days after the PCN has been issuedauthorities have not kept their traYc regulation
(almost all correspondence at this stage is received withinorders in proper repair and that signage and other
these 14 days). This ensures that a driver has not beenaspects are not clear, so people are not always disadvantaged by querying the PCN.

totally sure where they are allowed to park or not. Councils can also re-oVer the discount at any stage of the
process if they choose to do so. We believe that StatutoryWhat do we do about that?
Guidance should cover this matter and whether theMr Banbury: Well, we have to make them keep
discount should normally be oVered at a latter stagethem up to date and they have to review them including where a driver says they never received the PCN

annually and the money should come out of any or after the NTO has been issued. We would normally
support the former but not the latter.surplus they are generating.
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law. They are not being dealt with as people who Mr Macnaughton: I think it can improve the
perception of the service, but I think the authoritieshave committed parking oVences, they are being
who are doing this are generally doing this as aprosecuted under the criminal law. I think that is
parallel service. There are aspects of the parkinga work in progress. It is having an eVect. It is taking
attendant’s job which can be broadened, but if youthese counterfeit badges oV the streets and it is
are talking about moving into some of the sort ofgiving criminal records to the people who are using
street ranger-type activities, dealing with graYti,them. I am not aware of the exact purpose of the
litter and other activities then really that eVectivelyprosecution. I think it is obtaining a pecuniary
needs to be delivered by a parallel agency. Theseadvantage by deception, but I am not quite sure.
are together, but the parking attendant probably
needs to focus on parking enforcement.

Q63 Chairman: Just finally, Mr Macnaughton, as Chairman: I think if we are going into parallel
the leading supplier of parking attendants do you universes, it is probably a good moment to stop!
think it is a good principle to take on a wider street Lady and gentlemen, thank you very much for your

evidence. I am very grateful to you.warden role?

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the British Parking Association

Request for Supplementary Information (Q31)

The figure of 20% is an average based on Lynn’s experience at Wandsworth Council and with other
Councils she has worked with, also confirmed by Councils who have attended the workshops we have been
conducting this year when we have discussed correspondence.

This refers to correspondence that is received by the Councils immediately following the issue of the
Penalty Charge Notice—normally within the 14 days allowed for payment of the discounted rate. It should
be stressed that not all this correspondence is requesting cancellation of the Penalty Charge Notice or
claiming that it should not have been issued—many drivers write to the Councils because they have not
understood why they have received a Penalty Charge Notice and it is often the case, that once this is
adequately explained, they will pay the charge. Other drivers write citing various mitigating circumstances
or oVering proof that they were entitled to an exemption, such as that for loading and unloading.

The majority of Councils consider each item of correspondence on an individual basis and write back with
a full explanation (progression of the Penalty Charge Notice is suspended once correspondence is received
until it has been dealt with). If the Penalty Charge Notice cannot be cancelled, it is the usual practice of many
or most Councils to re-oVer the discounted sum for payment within 14 days of receipt of the reply. This
ensures that a driver has not been disadvantaged by querying the issue of the Penalty Charge Notice and
encourages payment at this early stage.

16 January 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Association of London Government

Introduction

1. This paper sets out the evidence by the Association of London (ALG) on behalf of London boroughs.1

The ALG is a representative body of the 33 London local authorities. It’s Transport and Environment
Committee (TEC) is the statutory joint committee2 responsible, among other things, for setting
decriminalised parking penalties in London and operating the Parking and TraYc Appeals Service
(PATAS). It also operates the TRACE service which provides telephone information on cars which have
been legally removed from London’s streets (see Appendix 1).

2. The ALG’s view is that parking needs to be controlled to reduce congestion, improve safety and
manage kerb space where demand for parking exceeds supply by, for example, prioritising residents’,
disabled drivers’ or business servicing’ needs. The ALG estimates3 that about 50 million illegal parking acts
take place each year in London. Many may seem small to perpetrators, yet they cause congestion, delaying
buses in particular, and can cause additional casualties. Good parking regulations are needed to prevent this

1 When the term “borough” is used in this paper, it should be taken to include the Corporation of London.
2 As required in section 73 of the Road TraYc Act 1991.
3 On the basis of information supplied by boroughs.
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and such regulations are worthless if they are not enforced. Based on estimates from the Department for
Transport, the ALG estimates that illegal parking in London costs in the order of £270 million4 a year in
terms of additional delays and accidents.

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably? How is performance monitored?

3. Overall the ALG considers London local authorities are carrying out parking control in a reasonable
manner.5 In the late 1980s, London boroughs lobbied to take over responsibility for parking enforcement
from the police, who could not give it any priority. In many parts of London, there was parking anarchy
and London boroughs wished to end that. Estimates in the early 1990s were that less than 1% of illegally
parked cars received any form of penalty and about 50% of fixed penalty notices issued were not followed
up.6 With boroughs taking the lead, that has grown to an estimated 10% and where CCTV is used for
enforcement, the percentage of contraventions being penalized is significantly higher (about 80% or in some
cases higher). Where CCTV is used for enforcement there is a demonstrable and significant reduction in the
number of contraventions.

4. There has been significant growth in parking enforcement activity in London since decriminalisation
in 1994. PCN issue has increased from about 2 million a year to 6 million a year, as a result of: new and
extended controlled parking zones (where lack of police enforcement had blocked extensions prior to 1995);
operation of enforcement teams in the evening and weekends (evening and weekend restrictions were not
enforced by traYc wardens); extension of decriminalisation to other contraventions, such as bus lanes; use
of CCTV for enforcement and general increases in enforcement.

5. More eVective enforcement has inevitably led to some complaints from those who previously were able
to get away with illegal parking, whilst those who benefit from the enforcement (such as residents who can
now park locally) rarely acknowledge that good enforcement makes this possible. At the same time, many
of the complaints are really about the nature of the regulations, even when apparently simply about
enforcement.

6. London boroughs look to ensure that parking enforcement is eVective and fair. With the volume of
enforcement activity as high as it, it is inevitable that some errors will occur. However consistent results from
the parking adjudicators suggest that the London boroughs take the right action in 99.5% of cases.7

7. Unlike most law enforcement, elected councillors are directly responsible for the policies towards
enforcement in their authority, although they do not get involved with decisions on individual parking
penalties. In its own right, this provides better safeguards against excesses than might occur elsewhere. It
also ensures that there is proper feedback from voters to the council on parking policies. This level of
scrutiny and accountability is unmatched elsewhere in the enforcement systems in the UK.

8. Authorities also monitor public opinion. For example, in Camden, reviews of all the CPZs introduced
in the last 10 years showed 19% considered there was too little enforcement, 60% about the right level and
21% too much. Croydon carries out yearly customer surveys to ascertain how the local community views
their performance for on-street and oV-street restrictions. Authorities also recognize that the need for
controls needs to be monitored. In Hackney for example, newly implemented CPZs are the subject of public
review after one year and then every three years. Hackney also uses surveys and Parking Forums to
encourage feedback. The ALG’s own survey of Londoners found that, in 2004, 25% of Londoners felt that
parking enforcement was too strict, 29% felt it was too lenient and 45% felt that it was about right.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is statutory guidance needed to promote
consistency?

9. Common standards are important. ALG TEC’s predecessor (Parking Committee for London)
produced a Code of Practice on Parking Enforcement and a new version is currently out for consultation.
The Code of Practice covers areas such as policies, procedures, priorities and notices and provides guidance
on a range of issues.

10. Quality led contracts based on a new model contract based on a template by the British Parking
Association should help ensure that parking and enforcement standards remain fair and reasonable. Such
contracts should include a series of key performance indicators to measure the performance of the parking
contractor.

4 This is based on figures produced by the Department of Transport updated to reflect inflation and increased traYc flow in
London since the original report by the of the Working Party on Parking Enforcement (1989).

5 This is supported. For example, Richard Currie from the Association of International Couriers and Express Services said, on
20 September 2005, “We may not always agree with their decisions, but we’ve always been dealt with fairly by local
authorities.”

6 Report of the Home OYce Working Party on Parking Enforcement (1989).
7 On the basis that about 0.5% of penalty charge notices result in a successful appeal to the adjudicator.
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11. On detailed issues, the ALG considers that there should be an expectation that all staV should be
properly trained and appropriately qualified after an initial probationary period. The use of digital cameras
to record the oVence should also be encouraged as this gives documentary evidence in the event of a dispute.
London boroughs have pioneered the use of CCTV for enforcement which provides photographs both on
the PCN but also on websites.

12. While this advice is important, statutory guidance (being produced under the TraYc Management
Act 2004), based on good practice, will help to ensure this advice is widely taken up.

13. One change which the ALG would strongly oppose is to give parking attendants discretion to cancel
a penalty notice after it has been issued. There are a number of reasons for this. First it could increase the
impact of aggression or corruption on parking attendants, as they could be forced to cancel penalty notices
either by physical threats or the oVer of money or other inducements.8 Second it is more appropriate for any
discussion over exemptions or mitigation to be dealt with at the town hall, where council oYcers with specific
training can consider the case with more information and more consistency that could a parking attendant
on the street. Similarly the ALG does not support the use of “grace periods” as disputes would merely shift
to the end of the “grace” period.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

14. The parking adjudicators constitute a statutory tribunal to consider appeals against parking penalties
and were created under the Road TraYc Act 1991. Under the Act, the adjudicators are appointed by ALG
Transport and Environment Committee (TEC), subject to confirmation by the Lord Chancellor. Whilst
adjudicators are paid by ALG TEC, neither payment nor appointment rests in any way on the decision they
make. This ensures that adjudicators are independent of the boroughs which have been responsible for the
issue of notices.

15. A little less than 1% of PCNs result in an appeal to the adjudicators—a ratio that has remained
broadly constant for 10 years. Between 55% and 60% of appeals are allowed by the adjudicators—again a
percentage which is consistent over time. Arrangements for appeals have been set up with users’ needs in
mind. User surveys carries out by ALG (most recently in 2003) show that while satisfaction depends mainly
on the result of the appeal, over 80% of appellants9 are generally satisfied wit the quality of the process. The
Leggatt review10 of tribunals described PATAS as “the most user focused aspect of justice in the UK”.

Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there evidence
that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities’ parking and enforcement activity?

16. The ALG is strongly of the view that local authorities should retain the income generated from
parking penalties. There is no other source of income for the management and enforcement of parking. Even
were grant supplied for enforcement it would be diYcult to negotiate a suitable level of grant to enable
eVective and accountable enforcement to take place.

17. Parking enforcement income, together with income from on street parking charges, must under
current legislation11 go into a separate parking account. The legislation requires that any surplus of income
over expenditure can only be used by boroughs in limited circumstances:

— For the provision of further parking facilities, on or oV street, within or without the borough
boundaries; and where further expenditure is either unnecessary or undesirable.

— On pubic transport facilities, services or improvements.

— On highway improvements.

— On road maintenance.

— On scheme to support the transport strategy of the Mayor of London.

— On environmental improvements.

18. For 2003–04, London local authorities had a total income of at least £337 million.12 Against this,
operational costs accounted for about £194 million leaving an overall in-year surplus of £143 million. Of
the £136 million of surpluses spent in 2003–04,13 Boroughs used around £69 million (51%) to support
concessionary fares, taxicard, community transport and other public transport and £56 million (41%) on
highways and traYc (including maintenance, traYc management, parking provision and road safety).

8 On average, three parking attendants are assaulted every day in London, as it stands.
9 Eighty-eight per cent of successful appellants are satisfied with the overall outcome while 25% of unsuccessful appellants

are satisfied.
10 Tribunals for Users: one system one service: report of the Review of Tribunals by Sir Andrew Leggatt; March 2001.
11 Section 55 of the Road TraYc Regulation Act 1984.
12 Details in Appendix 2B (Figures based on returns from 25 of the 33 London authorities).
13 This figure is the actual figure spent and diVers from the in year surplus because of surpluses and deficits carried between years.
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19. Much of the cost of the Freedom Pass, which provides transport for London elderly and disabled
residents, is funded from parking account surpluses. London’s concessionary fares provision is much more
generous that the national standard and will continue to be so after the introduction of free oV peak bus
travel for the elderly and disabled from April 2006. It is unlikely that the Freedom Pass scheme could be
sustained in its present more generous form without support from parking surpluses.

20. The Golden Jubilee Foot Bridges (either side of Hungerford Railway Bridge) and parts of the London
Cycling Network are other examples funded from parking surpluses.

21. Most but not all boroughs make some surplus on their parking accounts. However the main reason
for this rests with parking charges rather than parking penalties. Authorities are advised that parking
penalties should be set on a market basis, so that 85% occupancy is achieved. Many authorities charge less
than this. Parking enforcement on its own is normally little more than self financing. Of the 25 London
boroughs for which figures are available in relation to 2003–04, one made a deficit and only seven made a
surplus of more than £5 million.

22. The objective of the decriminalised enforcement regime is to ensure compliance with parking
regulations. The Road TraYc Regulation Act 1984 sets out the only lawful objectives for making parking
regulations. Both statute and case law14 make it clear that any authority that based its enforcement policy
on the objective of revenue raising would be acting unlawfully. Independent investigations from the London
Assembly15 and the former Chief Constable of Lincolnshire16 have found no evidence to support such
allegations of revenue raising that are made.

23. The ALG is therefore firmly of the view that London local authorities’ parking and enforcement
activity is not inappropriately influenced by the ability to retain fixed penalty income.

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

24. The ALG believes that it would be inappropriate, if not impossible, to set national criteria for
determining the level of parking provision. The limited road space and lack of oV street parking in many
urban areas, particularly in Inner London, require a quite diVerent approach to areas where there are fewer
constraints on road space.

25. The Mayor Spatial Development Strategy17 sets the policy for London. Policy 3C.22 begins by saying
that the Mayor, in conjunction with boroughs, will seek to ensure that on-site car parking at new
developments is the minimum necessary and that there is no over provision that could undermine the use
of more sustainable non-car modes. The ALG supports this position as it is clearly untenable to encourage
car use by the provision of car parking when London’s roads are already having diYculty coping with
current traYc levels.

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

26. Current parking policies in London aim to assist in the economic viability of local areas by controlling
where vehicles park, for example enabling visitors to have priority over commuters and allocating limited
kerbside space to allow servicing of business. The issue of parking policy and its impact on local economies
across Europe has been examined in an EU sponsored programme.18 This has found that while parking
availability can be important, there is no relationship between parking costs and economic success.

What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

27. Parking policy cannot be divorced from traYc and demand management. Parking controls can deter
journeys to areas where there is limited parking and through traYc can also be managed by preventing
parking for some or all of the day to ease traYc flows. It can and should regulate the available capacity where
this is limited. The Mayor’s Transport Strategy19 proposed that London boroughs should submit a Parking
and Enforcement Plan as an integral part of their Local Implementation Plan (which sets out how boroughs
will meet the Mayor’s Transport Strategy). This is now being taken forward.

How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

28. The ALG recognises that controls on parking can be unpopular but the alternative of a free for all
would be even more unacceptable. Much of media focus on parking is on the negative stories. However
boroughs do try and communicate the rationale behind their parking and enforcement policies.

14 Notably R v LB Camden, ex parte Cran and others 1997.
15 London Assembly review of parking enforcement, 2005.
16 British Parking Association 2005.
17 The London Plan, Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London: Greater London Authority: February 2004.
18 COST 342 (2005).
19 The Mayor’s Transport Strategy: Greater London Authority: July 2001.
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Conclusion

29. Overall London’s parking enforcement regime provides an approach which reduces congestion and
accidents and which regulates the use of the kerb space more eVectively than its predecessor and does so at
no net cost to the public. Any approach to increasing enforcement is bound to bring complaints from those
who were able to get away with unlawful behaviour for their own benefit. Within that statutory approach to
challenges to penalties, ending up with an independent adjudicator, provides a demonstrably robust system.

October 2005

Annex 1

THE ROLES OF THE ALG AND THE ALG TRANSPORT AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

The Road TraYc Act 1991 required the London local authorities to establish a joint committee for various
purposes involved with parking enforcement. These include:

— determining additional parking charges and parking penalties;

— appointing adjudicators; and

— providing administrative support and premises for the adjudicators.

The Greater London Authority Act 1999 amended the 1991 Act to require TfL to be a member of the
joint committee with respect to adjudication.

This joint committee was established in 1992 as the Parking Committee for London (PCfL). PCfL’s
constitution allowed it to carry out other activities related to parking enforcement, as detailed in the body
of this evidence. In 1998, as a result of a merger with other transport related joint committees, PCfL changed
its name to the Transport Committee for London (TCfL). In 2000, the boroughs consolidated all their joint
activities under the umbrella of the ALG. TCfL became an associated joint committee of the ALG and again
changed its name to the ALG Transport and Environment Committee (ALG TEC).

At a member level, ALG TEC retains its separate status and boroughs still nominate members directly
to ALG TEC. ALG TEC raises its own finance with its own budget. ALG, through its Leaders’ Committee
must approve this budget and also approve the general policy of ALG TEC (carried out through approval
of the business plan).

At an oYcer level, all ALG TEC’s functions are carried out by ALG staV who are integrated with other
ALG functions.

In addition to its statutory functions, the joint committee carries out other functions on behalf of its
members, where it makes practical or financial sense for these to be done jointly. These include:

— Code of Practice on Parking Enforcement and Parking Attendant’s Handbook.

— TRACE: the 24 hour call centre providing information on vehicles which have been removed.

— Common databases on persistent evaders and invalid blue badges.

— IT links between the boroughs and DVLA and the County Court.

Annex 2A

LONDON BOROUGH PCN VOLUMES (2004–05)

Moving Vehicles
Parking Bus lane TraYc Total Vehicles removed

PCNs PCNs PCNs PCNs clamped to pound

Barking & Dagenham 46,587 46,587
Barnet 155,919 16,425 172,344
Bexley 63,118 10,822 73,940
Brent 111,860 18,175 130,035 4,958
Bromley 67,633 10,369 78,002 12
Camden 463,944 45,778 52,091 561,813 26,070 4,833
Corporation of London 43,853 43,853 1,173 495
Croydon 69,712 27,686 4,052 101,450 352 5,004
Ealing 178,592 63,967 5,335 247,894 23
Enfield 93,469 9,415 102,884 1,207
Greenwich 61,944 61,944
Hackney 127,478 2,744 130,222 9,185 1,849
Hammersmith & Fulham 185,451 25,679 211,130 2,782
Haringey 145,971 54,659 200,630 4,375 4,986
Harrow 73,940 7,904 81,844
Havering 37,944 37,944 36 28
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Moving Vehicles
Parking Bus lane TraYc Total Vehicles removed

PCNs PCNs PCNs PCNs clamped to pound

Hillingdon 66,909 21,219 88,128
Hounslow 98,869 98,869
Islington 309,675 58,377 368,052 21,490 4,042
Kensington & Chelsea 291,596 291,596 14,972 8,869
Kingston 75,140 13 75,153
Lambeth 243,667 65,907 309,574 6,759 8,362
Lewisham 77,264 77,264
Merton 48,541 13,301 61,842
Newham 168,390 52,218 16,195 236,803 2,429
Redbridge 94,641 94,641
Richmond 98,986 19,996 118,982
Southwark 130,901 10,846 141,747 4,786 2,357
Sutton 47,702 47,702
Tower Hamlets 69,086 69,086 3,430 2,486
Waltham Forest 134,767 15,522 150,289 7,274 3,978
Wandsworth 243,162 11,858 1,040 256,060 2,238
Westminster 817,596 817,596 47,463 13,237
Transport for London 55,976 272,574 23,520 352,070

TOTAL 5,000,283 835,454 102,233 5,937,970 147,365 74,175

Annex 2B

LONDON BOROUGH PARKING ACCOUNT INFORMATION (2003–04)

Borough Income Expenditure Surplus (Deficit)

Barking 1,539,587 1,815,363 "275,776
Barnet N/A
Bexley N/A
Brent N/A
Bromley 3,673,674 2,015,477 1,658,197
Camden 38,534,000 19,691,000 18,843,000
Corporation of London N/A
Croydon 16,372,102 10,982,483 5,389,619
Ealing 10,743,000 6,460,000 4,283,000
Enfield 4,482,551 3,724,395 758,156
Greenwich 2,686,215 2,213,715 472,500
Hackney 11,951,184 9,655,832 2,295,352
Hammersmith & Fulham 22,504,251 10,683,446 11,820,805
Haringey 7,705,000 5,725,000 1,980,000
Harrow N/A
Havering N/A
Hillingdon 2,707,784 2,457,020 250,764
Hounslow N/A
Islington 19,456,000 14,212,000 5,244,000
Kensington & Chelsea 37,642,914 14,795,650 22,847,264
Kingston 3,650,825 2,206,783 1,444,042
Lambeth 15,310,611 13,237,337 2,073,274
Lewisham 2,229,000 1,434,000 795,000
Merton 3,289,055 3,289,055 0
Newham N/A
Redbridge 2,896,000 2,249,000 647,000
Richmond 9,556,520 5,088,908 4,467,612
Southwark 9,417,767 6,376,196 3,041,571
Sutton 2,455,972 2,172,940 283,032
Tower Hamlets 9,489,265 7,336,038 2,153,227
Waltham Forest N/A
Wandsworth 20,425,000 10,462,000 9,963,000
Westminster 78,104,731 35,910,814 42,193,917
TfL N/A
Total 336,823,008 194,194,452 142,628,556

N/A % not available
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Appendix 2C
Parking Appeal Outcomes

Memorandum submitted by Westminster City Council

I am pleased to provide Parliament’s Transport Committee with the City Council’s response to your press
release dated 9 August 2005. Our reply deals with the points in the order they appear in the press notice.

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is performance
evaluated?

We can not answer for other local authorities, although the City Council believes that we provide
reasonable, fair and accountable parking controls. Although it is diYcult to quantify these factors,
especially as Westminster operates probably what is the largest parking service in the UK.

Our performance is evaluated through correspondence, regular area-based forms, annual parking surveys
and consultation exercises of varying scope. The City Council’s Parking Service has issued our parking
charter which promises to provide the best parking service in the UK, and also to provide firm, fair and
excellent enforcement and ancillary services.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

Regular review of the enforcement protocols, such as conducted by the City Council. In the past year we
have revised our own protocols, to assist business servicing and to stop strict enforcement of meter feeding.

The Association of London Government’s recent announcement to review the Code of Practice for
Parking Enforcement, could potentially have a large impact, as this document has not been substantially
reviewed since 1993.

Use of the British Parking Association’s model enforcement contract or similar (such as Westminster’s)
that do not incentivise parking attendants to issue more penalty charge notices (PCNs). Westminster’s
enforcement contractor is rewarded for the quality of their PCN issue, ie the rate of cancelled PCNs, the
volume paid, upheld, unchallenged, etc, not the gross number issued.

The retention of suitable enforcement staV is another problem and there is a combination of low pay, poor
working conditions and public hostility (and even violence), that undermine staV morale. The City Council
has attempted to resolve these problems by encouraging our contractor to oVer improved pay and working
conditions and to incentivise staV with payments for the quality of their work.

The City Council is actively embracing new technology and plans to photograph all ticketable acts by
April 2006. This is part of our process of moving towards a fairer and more customer-focused service by
embracing new technology, utilising digital cameras, mobile phone payment, and cashless parking.

The City Council is facilitating this process with Vertex SW1, in our Transformation of Parking Services
(TOPS) programme. TOPS is introducing a new IT solution for our PCN processing and this has also
involved further system enhancements to allow the City Council to transform it’s end to end business
processes within Parking. The new solution and transformed business will allow the City Council to operate
more eYciently and in a more customer-focused manner.
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The project has been running since April 2004 and has involved all side of the Parking service within
Westminster and it is hoped that we will be leaders in the provision of back oYce processing and customer
handling. The TOPS programme went live in March 2005.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

Generally speaking the City Council believes that the appeals process is fair and eVective, although it is
diYcult for the parking enforcement authority to assess objectively these qualities. Nevertheless, the City
Council on occasion believes that some adjudicators’ decisions are perverse, and the process to challenge
these is cumbersome and time consuming. We would, therefore, seek a greater consistency in the adjudicated
decisions in accordance with the law, and streamlining the appeal process to allow local authorities to
challenge perverse and poor adjudicator decisions.

Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there any
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities parking policy and enforcement activity?

Since the inception of decriminalised parking enforcement in 1994, the City Council has supported the
retention of the parking revenue by the enforcing local authority, particularly given the restrictions on the
spending of any surplus.

There is no evidence that parking controls and enforcement is inappropriately influenced by the desire
to raise revenue, and this has certainly never influenced the City Council. In the past when considering the
introduction of parking controls we had consulted all residents and businesses in a given area for their views.
We would also conduct parking surveys to assess the situation before an informed decision was taken.

In addition the City Council has recently taken decisions on our enforcement policies that have led to a
decrease in revenue, but are seen to be fairer to the public. These include the extension of observation times
for loading/unloading vehicles, in 2003, and in 2005 relaxation of the enforcement of meter feeding.

In June 2005 the Greater London Assembly’s Transport Committee produced the report “Parking
Enforcement in London”. The Committee found no evidence in Greater London that parking policies and
enforcement were led by or influenced by the wish to raise revenue. Of this report’s 20 recommendations,
of which 17 were down to the boroughs, the City Council either has already implemented them or is in the
process of doing so. Only recommendation 17 for a “London Delivery Disc” is not being considered as we
have already relaxed our enforcement of loading/unloading vehicles. We believe that the proposed “disc”
is unnecessary and would be subject to fraud and misuse.

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

For the City Council the main aim of parking controls and enforcement are to:

To control and co-ordinate on-street and oV-street parking to reduce the overall level of parking,
while maintaining adequate availability of parking space for essential and priority users.
(Westminster’s Unitary Development Plan, December 2004.)

The City Council has six main reasons for controlling parking provision:

1. to support the overall objectives of traYc restraint/reduction by helping to minimise the adverse
social, economic and environmental impacts of vehicular traYc;

2. to improve road safety;

3. to establish and maintain a fair system which protects special needs where these exist, such as the
needs of residents, doctors, hospitals and people with disabilities;

4. to acknowledge the unsuitability of some areas for parking, especially by heavy vehicles;

5. to reduce congestion for all road users, particularly on A roads and busy bus routes; and

6. to promote development which supports more sustainable travel choices and reduces the need
to travel.

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

Parking controls play an important part in the Council’s transport strategy by regulating the amount of
traYc within the City and encouraging the use of public transport. Parking controls also assist by ensuring
that local amenity is protected by controlling the class of vehicle allowed to park. This is particularly
important in respect of coaches and goods vehicles. The Council operates an on-street residents’ parking
scheme—Respark—which allows bona fide residents to obtain permits allowing them to park near their
homes. We also operate a disabled parking permit scheme for residents and some non-residents (employees,
hospital patients and students).

What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

By discouraging car/vehicle commuting and other unnecessary vehicle journeys in Westminster, parking
controls and enforcement are a valuable and eVective traYc and demand management tool. Parking controls
arealsouseful inmaintaining traYcflow, preventingobstructionof thehighway,keeping important junctions
clear of parked vehicles, ensuring the safe use of pedestrian crossings, and aiding highway safety plans.
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How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

Through full consultation when major changes are being considered, eg extended hours of control, new
parking controls, etc. In the past the City Council in 1994 and 2002 consulted residents, business and visitors
on a whole range of parking issues. These exercises led to a number of new initiatives that had been suggested
through this process.

Ensure that the hours of parking control, the on-street tariVs and the on-street regulations are regularly
reviewed to ensure that they meet the parking and loading demands of each local area. It is also helpful to
respond promptly to correspondence and to establish local forums to listen to the public.

Education of the public and press (if possible) of the benefits of parking controls, particularly in busy
town centres.

It is important that on-street the signs, lines, and the regulations are straightforward and clear. It is also
important that the signs, lines and on-street equipment should be fully maintained and replaced when
necessary.

Utilise customer based initiatives to enhance the reputation of the parking controls and their enforcement
regime. For instance the City Council has recently issued its Parking Charter. The Charter pledges that the
City Council’s Parking Services will be Firm, Fair and Excellent.

Memorandum by the Local Government Association

1. The Local Government Association represents local authorities in England and Wales responsible for
local policy on and enforcement of regulated on and oV street parking. The Association’s improvement
agenda promotes high standards of management in all local government activities and essential freedoms
for authorities to allow them to implement polices which are most suited to local circumstances.

2. There are many and growing pressures on limited road space and diVerent categories of road user
compete for their share of this space, both to move and to park. Especially in historic towns and cities where
there are limited opportunities to make alterations to their physical character, these pressures may require
relatively drastic and innovative measures to be tried in order to make the most eYcient and eVective use
of the space available, whilst at the same time maintaining the local environment and economy. Similar
situations can arise in scenic rural tourist destinations.

3. The former local authority associations sought the provisions contained in the Road TraYc Act 1991,
which implemented decriminalised parking enforcement across London and allowed a similar procedure to
be adopted by traYc authorities outside London upon application and approval. The key element of civil
enforcement is that there are no longer fines as such, although the media and others continue to refer to them
as such, but penalty charges which are retained locally for funding the enforcement system and with any
surpluses being reserved for related transport investment. This change followed from concerns in the 1980s
that police resources dedicated to parking enforcement and traYc management in general were declining
and that in some areas essential additional parking regulations might not be enforced eVectively. A more
direct relationship between the authority making the traYc regulation orders and subsequently their
enforcement was felt likely to be more eVective. The growing pressures on police priorities seem to have
upheld the wisdom of those moves. The guidance on management of the Act’s provisions outside London is
set out in the statutory guidance published by the former DoT in 1995 “Guidance on Decriminalised Parking
Enforcement Outside London—Circular 1/95”. The Transport Committee will have been aware when calling
this inquiry that the DfT currently is chairing a working party on parking enforcement, including
participation by the adjudicators, with a view to updating the statutory parking enforcement guidance,
especially in the light of the provisions contained in the TraYc Management Act 2004.

4. When the Committee makes reference to public concerns over enforcement activities it should be aware
of the clear distinction between local authority on-street and regulated oV-street car parking enforcement
activities and those of private enforcement companies operating on private land, and which are in no way
connected with local traYc authorities’ statutory duties and for which they receive no income.

Fairness and Accountability

5. Parking enforcement can be a very visible “outside my front door” activity and the Transport
Committee will be well aware that any perceived unfairness can very quickly be reflected in local democratic
processes. Campaigns both for and against the extension of residents’ parking schemes, and their
enforcement, can be vociferous. The 1991 Act civil enforcement provisions include the independent
adjudication service which has built up and maintained an independent role at least as strong as the
Transport Committee’s independence from transport ministers. Individual traYc authorities may submit
local evidence on their experiences with the way that the adjudication service deals with motorists’ appeals
brought before it.
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Raising the Standards

6. As mentioned above there is already well established national statutory guidance for the management
of civil parking enforcement and this is currently being radically updated to take account both of
developments over the past decade and of more recent legislation. As far as local authority enforcement staV
are concerned, some have a diYcult job dealing with potentially irate motorists, who may feel that
regulations, in general, should not apply to them. Training of enforcement staV in customer relations will
be important. Unfortunately it appears that an “on the street” consistency of approach can sometimes be
interpreted as inflexibility. Media reports may not always set out a balanced picture in reporting
individual cases.

The Appeals Process

7. The independent adjudication bodies set up using the provisions of the RTA 1991 and the local
government Ombudsman have made proposals based on their experience to clarify any apparent
inconsistencies which may appear in individual authorities’ appeals procedures. Again, the forthcoming
revised statutory guidance should address any outstanding issues.

The Revenue

8. As mentioned above the existence of the penalty charge revenue stream is an essential pre-requisite for
eVective civil enforcement of parking or other traYc oVences. Enforcement activity is an intensive revenue
cost on the authorities and the Committee will be well aware that revenue spending resources for local
government through the RSG system for transport and highways have either fallen behind or barely kept
place with inflation in recent decades. There are likely to be wide variations in set-up and running costs for
civil enforcement schemes based on local geographical circumstances. The Association does not have the
resources to collect operational cost information for individual council services such as this but understands
that outside London it is unlikely that any significant surpluses are made over and above the running costs
of enforcement services. It is not clear whether the Committee’s comment in its press notice that “parking
fines (sic) raised nearly £1 billion in 2004” takes set up and running costs into account.

Level of Parking Provision

9. Local authorities operate their traYc management strategies under a variety of external limitations,
including the constraints of planning guidance, their duties under the TraYc Management Act 2004, the
limitations of the local physical environment, conflicts between diVerent classes of road user for any space
available and the seemingly inexorable increase in the number of motor vehicles on our roads. The
competition for road space may lead to more parking restrictions or to a need for better enforcement, for
example of bus and cycle lanes introduced in pursuit of wider transport policies. There can be conflicts
between commuter and resident parking near to public transport interchanges, so every location will have
its own factors aVecting not only the level of provision to meet valid needs but also the level that physically
can be provided.

Wider Impacts of Parking Policy and Illegal Parking

10. Whilst this question is addressed in more detail below, the Committee will be aware of the growing
importance of public safety and security in developing parking and traYc management policies which will
no doubt have impacted on MPs and others wishing to park in or on-street near to Parliament and elsewhere.
Security and safety implications may not always appear obvious to motorists.

Parking Policy in Traffic and Demand Management

11. EVective traYc management policies have always required the deployment of those elements from a
basket of measures which are most suited to changing local conditions. Some of these will be parking
elements, and there is the wider workplace parking levy tool set out in the Transport Act 2000, as yet to be
taken up. In view of geographical and other diVerences around the country the degree to which parking is
restricted, priced or rationed will vary. Parking policy can be linked to public transport policy, for example
in the development of park and ride sites and, where feasible given the general lack of local authority
influence on bus operators since the Transport Act 1985, which the Committee has noted in recent inquiries,
co-ordination of parking fee and public transport fare increases.
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Public Understanding

12. The terms “the public” and “the motorist” are not synonymous and the more extreme motorist lobby
sometimes appears to give the impression that it is both central and local government’s duty to facilitate
drivers to travel as fast as possible and park outside the door of their destination, at no cost. The Association
believes that the public perception, both of motorists and non motorists is that balanced, fair and eVective
parking policies within Local Transport Plans are essential for the eYcient operation of the local road
network and maintenance of the local environment.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Manchester City Council

1. The Vision for Manchester’s Parking Service

The primary aim of Manchester’s Parking Service’s is to help achieve a 24-hour congestion free city. It
aims to support the economic stability and growth of Manchester by providing and managing On and some
OV Street parking provision for all those who wish to work, live and play in the city, whilst also contributing
directly towards wider environmental and transportation objectives, balancing the needs of other transport
mediums with suYcient parking provision to meet demand. The parking enforcement service, which
supports wider City policies, has a stated aim of becoming the UK’s most customer focussed parking service
and is well on its way to securing this status. Over the last 18 months, the Parking service’s remit has been
stretched, to recognise and incorporate the role that Parking has to play with the liveability agenda as well
as the transportation agenda. This is summarised in the service vision below:

Manchester’s parking service will manage parking in support the City’s wider economic,
environmental and transportation objectives. Where parking enforcement is necessary, this will be
undertaken in a reasonable and proportionate manner, which attracts public support. The
Council’s parking service, aims to become the UK’s most customer focussed parking service.

2. Service Improvement Strategy

In 2002, Manchester’s Parking Service was experiencing a low point in public confidence, and criticism
from the local press. Parking enforcement was widely perceived as being draconian and profit driven, and
there had been some highly publicised blunders. Whilst the Council’s motives were to maintain traYc flow,
this was not translated into on the ground delivery. The majority of the customer-facing components were
also operated through the contractor, rather than directly by the Council. A far reaching service review was
undertaken and a series of initiatives have since been implemented that have overhauled Manchester’s
approach to parking enforcement, and have helped to make Manchester’s Parking Service an award
winning one.

2.1 The “Reasonable and Proportionate” approach

This philosophy has transformed the Council’s enforcement policy, and helped drastically improve the
Service’s public image. This has given absolute discretion to Parking Attendants in “borderline” cases,
allowing common sense to be employed before issuing a ticket. This has led to a reduction in the number
of parking tickets issued for more innocuous oVences, and helped to reduce conflict with motorists. The
reasonable and proportionate approach is also mirrored by ticket processing staV when considering appeals,
and not just at the kerbside. Processing staV are empowered to make the decision on an appeal that they
feel is reasonable, and each case is judged on its own merits, rather than following the restrictions to the
letter of the law.

2.2 Clamping, (probably the most emotive enforcement tactic), was ceased in 2003

Clamping was a practice imported from London when Manchester decriminalised parking enforcement
in 1998. Clamping was not deemed to match local priorities, and was therefore assessed to be an
unreasonable practice. If the aim of parking enforcement is keeping the city moving, immobilising vehicles
does not fit within this remit.
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2.3 A Change in Removal Policy

The number of removals has also been halved, and vehicles are now only towed away if they constitute
a hazard or a blockage. This has reduced the number of disproportionate removals, and freed up tow trucks
to focus on removing untaxed vehicles from the City’s streets through “Operation CUBIT”.

Working closely with the Police and the DVLA, over 35,000 untaxed vehicles have been removed since
the operation commenced. Some of these vehicles are involved in criminal activity, and have often been
highlighted as a result of police intelligence. The service has also recently started removing abandoned
vehicles. This enforcement has been popular amongst Manchester’s communities, and has meant that 80%
of all Manchester’s vehicle removals are for untaxed or abandoned vehicles.

2.4 An Incentive Based Contract

As part of these changes, Manchester is looking to reflect the change in attitudes through the on-street
contract that has recently been awarded to NCP. This new contract is consistent with the “reasonable and
proportionate” approach, and oVers incentive payments based on performance rather than on the number
of PCNs issued. One of the key principles is the absence default payments in the contract, removing much
of the possibility for tension in the relationship. The contract includes a set of quality measurements, linked
to the incentive payments, and these are agreed through a quarterly business planning process, allowing the
service to evolve to match local priorities. The service is now considered to be an “in house service delivered
through a contractor” and Manchester is now a natural leader in its contract design.

2.5 Service Restructure

This has focussed on bringing customer-facing elements of the Service under direct Council control.
Services brought “in-house” have included appeal processing, payments, and the Parking counter facility
and investment in infrastructure such as premises, vehicles and the IT system. All Customer facing elements
are now operated directly by Council staV who reflect Manchester City Council’s values and working
practices. Parking Attendants have also been re-branded in Council uniforms, with contractor insignia
removed. This re-branding has helped to improve public trust in the service, and challenge the old perception
of a profit driven parking policy.

2.6 Liaison OYcers

Parking Liaison OYcers have been brought in to represent the customer within the service, and tackle
parking anomalies across Manchester. They are responsible for addressing obsolete and unnecessary
parking restrictions, and are empowered to deliver change. So far they have helped to redress parking
complaints for hundreds of businesses and residents, and are leading Manchester’s campaign against use of
fraudulent disabled badges, an issue that has won the service a great deal of public support. The real win of
the Liaison team is that they operate when the customer needs them, at evenings, weekends and wherever
is convenient to them.

2.7 Investment in infrastructure

Infrastructure such as vehicles, IT and accommodation, has been internalised, allowing investment to be
made in the service unhindered by contract durations. Premises have been refurbished and new mopeds, cars
and trucks have been purchased. A new IT System is also being procured, that incorporates on a whole raft
of environmental enforcement powers, as well as parking enforcement.

2.8 Review of on street parking facilities

Further considering the local need, a far-reaching review of on street parking restrictions was undertaken.
On street parking provision was doubled, and considering public safety, junction protection with restrictions
was implemented at the majority of intersections.

2.9 Parking as a “liveability” issue not just a transport one

Manchester City Council sees it’s parking service as a key part of a Street Management group that also
manages Street Wardens, and Street Environment Managers. This on street enforcement family is branded
in the same way, and work together to improve the street scene. In parking terms, this means that Parking
Attendants are also reporting liveability issues, such as flytipping, or broken lights, and can also have a
major impact on untaxed and abandoned vehicles. This has had a knock on eVect of increased job
satisfaction for Parking Attendants and the concept of parking as a liveability issue has helped to raise the
public profile of the service.
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3. Results

The service is not more lenient, merely fairer, as is demonstrated by the service’s appeals record. During
2003–04, the number of PCNs issued fell by 6.8% on the previous year. The number of appeals however, fell
by 30.3%, implying that the number of tickets felt by the motorist to be unfair had dropped significantly.
This downward trend has continued year on year:

Year Motorist Appeals to NPAS

2002–03 1,162
2003–04 806
2004–05 590
2005–06 (projected) 300

In Manchester therefore, this approach is beginning to reverse the perception of parking policy as
unreasonable and profit driven. Manchester is leading a trend away from rigid and disproportionate parking
enforcement, which is having a profound influence on the industry. Other Councils are already following
in Manchester’s footsteps, and are now adopting a similar “common sense” approach.

4. Public Opinion

By delivering a reasonable parking strategy, Manchester have begun to regain public acceptance for
parking enforcement. This acceptance has helped ensure that parking enforcement remains viable in terms
of public perception, and is perceived as fair. The approach has generated goodwill from motorists, whilst
attracting support and backing from major players within the industry. Edmund King, Executive Director
of the RAC Foundation has stated; “Manchester will serve as a model for other local authorities which have
fallen into diYculties over decriminalised parking”. Kevin Delaney, also of the RAC Foundation, added;
“Manchester seems to have returned us to where we should have been 10 years ago”. Local media support
has also been forthcoming, and the Manchester Evening News, a former critic of parking policy, has lent
its support, calling the service’s rethink a “parking revolution”.

5. Moving Forward

Manchester is looking to tackle a number of key service improvements in the future including voice
recorded and online representations; conference call NPAS appeals and ANPR readers on Parking
Attendants hand held units, allowing them to further have impact on vehicle crime.

Equally important, is to further develop the concept of the Parking Attendant in the “capable guardian”
role, within the wider context of neighbourhood management. An holistic approach to parking enforcement
not only gives a Parking Service greater credibility, but also maximises the impact of the service. The future
may see Manchester’s Parking Attendants also issuing Fixed Penalty Notices for littering, or becoming
further involved with issues around street scene quality.

18 November 2005

Memorandum submitted by Winchester City Council

Background

1. Winchester City Council is a District Council covering a large part of central Hampshire. The area
is mainly rural with the ancient city of Winchester at its geographical and economic core. The City
Council has direct responsibility for public oV-street parking within our area and acts as agent for
Hampshire County Council (which is the statutory highway authority) in having responsibility for on-
street parking. In practice we manage a single, integrated operation for on and oV street parking including
setting local parking policies, deciding parking charges, and enforcing restrictions. The County Council,
in consultation with the District Councils, sets strategic parking policies as part of its Local Transport
Plan process.

2. In May 1996, Winchester City Council was the first local authority outside London to take on
decriminalised parking enforcement (DPE) powers. The decision was made in recognition of the need to
expand the extent of on-street parking restrictions in Winchester and the inability of the Police and their
traYc warden service to enforce an expanded area. The City Council has subsequently been approached
for advice by many other local councils considering DPE and wishing to benefit from the experience
gained at Winchester.

3. Prior to DPE, the City Council was already operating a network of oV-street car parks which did
and still does generate income (currently £3.75 million gross for 2005–06) that is used to subsidise other
transport-related expenditure such as Concessionary Travel, Shopmobility and Dial-A-Ride for the
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mobility impaired. Decriminalised parking enforcement was not introduced to generate income and
although there is a small operating surplus each year on our On-Street Parking Account (currently £37k
for 2005–06), this has not been suYcient over the 10 years of DPE to repay the capital costs of setting
up DPE and other on-street capital expenditure.

Responses to Transport Committee Questions

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably, and how is performance
evaluated?

4. Winchester City Council has a clear approach to parking control that we will act reasonably and
fairly. In setting up the DPE system, we took the decision not to clamp and/or remove vehicles and after
10 years experience of DPE we are satisfied that was the correct decision for our area. We also decided
to carry out enforcement using Council employed parking attendants which ensures that we can exercise
eVective control over their activities. Our parking attendants do not have targets for the number of
penalty charge notices (PCNs) that they issue. We consider all letters of representation made to us as a
result of a PCN being issued on their merits, and between 45 and 50% of those representations are
accepted. Each recipient of a PCN is able to challenge their notice at the National Parking Adjudication
Service. Out of 13,938 PCNs issued by Winchester City Council in 2004, only 16 PCNs were taken to
appeal. Of those 16 appeals, 5 were allowed by the adjudicator and 11 were refused. With only 5 appeals
allowed compared to 13,938 PCNs issued in 2004, we consider that this is a clear demonstration that
our parking enforcement operation is fair and reasonable. Comparable data for all authorities outside
London is published in the Annual Report of the National Parking Adjudication Service.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity and is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

5. Winchester City Council has had the advantage of 10 years experience of DPE, and we have a
parking enforcement operation that was well planned initially, was adequately resourced both with
parking attendants and back oYce staV, and has had the support of politicians and senior managers to
deliver an eVective and fair service. The formal and informal guidance available to local authorities taking
on DPE is extensive, and Department for Transport oYcials, the National Parking Adjudication Service,
and local authority networks all provide support. One area where there is an obvious deficiency is in
Circular 1/95 “Guidance on DPE outside London” which was published in 1995. This document provides
the formal guidance from the Department for Transport and is long overdue for replacement, although
it is understood that a replacement is due next year. From the information we receive about other local
authorities, there does appear to be scope for improving the standard of parking enforcement in some
authorities but this will be part of the approach of all local authorities to ensure that all services are
delivered to the highest possible standard. Additional Statutory Guidance is not needed to promote
consistency and the local democratic process does ensure that standards are continuously kept under
review within each authority.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective, and how could it be improved?

6. Our experience is related to the Winchester operation and formal appeals through the National
Parking Adjudication Service. We consider that the process is fair, and that if any local authorities do
not adopt a fair and reasonable approach, the adjudication services will identify any deficiencies in a
local authority’s system. The Annual Reports of the National Parking Adjudication System have analysed
where there are weaknesses in the appeals process and local authorities have amended their systems
accordingly. The adjudication services do receive criticism from both appellants and local authorities who
may be dissatisfied with the results of appeals, but this is inevitable when both parties in an appeal may
consider that they should win that appeal. Most local authorities will have cases where they consider
that an appeal decision has been unfair, but that is a demonstration that the adjudication services are
impartial. A particular area where we consider that there could be improvements in the adjudication
services is that decisions should be consistent even though each appeal is determined by an independent
adjudicator. We are aware that the National Parking Adjudication Service is improving the training of
adjudicators to achieve greater consistency.

Should local authorities keep the revenue generated from parking charges, and has the opportunity to raise
revenue through DPE influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

7. There is confusion in the question of the revenue from on and oV-street parking charges and the
revenue from DPE. In the shire county areas such as Winchester, the revenue from parking charges is
primarily from oV-street car parks and this revenue was a significant income generator prior to DPE.
The oV-street parking revenue is used to subsidise other essential transport services (but may be used
for any purpose) and if this income was not available to local authorities there would need to be additional
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funding raised from Council Tax income. The income from parking enforcement under DPE is used by
Winchester to cover the costs of on-street parking enforcement, and as detailed in paragraph 4 above
we have not yet recovered the capital costs of setting up DPE even after 10 years of operation. We do
know from other local authorities that visit our DPE operation that many local authorities may initially
have a view that DPE will be an income generator, but they will be corrected on this view after a detailed
assessment of income and expenditure has been carried out. The need for revenue to be raised through
DPE to cover the costs of DPE operation will certainly influence authorities’ parking policy and
enforcement activity, but for authorities such as Winchester the level of penalty charges which is
controlled by the Secretary of State for Transport ensures that DPE will not generate any significant net
income to fund other services.

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

8. There are a wide range of criteria that local authorities may use to decide the appropriate level of
parking provision for a city or town. Each location has to be considered individually and there is no
formula that can be applied to decide the appropriate level. Factors may include the level of traYc
congestion in an area, the availability of land in a town centre for parking, the level of public transport
options available, the competitive demands of other towns or out-of-town shopping centres, or the
options for Park and Ride as an alternative to town centre parking. They will also include wider
considerations such as the environmental impact of traYc, the needs of local business or the mobility
needs of all sectors of the community.

In Winchester we have traYc congestion and air quality problems due to the level of traYc flows, we
have an historic town centre that is restricted by its traditional road layout and the lack of options for
providing extra traYc capacity, and we have a policy that parking should be provided in Park and Ride
sites to replace parking capacity within the town centre. There is no “one size fits all” solution to
determining the appropriate level of parking provision for a city or town.

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles, and what role should
parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

9. Parking policies must be part of an integrated approach to resolving both transport and wider
economic or environmental issues. Parking policies and in particular eVective on-street parking
enforcement can have a direct impact on traYc management issues such as:

— maintaining and, where possible, improving the flow of traYc;

— improving road safety;

— improving the local environment;

— improving air quality.

There is also a direct link between parking policies and demand management. In a centre such as
Winchester where local congestion charging is unlikely to be acceptable, demand management by
restricting parking choice, particularly for all-day parking, is an integral part of our parking policies.

More broadly, our parking policies (including DPE) are an integral part of our approach to supporting
the local retail, commercial and leisure economy. Parking policies can help local employers in providing
travel options for staV, and help attract customers to local businesses. We take care to balance all needs
as best we can in seeking to manage traYc without constraining economic development or hindering
mobility for all our citizens.

How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

10. Many people recognise the need for parking policies and parking enforcement but are upset when
they receive a penalty charge themselves. The media does inevitably generate negative publicity about
parking enforcement due to the large increase in parking contraventions detected since local authorities
took on the DPE function. There is a need for local authorities to ensure that they promote their parking
policies as being an integral part of solving both transport and environmental issues, but there will be
opposition from those members of the public who consider that they have a right to unrestricted car use.

Conclusions

11. The City Council considers that it has sound parking policies, and that it is entirely appropriate
that parking policies are primarily set at a local level to reflect the local situation. It is also appropriate
that local authorities can set parking charges that reflect the local situation and that income from those
parking charges can be used to subsidise the costs of providing other local services. There does need to
be wider awareness that parking policies should be complementary to transport, environmental,
economic and social policies, and these policies need to be accepted by the public.
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12. The adoption of DPE by many local authorities ensures that eVective parking enforcement is
carried out in those areas, and the current system of independent adjudication services ensures that DPE
is carried out reasonably and fairly. The primary benefit of DPE is that the income from penalty charges
is used to provide an eVective level of enforcement compared to the situation when the police were
responsible for enforcement and the income from enforcement went direct to central government. It would
be a retrograde step if local authorities were not allowed to use the income from DPE to fund the costs
of enforcement. The regulation by the Secretary of State for Transport of the maximum level of penalty
charges does ensure that most local authorities outside London are unlikely to generate any significant
revenue from DPE.

Winchester City Council

23 November 2005

Witnesses: Mr Nick Lester, Director, Transport, Environment and Planning, Association of London
Government, Cllr Danny Chalkley, Cabinet Member for Economic Development & Transport,
Westminster Council, Cllr Tony Page, Transport Portfolio Holder, LGA Environment Board, Local
Government Association, Mr Andy Vaughan, Head of Street Management and Parking, Manchester City
Council, and Cllr Richard Knasel, Portfolio Holder for Economy and Transport, Winchester City Council,
gave evidence.

Q64 Chairman: Good afternoon to you, gentlemen. policies towards how councils want to respond to
Can we ask you to identify yourselves, starting with representations will vary. Some councils will want
my left and your right. to be stricter than others.
Cllr Chalkley: Danny Chalkley. I am one of the
Councillors on Westminster Council and I am a

Q68 Chairman: So you are saying you would reallyCabinet Member for Economic Development and
like statutory guidance?Transport.
Cllr Page: That will help. Also, eVorts which canMr Lester: I am Nick Lester. I am the Director of
be made to improve and impart best practice. WeTransport, Environment and Planning for the
do quite a lot of it in London, but there is not anAssociation of London Government.
equivalent to my organisation outside LondonCllr Page: Cllr Tony Page from Reading but
which covers the same ground.representing the Local Government Association.

Cllr Knasel: Cllr Richard Knasel from Winchester
City Council, and I am Portfolio Holder for

Q69 Chairman: So what about your Code ofEconomic Development and Transport.
Practice? What, therefore, ought to be in it?Mr Vaughan: Andy Vaughan, Head of Street
Cllr Page: It covers the whole range of enforcementManagement, Manchester City Council.
activities and gives guidance to authorities about
how to interpret diVerent parts of it. It does notQ65 Chairman: Thank you very much, gentlemen. cover where to have a yellow or not, that is aDid you either jointly or severally have anything diVerent matter; that is regulation and that isyou wanted to say before we start?
entirely down to the individual authorities.Cllr Page: No, we will go straight into questions.

Q66 Chairman: We have got lots of questions for Q70 Chairman: But it would be very specific. Do
you all. What action is needed to bring the you have a way of eVectively looking at the quality
standard of the worst up to the best in local of the policy and the enforcement which would be
authority parking enforcement? Who is going to assessed?
pick up that question? Cllr Page: The bottom line on enforcement quality
Mr Lester: If I can start oV, I think there is a is undoubtedly compliance—do motorists comply
number of things which can be done. The with the regulations or not?—but that is diYcult
Government statutory guidance will help. In and expensive to measure accurately. It involves
London we produce a Code of Practice, which was people sitting on the roadside for 16 hours a day.
originally produced in 1993. It was updated in 1999 It is very easy to count the number of illegal acts,
and is being updated again. We will add to that. but what is also important is the duration of illegal

acts, otherwise you are saying that one person
Q67 Chairman: What happens? Do your authorities parked illegally for two hours is less of a problem
not take notice of your Code of Practice if there is than two people who park illegally for five
already a certain amount of divergence across the minutes each.
authority?
Mr Lester: It is non-statutory, therefore it is non-

Q71 Chairman: We will come on to this, and in factbinding, but as far as I am aware local authorities
we will ask Manchester a bit about that, ontake notice of this, but obviously no code, no
flexibility, but are you saying that statutoryguidance can cover every individual situation.
performance indicators and a service levelLocal circumstances vary and local circumstances

on each individual penalty will vary, and also local agreement would not work?
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Cllr Page: No, they will help, and I think there Mr Vaughan: Absolutely not. No, there is not a
target for penalty charge notice income. I think thatneeds to be a range of measures to assess

performance, but the bottom line for all would be contrary to everything Manchester is
trying to achieve. There are, of course, fourenforcement must be compliance. That is what it is

there for more than anything else. councils. In terms of income we base it on previous
years’ experience, but absolutely not targets, and I
think that is really at the heart of Manchester’s

Q72 Clive EVord: Can I ask the local authority philosophy and approach.
representatives, have your parking payment Cllr Knasel: Absolutely no targets at all. We just
revenue accounts been in surplus in the years have a budgetary forecast based on previous
during which they have been in operation? Let us experience.
start with Mr Vaughan.
Mr Vaughan: Yes, is the short answer. Q76 Clive EVord: Presumably it is the same answerManchester’s parking account generates about £1 for Westminster?million surplus per year. That it is really generated Cllr Chalkley: Absolutely, yes.from on-street.

Q77 Clive EVord: So on the surpluses—and this is
Q73 Chairman: Is that the new or the old scheme, really a question for Westminster, because the
Mr Vaughan, so we are quite clear? Has it been surpluses in the other two authorities are
consistently £1 million per year through the minimal—what do you use the surpluses that you
entire scheme? make on the income from parking charges and

penalty charge notices for as a local authority?Mr Vaughan: Yes. I think the changes that
Manchester has made have actually been around Cllr Chalkley: Nick is quite right. If you take away

the monies we get through meters the surplus justthe fringes in reality, but they are the ones which
are the most high-profile cases. So it has been associated with on-street enforcement I think last

year was about £6 or 7 million, so that narrows itconsistent throughout. With the parking
enforcement service, the cost of the service is down from the £38.8 considerably. In terms of

what we spend it on, as you know, there are limitsbroadly met through the issuing of penalty charge
notices. That is cost neutral, and that additional on the range of things we are able to spend it on.

We spend it on routine maintenance of ourincome is generated through on-street pay and
display charges, people paying to park rather than highways, servicing, paving, lighting, that sort of

thing. We spend it on very human services such asfine income, if that makes sense.
taxi card schemes and concessionary fares for ourCllr Knasel: In Winchester the overall oV-street and
elderly people, and we also use it to part-fund someon-street surplus was about £300,000 last year. We
very large public infrastructure projects, formake a surplus. With on-street parking only, we
example the Golden Jubilee bridges, which I like tomade a surplus of £36,000 last year.
think there is nobody in this room who does notCllr Chalkley: Historically, Westminster has always
think that that is a credit to not just Westminsterbeen in surplus and if you take all of the income
but to London.we get from all of our on-street services, that is

meters, the various levels of enforcement,
suspensions and dispensations, etc, less all of the Q78 Clive EVord: Your penalty charge notices for
costs which we incur, for last year 2004–05 it was this year, are you on target for the figure you have
£38.8 million to the parking places reserve account. put in your base budget?
Mr Lester: If I can put the figure in context for Cllr Chalkley: No, we are a long way short of our
London as a whole, there are four authorities who forecast for this year. I can tell you that we are
make an annual surplus of £10 million and another about £13 million in income terms from our budget
five authorities whose annual surplus exceeds and that is largely due to the decisions which have
£5 million. All the rest are less than that, and two been taken over the last year in policy terms. We
authorities make a deficit. have scrapped meter-feeding. I think that was

covered in the previous session. We have made a
whole range of policy changes to make our

Q74 Clive EVord: The next highest is half of that, policies fairer.
is it not?
Mr Lester: Yes, I think that is right, but certainly

Q79 Clive EVord: Given that you have whittled thethe point which Mr Vaughan made, which is that
figure down, when you take the whole enforcementenforcement broadly breaks even and the surpluses
process into consideration, does that mean you areare made from legal parking charges meters, pay
now making a net contribution from your generaland display, is the generality across London and
fund into your parking revenue account?the reason why Westminster makes such a high Cllr Chalkley: This year it is unlikely that we willsurplus is because it has most of its streets make a contribution.controlled and a large amount of paid for spaces.

Q80 Clive EVord: What I am driving at is that in
Q75 Clive EVord: As local authorities, do you set the past you have made a huge surplus and I think
targets for income from parking, and if so does that you actually issued something like 10% of the

whole parking enforcement notices issued by localinclude income from penalty charge notices?
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authorities nationwide. Does that not suggest that Cabinet Member back in June was to scrap meter-
feeding, and I did so because I thought it wasthe whole system in Westminster has actually been

run as a revenue-raising system rather than one unfair, draconian and largely misunderstood by
the public.which is there for traYc management and traYc

flow?
Cllr Chalkley: I do not agree with that. Q84 Chairman: You do not accept the argument
Westminster is the largest parking authority in the that if somebody is occupying a meter which is
UK, and we have been historically, and that results really meant to be (particularly somewhere like
from largely our geographical position within the Westminster) used only for a short time, meter-
centre of the centre. We have more cars coming feeding actually is rather anti-social?
into Westminster than any other local authority. Cllr Chalkley: What we have seen, largely because
We have a great deal of road space. We have of congestion charging, is fewer cars coming in.
somewhere in the region of 1.1 million people
coming into Westminster every single day, many of Q85 Chairman: But the Congestion Charge has
those by car. been in place a little longer than a year.

Cllr Chalkley: It has, but it is trendal (sic). It has
only been eVective for two and a half years now,Q81 Clive EVord: But those cars also pollute other
but the trend has meant that the occupancy on on-local authority areas when they drive through
street parking is downwards and therefore we havethem. Is it fair that the income from that only
been reasonable in that we said, “Okay, fine, we’vebenefits the area where they stop rather than the
got more space available on-street. We’ll allowother areas which they also pollute and drive
motorists to use that space.”through?
Mr Lester: If I could add one thing, the importantCllr Chalkley: Because of Westminster’s central
issue is where the council sets a maximum stay onposition and because of the number of bridges we
parking at any one place, a maximum of two hourshave got, we do get an awful lot of through traYc
and four hours, that is what is important, that it isand people who are doing business daily in the City
not exceeded because that is where you arewill tend to stop oV in Westminster. They may have
avoiding, for example, shop-owners parking all daytwo or three stops within London and they will
outside the shop and therefore taking up all thestop oV in Westminster en route through.
spaces which would be used for customers. In the
past when enforcement was very lax, meter-feeding

Q82 Clive EVord: Can I ask you one question was the way of trying to address that. Now we are
which every driver in London would want to ask more capable, having more enforcement tools, to
you. At any time do Westminster issue instructions address the maximum stay rather than meter-
to its enforcement oYcers to actually increase the feeding per se.
number of penalty charge notices issued?
Cllr Chalkley: Incentives? I can categorically Q86 Clive EVord: Could I ask Mr Page, in the
confirm for every motorist out there, and that interests of accountability, do you not think there
includes myself as a motorist, that Westminster do should be more transparency around what local
not set any incentives or targets for our authorities are doing in terms of parking
enforcement contractor, NCP, who you spoke to enforcement, the number of penalty charge notices
earlier, and I can confirm that NCP do not set to which are issued, what they use the money for is
their employees any targets or incentives. We are there is any surplus income, so that people
absolutely clear about that. We got ourselves into understand just exactly what is going on in the area
a great deal of trouble previously, reference the of parking enforcement?
Champions League scheme, which was operated Cllr Page: I would dispute that there is any lack
some time ago. In March 2004 we made a very, of transparency at the current time in terms of the
very public declaration, “We got it wrong,” and amount which is spent on resourcing decriminalised
one of the first steps we took to restore public parking. That is all there on the record. No local
confidence in what we were doing was to scrap all authority that I am aware of sets out to make any
forms of incentives and target-setting. substantial profits out of the enforcement of on-

street parking, but merely a remit usually to cover
their costs, and clearly one would not want to seeQ83 Clive EVord: The reduction in income which
those operations being—you are experiencing this financial year is due to

the reduction in penalty charges notices which you
have issued? Q87 Chairman: They do not have a benchmark

though, do they? For £600 a year they could get aCllr Chalkley: The reduction in income is due to a
range of factors. They are external factors, for very eYcient system of benchmarking which would

make it very plain to them what was actuallyexample congestion charging, which has obviously
impacted upon the number of cars coming to the happening within their own area. There are no local

authorities who do that, are there?City every day, but also it has resulted from a great
deal of policy changes which we have made. Meter- Cllr Page: The benchmarking which takes place at

a local level, I can assure you, Chairman, is veryfeeding accounted for somewhere in the region of
30,000 penalty charge notices and I am very pleased visible and accountable. Parking issues are very

sensitive in all our areas.to say that the first decision I made when I became
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Q88 Chairman: Yes, but the local authorities want Cllr Page: Sorry, to what purpose?
to persuade the motorists and their constituents in
their voting, do they not? There is an independent Q92 Chairman: Well, looking at the costs, the
benchmarking service which is operated by the expenses and the balances?
Transport Research Laboratory. There are not Cllr Page: I do not think a single authority in
many authorities who for the price of £600 a year membership of the LGA would have any problems
are prepared to support it. Why is that? with that.
Cllr Page: I am not aware of the details of that,
although I would invite the professional oYcers to Q93 Chairman: So they could easily, for example,
comment on that, although I do know that in terms at council level publish a breakdown of the penalty
of speaking to each other local authorities exchange charges they issue each year with the numbers that
a considerable amount of information. are paid and the numbers of complaints which have

been made about it?
Mr Lester: I think many authorities already do

Q89 Chairman: Yes, but we are talking about that.
transparency, are we not? It is lovely that you all Cllr Page: We all do that.
talk to one another! I am delighted to know that
councils are exchanging information, but I was just Q94 Chairman: But not all of them? When we say
thinking that we poor excluded may not know “many” what are we talking about?
entirely what it is you are talking about. Mr Lester: The level of detail will vary, but each
Cllr Page: Well, none of this is secret, Chairman. authority is obliged to produce a parking account
Our deliberations and activities in local each year, which includes the totals of income
government are far more open to scrutiny in public broken down, the expenditure broken down and
than many government departments, as you will the use to which any surplus is put. That is a
be aware. statutory requirement.

Q95 Clive EVord: If that is true, why are the BritishQ90 Chairman: Now, now, Mr Page do not be Parking Association calling for more transparency
cruel! in publishing those figures and also publishing what
Cllr Page: In terms of when we have been re-letting any surpluses are spent on? Also, they have
contracts, we will go to great lengths to take up suggested to us that there is pressure on parking
references and find out experiences from other enforcement managers to raise revenue and there is
authorities. My own authority recently spent a lot evidence and it has been reported in a report from
of time talking to Manchester about their Richard Charles that he has seen evidence that this
experiences and the LGA and other professional takes place. If what you are saying is true, why are
organisations will disseminate information. So there those concerns from other areas within the
there is considerable benchmarking across the profession?
piece. The key point I would emphasise on behalf Mr Lester: Well, I have read Richard Charles’s
of all local authorities is that the accountability at report and he expressly says that he has not seen
local level is enormous in terms of representations any evidence to say that councils are into
to elected members, in terms of the processes which revenue-raising.
we have in place for reviewing parking restrictions,
responding to residents and responding to Q96 Clive EVord: It does indeed. Richard Charles
representations, I would defy anyone to find a more did suggest that while he did not have any evidence
transparent and more responsive process. In terms to prove that LAs were manipulating DPE, it
of the accountability, therefore, I think it would be became clear to him that during his study some
hard to improve on it. The final point I would made LAs were putting their parking managers under
in terms of accountability is of course the budget. significant pressure to meet financial targets rather
You are focused on “profits” from decriminalised than improvements to traYc flow and safety. So I
parking enforcement and warden activity, but of think we need to read the whole report, do we not?

Mr Lester: You do need to read the whole report,course we as local government get a lot of income
but it is also clear that any council which was usingfrom surface and multi-storey car parks and car
parking enforcement as a way of raising revenueparking charges in that area, where we will often
would not just be doing bad practice, it is actuallyset targets to make surpluses in order to reinvest,
acting unlawfully. I think it is something whichfor example, in the funding of concessionary fare
needs evidence if there are going to be accusationsschemes, in public transport infrastructure support
of unlawful behaviour.and it is part of an overall transport package to

achieve modal shift. So we would have no problem
Q97 Mrs Ellman: What lessons have you learnedin defending the use of surpluses from car parking
that you could pass on to other local authoritiesfor wider reinvestment, but that is a separate issue.
about to embark on decriminalised parking?
Cllr Knasel: Winchester was the first 10 years ago

Q91 Chairman: So you would support the to enter into decriminalised parking outside of
involvement of the National Audit OYce, for London and I think any new authority really ought

to have a mentor authority to help them, becauseexample?
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there are some lessons you can learn from people Cllr Chalkley: I do apologise. Intelligent
deployment also, ie putting enforcement where it iswho are already experiencing it and I think the
actually needed on the street, and I am very pleasedbiggest lesson is to be fair and open. With our
to say that increasingly Westminster Council isparticular penalty charge notices we only had 16
being seen as an exemplar council along withappeals in the whole of 2004, which is 0.1% of all
Kensington and Chelsea.the parking charge notices we issued, because we

have been seen, I believe, by the people who park
that we are being fair. Where we are fair, I believe, Q99 Clive EVord: Just very briefly, I notice there
is that with something like 45% of the people who was an article in the Evening Standard on
query their charge, we read through it and really Westminster Council where a parking enforcement
find a reason to agree with them. So we are only oYcer issued 700 penalties in central London over
moving forward to actually insist on charging 13 months raising £68,000 for Westminster, and
where people have queried it, where we feel quite there was a case where you upheld the decision of
clearly they have been abusing things. So if you are the parking enforcement oYcer, where on cctv
quite clearly fair to people, I do not think there is evidence which the person who was issued with the
any issue. penalty charge notice supplied he proved that the

oYcer was lying. Did you go back and review allCllr Page: The worst thing that happens in my own
700 penalty charge notices, I just want to know?area is the churning out of a standard letter which
Cllr Chalkley: That individual left the Councilclearly does not respond to points people have
some time ago. Unfortunately, the Eveningmade and I think in the interests of again
Standard did not approach us to ask us for atransparency, but particularly fairness, if people
response. We are going back. We are reviewing hisreceive a letter which clearly addresses points they
cancellation rates to see whether they were higherhave made they will be far more satisfied than
or lower than the mean. The short answer is, yes.talking to a machine which simply churns

something out. As an authority which has been
Q100 Mrs Ellman: Should there be time limits andguilty of churning out those letters but has now
more specific performance requirements on howreformed and improved its practices, I can certainly
councils deal with representations?testify to the significant downturn.
Mr Lester: In practice, there are. The adjudicatorsMr Lester: I think it is an important generalised
have set out time limits and if people appeal a casepoint that when most authorities start oV thinking
and time limits are breached, the adjudicators willabout enforcement they think about issuing
normally expect an explanation as to why thosenotices, whereas the most important part of the
time limits have been breached. In some cases thereexercise, to my mind, is dealing with them after
are statutory time limits. In private legislation inthey have been issued. So the important lessons are
London, for example, we brought in a time limitnot to under-resource the back oYce, to have the
for issuing a notice to owner so that if it is moreback oYce staV properly trained. Issues at that
than six months after the event then it is no longerlevel are as important, if not more important than
lawful to issue a notice to owner.the people on the street and it deals with all the

challenges raised. I am conscious there is a
Q101 Mrs Ellman: Could I ask Cllr Page on behalfsimilarity with a comment which British Airways
of the LGA, in general terms would you agreeonce made that its most satisfied customers were
with that?not those who had a trouble-free flight but those
Cllr Page: I would, certainly. I think there probablywho had a problem but then the airline sorted it
is a need for some greater clarity, and this mayout well. I think that is as relevant for enforcement
come through the guidance, as to the issue whichas anything else.
was raised earlier from the previous witnessesCllr Chalkley: To be firm but fair is our charter
about whether or not the discount period appliedstatement and I would encourage any local
once you had written in. There is some evidence ofauthorities who are going into this process to adopt
confusion, not only amongst the public but alsoa charter. We make public our enforcement
amongst some local authority oYcers about thisprotocols, which we review very regularly, weekly,
point. I think clearly if you write in and appeal thendaily, as we work around the City, and I think that
you should still be given that same length ofgoes a long way towards ensuring transparency.
discount period once the correspondence has beenSpecific examples of things we have introduced
finalised and clearly that is an issue which I thinkwhich have been very successful are the
requires some further guidance.introduction of digital cameras and also the use of

CCTV, so it is evidence-based enforcement. That
Q102 Mrs Ellman: Should drivers be compensatedobviously gives the Council reassurance that their
if they have been incorrectly issued?enforcement contractor is doing a proper job, but
Mr Lester: I think in many cases the parkingalso it gives the public some reassurance. That is
attendant will not know about the explanation orour charter.
the circumstances surrounding the vehicle at the
time the ticket is issued. If, for example, you have

Q98 Chairman: I am afraid we cannot recall visual got a van parked on a yellow line at the foot of a
aids. We use old-fashioned things like words in this tower block, the attendant will not know if the van

has just been left there parked or if the driver isCommittee.
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delivering to the top floor or not, and it would be Q105 Chairman: Did you train them, Mr Vaughan?
I am not clear whether you trained them or whetherunreasonable to expect the attendant to know. It
you gave instructions to the contractors.would also be unreasonable to expect the attendant
Mr Vaughan: Both. I think it is a key point thatto wait around for maybe twenty minutes to find
again one of the lessons we learned is you cannotout if the driver came back or not. They do have
outsource the responsibility for this service and ita normal guidance of five minutes for observation
is really crucial. This is a council service and ourin those circumstances. So the ticket in that case
contractors also share council values and councilmay be quite properly issued and subsequently the
philosophies, so the training is a joint training withdriver or the owner will write in and say they
the Council and our contractor delivering itactually were delivering to the seventeenth floor,
together. But I do recognise that Manchester is ait was time-consuming, and the ticket will then
little diVerent from a number of councils in takingquite properly be cancelled. I think in those
this view, but it is our view that we need to havecircumstances the suggestion that there should be
discretion where it is most appropriate and that isany compensation would be wholly unreasonable.
throughout the whole process rather thanCllr Page: My own authority has a parking appeals
separating it and then only allowing discretion inpanel, which has the authority to recommend
the back oYce. I think that happens in realitycompensation. So far a case has not arisen where
anyway and this is a matter of Manchester justa recommendation has been made, but theoretically
being open, honest and transparent about itsthat could be made if a case is made, and I certainly approach. So absolutely, and again it is awould see no problem with that being more cornerstone of Manchester’s reasonable and

widespread. Certainly the involvement of elected proportionate approach.
members should not preclude them being able
to recommend payment of compensation if

Q106 Mrs Ellman: Mr Lester, the Association ofcircumstances so arose.
London Government has a diVerent view on this?
Mr Lester: Well, I think there is a range of policy
options as to where discretion is applied. It isQ103 Mrs Ellman: So has compensation been paid
essential that discretion is applied at all theanywhere in the country?
processing stages, but on the street there is aCllr Page: I do not know.
balance to be struck between the degree ofMr Lester: Yes, there have been cases that I am
discretion which is allowed to attendants not toaware of. They are limited in number and they do
issue or to issue tickets and the fact that they areoccur where the process has wholly failed, has
also susceptible to threats, both violence andwholly broken down in councils. Similarly, the
corruption.adjudicators do award costs where councils have

acted wholly unreasonably, but it is limited in
Q107 Chairman: Does that happen then, Mrnumbers. Certainly it is interesting to see from the
Vaughan? Tell me what you think.adjudicators’ statistics that they award costs less
Mr Vaughan: No, and I think in reality if you areoften than they refuse claims for costs because in
going to get a thump on the nose, regardless ofthe majority of cases they do not believe that the
what someone says in the oYce you are going tocouncil has acted wholly unreasonably. In lots of
exercise discretion in any event and this is a mattercases issues come down to one person’s word
of being transparent in what we have achieved.against another, and how do you decide? One

person’s decision could be diVerent from another
person’s decision. In cases at appeal, appellants will Q108 Chairman: So more attendants were not
regularly bring forward more information at appeal attacked, more corruption was not discovered. Was
than was available to the council at the time they there a series of complaints from the contractors
decided on the initial representations. It would be and from the people doing the job about these

problems?quite unreasonable, I think, to penalise councils for
Mr Vaughan: No, and I think that the feedback Irejecting cases in those instances where the decision
have received will be anecdotal from parkingto allow an appeal is based wholly on information
attendants, which is, “Actually this is about valuingwhich has come to light later on.
our role as a profession, trusting us to make
reasonable judgments,” and it was one of the
criticisms Manchester received from the formerQ104 Mrs Ellman: What about more discretion to
TraYc Warden Service before we decriminalised,parking attendants on issuing and cancelling
that a traYc warden would exercise discretion andtickets?
parking attendants would not. Well, it is our viewMr Vaughan: Manchester learned from history
that parking attendants should, and parkingreally in terms of this issue and we have had the
attendants welcome that.approach of having no discretion for parking

attendants, of trying to set policy in ivory towers
for all circumstances, and we have realised, I think, Q109 Mr Martlew: We have already mentioned the
the error of our ways. I think we need to train staV, issue of the 50% discount, but surely there is an
to empower staV and to trust staV to take unfairness? It often happens that somebody will

come along and take the ticket oV and by the timeresponsible decisions.
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they actually get the notice they have no you have to take the decision that it is no longer
good enough. What is very clear is that where theopportunity to pay the discount. Is there a fairness

in that? signs and the lines are inadequate then the
adjudicators will throw out any tickets issued. TheMr Lester: If that genuinely happens, there is a

problem, but I think it must be up to individual signs, of course, are those prescribed by the
Government, we do not have any choice in thecases to be decided if people make that claim. I am

certainly aware that about four or five years ago signs which can be used, but if they are not there,
there was a small café in Brixton and there was a if they have been knocked out by a lorry or
little sign on the counter which said, “If you get a something like that then the regulation becomes
parking ticket, claim you never received it and then unenforceable.
you’ll get oV.” So you have to judge each claim as it
comes through to see if you think it is right or not.

Q113 Mr Martlew: So you would support regularCllr Chalkley: That is really where the benefit of
auditing of these then?digital cameras comes in, if you can evidence the
Mr Lester: I think it is essential that it be regular.fact that somebody has been issued with a PCN
Whether it should be every year, as was suggestedand that is evidence as being on their vehicle—
in the earlier session, I think that is quite an eVort,
but there is clearly support for regular auditing.Q110 Mr Martlew: Sorry, can I stop you on that?

If the chap puts it on the windscreen and somebody
comes around 10 minutes later and takes it oV, Q114 Mr Martlew: So if that was to be laid down
there is no evidence from the digital camera, is by Government you would support it?
there—only that he put it on, not that somebody Cllr Page: I would certainly support the
else came along and took it oV? Government also looking at the whole issue of
Mr Lester: You have to judge on the evidence and clarity of signage because there is a problem at local
if somebody writes in on every single occasion they level. In the area I represent in Reading we have
get the ticket and they have never actually received had a series of adjudications from the NPAS in the
it, then you might wonder whether they are wholly last few months, three adjudications in the same
truthful on every occasion. If it is somebody where area saying that the signs are legal and three
it is the first time you have ever had any adjudications saying the signs are illegal. This has
correspondence from them, or maybe they have caused us to say to the Department for Transport,
paid other tickets in the past without question, then “We think there is a problem somewhere else and
there may be more evidence for believing the case you need to sort this out,” and I think from talking
they are making. to colleagues there is a problem elsewhere which

has arisen.
Q111 Mr Martlew: We have already heard from the
earlier witnesses that there is a belief that

Q115 Chairman: Are we talking about the roadsoverstaying by 10 minutes is not as serious an
controlled by the council or roads controlled by theoVence as parking on a double yellow line. Do you
Government?believe there should be variable fines?
Cllr Page: We are talking about the public highwayMr Lester: We have actually done a technical study
but the signage of parking restrictions is laid downinto the possibilities of diVerential penalties. What
in great detail by the Department for Transportthe study found was that it would be relatively
and Mr Lester can comment in much more detailstraightforward, although to an element subjective,
about the travails of dealing with that.to have diVerential penalties for diVerent categories

of oVence such as a higher penalty for double
yellow lines as opposed to overstaying on a meter. Q116 Mr Martlew: Perhaps the representative from
It is much harder to deal with short and long Westminster will have some sympathy with the
overstays because the issue is when were they situation where you have an area, a beautiful street,
actually discovered. You do not know how long and unfortunately the signage is ugly. Is there any
they stayed there, all you know is when the discretion on areas which are listed?
attendant came round. It is not an instant Mr Lester: No, none at all.
calculation, so it is a bit harder to do that fairly. Cllr Page: No.

Q112 Mr Martlew: The issue which often comes to
Q117 Mr Martlew: Should there be?light is when an authority goes through the system
Mr Lester: I think it is a tricky balance to strikeyou are talking about, the traYc orders and the
because on the one hand we are under a lot ofsignage are not correct. Do you actually believe
pressure from people like English Heritage and thethat before you decriminalise you should actually
urban conservation movements to reduce thedo an audit? Are you sure that that happens with
number of signs; on the other hand the motoriststhe local authorities?
are saying there should be more signs and clearer.Cllr Page: Yes.
So there is a balance to be struck there. I think itMr Lester: It is very clear it should happen, but the
would be very diYcult to have diVerential signingproblems are often about what happens
in diVerent areas because motorists would notsubsequently. Yellow lines get worn away. They

start oV pristine and complete and at some point know what to look for.
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Cllr Chalkley: 76% of Westminster is covered by a Q122 Chairman: I think the diYculty is that if you
are told that the worst London borough failed toConservation Area and there are clearly competing

demands there. Nick has just covered it. Motorists defend its initial decision in 74% of the cases,
whereas the best one only did so in 6%, you dowant clear signage and Westminster wants less

street clutter. worry a bit about the inconsistency of application,
do you not? Mr Vaughan, did you want to
comment?

Q118 Chairman: It does actually bring us to the Mr Vaughan: Yes, I just wanted to make a
whole question of the high proportion of appeals comment about not contesting and a comment on
which the councils do not actually contest, because Manchester’s approach really. You have had two
particularly on the business of signing I rather opportunities to take the right decision ordinarily
understood that one of the ways in which local before you get to the adjudication service, so
councils could use the surplus money they raised councils (certainly Manchester) will not be taking
was in doing things like maintaining their general a decision without new evidence, and much of that
street furniture in the sense that this would clarify new evidence is when it is submitted verbally and
the situation. Is that not so? it is a personal hearing rather than necessarily what
Mr Lester: It is only with the TraYc Management is able to be often read into a letter and formal
Act that councils have been able to use parking correspondence. One of the things which
surpluses for highway maintenance, so that is in the Manchester is piloting with the adjudication service
last year. Before that, maintenance was not an is telephone appeals at earlier stages of the process,
allowable expenditure. to have a conversation with someone, which

hopefully will allow the Council to have a greater
understanding in person as opposed to what can beQ119 Chairman: Tell me about appeals. Why do so
written down and therefore get the decision rightmany councils not contest appeals?
first time.Mr Lester: I think there is a number of reasons why

councils will not contest appeals. In some cases the
Q123 Chairman: That is a fairly recentappellant will produce more evidence at the appeal
development, though, is it?stage and the council will say to itself, “Well, if only
Mr Vaughan: Yes, it is.they’d told us this in the first place we would have

allowed the representation.”
Q124 Chairman: So you would not be able to say
how eVective it is proving?

Q120 Chairman: Apparently one council did not Mr Vaughan: No. it is being piloted at the moment,
contest the first 80 appeals which were lodged. That so I have got no statistics, I am afraid.
will create in the minds of the public the conviction
that the application of the charge was simply

Q125 Chairman: Are some of the changes such asbecause the council was seeking to renew its coVers,
compensating drivers where there is a real case ofwill it not?
diYculty acceptable to local authorities?Mr Lester: I think there are other reasons why
Cllr Page: I think we have already covered that,councils do not contest, one of which is that when
with respect, Chairman. The answer is in principlean appeal comes through it will be reviewed by a
yes, but I think it is for each local authority to havemore senior oYcer, who might say, “Why on earth
its own internal procedures for arriving at thatare we following this through?” In some cases we
decision and for clarity, again, to be the essence ofare aware that councils have had backlogs and have
the day. In my own authority it is dealt with by adecided not to contest appeals just in order to get
panel of three elected members. In other authoritiesover backlogs. I think that is an unfortunate
it may be delegated to a chief oYcer, but at the endoccurrence when that occurs, although it is better
of the day I am not aware that any local authorityto do it that way round than the other way round.
has said, “No, we will not consider a claim for
compensation.”
Mr Lester: If I could add one thing, I think it mustQ121 Chairman: Yes, but it does not actually say
be clear that just because a ticket has been cancelleda great deal to the public about either the eYciency
it does not mean to say that the authority hasor the clarity of view of the council concerned, does
acted badly.it? Winchester, I am sure you never do these
Cllr Page: No. Absolutely.terrible things?

Cllr Knasel: In reality actually last year we
contested every single appeal and across the non- Q126 Chairman: No, I do not think we were
London areas I believe it is 35% which are not suggesting that, but I think the problem you have
contested. When you look behind that figure the all highlighted is that the general public has to be
bulk of those are new councils in their first year not convinced that the schemes which you are
contesting the first number of appeals that come in, operating are fair and above board and can be
taking the view that either the council oYcers are defended in terms of what you are trying to do
not yet geared up well enough to give evidence for locally. Therefore, the attitude of a council which
appeals to be won, or actually that there is a appears not to contest any appeals does give the
bedding-in time for residents to actually get used impression that there was no reason for the original

penalty. Now, that is obviously not so. I think whatto the new system.
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we are saying to you is that this must throw up in responsibilities. Clearly, in a two tier structure it
will vary, but for the unitary authorities we takepeople’s minds a doubt about the scheme. Do you

accept that central London needs more kerbside this very seriously, as I said earlier.
parking spaces and loading bays because of the
business demands? Q132 Chairman: The local authorities are very
Mr Lester: I do not think there is the space to put diligent, are they, in asking all the local people what
them and that is the problem with a number of the they think?
business concerns, that every city has limited kerb Cllr Page: In terms of consulting on local transport
space and it is (particularly in London) not possible plans, I think most local authorities are very
to meet all the competing demands for kerb space positive and very proactive about this because we
which are there. recognise the enormous sensitivities around issues

of traYc restraint, parking policy and the overall
environmental objectives. As I said earlier,Q127 Chairman: So how do you encourage
achieving modal shift has to be done as part of abusiness to comply with your regulation?
package of measures, of which parking is but oneMr Lester: I think each council has to look at each
measure.location quite carefully, and many find it very

diYcult because on the one hand you will have
Q133 Chairman: So you are reasonably satisfiedbusinesses saying, “We want parking spaces for
that the local transport plan will be at leastloading,” and on the other hand you might have
including those bones of a parking policy whichresidents saying, “We need a residents’ parking
would be adequate for the needs of the area?space there as well.” It is very, very diYcult to get
Cllr Page: It is more than bones.the balance exactly right.
Mr Lester: In London the local implementation
plans are obliged to expressly include parking plans

Q128 Chairman: Do you think that in certain cases, and the Mayor has to sign these oV as having
for example where people are moving house, there complied with the Mayor’s transport strategy. So
could be a consistency of direction in the code of it is absolutely expressly there.
conduct?
Mr Lester: There is a general exemption for Q134 Mr Martlew: On that very point, obviouslyhouse moving. outside London we have got the Government who

are giving grants. Do they indicate to you that if
you do not get your parking charges right or yourQ129 Chairman: Well, yes, but we were also given
parking policy right then it could aVect the amountevidence that these are not respected. We were told,
of money which comes to you? They do not put“It is a complete waste of time appealing against
any pressure on you in that way?the tickets issued. The cost immediately doubles.
Cllr Page: I am not aware that parking features inThe local authorities do not accept dispensations
any specific aspect. By way of sanction, no, thereallow us to go about our lawful business.” It also
is not, but clearly the performance of the localsays, “One of the worst areas for this practice is
authority in achieving its own targets (which it willWestminster.” Do you want to comment on that,
have agreed with the Government oYce and theseMr Chalkley?
may be PSA targets as well as its own specificCllr Chalkley: Yes, I think I have to comment. I
targets) may well aVect subsequent Governmentdo not agree with that.
grants, but that would be as a package of measures
and not simply taken in isolation.

Q130 Chairman: Well, I did not exactly expect you
to agree with that! I just thought you might like to

Q135 Clive EVord: Just one other anecdotal thingcomment.
which has come to my attention. The proliferationCllr Chalkley: Anybody who is undertaking a
of cctv cameras, some of which (I am thinking ofremoval or is undertaking any kerbside activity is
the City of London now) have been installed forable to apply for a suspension in advance and
security reasons are now being used for parkingproviding their use is legitimate we will grant them
enforcement. This is a particular problem fora suspension for doing so.
professional drivers, lorry drivers, taxi drivers and
others, who have to stop on red routes and in some
restricted areas but they are being caught by cctvQ131 Chairman: I think we might actually ask for

a little bit more evidence from the persons and receiving fines, having not been approached by
any enforcement oYcer.concerned and perhaps then ask you to look at

that. I do think it would be interesting to know Mr Lester: Cctv is used for parking enforcement,
but it can only be used eVectively where nowhat proportion of local authorities actually take

a strategic look at parking enforcement schemes. stopping is the rule, so that those people who are
stopping where it is not allowed will get penalised.Do you have any evidence for that, Mr Page?

Cllr Page: The local authorities take a strategic This is typically around major junctions and you
will get diVerent areas. In Victorian and Edwardianlook at parking as part of their overall transport

responsibilities and the compilation and London and big cities you get banks on the corners
of junctions because they were built then becausepreparation of local transport plans will require us

to look at parking as part of our overall they were prestigious sites. They have now got
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7 December 2005 Mr Nick Lester, Cllr Danny Chalkley, Cllr Tony Page, Mr Andy Vaughan and Cllr Richard Knasel

cashpoint machines. People will stop there to use and they have improved immensely over the last
two years. They now give reliable, accurate and fullthe cashpoint machines. They will say, “I’m only

there for two minutes,” and in those two minutes information, whereas about two or three years ago
it was partial and in some cases non-existent.they have blocked the junction behind them. That

is where you have no stopping rules. You cannot
Q138 Chairman: Yes. It is unfashionable to sayreally use cctv where people are allowed to stop
this, Mr Lester, but there are some people who dobecause it is very diYcult to work out by camera
not have access to websites.the exemptions. It is diYcult to spot a valid blue
Mr Lester: Indeed, and there are other ways inbadge, for example. It is impossible to spot a pay
which councils can provide better information. Inand display ticket and whether it is valid or not. So
the ALG we provide about a quarter of a millionthey are used where no stopping is the rule.
leaflets explaining how the parking enforcement
regime works every year and when people write inQ136 Clive EVord: With my former professional
saying, “What do I do now?” we sent them a copyhat on, I can see an immediate problem with that.
of the leaflet in addition to responding—A London taxi driver needs to stop in a wide range

of locations where there are parking restrictions
Q139 Chairman: But it is one of the things you sayand laws in the past have acknowledged that and
to your councils, “What are you doing to improvetherefore they have not been subject to parking
public understanding?”enforcement.
Mr Lester: Indeed, we regularly say to councils thatMr Lester: If they are allowed to stop to set down,
they need to explain themselves more, and I thinkthat will be observed by the camera operator. Cctv
most councils have taken that very seriously.is not automatic, it is operator controlled. So the

operator had to view what is going on through the Q140 Chairman: Some of them have been very slow
camera and then decide if an oVence is taking place to implement parking policies which manage road
or not. So if it is allowed for drivers to stop and traYc demand, have they not?
for taxi drivers to stop to set down or pick up fares, Mr Lester: It is diYcult to know exactly what you
that will be spotted. But there are places where even do in those cases. In some cases it is easy. For
taxi drivers are not allowed to stop to set down or example, the growth in the number of controlled
pick up fares and in those cases penalties will be zones around rail heads. There have been about a
issued. hundred new and extended controlled parking

zones in London in the last eight years since
Q137 Chairman: How can we get the public to parking enforcement was decriminalised and it
support a sensible parking policy and enforcement? became possible to do that, and typically they are
Do councils do enough to either inform or around rail heads to give priorities to residents over
persuade their electorate of the need for proper commuters and that will in its own right have an
traYc management, for example? eVect on reducing demand.
Mr Lester: I suspect there is always more that can Chairman: Gentlemen, you have been most
be done. We in the ALG do a period survey of interesting. Thank you very much for coming. We

are very grateful to you.London boroughs’ websites with regard to parking

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Westminster City Council

1. Westminster City Council Parking Budget

During the oral evidence session on 7 December 2005, the City Council’s budget forecasting for its
Parking Service was discussed.

I can clarify that I stated in the session (detailed at question 78 of the transcript) that the City Council
expects to be £13 million below our original budget forecasts for this financial year ending April 2006 (not
£30 million as recorded in the uncorrected evidence), as a result of the decisions taken to create fairer policies
for the motoring public. This figure has improved slightly recently and now stands at approximately £12.2
million (shown highlighted in the table below). This surplus is made up of income accrued from meters,
penalty charge notices, clamps, removals, suspensions and permits less their associated costs of running
the services.

The City Council’s forecasts and actual budgets for our on-street and oV-street parking income, including
that generated through Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs), are summarised in the following table.
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2004–06 2005–06
Budget Actual Shortfall Budget Forecast Shortfall

On-street income £81.7m £74.3m (£7.4m) £77.6m £65.4m (£12.2m)
On-street penalty charge income £44.3m £35.9m (£8.4m) £40.3m £31.7m (£8.6m)
On-street enforcement costs £24.7m £22.9m £24.5m £23.5m
On-street enforcement surplus £19.6m £13m (£6.6m) £15.8m £8.2m (£7.6m)

OV-street income £20.0m £20.2m £0.2m £20.8m £20.2m (£600k)
OV-street penalty charge Income £0m £0m £0m £0m
OV-street costs £21.0m £20.6m £20.8m £20.2m (£0.6m)
OV-street surplus (£1m) (£400k) £0m £0m

Our original forecast for the on-street parking income surplus, as a result of enforcement, in 2004–05 was
£19.6 million. Owing to the policy decisions we took in that year, the impact of the introduction of the
congestion charge, and other factors aVecting traYc flows into Westminster, the actual enforcement surplus
figure amounted to £13 million. A shortfall against the original forecast of £6.6 million.

Turning to the current financial year, the original budget forecast for on-street enforcement income
surplus stood at £15.8 million. Our latest forecast for this surplus stands at £8.2 million, which will mean a
shortfall of some £7.6 million against the original budget. Once again, this figure reflects the further steps
we have taken to provide a more customer-orientated parking service and additional falls in the amount of
vehicular traYc in the City.

Finally, as shown in the table, no income surplus is generated through enforcement with respect to the
City Council’s oV-street parking service.

2. Kerbside Suspensions

Question 130 and 131 of the oral evidence transcript deal with Westminster City Council’s kerbside
suspensions policy for legitimate activities.

I am afraid that the City Council does not have suYcient data to determine how often such suspensions
involve incorrect ticketing by parking attendants. However, we are in the process of reviewing the
cancellation codes used when overturning or annulling penalty charge notices, and City Council oYcers are
exploring whether it may be possible to have a dedicated code for PCNs issued in legitimately suspended
parking bays or areas of kerbside. Please note that if a suspension sign is not present then a PCN cannot be
served for that parking in that area, hence a Parking Attendant would not know to do so.

The City Council has experienced a steady increase in the demand for kerbside suspensions over recent
years, and we are determined to provide an eYcient and eVective system for our residents and businesses in
this respect. Since November 2005, therefore, we have been actively collating photographic evidence of
kerbside suspensions as they are erected, with date and time stamps. This provides us with a full record of
the how the suspensions are put in place and removed as well as their precise position on the street. This
information is of great assistance when dealing with disputes. Additionally, since April 2005, our parking
attendants have been instructed to capture the suspension sign as one of the images required for any PCN
of this type, so we also have this photographic evidence, which again helps considerably with disputes.

30 January 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Institution of Highways & Transportation

1. The Institution of Highways & Transportation (IHT) is grateful for the opportunity to submit a
memorandum to the Transport Committee.

2. The Institution welcomes the Transport Committee’s inquiry into the current eVectiveness of parking
provision and enforcement parking. This memorandum expresses our concerns regarding the challenges
that have to be met in developing policy and in seeking to manage a range of objectives (some of which
conflict with each other) and setting them in a context which is appropriate and deliverable for a local
community. We also have concerns about poor practice and inconsistent application of polices particularly
between competing centres.
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3. Parking is a key element of Transport strategy but is all too often seen as a financial issue rather than
for its contribution to the environment, economy and safety of a community. Parking policy covers not only
parking as an activity in the overall process of travel, but also the infrastructure for the “storage” of vehicles.
Parking policy and provision must provide for cars, lorry, cycle, motorcycle, coach, bus users. It is also
associated with business, leisure, education and commercial activity.

4. The Committee has raised a number of questions it wishes to examine. The following are the Institution
of Highways & Transportation’s specific responses.

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is performance
evaluated?

5. The Institution believes that local authorities seek to carry out parking control in a reasonable, fair
and accountable manner. Often policies and proposals, while welcomed by some, will be unpopular with
others. Clear guidance on good practice in setting policy will help. Problems often occur due to unclear and
inconsistent practice and where adjacent authorities operate diVerent strategies. This can be particularly
confusing for visitors.

6. The Institution has no information on performance evaluation. However we have concerns that public
perceptions of performance are significantly influenced by the high profile given by the media to reportedly
unsatisfactory practice that is presented as being the norm when it is usually the exception.

7. The Institution does not condone bad practice or irregular parking enforcement activity and welcomes
industry initiatives that seek to reduce and eliminate such practice. The introduction of performance
evaluation would have to be based on clear uniform guidance and, importantly, not require significant
diversion of resource.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

8. The Institution believes that several actions can raise and maintain standards of enforcement activity:

— on-street enforcement personnel are in the front line and it is imperative that they are well trained
and customer focussed. The Institution welcomes industry initiatives such the licensing of
individuals working as vehicle immobilisers with the Security Industry Authority and the British
Parking Association Parking Industry Training Qualifications;

— it is essential that a parking scheme and associated signing is clear if it is to be eVectively and fairly
enforced. It is therefore essential that local authorities have well trained staV and designers familiar
with good practice. It is also essential that good quality guidance is available to practitioners;

— it is also incumbent on local authorities to ensure that the parking and waiting restrictions are
appropriate as many will have been put in place up to 40 years ago and may no longer be relevant
to current community and traYc needs; and

— the Institution welcomes the BPA initiative to introduce a Model Contract for Parking
Enforcement. Developed with input from experts from local authorities, enforcement companies
and consultants, this document can provide a uniform base for all authorities involved in the civil
enforcement of parking.

9. The Institution believes that Statutory Guidance must be suYciently flexible to deal with diVerent
situations (Central London Boroughs have totally diVerent problems to those of local authorities in the
West Country). The industry needs to be consulted closely on any guidelines to ensure they are appropriate.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

10. The Institution supports the principle of independent adjudication on appeals against penalty charges
and commends the work of the National Parking Adjudication Service for England and Wales, the Scottish
Parking Appeals Service, the TraYc and Parking Appeals Service in London and the proposal for
independent adjudication in Northern Ireland. It is essential that the services liaise with each other and
experiences are exchanged.

11. There may be benefits in providing a more uniform system if there was only one service. We recognise
that this would be diYcult to achieve as the legislative basis for enforcement varies between jurisdictions.
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Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there any
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalized parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

12. We believe that local authorities should retain revenue generated from both parking tariVs and
parking charges. Parking is a service and the enforcement of parking and waiting restrictions is carried out
to support local economies, to reduce traYc delays and to improve road safety. It is therefore fair, on the
principle of “the polluter pays”, that oVenders should bear the cost and that the resultant revenue should
be reinvested to the benefit of the disadvantaged community.

13. The TraYc Management Act 2004 provides for revenue to be used for environmental purposes. While
we welcome this in terms of providing commitment to the public realm we believe this may be too broad a
remit and that reinvestment of any surplus of revenue over cost should be prioritised to the support of
transport related infrastructure and services over other environmental initiatives.

14. The Institution does not have access to any evidence to suggest that local authorities’ parking policy
and enforcement activity is influenced by the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalized parking
enforcement.

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

15. Parking is a complex issue and it is not possible to define a formula on the basis of “one size fits all”.
The Institution finds it is regrettable that local transport authorities are no longer required to prepare
parking strategies as part of their Local Transport Plan and would encourage all authorities to prepare a
strategy that meets the following criteria:

— consistent with national and regional guidance and objectives;

— reflects and contributes to the vision of the area;

— well rooted in relevant local policies and contributes to wider community objectives, both
transport and non-transport related;

— responds to local issues and public concerns with clear objectives;

— takes account and complements related strategies such as economic regeneration, crime
prevention, streetscape enhancement, etc;

— consistent and technically robust;

— based upon sound consultation and wide stakeholder involvement;

— has strong political and local support;

— has a realistic implementation timetable;

— includes a business plan that enables parking costs to be covered by revenues; and

— includes a framework to monitor performance and achievement.

16. As noted previously, parking policy and provision must provide for a range of users and uses
throughout the day. While the focus of parking schemes is mainly on cars, appropriate provision is required
for deliveries and servicing of local businesses. The Institution considers that more should be done to provide
appropriate facilities for drivers to take the mandatory breaks required by the Working Hours Directive.
Such facilities must provide not only suitably sized parking bays but also for driver refreshment and vehicle
security, and be convenient to the strategic road network.

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

17. Most private vehicles are driven for only a small proportion of their life; the rest of the time they are
parked. Parking takes up a lot of land and costs money to provide and maintain. Parking aVects us all,
whether we are looking for somewhere to park, or coping with the impact of other people’s parked vehicles.
A survey of British households found that parking was the single most frequent cause of disputes between
neighbours. EVective parking management is also very important to the economic, environmental and social
well being of communities.

18. Taken in isolation individual acts of non-compliance usually have little measurable eVect. However,
when non-compliance becomes the norm, the result is adverse impact on road safety, on accessibility, on
the local environment and on the economy while the financial and policy base for providing oV-street
parking can be undermined. Public transport users and the elderly and disabled are among those that are
disadvantaged by inconsiderate and “illegal” parking.
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What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

19. Local parking policy/strategy is a key element of eVective traYc management and should be
developed within a framework of national and regional guidance and objectives. The Institution believes
that demand management will become an increasingly essential tool for urban transport planners and this
needs Government support. Pricing mechanisms such as parking management and tariVs with appropriate
enforcement will have a primary role together with congestion charging and workplace parking charges.

How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

20. The Institution believes that the public are entitled to clear guidance on how local parking strategies
are devised and how they will be enforced. Clarity and consistency of signing contributes to public
confidence. Clear guidance for designers is essential. The TraYc Signs Regulations and General Directions
2002 (TSRGD) specify the purpose for which signs are to be used. The resultant signs are often overly
complex and any review of the TSRGD should address this problem.

21. Comprehensive public consultation during the development of parking proposals provides a way of
ensuring that parking interventions meet the council’s objectives and respond to people’s concerns and are
not just a way of keeping the council out of trouble with the courts. Clear objectives for the strategy/policy
must be defined.

22. Public confidence in enforcement will be raised if all parking attendants are trained to an appropriate
standard and are seen to operate within an operational framework that is transparent and accountable.

23. Although expensive it is worthwhile to undertake a public awareness campaign to ensure that the
objectives of any parking initiative are understood. Some of the more successful decriminalised parking
enforcement schemes have been supported by good PR.

24. The Institution has recently published good practice guidance entitled “Parking Strategies &
Management” drawing on a wide base of industry experience. We are will positioned in the industry to be
able to oVer our expertise and network to the future development of guidance and policy on parking.

Ends

25. The Institution of Highways & Transportation was founded in 1930 and this year celebrates 75 years
as a learned Institution with professional connections worldwide. It is a learned society concerned
specifically with the planning, design, construction, maintenance and operation of land based transport
systems and infrastructure. It serves the transport profession for the benefit of society and members. With
over 10,000 members, and continuing to grow, it works across a wide range of disciplines including design,
construction, maintenance and operation of transport systems and infrastructure across all transport modes
in both the public and private sectors. It aims to promote the exchange of knowledge, improve policy
formulation, stimulate debate on transportation issues, recognise individual competence and encourage best
practice in the industry. The IHT promotes excellence in transport systems and infrastructure.

For further information contact: Daniel Isichei, The Institution of Highways & Transportation,
6 Endsleigh Street, London WC1H 0DZ, 020 7391 9961 Daniel.Isicheiwiht.org

29 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Technical Advisors Group for House of Commons Transport Committee

Introduction/Background

We would like to thank the House of Commons Transport Committee for the opportunity of giving
evidence on this very important subject.

The Technical Advisors Group known as TAG is a professional body representing 400 Chief Technical
OYcers of Local Authorities in Districts, London Boroughs, Metropolitan Authorities and Unitary
Councils in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The active members are normally chief technical
oYcers and second and third tier oYcers in technical departments. Our responsibilities include highways,
traYc, transportation and parking and often town planning. They also often include buildings (on behalf
of other front line service departments), building design/architecture, building control, cleansing, waste
collection and disposal, leisure, property assets, land drainage, coastal protection and environmental
services.

Many of our members will have contributed to other submissions to the Committee from individual
local authorities and from Local Government Associations.
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In the press notice we note that there are eight bullet points the Committee wishes to particularly
examine. The seventh is “What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand
management” and the eighth is “How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking
policy be achieved.” These we consider are the key to all the other issues and would wish to deal with
them first in our response.

TAG Response

1. What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

It has long been recognised that parking policy and management is an exceptionally powerful tool in
planning a town’s structure and its traYc and transportation. It is notable that the original “Bible” on
planning and transport for towns—TraYc in Towns, better known as the Buchanan Report published
in 1963, states:

“We think it will be necessary for transportation plans to be based on a conscious decision
regarding the extent to which demand for optional use of cars can be met. The plans should
contain measures to influence demand so that it matches the provision that can be made . . .
there appear to be four possibilities:

(i) A system of permits or licences . . .

(ii) A system of pricing the use of road space . . .

(iii) Parking Policy.

(iv) Subsidising public transport so that it oVers considerable financial advantages over the
use of cars.” (TraYc in towns para 451)

“Of these four methods . . . everything points to the immediate importance of parking policy.
It appears absolutely essential that the public authority should retain complete control of:

(i) the amount of parking space that is provided,

(ii) its location, and

(iii) the charges that are levied, . . . ” (TraYc in towns para 452)

It is also stated elsewhere:

“. . . We think people may have to be told very firmly where, and when, and how they can use
their vehicles, but we feel sure they will demand the right of ownership . . . ” (TraYc in towns
Para 370).

The only element of the four included in Buchanan’s suggested strategy that has been employed in
any reasonably consistent manner is Parking Policy. However even in this there have been significant
gaps and failures in the implementation over the years. An example of a continuing gap is the application
of eVective management of “Workplace”, and indeed out of town shopping, car parks. It is interesting
to note that on Workplace parking, Buchanan commented as follows:

“The question of how much parking space should be provided in new buildings needs to be
considered from two points of view, namely, liability and convenience of access and circulation.”

“. . . the application of arbitrary parking standards to new buildings may produce an
accumulation of parking space which the network cannot deal with . . .”

“To summarise we think the parking policies need re-examination to ensure that traYc
diYculties are not being ‘built in’ by the provision of too much parking space in the wrong
position, and that owners and developers are not being burdened with liabilities which are not
really for them to carry.” (Paragraphs 454, 455 and 456 of the Buchanan Report)

Apart from town and transport planning reasons to manage and control all types of parking, climate
change is now one of the most important issues facing all of us; control of parking to reduce traYc levels
is an important aspect in reducing CO2 emissions.

Parking policy is obviously key both in how a town is being developed and in ensuring that a town
can function properly and this must aVect all parking, including on street, publicly available oV street
and shopping car parks, car parks attached to places of work, and both on and oV street residential
parking. For Local Authorities to manage these issues eVectively, they need reasonable control of all
types of parking. Furthermore despite Buchanan’s comments about people having a right to own cars
some authorities and indeed advice from the ODPM are now seriously rationing residential parking in
towns not to build up too many problems from resident’s parking.

On street parking was first controlled in the UK by use of meters in the Mayfair area of London
from 1958. Residential parking zones, to give inner city residents some possibilities for owning cars, were
introduced from 1968 in Belgravia and Knightsbridge. The parking controls which followed in the ’60s
for meters and early ’70s for residents and meters, in London and elsewhere, were generally well accepted.
Often residents, businesses and transport organisations strongly supported them for their very real
benefits—in rationing the limited available kerbside space, in removing bottle-necks from badly parked
cars and in managing the total volume of traYc on the network.
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Unfortunately in the early and mid ’70s the police, who had responsibility for enforcing the parking
regulations, failed to carry out proper enforcement to maintain the eVectiveness of the controls. Parking
management decayed into a state of anarchy.

By 1976 there were one third of a million illegal parking acts per day in the core central area of London.
Each parking act was eVectively a trip end, so apart from roads being blocked and essential servicing
being made very diYcult, there were many more vehicle trips on the road than “intended”. It is notable
that within this core area only about half a million “parking tickets” were issued per year, many of which
escaped eventual payment. From the non-law abiding point of view, by far the cheapest place to park
was on a yellow line, or perhaps even a pedestrian zigzag marking. For one hour’s parking in the mid
70s the cost for a determined law avoider was typically half a penny per hour. At that time the cost for
parking legally at a meter were 30p per hour. The risks from illegal parking on a meter or residents
parking space were also considerably cheaper than this legal parking charge.

Pressure from Local Authorities to the Ministry of Transport and the Home OYce resulted in a chain
of events from the Wheel Clamp Experiment in the mid 1980s to the 1991 Road TraYc Act. It is
interesting to note that this Local Authority campaign was led initially by such unlikely comrades as
Dave Wetzel from the GLC and Dame Shirley Porter from Westminster who made a united approach
to try and resolve this very serious problem. During the process it became clear that in many other areas
of the country the police were not being eVective in enforcing parking regulations and the 1991 Act did
allow for extension of decriminalised parking control to be introduced nationwide.

From this we put to the Committee the fundamental importance of parking control (very desirably
for all types of parking) and its eVective enforcement for the basic functioning of our towns and cities
in the UK and to help the future of the planet (global warming).

2. How can public understanding and acceptance for the need for Parking Policy be achieved?

While TAG and oYcers in our various departments and indeed whole councils generally understand
the need for parking control and management, there are large sections of the public that do not
understand the issues described above. Furthermore most of us behave in our own personal interests
rather than thinking of wider interests. This is particularly true if we feel we can get away without any
personal penalty. This applies to speeding, illegal parking, or for even less law abiding people, graYti,
vandalism, burglary etc.

Changing culture to accept the importance of parking management and control is now a hard uphill
task. It can only be achieved by using every available means to change culture, provide real sticks and
carrots to encourage the right parking behaviour, and make sure the approach is fully joined up including
linking to other types of parking space as described above. Historically we have had considerable success
on issues like drink driving or smoking over the last 30 years. Control of speeding is another issue that
is generally well accepted however, as with parking control, there has been too much willingness to
surrender to law breakers who do not think of the wider implications of their behaviour.

TAG and Local Authorities must accept a considerable share of the responsibility of failure to explain
the reasons for parking control. We believe that moving forward, from the position we are presently in,
we need to ensure that all people in authority accept the importance of parking control and provide the
necessary leadership and example. This must include the police (even if they are not actually charged
with enforcement of parking control) and indeed Government Ministers and Members of Parliament.
We should make every eVort to work with the press whenever possible to make them aware and explain
the issues. A key area where making the public aware of the issues is when drivers first start to drive.
More weight could be given to teaching young drivers of the importance of parking control and providing
better and fuller advice within the Highway Code.

It is noticeable that vehicles are stationary for 95% of the time and only moving for 5%. Far more
attention, relative to the importance given to moving vehicles, needs to be given to stationary vehicles—
a vehicle is, of course, only useful to its owner or driver when it has reached its destination and is parked.

3. Are Local Authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is
performance evaluated?

We are firmly of the opinion that, in the main, Local Authorities are carrying out parking control
reasonably, fairly and accountably. There may be areas where some parking attendants are inadequately
trained, just as any other group of workers, including the police. If anything there is more evidence that
the enforcement is not being carried out strictly enough rather than vice-versa. Evidence even from Local
Authorities with well managed and funded parking operations show that, where compliance surveys have
been carried out, only about one in 10 of oVenders receive a parking ticket, this may be better than for
speeding motorists but it gives everybody a chance to escape on too many occasions.

DiVerent authorities use diVerent performance measures and many of these will no doubt be described
to the Committee. The single most obvious performance measure is compliance with the regulations.
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4. What action would raise the standard of Parking Enforcement Activity? Is statutory guidance needed to
promote consistency?

Recruitment and training of the highest reasonable standard of parking attendants is a critical issue.
While the occupation is suVering from unnecessary abuse and generally low pay levels it will be diYcult
to raise standards everywhere.

5. Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

From our members, we are aware of cases where appeals have been inadequately dealt with but this
is hardly surprising in the vast numbers of oVences and penalty charge notices issued. Furthermore every
Local Authority has heard of quite exceptional excuses particularly from the perennial non-compliant
parker, who is skilled in manufacturing of bogus excuses. Sometimes it is diYcult to recognise the few
genuine cases amongst so many bogus ones.

6. Is it appropriate that Local Authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there
any evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalized parking enforcement has
inappropriately influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

The failure of the Police to enforce parking regulations in the 1970s led to the 1991 Act. In order for
Local Authorities not to subsidise car drivers (and particularly car drivers who have no respect for the
“law”) from poorer members of society (often non-car owners), it is only reasonable that the costs should
go back to the drivers who have no respect for the parking regulations. With the history of development
of parking control and the direct link between those oVending and the need to make sure that they are
caught, we strongly believe that Local Authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking
penalty charge notices.

All Local Authorities are charged with being as economical as they reasonably can with the cost of
providing services, however what parking funds can be used on, either from on street parking charges
or from penalty charge notices are strictly prescribed to be spent on transport related expenditure. This
expenditure is generally for the public good and the people being required to pay are those that have
less respect for other people and the law. This seems to be a very satisfactory situation. Nevertheless where
expenditure from any parking surpluses is actually spent may benefit from being more transparent—the
Local transport Plan process could be used to provide this transparency.

7. What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

The level of parking to be provided in any town or any area of a town is to meet the local requirements.
In the first instance the kerb side space should be reserved for safety, for ensuring reasonably free passage
of vehicles along the network, then for essential loading and unloading facilities including particularly
Public Transport, then to help other commercial interests in the area such as short term parking for
business visits, shopping etc. Residents’ parking is then a high priority, to allow people the level of service
that can be gained in newer developments where oV street parking provision is provided. The last priority,
if a town can cope with car commuting, is to provide for long term parking.

This hierarchy of space management and provision should all be as part of a package including on
and oV street parking wherever the Local Authority has suYcient controls and public backing to deal
with the situation. Apart from these conflicting needs, which have to be balanced for each area (together
with the costs of provision of parking and road space), we do not consider there are any further criteria
that could be usefully employed for the level of parking provision, certainly not laid down on a national
or regional basis.

8. What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

In the answer to the seventh question raised by the Committee, (which we have answered first), we
have already covered this question to a significant extent. There are however certain details and new
developments in parking policy for specific areas that should be addressed as part of Local Authorities
continual improvement programmes.

The acute shortage of space in some older dense urban areas prevents some of the real priorities being
adequately provided for in any controlled parking zone design. This together with, for example the
growing size of delivery vehicles, presents constant strains to Local Authorities. Servicing of both
commercial and residential premises is certainly an area which is being studied by a number of Local
Authorities to try and improve the level of service whilst still maintaining the basic priorities and needs
of a parking control system.

For “illegally” parked vehicles there are a number of areas where regular “illegal” parkers manage to
avoid complying with regulations on a consistent basis. Some of these are because of not properly
registered vehicles, non UK licence plates duplicate number plates etc. Others are from the lack of Local
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Authorities powers to chase up past tickets when vehicles are clamped or impounded and also vehicles
being occupied while causing a nuisance on street and being driven oV whenever a parking attendant
appears. All these ways in which enforcement is made very diYcult are particular issues that need further
attention.

9. Other Issues

Some other issues were touched in the first three paragraphs of the Committee’s press notice. We are
aware that some authorities do make substantial surpluses on car parking particularly Metropolitan
Authorities where most of the parking and problems are in the central area. This may be a diVerent
Authority to outer areas. More transparency by Local Authorities as to exactly where the surpluses go
could, we believe, help in assuaging resistance from some members of the public. Central London
Authorities, particularly, are the Authorities with large surpluses and it is notable that such Authorities
do have a generally higher standard of traYc and environmental management in their areas—a significant
element of which is funded from parking surpluses.

We also concur with the comment in the third paragraph of the Committee’s press notice that there
is a risk that public perception of parking may deteriorate if action is not taken to promote the legitimacy
of parking control. We would strongly support any eVorts on this front that can be made. This is covered
in the second point above.

Wheel clamping can potentially generate conflict on street, and is often a diYcult activity for a Local
Authority. Fairly few Local Authorities use wheel clamping. It is however a very visible deterrent to
others and it is a punishment that generally fits the crime very well. The non-compliant driver parks in
an unsuitable place for their own convenience, so inconveniencing others. To be inconvenienced by the
length of time to get their vehicle back is often a more powerful deterrent than a fine which for some
people is a very small part of their overall income. Vehicle removal has similar benefits in terms of those
where the payment is not a large part of their income but is not so eVective a deterrent when the vehicle
is no longer visible to the next non-compliant parker.

We do not generally support wheel clamping or tow away for small overstays at pay and display,
however there may be a case for gradation of the penalty charge for overstaying at meters.

Many of the issues to be discussed at the Transport Committee have been raised recently in reviews
of parking carried out by others; we trust that the evidence from these other reviews will be put before
the Transport Committee.

We hope the information above will be useful to the Committee. We would be pleased to give oral
evidence if required. Any questions on our evidence should in the first instance be directed to our
Transport Committee Secretary John Elliott obtainable on 01227 765626, 07810 204400 or e-mail
johnrelliottwbtinternet.com.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Living Streets

1. Living Streets is pleased to submit its comments to the above inquiry. Living Streets is a national
charity, established in 1929, which campaigns for better streets and public spaces for people on foot. We
work to persuade both national and local governments to improve policy and practice for pedestrians,
including through our network of local branches; we are joint organisers of the National Walk to School
Campaign; and we undertake “Community Street Audits”, which evaluate the quality of public space from
the viewpoints of those on foot.

2. We believe that streets are more than simply traYc corridors—they are important for the vibrancy,
economic health, and safety of neighbourhoods; they can help to improve community cohesion by bringing
people of diVerent ages and backgrounds together in a shared space; they are outdoor “gyms” which people
can use to get fit through walking and cycling; and they are potential playgrounds for all children but
especially those who do not live close to parks and playing fields. However, with some 25 million cars on
our streets (24 million of them parked at any one time), many streets have become little more than car parks.
Living Streets believes that the diVerent uses of our streets need to be better balanced—and parking policy
is an essential tool in developing this.

The Larger Context of Parking Policy

3. The larger policy direction, which requires joining up transport, planning, health, economic
development and community strategy, should be to reduce the number and length of car journeys, to make
streets and public space more attractive for walking, cycling and using public transport, to reduce deaths
and injuries on the road, and to find a balance between the diVerent uses streets have. Parking policy has a
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role to play as part of this, and Living Streets believes that more can be done to win public confidence in
parking policies by working with local people to implement a parking strategy as part of wider measures to
improve their neighbourhoods, including the ODPM’s cleaner, safer, greener programme.

4. Research shows that people associate the appearance of their neighbourhoods, and the management
of their roads in terms of traYc, cleanliness and anti-social behaviour, as key to their quality of life.20 CABE
has suggested that while people want to park their cars directly outside their homes, they are willing to make
compromises when other benefits such as safe playing areas for children, and the provision of shops, services
and public transport links in walking distance, are oVered.21

5. Likewise, people have voted with their feet by surging into shopping centres like Norwich and
Nottingham where parking has been removed from key shopping streets and the walking environment has
been improved. Once parking is placed in this positive context of improving quality of life, the public can
make informed choices with their various “hats” on—as drivers and as pedestrians, residents, parents etc.

The Importance, for Pedestrians, of Effective and Strict Enforcement of Parking Restrictions

6. Parking restrictions are not new—they began about 80 years ago—around the same time that mass car
ownership began to grow. As the number of vehicles has grown, so have the number of parking restrictions.
In broad terms, Living Streets strongly favours the strict enforcement of parking restrictions, by local
authorities, for the following four reasons:

1st. Accessibility for pedestrians

7. A major hazard for pedestrians is the parking of cars on pavements. Through our audit work, we come
across many examples where pedestrians have to squeeze past vehicles, or must dangerously make a detour
into the carriageway because there isn’t enough room to pass. This is a particular problem for those in
wheelchairs, pushing buggies, or with young children—but it is a problem for a far wider group of
pedestrians, for example, those carrying shopping bags. Vehicles parked on the carriageway at the corner
of junctions, or across pedestrian crossings, also restrict accessibility for pedestrians. This is especially true if
the vehicle is parked next to a dropped kerb intended for step-free access for those with mobility diYculties.

8. Whilst the majority of drivers blocking access for pedestrians are probably unaware of the problems
they are causing—and may only be parking for a few minutes to deliver or collect something—this is still a
serious problem for pedestrians, and a deterrent to walking, which should be tackled through strict parking
enforcement.

2nd. Encouragement of active travel and alternatives to private car use (eg public transport/car clubs), and
the role of parking policy in demand management

9. According to the 2004 National Travel Survey, some 20% of journeys under 1 mile and 58% of journeys
between 1 and 2 miles are undertaken in a car or van. A high proportion of these journeys could be
undertaken on foot, or cycled. If they were, there would be considerable benefits to the local environment
and to personal health. A “push-pull” approach, to encourage people to walk and cycle more, is needed—
promotion of the benefits of active travel and steps to make it easier to walk/cycle, coupled with measures
which make it less attractive to use the car for short journeys. Restrictions on the availability of parking,
coupled with increased cycle parking and improved walking routes, can help to encourage people to consider
more active methods of travel. This needs to be supported with strict parking enforcement. When streets are
seen as places which have multiple users and uses, the benefits of getting a better balance between car use
and other uses can be appreciated by the public.

10. Planned reductions in parking spaces in city and town centres can help to reduce traYc, and increase
street vibrancy. Over a period of 35 years in Copenhagen, parking spaces were reduced by 2–3% per year
in order to free up public spaces from car parking, for other uses. The result has been a four-fold increase
in public life since the 1960s in the centre of Copenhagen.

11. The Government’s Planning Policy Guidance 13 (Transport) states, “reducing the amount of parking
in new development is essential . . . to promote sustainable travel choices” (para 49). One way of achieving
this is through the use of car clubs—providing preferential parking locations for car club members. EVective
enforcement of parking controls can reduce the attractiveness of private ownership of cars, and increase the
viability of car sharing.

12. Living Streets believes that the controlled reduction and management of parking provision—
balanced with enforcement against illegal parking—is a key tool in the management of traYc levels, and can
help to alter the balance of our streets to make them more pedestrian and cycle friendly. It can also help the
Government to achieve its targets for reduction in the levels of obesity.

20 Physical Capital Index, MORI June 2005.
21 What home buyers want: attitudes and decision making among consumers, CABE March 2005.
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3rd. Reduction in street clutter

13. IneVective enforcement of parking restrictions can lead to more street clutter in the form of railings
and bollards. Indeed, the Department for Transport TraYc Advisory Leaflet, Pavement Parking22, even
suggests the use of guard railing as a method for controlling illegal parking.

“Standard guard rails can be used to prevent pavement parking. Their disadvantage is that they limit
where pedestrians can cross a road or where people from parked vehicles can get onto the pavement.
They are not generally suitable unless for safety reasons the aim is to channel pedestrians to particular
crossing points. Costs of guard railing can vary considerably, being from £45 per metre upwards. In
some areas drivers have driven up onto the pavement inside the guard railing. This is dangerous and
illegal and local authorities may wish to consider liaising with the police on measures which could be
used to prevent it. Local authorities could erect bollards on the pavement close to dropped kerbs to
stop drivers using it. Gaps between the bollards should not be less than 1.2m to allow wheelchair users
or people with double buggies to pass.”

14. The above advice can be seen to have been put into eVect across the country: guard rails making it
diYcult for pedestrians to cross the road and making the street less safe (because drivers are more likely to
forget pedestrians), followed by bollards to stop drivers from driving up onto the pavement behind the guard
railing. The result has been streets clogged with clutter which would be unnecessary if parking restrictions
were enforced.

4th. Road safety for pedestrians

15. Although speed reduction is far more important for pedestrian safety, the evidence suggests that
where parking restrictions are enforced, conditions for pedestrians are safer. An ALG study of metered
controlled zones showed that the number of parked vehicles was reduced by half, and traYc accidents
decreased by 21% in the zone, but in similar uncontrolled areas the number of accidents rose by 22%.23

16. Inappropriate parking is a particular safety issue where there are likely to be more vulnerable
pedestrians—eg in residential areas and around schools and hospitals. The Government’s School Travel
Advisory Group (STAG) reported in January 2000 on recommendations to give children greater travel
choices and on improving safety on the journey to and from school. These recommendations included the
enforcement of parking and other traYc restrictions.24 Our experience as organisers of the National Walk
to School Campaign is that the illegal parking of cars on the yellow “zig-zags” outside schools is a significant
issue for many school communities, causing a lot of tension and daily arguments as well as a chaotic and
dangerous place for children to cross the road, and that schools are seeking help from their local authorities
and police forces to enforce the law.

Achieving Public Understanding and Acceptance

17. Living Streets understands that parking enforcement has grown in controversy as the number of
Penalty Charge Notices being issued has increased. In large part this is to be expected, as parking oVences
which were previously ignored are now being detected and the perpetrators penalised. Studies in the 1980s
showed that in London, only one illegal parking act in 100 was penalised and more than 50% of those Fixed
Penalty Notices issued did not result in the penalty being paid. It is not surprising that a tightening up of
enforcement will lead to complaints.

18. However, parking regulation has become complicated, and the public need to be kept on board as an
increasingly sophisticated regime is introduced, especially in built-up urban areas where residential streets,
shopping centres, facilities like hospitals, and commuter stations are crammed together. The regime is there
to make life tolerable for everyone, but if it is not explained properly to drivers, they can feel they are being
unfairly penalised. Public awareness campaigns to explain to drivers what to look for when they park, and
why the diVerent kinds of restrictions are in place, are needed.

19. The independent review of decriminalised parking commissioned by the British Parking Association,
just published25, has recommended that councils should spell out how much money they have collected from
parking fines and how it is being spent. It has also recommended that the Department for Transport carries
out research in to how far parking controls are achieving their aims. Living Streets supports these
recommendations and makes the further recommendation that the aims are revised to explicitly encompass
the needs of pedestrians and the needs to design and manage streets and roads to meet all their uses, not just
vehicular carriage. It is also important that local authorities tighten up on appeals procedures and
information provided to oVenders, so that justice is seen to be done.

22 TraYc Advisory Leaflet 04/93.
23 ALG written evidence to the London Assembly Transport Committee Inquiry, Parking Enforcement in London, June 2005.
24 Tomorrow’s Roads: Safer for Everyone.
25 A Review of Decriminalised Parking Enforcement for the British Parking Association, 2005.
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20. Despite the frustration of some drivers, we believe the vast majority of parking notices are issued
legitimately. Living Streets urges the Government, and local authorities, to stand their ground and ensure
that parking regulations are enforced. Despite the furore, there is widespread “silent” support for
restrictions on traYc and for improvements in the quality of streets:

— The 2004 ALG Survey of Londoners found that 67% of Londoners thought that action against
illegal parking in London should remain the same or get stronger, while 75% said the same or more
action should be taken against people illegally using bus lanes.

— A survey by MORI, Physical Capital Liveability in 2005, found that “road and pavement repairs”
was the third biggest issue that people reported as needing improvement in their local area, and
“low levels of traYc congestion” was the seventh.

21. We also support the retention of fines by local authorities, as long as that money is used to improve
streets and public spaces for everyone, and a proportion is spent on improving the pavement infrastructure,
which has been sadly neglected. Much of the damage done to pavements is as a consequence of pavement
parking—it seems only just that the bill for this should rest with those who are parking illegally. We doubt
whether some of the most innovative improvement schemes for pedestrians—for example, the Boulevard
Project in Camden—would happen were it not for the additional revenue raised through parking
enforcement.

22. “How the money is spent” provides an opportunity for local authorities to work with communities
to win support for parking controls as part of wider measures to improve neighbourhoods. Living Streets
recommends that councils pool the income and hypothecate it to street and public space improvements—
according to need based on deprivation indices and casualty rates rather than connected to the wards where
the money was raised—and that communities have a say in how that money is spent. Improvements like the
introduction of 20 mph zones, wider pavements, provision of children’s play facilities, tree-planting, free
public toilets, more benches and litter bins, and ground-level pedestrian crossings would be appropriate.

23. We would like to see the possibility explored of parking attendants taking on a range of
responsibilities. They could be the eyes and ears of the council on the street. They could also be responsible
for reporting pot-holes, broken paving slabs, abandoned cars, litter, and other street issues. They could be
trained in the powers of the new Clean Neighbourhoods Act and be given the power to issue Penalty Charge
Notices for dropping litter, dog fouling, etc.

Improvements to Parking Enforcement

24. Living Streets would propose two changes to the current situation:

i. Speed up the process of parking decriminalisation.

25. Living Streets does not believe that the police are the best agency to carry out standard parking
enforcement. Not surprisingly, police forces see parking as a very low priority. Parking is an integral part
of transport planning, and its operation should thus be a duty of local authorities. Local authorities are best
placed to integrate parking policy with other transport and neighbourhood policies, and to respond to local
need. At present, 135 applications for decriminalisation have been approved outside of London. We would
like a deadline set by when parking will have been decriminalised across the whole of England and Wales.

ii. Pavement parking should become a parking oVence, in all areas except where it is specifically allowed.

26. This would bring the rest of the country into line with London, and would help to ensure that the
needs of pedestrians are adequately addressed. Pavement parking is a huge problem in all parts of the
country except London. It causes damage to paving and grass verges, and is a serious problem for
pedestrians—particularly blind and disabled pedestrians. In London, prohibition of parking on footways
was introduced under the Greater London Council (General Powers) Act 1974. Streets can be exempt from
these footway parking regulations (for example, because they are too narrow or pavements are very wide).
As a consequence, in general, pavement parking is not a serious issue in London. The situation outside of
London is the reverse—pavement parking is not a specific oVence unless there are double yellow lines, or
unless specific traYc regulation orders have been applied. The result is that pavement parking is a huge issue
in many parts of the country.

Conclusion

27. Parking space is a limited resource, and its allocation will therefore be highly controversial. It is
unsurprising many local authority councillors report that many people get more upset about parking than
virtually any other issue. However, eVective parking restrictions are an essential component of more
walkable streets. They are therefore important in delivering a range of government objectives including
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increases in the exercise levels for adults and children; reductions in the levels of obesity and coronary heart
disease; promotion of active travel and reduction in car dependency; and cleaner, safer, greener
neighbourhoods.

Tom Franklin
Chief Executive

Witnesses: Mr Mike Link, Assistant Head of Highways and Transport, West Sussex County Council,
Institution of Highways and Transportation, Mr John Elliott, Secretary to TAG Transportation
Committee, Mr Seamus Adams, Assistant Director of Transportation, London Borough of Hackney,
Technical Advisers Group, and Mr Tom Franklin, Chief Executive, Living Streets, gave evidence.

Q141 Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen. The Q146 Chairman: That is interesting. Can I ask you,
Mr Elliott, you have suggested there should belast should be first and the first last, so can I say I am

delighted to see you here. Could I ask you to identify leadership on explaining the reasons for parking
control, but who should that come from?yourselves.

Mr Link: I am Mike Link representing the Mr Elliott: I think it needs to come from central
government first. To reiterate some of the things,Institution of Highways and Transportation.

Mr Elliott: I am John Elliott representing the there is not enough emphasis on parking control.
For 95% of the time a vehicle is stationary. Far moreTechnical Advisors Group of local government.

Mr Adams: Seamus Adams, Assistant Director of attention is given to the time it is moving than the
time it is stationary in Government policy and atTransportation for the London Borough of

Hackney. all levels.
Mr Franklin: I am the Chief Executive of the
national charity Living Streets. Q147 Chairman: So you do not really think that

either the Government or local authorities give
suYcient attention to the consultation with theQ142 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I am
residents and the businesses?able to go straight to questions, am I, or did anyone
Mr Link: I would not like to suggest on behalf of thewant to say anything? No? Fine. Can I ask you all,
Institution that local authorities do not giveare the links being made between parking policy,
attention to those things when they are introducingtraYc management and street management?
schemes.Mr Link: Not strongly enough would be the

Institution’s opinion. I think the recognition that
Q148 Chairman: No, but I was just wondering if youparking is one of the building blocks is in fact
thought there was suYcient requirement on councilsinsuYciently recognised. There was reference earlier
to take note of the demands of their local residents?to the fact that it is enshrined in local transport
Mr Link: I believe there is. Without wishing toplans, the requirement for it. That is actually
advertise, the Institution produced this documentweakened in the second round of local transport
earlier in the year. I was on the working group.plans, which is regrettable.

Q149 Chairman: It is a very good document. I spent
Q143 Chairman: Weakened? my August reading it. I just did decide halfway
Mr Link: Yes. through August I was a sad person!

Mr Link: Well, that makes two of us! To a large
extent, we felt we were making the best of a bad job.Q144 Chairman: Have you got clear evidence of
It is so diYcult to do what you are suggesting in thethat?
current circumstances. The policy lead from DfT isMr Link: My understanding is that it is no longer a
insuYcient. The signing, as we heard earlier, is arequirement of the second round of local transport
disaster area. Police enforcement in most of theplans.
country has been non-existent for years, leading to
parking regulations being ignored. Local authorities
are coming in and in many cases re-establishingQ145 Chairman: Well, now we do have an

immediate diVerence of view. controls. Quite often the motives for doing that
become confused. You have quite rightly identifiedMr Link: In any event, there is very little emphasis

placed upon it by Government through the that whilst some authorities might not set a target for
income, once a budget forecast is made it is as goodDepartment for Transport. Their eyes now seem to

be focused on Transport Innovation Funds and as a target and the original objectives for introducing
schemes, which are about traYc management, free-road charging, and the like, and yet for the vast

majority of local authorities for many years to come flow and turnover, are often lost. If I may say so, the
preponderance of thought given to enforcement andparking management will represent a very valuable

tool in managing traYc and making transport more making that eVective and fair ignores the reasons
why the schemes were introduced. I think somebodysustainable and there is a danger that it will be

overlooked. So the Institution would not agree with said earlier the key thing is compliance and yet
nowhere do we see performance being measured inearlier comments that there is suYcient integration

of parking strategies into transport policy at a terms of the compliance which is being achieved, the
original objective for the scheme. I think to a certainlocal level.
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7 December 2005 Mr Mike Link, Mr John Elliott, Mr Seamus Adams and Mr Tom Franklin

extent the emphasis given to statistics between Q152 Chairman: We try to avoid initials, Mr Adams.
CPZs may be very close to you, but not to us.whether diVerent authorities are successful in

appeals or not, as we have heard, can represent all Mr Adams: I do apologise, controlled parking zones.
sorts of other things and are a very poor indicator of
whether or not a scheme is performing well against Q153 Mr Martlew: If we can go on from that, the
its transport objectives. situation is that people get very annoyed if they are
Mr Franklin: We think that there have been some charged for overstaying, yet people do not appear to
improvements. We think that decriminalised be implementing it outside schools with the zigzags?
parking enforcement has led to an improvement in Is that a correct assumption?
many places in the country and in fact it has been a Mr Adams: I would say not, and certainly in the
victim of its own success. It is not surprising that borough I represent—
criticism has increased because actually there are
more notices being issued and parking enforcement

Q154 Mr Martlew: I am a bit worried that a lot of ithas got tougher. But we are concerned that there are
is London-orientated. It is much better than the resttwo-thirds of the local authorities in this country
of the country, I will give you that, but it is not thewhere they do not have control over parking
norm.enforcement and we think that should be
Mr Adams: I think road safety is paramount.standardised across the country. We would also say
Certainly for schools, zigzags, it is paramount that itactually that pavement parking in London is now far
is enforced rigorously and certainly in the authoritybetter than it has been in the past and that is because
I represent we rigorously enforce that and it isin London pavement parking is not allowed except
paramount in terms of road safety.in designated areas. But we think that should be

extended across the country as a whole because
parking on pavements is a massive issue for Q155 Chairman: Does Mr Franklin want to make a

comment on this?pedestrians, particularly for pedestrians with
Mr Franklin: We would say that there are diVerentdisabilities.
levels of oVences and that there should be greaterChairman: I think we want to explore both of those.
enforcement around things, not just schools but also
hospitals and places where there are likely to be

Q150 Mr Martlew: You mentioned that more vulnerable pedestrians. We would actually
decriminalisation has made it better and I look at favour diVerential rates in terms of fines, and so on,
your example of the City. Surely you can get better so that those infringements which really aVect
parking, but have you noticed that the traYc flow is pedestrians, for instance parking on pavements,
any diVerent? Is this not a failure of the systems? should be treated more seriously. We would like to
Mr Elliott: I think London traYc flow has improved see that measured through the performance
throughout considering ever-increasing demands on indicator regime as well. So it is not just a blanket
it. Without parking control, which we have had since figure for the number of notices issued, it is looking
1994 in London, I think the situation would be very at the type of the enforcement action which his
much worse than it is now. Parking is the only being taken.
measure of controlling traYc in outer London. In Mr Link: If I may comment and draw the last two
central London we have got an excellent public points together? There is far more chance of the sort
transport system and congestion charging, but in of eVective enforcement which is being talked about
outer London it is working. In other cities, Oxford is here where there is decriminalisation than where
a city where they have actually improved traYc flow there is not. Therefore, I think a very clear view from
quite dramatically over the years, despite— the Institution would be that decriminalisation

should be completed across the country as soon as
possible.Q151 Mr Martlew: But this is the way they

implement the scheme other than just fining people?
Q156 Chairman: Do you accept this argument thatMr Elliott: Unless you have a mechanism there to
it works very eYciently if you have got a certain sizesay, “You park there and not there,” and follow that
of authority? Nobody is suggesting coterminosity,up, your policies will never work. That was the
but the suggestion is you need a certain populationtrouble before decriminalised parking. We had a
size.third of a million people parking illegally in central
Mr Link: It can work anywhere. There are examplesLondon every day and those were a third of a million
where it is working in all sorts of diVerent authoritiestrips in of extra traYc that we have got rid of, or we
and it provides the opportunity for local control andhave got rid of a significant number of them because
local discretion and local resources to targetof decriminalised parking.
enforcement in areas where there is notMr Adams: I think the other added benefits in terms
decriminalisation and where the police are simplyof managing the roadside space, in terms of road
not resourced or prepared to do it.safety, keeping junctions clear and pedestrian

accessibility are paramount and that is themed
through with the introduction of CPZs. It is the Q157 Mr Martlew: I have not been on the
enforcement around those junctions. It is clear Committee very long, but obviously I am very
where there are no CPZs in built-up areas those jealous of the way in which London manages its

traYc. It has already been mentioned that it isjunctions are parked up—
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against the rules to park on a pavement in London. becomes less of an issue. It is more diYcult for you
folks as representatives of people to push things likeDo you believe that should be spread out

throughout the country? this at a local level.
Mr Elliott: Yes.

Q162 Chairman: That is far oV the point though, Mr
Q158 Chairman: You are really pleading for Elliott, is it not, because you have just assured me
consistency, are you not? If we had a code of conduct that decriminalisation should exist all the way across
with an acceptable series of these very basic points, the United Kingdom. How are they going to pay for
you are really pleading for consistency across all it, because smaller councils in smaller towns are
authorities, are you not? going to find it rather diYcult, are they not, to
Mr Franklin: We are saying that what works should actually pay for recruiting, for maintaining a team of
be adopted across the country. attendants and to maintain all the back-oYce staV

with all the equipment which is going to be
necessary?Q159 Chairman: How do we define what works? If
Mr Elliott: It is much harder in smaller authoritiesyou have got that formula in your pocket, you will
and I think small authorities have got to get togetherbe a very rich man because you will be a consultant
in some way, either under a country banner or getto every government department I have every
joint working arrangements.known.
Chairman: We await with great interest the eVectMr Franklin: We do try, but to give you an example,
of that!we undertake community street audits with

communities where we go out and we are looking at
the streets and looking at what is good and what is Q163 Clive EVord: Could I ask Mr Link, is the
bad about them, and we see a very big diVerence planning policy guidance on parking provision
between what happens in London and the rest of the appropriate and would you like to see it changed in
country. In the rest of the country communities are any way?
telling us, and we see it with our own eyes, that Mr Link: You are referring here to PPG13.
pavements are blocked. We have got the Disability Undoubtedly the implementation of these policies is
Discrimination Act in this country, which means putting more pressure on on-street parking, if that is
that public transport is becoming more accessible, behind your question, but then if the policy was
which means that buildings are becoming more going to be eVective that was an inevitable
accessible, but it is no good if the pavements consequence, that behaviour would have to change
themselves in between those two are not accessible and that that would be uncomfortable. So I am not
and what we are finding is that it is not just people in sure if you are suggesting that it can be implemented
wheelchairs, it is parents with buggies and people without those problems.
with shopping having to go into the road to get past
parked cars and there is absolutely no reason for it. Q164 Clive EVord: I am asking you whether there is

any way it could be improved?
Q160 Mr Martlew: To come back again to where Mr Link: Without un-picking the policy, then I do
London seems to do it very well is with the bus lanes not think it can be. If the policy is going to work and
and the parking in bus lanes. Are you of the opinion if the policy is correct in terms of changing
that London is the only centre which actually behaviour and travel demands and people’s
controls it properly and the rest of the country is propensity to own cars, or use them, then it was
lagging behind? Is that the view? bound to have an impact upon on-street parking in
Mr Elliott: No. I think London has an advantage certain areas.
because it has had decriminalisation since 1994, so it Mr Franklin: I think there are probably other things
has had a longer time to get its act together. It has which can be done in addition. It is not just about the
also been in the traYc limitation business since 1958 number of parking spaces, it is also thinking about
or thereabouts when the first meter appeared. Lots the design of neighbourhoods, are they walkable, are
of historic cities like York, I mentioned Oxford local facilities within walking distance? All of these
before, and Cambridge are very good examples things make a very big diVerence on the demand for
where there is a traYc imperative to get this right. car use. With new developments, are there facilities
Without then the follow up with enforcement it all there for cycling? So many new homes are designed
falls apart. in such a way that actually it is very diYcult to own

and to use a bike on a regular basis. Car clubs are
another very eVective way in new developments ofQ161 Mr Martlew: The good practice is not spread

throughout the country, is that what you are saying? reducing the level of demand for cars. I think all of
these measures together with parking can make aMr Elliott: I think it is a case of what is the priority in

an area. Lots of areas do not have the sorts of traYc diVerence in terms of car use locally.
Mr Elliott: Can I add on that, obviously the PPGpressures which the big cities, the historic cities or

the city centres of major conurbations have, so it and management parking enforcement are to some
extent the stick. The carrots, as Mr Franklin hasdoes not case the same sorts of problems when

people do break the laws of traYc flow and the explained, need to be there as well—the improved
public transport and all the other bits. But PPG13 isgeneral management of transport. So it is not just

London. London has had longer at it, but it is a lot possibly long-overdue. I quoted what Buchanan was
saying about traYc in towns in 1962. It was not untilof other places where they have a real issue, where it
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1969 the standard changed in London, having had eVectively subsidise park and ride whereas it is
much, much harder since the 1985 Bus Act to do thevery clear advice seven years earlier, and it is not

until basically 2000 that it changed in the rest of same for ordinary buses. So I think there is a
distortion. One has to be very careful of park andthe country.
ride. It has its places. They are incredibly successful
places, park and ride, Oxford being an example.Q165 Chairman: If we had followed some of his
London exists on a tremendous amount of park andrecommendations about ringroads and various
ride, but you have to be careful; it does not applyother rather basic bits of planning we would have
everywhere.been in a much better situation many years ago.

Mr Elliott: They were not actually
recommendations, they were examples of how you Q169 Clive EVord: I am interested that you say that
could, if you wanted to, reconstruct towns, but about London. At the risk of upsetting Mr Martlew
fortunately, I think, we have not reconstructed further, in and around London, do you think there is
towns. enough strategic thinking around providing parking
Chairman: They should have been spaces which could help reduce car use and the
recommendations. number of journeys undertaken into London?

Mr Elliott: Unfortunately, there has been a gap,
obviously, between the GLC being abolished andQ166 Clive EVord: In relation to PPG3, which sets a
TfL picking up the reins when those sorts of strategicmaximum for on-street parking spaces according to
issues could not be looked at properly. For my sins,the availability of local public transport means, is
I worked for Barking and Dagenham at one stage,that sensible? Most people have a car for domestic or
ideal park and ride sites for central London, butpleasure use anywhere regardless of whether they
Barking and Dagenham would have no benefit fromtravel to work by public transport. Is PPG3 a
it, it would be Westminster which would benefit,sensible way to try to reduce car use by saying less
unless Westminster gave some money to Barkingparking spaces will result in less parkings?
and Dagenham.Mr Link: I think given the caveats earlier about also

providing the alternatives in well-planned
developments, then yes, it is eVective and there is Q170 Chairman: That does happen though, does it
evidence that across the country local authorities not? The City of London has arrangements with
can live, if you like, within those new maximums. local authorities around them to provide certain

services for which they make a monetary
contribution. So it is not entirely beyond the wit ofQ167 Clive EVord: Are you aware of any councils
councils to get together and plan that sort ofwhich have got any innovative schemes such as
application, is it?giving priority to car-share schemes in their
Mr Elliott: No, but it is harder because the City ofparking policy?
London would be buying its services on specificMr Franklin: There is a whole series of housing
items. It would be Westminster, Camden, the City ofassociations in West London, for instance, who are
London, Southwark and Lambeth who would allworking on car-free development schemes where
have a benefit from Barking and Dagenhamthere are car club schemes as part of those, and
providing a park and ride service. TfL can nowcertainly within some local authorities it becomes a
handle that.planning condition that the developer actually

supports the setting up of a car club. So these things
can work. They are diYcult and I think each new Q171 Mrs Ellman: Would you say that local
development needs to be taken on its merits because authorities have used parking policy for traYc
they are not all the same and it does depend on all of management measures?
those other factors too. Car-free developments Mr Elliott: I would say not enough, no, obviously as
without those other things will not work, but I think a professional transport planner and having worked
with them car-free developments and reduced in this field for a long time. There are a lot of things
parking are part of that mix. working against it, from Government funding to

public reaction, comments about Buchanan. Do
people know about it? Do they know about thoseQ168 Clive EVord: Do you think that local

authorities do enough to encourage park and ride sorts of issues of planning transport? I do not think
any of us have told the public enough about the whyschemes, either parking at rail heads or at other

transport termini in their planning strategies? Do of transport; it has always been, “What is the latest
point I could score?”you think they do enough of that?

Mr Elliott: Park and ride is an interesting Mr Link: I would agree with the point in your
question. I think I said earlier that it is an underratedphenomenon. There are certain sorts of condition

for it to work well, historic towns with highly- part of the toolkit, as it were, of traYc management
techniques and in danger of becoming morecontrolled central areas, ringroads, limited numbers

of access roads. You have got to be very careful also sidelined in terms of the emphasis given to it by
Government, which is looking elsewhere. I thinkthat you do not take people oV the ordinary bus

services or anything else, that they drive all the way there is a feeling that Government has said, “There’s
decriminalisation of parking. Get on with it,” andinto the park and ride and then take the park and

ride. There is also a bit of a financial distortion in the the main focus from the Department for Transport
now is the Transport Innovation Fund andway park and ride is treated. Local authorities can
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congestion charging and the like whereas, as I have Q175 Mrs Ellman: How widespread is this problem
about signage? Should it be looked at nationally?said, for the vast majority of local authorities for

many years to come, this will be one of their main Mr Adams: I think it is very confusing for somebody
who does not know what particular signs mean. Astechniques for managing demand.

Mr Franklin: It is not just transport, it is also Mr Link said, even for some professionals it is
diYcult. There is so much variance and diVerentstreetscape issues as well. I do not think there is

enough of a link between parking and the wider types of signs. I think we need to streamline it and
make it far easier for the public to understand instreetscape issues. All of the surveys show that the

public see a very clear link between the quality of terms of where they go, from one local authority to
the next. A uniform approach is certainly neededtheir life locally and all of those sorts of issues to do

with traYc management and general streetscape and and needed quickly.
Mr Franklin: I think they could also help with theI think there is a lot more which could be done with

using parking in terms of improving the general appearance of streets, too, because I think this is a
case where less is more. Less signage and less rules,quality of the local environment.
but actually a greater eVort to make sure that
everybody understands what those rules are. So by

Q172 Mrs Ellman: What do you think could be done having fewer signs our streets could look better and
to make people more aware of the impact of parking we could make sure people understood those fewer
on streetscape issues? What can change it? rules better than the plethora out there at the
Mr Franklin: Firstly, Lewisham Council held a moment.
citizen’s jury about a year ago when it took a
representative sample of people and sat them down
and over several days they went into a lot of detail Q176 Mrs Ellman: Should pavement parking be an

oVence across the UK?about car use, and so on. They measured people’s
views at the beginning of that process and at the end Mr Adams: I think it is diYcult to have a general rule

about pavement parking because you have someand what they found was a significant shift of about
20% in the hardening of people’s attitudes towards streets which are old, Victorian streets where there is

virtually no parking if you do not park on thegreater control of the use of the car because as people
became more aware of those issues and were pavement. I do agree we should minimise it where we

possibly can.sometimes for the very first time made aware of some
of the negatives of unimpeded car use people’s Mr Franklin: The problem with that is we cannot

just look at the needs of the parked cars, we also haveattitudes started to change. I think that shows that
by that greater debate it is possible for people to see to look at the needs of pedestrians too. In some cases

it may be that it is okay to park on the pavementboth the positives and the negatives of car use and
become much more rational about it. because there is enough room for pedestrians, but if

it is a choice between parking on the pavements
because there is no room for parking and blocking

Q173 Mrs Ellman: Should parking policies be the pavements completely for pedestrians then I
included in the Transport Innovation Fund? think in terms of the transport hierarchy every time
Mr Link: The guidance on the bids for Transport the pedestrians’ needs need to come first.
Innovation Funds put what we are talking about, i.e.
ordinary parking controls and management, right at
the bottom of the pile in terms of the Government’s Q177 Mrs Ellman: How should that be addressed?

Mr Franklin: I think it should be almost like an opt-view on what was necessary for a successful bid.
Any bids which relied upon traditional traYc in situation rather than an opt-out situation. So

instead of in the rest of the country it is the case thatmanagement parking techniques got nowhere near
acceptance. there can be zones where it is not allowed to park on

the pavement but they have to be very specifically
identified, there should be zones where it is

Q174 Mrs Ellman: So do you think that should be specifically identified that you can park on the
changed? pavement. But as a general rule, everybody should
Mr Link: I am not suggesting that there is not a role know that you do not park on the pavement unless
for the Transport Innovation Fund and the things it it is specifically allowed.
is promoting. I think my point was that we are in
danger of losing focus on what will be for the
majority of local authorities the technique they Q178 Mrs Ellman: Should there be more parking

capacity at rail stations?could use, and they are not getting suYcient help at
the moment in using it. We have mentioned signing Mr Link: If only, I think would be the answer across

the majority of the country. In most cases, it is notseveral times and making parking more acceptable
to the public. One of the top three, if not the top physically possible or aVordable and many rail

station car parks are full from early in the morningreason for people appealing is that they do not
understand the signs. Two years ago TRL produced and this is preventing more rail use oV-peak, i.e. the

fact that they are full.a report for DfT on how to improve signing and two
years later we are waiting to see whether it gets Mr Elliott: But you also need to back it up because

lots of stations could be reached by bicycle, on footturned into new signing guidance. It is well overdue.
Most professionals cannot understand what the or by local bus services. Those should be preferable

to parking at the station. So you have got to actuallysigns mean!
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provide those sorts of sticks and carrots along the but by the bus operators, the train operators, and so
on. So many bus stops are in a terrible state and theway so people choose the best first and work down

the hierarchy. routes to those bus stops are in a terrible state. If we
want to encourage people to use public transport, weMr Adams: I agree with what John said in terms of

the fact that you have to look at the interchanges should not just look at the bus, we should look at the
routes to the bus stops as well.between the diVerent modes of transport and I think

probably improve the interchange in terms of bus to
train, etc. It is not about one approach fits all, I think Q182 Chairman: The bus companies do complain
you have to look at where the train stations are bitterly about on-street parking, for example,
located, what usage there is in terms of can they get impeding them. Have you any solutions for them?
there by bike and other forms of interchange so that Mr Adams: We work with the bus transport network
we can promote that instead of using the car just to very closely to look at the hot-spots—
get to the station.

Q183 Chairman: Mr Adams, I am sorry I am going
Q179 Clive EVord: But there is an issue about the to sound like my friend Mr Martlew, but there is a
home to mode of transport journey, is there not, diVerent situation in London. You can talk to the
particularly for women and people perhaps with bus companies in a completely diVerent way because
mobility problems? We need to accommodate with those of us who are outside London who do not have
rail head parking and those sorts of issues. Is that not the same contractual relationship find time after
an issue which we ought to be considering more? time the companies do what they like. They have
Mr Franklin: For I think probably much smaller very interesting ideas of traYc planning like not
sums of money improving key walking routes would going to the main station because they want to turn
do more in terms of increasing the accessibility of oV a quarter of a mile earlier, which is a problem I
things like railway stations than any amount of have had, and not going down the most heavily
additional parking at railway stations. The fact is domesticated roads because they say there are too
that so many of those routes are poor in terms of many cars and they cannot drive down there. Their
lighting, in terms of the short-cuts which could be interpretation of traYc planning, Mr Adams,
made in terms of making it easier for a much larger outside this capital city is not necessarily the one you
group of people to access railway stations on foot. recognise!

Mr Elliott: I think one of the problems is the 1984
Act from the local authority point of view madeQ180 Clive EVord: Is that the reality though? I can
public transport planning outside London extremelythink of stations in my constituency with the trains
diYcult, but that is another subject which you maylate at night, the last few trains, with few people
be having another inquiry about.getting oV and if you were a woman on your own,

whether it was lit up or not you would feel
Q184 Chairman: Yes. I think, Mr Elliott, if wevulnerable.
manage to go through Buchanan and the 1984 ActMr Franklin: The trouble is, it is about an ever-
we shall be here for some time!decreasing circle because the more people who do
Mr Link: Chairman, there are, nevertheless, goodnot use public space on foot, the less safe it becomes.
examples outside London where that is happening,So what we need to do is increase the number of
so it is possible.people who feel safe in the public space and use it

because we feel safer when there are other people
around. So by in a sense turning that into a virtual Q185 Chairman: If I did not believe there was
circle we can make streets far safer at night by anywhere in the United Kingdom that was capable
actually doing things like making sure there are clear of solving this problem, Mr Link, I would not be
routes, good signage, that the lighting is good and sitting in this chair. The ALG witness did suggest
that it does not just follow the carriageway, it signage was completely regulated by the
actually follows the walking routes. Sometimes that Government, but you are all suggesting there is a
can be oV the direct route of the carriageway. Things slight scope for improved clarity. Have local
like that will encourage people to use the streets at councils got that choice and discretion?
night and therefore people will safer. Mr Link: I think the point was that the current

signing guidelines are not helpful. They are not clear,
certainly to large numbers of the public, and aQ181 Clive EVord: That requires a partnership
revision to the signing regulations is well-overdue.between the local authority and the transport
The evidence to move forward has been with theprovider, does it not? Do you think there is enough
Department for Transport for some years.work done around that? That is a very compelling

argument you have just made.
Mr Franklin: I think in this whole area there is not Q186 Chairman: Since there has been decriminalised

parking the number of reported parkingenough attention being placed on this because there
is so much attention being placed on the needs of contraventions has increased very significantly. Is

that a trend which ought to worry us?traYc first, motorised traYc. Despite all the talk of
the transport hierarchy with pedestrians at the top, Mr Elliott: I think that when parking enforcement is

first decriminalised because it has been so badlythe reality is that they are just getting scraps in terms
of the attention and I think there needs to be much done before the number of penalties will increase

very markedly. I said earlier a third of a millionmore focus being placed not just by local authorities
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people were parking illegally in central London Q193 Chairman: You could perhaps confirm that to
us in writing when you have had time to dig it up?every day before decriminalisation and there were

one and a half million tickets issued in a year, so it Mr Elliott: I will see if I can find it. I cannot
guarantee that.was scratching the surface then, so it is a massive

improvement.

Q194 Chairman: You are quite clear that you think
Q187 Chairman: You do suggest in your councils could in fact do a lot more as far as the
memorandum particularly that performance signage is concerned, is that so? Mr Franklin, you
indicators should be restricted to levels of want it all cleaned up, do you not, in your
compliance rather than numbers of tickets issued, do streetscape. So how should we really accommodate
you not? increased demand for parking? We have been
Mr Elliott: If you can measure compliance well. It is talking about Victorian streets. I can give you a
what we are all trying to achieve. classic example because my town was built at the

same time as Mr Martlew’s. Victorian houses did
Q188 Chairman: How do you do that? not expect people to be in love with combustion
Mr Elliott: Some authorities have been doing it. You engines, which was not a problem then, and people
can monitor parking spaces continually or monitor are consistently complaining that having bought the
illegal parking continuously in between the times the terraced houses they cannot park outside the door.
attendant comes around and see how many extra Well, no, but then what do we do about that, say
oVences are committed. One central London “Tough”?
authority—again it is the central London authorities Mr Franklin: I think sometimes we are going to have
which have the resources, I am afraid, to do these to say “Tough.”
sorts of things—found that only one in 10 of
oVenders do actually get tickets, and that is a very

Q195 Chairman: You have never been a councillor,well-managed authority with lots of resources in
I take it?central London.
Mr Franklin: I am a councillor, actually. I know very
well. We cannot do a sort of predict and provide onQ189 Chairman: So do you think that the actual
this, because the proportion of people who own carscount levels of penalties for parking infringements
and the number of households with two cars is goingare fair?
up all the time.Mr Adams: I think there could be a change, a

variable change, i.e. where cars are overstaying on a
meter, depending on a car which is parked on a Q196 Chairman: So are you going to put a limit on

the numbers of vehicles in a particular street, or aredouble yellow line. It is a diVerent infringement and
I think the penalties should be higher for those cars you going to say, “No one can park in this street”?

Mr Franklin: I think it is about limits, the spaceparked on the double yellow line.
which is available there and looking at what other
needs are there too. For instance, in the home zoneQ190 Chairman: So where should you permit
area parking is allowed but it is allowed with otherclamping and removal of vehicles?
activities going on too, including spaces for childrenMr Adams: It is the ultimate deterrent, the removal,
to play, etc. Parking can actually be used in thoseand certainly again where you have built-up cities
sorts of circumstances in a way which enhances theyou have persistent evaders and you will need to
street environment and slows the traYc down.remove those vehicles. It is diYcult sometimes to

remove all the vehicles or get to the vehicles, so
therefore you need to clamp them and I think it is Q197 Chairman: I have to tell you it is known to
important you have that end deterrent. most elected members as being the one cause of

enormous friction. Now we have started you oV!
Q191 Chairman: Yes. We were told originally that Yes, Mr Elliott?
the American scheme regarded this as a progression. Mr Elliott: I recognise that. I have lived with that for
You would not say so? Because we are asking a long time and I have worked for central London
very specifically what numbers and in what and outside. It is again a question of why, because
circumstances would you expect clamping to be part people think, “I’ve got a right to park on the street.”
of your weaponry?
Mr Adams: I think it is diYcult to put an exact

Q198 Chairman: Oh, they think they own thenumber on it, but I think it is important that you
street, yes.have it as a back-up system in terms of supporting
Mr Elliott: The street and land is a terribly expensivethe general enforcement of ticketing.
commodity in the centre of cities and if we actually
charged a fair price for it an awful lot of peopleQ192 Chairman: Do you have any idea at all how
would sell their cars now.many people are persistent oVenders, any rough

%age? Mr Elliott, do you have this in your
weaponry? Q199 Chairman: Are you abrogating that, Mr

Elliott?Mr Elliott: I have done a persistent evader study. I
cannot quite remember, but I feel it was something Mr Elliott: No, I will defer to the politicians to

market that product!like 10% of the tickets.
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Q200 Chairman: Yes. I think some of us know our Mr Franklin: It could do.
own limitations. Mr Link?
Mr Link: Just to add to those comments, there are Q205 Chairman: Some of us might give that
residents’ parking zones where numbers are limited impression, but we try hard! What about new
and where in many cases residents do nevertheless technology? Is it going to solve all the problems of
find that a fair system. People moving into the area parking pavement facilities?
might know that they need to go onto a waiting list. Mr Adams: I think there is new technology which
There might be a diVerential price for first and has helped in terms of public opinion, in terms of the
subsequent permits. Initially permits are issued one way a parking ticket is issued. I know a lot of
per household, and so on, so there are ways of authorities now when they issue a ticket have
managing demand but that is all they are. But they photographic evidence with the ticket, so that has
are in many cases respected by the residents. helped public confidence, i.e. if they appeal they can
Mr Franklin: I think there is a silent voice as well, see if they have photographic evidence backing that
those people who do not own cars or who rely on up. Cctv has helped that in terms of technology.
walking, and so on. Very often elected councillors do They can view the evidence tape in terms of that.
not hear those voices so loudly because it is always Also, in terms of traYc orders there is now software
the people who in a sense feel they are suVering who which is able to manage the traYc order so that you
are shouting the loudest. update it and you can have a whole filing record of

it. That is becoming more transparent. I think
authorities are becoming more transparent in termsQ201 Chairman: It is not unconnected with the fact
of how they operate and I think new technology hasthat most members of the Press are deeply wedded to
helped that immensely along the way.their combustion engine. So tell me, is the planning

policy guidance absolutely appropriate? Do we need
changes? Is there anything else which ought to be Q206 Chairman: Can I ask you, Mr Link, has the
included or are you saying it is perfectly all right, it Institution at local government level of the GLA
is just the way it is administered and the diYculties ever made the slightest attempt to talk? I know it is
which arise because councils do not apply it diYcult given some of the links, but have you ever as
consistently? Is that what you are saying? an institution approached the local authorities as a
Mr Franklin: I think it needs a greater subsidy. I joint institution and asked to discuss their
think the trouble with the whole thing, for instance, implementation of traYc management plans?
about density and the link between density and Mr Link: Not to my knowledge.
parking is that it is very broad. There probably needs
to be scope for diVerent types of schemes. I think in

Q207 Chairman: So would the normal route be thatsome schemes you need more parking, in other
you would make representations and you wouldschemes you need less parking, and because it is
expect the people with whom you deal to maketalking about an overall ratio it does not necessarily
representations to the Government? Forgive me, butreflect those sorts of diVerences. We also think that
I really have read that report which you have gotwith new schemes also you do have to look at that
there. I think you should announce the title, by thewhole package, which is about how walkable
way.neighbourhoods are and are there local facilities
Mr Link: It is the Institution of Highways andwithin that crucial 15 minute walk which makes a
Transportation Parking Strategies anddiVerence as to whether people use their cars for
Management Guidelines.those short journeys or whether they walk for those

short journeys.
Q208 Chairman: Thank you. It is very noticeable to
me that it seems to contain a sort of distillation ofQ202 Chairman: If they can, of course, Mr Franklin.
sensible policies, but if that is not specifically drawnWe must not produce policies which totally ignore
to the attention of local authorities—we are sayingthe needs of people who cannot do a 15 minute walk,
here consistently this afternoon there is nomust we?
consistency. The one thing which is consistent is thatMr Franklin: No, that is true.
they are inconsistent?
Mr Link: Yes, and that is recognised in the

Q203 Chairman: It is not use getting the cars oV the guidelines and in putting it together it was
pavements so that they can walk down the pavement extraordinarily diYcult to make it generally
if at the end of it they cannot breathe, is it, really? applicable. In so many cases what might be general
Mr Franklin: No, that is true, but in terms of people guidance was splitting down into a whole myriad
who cannot walk so far there are all sorts of things of circumstances of diVerent government
which can be done in terms of making it easier for arrangements, London, two-tier, etc.
people. Firstly, things like making sure there is a
network of places for people to sit, to rest along Q209 Chairman: Mr Elliott, what about you? You
the route. have got all that expertise. What do you do with it?

Mr Elliott: An awful lot of us in local government
are members of the Institute of Highways andQ204 Chairman: Yes. At that rate it would take a

little time to get to the station, would it not, if we Transportation, so we get it and in fact they built it
probably from a lot of local government—were resting at the end of every road?
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7 December 2005 Mr Mike Link, Mr John Elliott, Mr Seamus Adams and Mr Tom Franklin

Q210 Chairman: I understand that, but it is actually Q211 Chairman: Well, you can go away, Mr Elliott,
and come back with a précis of your last report.a simpler point I am making. There is no point in the

experts in traYc management coming and Mr Franklin: The only thing we can say is that
through out own organisation we have got aconsistently saying to a committee such as this one

in the House of Commons, “Government must do network of branches across the country and what we
try to do is spread our expertise in terms of whatthis,” if you are not at the same time looking at the

traYc management schemes right the way across pedestrians and users need and make sure that our
branches are wherever possible campaigning withinlocal authorities. It is local authorities who will have

to use your expertise. What consistent approaches their local authority for those changes.
do you make, all of you, to ensure that is the case? Chairman: With that small nag, can I say thank you

to you all. It has been really very instructive and veryMr Elliott: I think we do need to do some work in
that area anyway. helpful. Thank you.
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Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mr JeVrey M Donaldson Mr Eric Martlew
Clive EVord Mr Lee Scott
Mrs Louise Ellman Graham Stringer
Mr Robert Goodwill

Memorandum by the RAC Foundation for Motoring

1. Introduction

The RAC Foundation for Motoring was set up in 1991 to conduct research and to campaign on issues
of interest and concern to responsible motorists.

In 2002, the Foundation published the report (Motoring towards 2050) which looked at the prospects for
car ownership and use; ways of mitigating congestion and the environmental eVects of increased demand
for travel. The Foundation complemented this work with a report published in 2004 on “Parking in
Transport Policy.” This report, which was produced with the help of independent experts, including people
from the parking industry, local government, the University of Leeds, the Transport Research Laboratory
and others, looked at the broad issues raised by parking policy including the conflict between needs for
residential parking and parking for access for other purposes; the provision of oV-street parking; the
economics of parking, and the relationship between parking policy and road pricing; and information to
drivers. The report is the basis for the Foundation’s position on parking policy. This is summarised very
briefly in the following paragraphs: the Committee’s specific questions are addressed in section 3.

2. General

(a) Attitudes to parking

A survey conducted by NOP Automotive for the report emphasises the growing car dependence in 21st
century Britain, with high levels of demand for low cost, or free, parking in the vicinity of home, work,
shopping and leisure facilities. Experience of the diYculty or otherwise of parking near home varied with
the area concerned, but it is notable that 29% of respondents indicated a willingness to move house and 24%
a willingness to leave or change job to avoid diYculties with parking: only 6% would consider selling
their car.

(b) Supply and Demand

The report notes a significant increase in demand, reported in the National Travel Survey, for all forms
of parking. Perhaps the most significant factor is the sustained growth in demand for parking associated
with retail and leisure activities.

For increasing numbers of people lack of residential parking is becoming an issue and the position is likely
to worsen significantly in the coming decades. Based on DfT statistics [Transport Statistics GB] and the
trend in growth of car ownership, the RAC Foundation estimates that by 2,030 parking spaces for a further
12 million cars will be needed, nine million of them oV street and three million on street. The demand will,
of course, be specific to where people live.

Though on-street and oV-street parking are to a large extent substitutable, oV-street parking is obviously
preferable as it avoids or reduces the danger (particularly to children) and obstruction caused by parking
on the street. The Foundation considers that the Government’s current guidance to local planning
authorities about the provision of oV-street parking spaces at residential developments is misguided. This
guidance (in PPG 3) lays down a maximum provision of 1° spaces per dwelling; and some local authorities
have approved developments with no oV-street parking space at all. We think it most unlikely that this
would discourage people from owning cars: it will rather increase pressure on street parking space.

(c) Economics

Work needs to be done to establish a sounder basis for parking policy and charges. We suggest that the
Department for Transport should lead this. Parking restrictions, including pricing are one of the major
demand management tools in use in UK cities and towns. The evidence suggests that most parking policies,
including enforcement, are a complex mix of aspirations including demand restraint, provision of a revenue
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stream and environmental targets, balanced by the fear of losing trade to competing commercial, retail and
leisure centres within an easy drive. Examples of this are provided by the success of out of town shopping
centres such as the Bluewater, Metro and TraVord centres, often to the detriment of established town and
suburban centres within, say, a 20 mile radius.

The importance of a soundly based policy dealing with parking provision is clear, yet often there is a
piecemeal approach where parking and associated problems tend to be pushed from urban centres to out-
of town centres often poorly served by public transport.

The Foundation feels that the present combination of free workplace parking, mixed public and private
ownership of oV street parking, multiple objectives on pricing and disparate enforcement regimes do not
constitute a coherent approach either to sustaining the economic and social base of urban centres or to the
management of traYc demand. Road user charging would be a more appropriate means of managing
demand, but where it is introduced, a radical review must be undertaken of the role of city and urban centre
parking. This has not yet been undertaken in central London.

The condition of the oV street parking infrastructure is an important factor. Much of it needs, or will soon
need refurbishment or replacement. It is our understanding that many local authorities have made no
financial provision from parking revenue for this essential work. The environment of oV-street car parks is
often unattractive and sometimes threatening. At a time when other transport facilities such as railway
stations are being improved, car parks should not be neglected.

Information for the Motorist

It is often very diYcult for the motorist to know where he or she can legally park. The signs governing
street parking are often sited some way from the street in question; and the wording is often legalistic and
unhelpful. In very few cities is there a coherent policy about signs to oV-street car parks, and even fewer
make any attempt to tell motorists whether the car parks have any space or what are the regulations
governing parking on a particular street.

Technological developments are taking place in some areas, for example, signs in central Nottingham
indicate the availability of parking spaces in the city centre car parks. A number of authorities are testing
diVerent systems of payment, including mobile phone and credit cards. Developments in mobile phone,
CCTV and microwave technology could simplify the process of finding and perhaps booking a parking
space, thereby introducing a welcome element of predictability into what is presently an uncertain and often
frustrating process. Such developments will necessitate a comprehensive policy; technical standards and
wholehearted commitment and area wide cooperation among separate, competing service providers.

(d) Conclusions

The Foundation’s conclusions are as follows

— Parking policy should be an integral part of transport policy and should be used to make a positive
contribution, for example, by facilitating the operation of multi-modal transport interchanges.

— The consumer should pay for what he gets and get what he pays for, including adequate parking
provision and adequate information where restrictions are necessary.

— Parking policy and planning should take account of likely future trends including road pricing,
especially in urban areas.

— There is a need for clear guidance from central Government to local authorities on a range of
parking issues.

— It should be an objective that a motorist, before setting out on his or her journey, should be able
to find out whether he or she is likely to be able to park and, if so, where; and should be able to
refine that information as he or she approaches the destination. This would save wasted mileage
and aborted journeys.

3. Responses to Questions Raised by the Transport Committee on the Current Effectiveness of
Parking Provision and Enforcement Policy

(a) Quality of local authority performance

The RAC Foundation believes that local authority performance in carrying out parking management and
control, fairness, accountability etc varies widely. The better performing authorities such as Manchester,
have introduced enforcement policies and practices based upon compliance, reasonableness and
proportionality, albeit that in so doing they have significantly reduced enforcement revenue. At the other
end of the scale are local authorities whose parking policy and enforcement regimes appear to be governed
by ease of operation and revenue generation. Indeed it appears that many local authorities see revenue
generation and not compliance as the key enforcement performance indicator.
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The question emphasises the absence of an objective means of comparing performance of diVerent local
authorities. A recent study undertaken by the University of Birmingham and funded by National Car Parks
dealt with the question of quality of performance and developed a matrix within which the performance
across a wide range of parking policies and enforcement practices of widely diVering local authorities could
be objectively compared.

(b) Raising the standard of parking enforcement

The RAC Foundation considers that central Government has an important role in providing statutory
guidance and disseminating best practice to local authorities throughout the country.

Recent reports by Birmingham University and the British Parking Association provide a valuable source
upon which Government could draw in providing eVective guidance.

(c) The appeals process

The RAC Foundation considers that the appeals process administered by the Parking Adjudication
Services [NPAS and LPATAS] is fair and eVective. The majority of those who appeal to NPAS and
LPATAS are satisfied with the manner in which their appeal is handled and heard, whether they win or lose.

The appeals process lies at the end of a process administered by local authorities and their contractors
and the experience of all who have been through the process is that it is bureaucratic, rigid and discouraging
to users. For example, the high percentage of appeals allowed by the parking adjudication services and
especially uncontested appeals, clearly suggests either that local authorities deliberately refuse challenges to
penalties in the hope that motorists will eventually pay, or that such representations are dealt with by
contractors whose performance falls short of that envisaged when the legislation was drafted.

The representation process by which penalty charge notices can be challenged with the issuing local
authority, was clearly seen as an important safeguard and the 1991 Act granted wide discretion to local
authorities to cancel a PCN or discontinue the process. The number of successful appeals and recent reports
suggest that this essential element of the process is not working as eVectively as it should. The RAC
Foundation recommends central Government intervention to research and monitor this aspect of the
appeals process.

A particular unfairness in the present system is that motorists who appeal to the local authority against
the issue of a penalty in many cases usually lose the discount of 50% which is oVered to encourage payment
within 14 days. The Foundation believes that appellants should be entitled to discounted rates even if they
are unsuccessful at appeal, in order not to deter legitimate appeals.

(d) Revenue

Local authority income from parking was £939 million in 2003–04; the surplus was £350 million. The
RAC Foundation has no objection in principle to local authorities keeping the revenue from penalty charges
issued within a decriminalised parking enforcement [DPE] regime. We recognise that such enforcement must
be self-financing if it is not to become a further burden on local tax-payers. We consider that the surplus
should be applied in the first instance to providing, maintaining and upgrading local authority car parks, for
which adequate provision has not been made. Anything left should go to roads or other forms of transport.

DPE generates a great deal of emotion. Motorists tend to assume that the purpose of enforcement is the
generation of revenue, whereas local politicians and oYcers assert the legal and social benefits of
enforcement. In practice DPE allows much more eVective enforcement of parking, waiting and loading
regulations than the police service can deliver and raises a great deal of revenue for local government. The
Foundation has, however, two main concerns:

(i) that the charges have no economic rationale. Originally, charges were to be set at a level that would
ensure suYcient turnover of parking for people needing access to premises to be reasonably sure
of getting it. An alternative would be to set them at a level that reflected the cost of provision. But in
many authorities the objective seems to be to set charges at the maximum that the market will bear.

(ii) local authority parking managers are routinely asked to predict how much DPE operations will
cost during the coming financial year and how much revenue they will generate. Though this is a
routine procedure in local authority departments, it necessarily puts pressure on parking managers
to deliver the revenue projections. Furthermore many local authority parking enforcement
contracts incorporate some form of target for PCN issue and a penalty for failing to issue suYcient
PCNs. Whilst the local authority may or may not consider PCN numbers and revenue to be the
most important aspect of the contract, it is likely that the contractor will and this pressure will be
extended to Parking Attendants employed by the contractor. Both Manchester and the City of
Westminster, two of the largest enforcement authorities in the UK, say that they have identified
the issue and introduced measures to reduce the likelihood of inappropriate ticket issue, albeit that
their respective approaches are radically diVerent.
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(e) Criteria determining the level of parking provision

The Foundation believes that parking provision should take account of residential, commercial, retail and
leisure demand within an area and specifically their location and the adequacy and quality of public
transport links. Widespread complaints from all sectors suggest that current policies are increasingly failing
to meet justified expectations for parking provision.

We believe that parking policy and planning must also take account of likely future trends, including
increased car ownership and demand for personal mobility as well as the likely introduction of road pricing
and its potential to reduce traYc demand.

(f) What is the wider impact of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

We consider that current parking policies lack coherence and do not make the contribution that they
could and should do to transport policy. If nothing is done to improve the present state of public parking
provision the prospect for the future is that many more cars will spend longer and longer driving around
looking for somewhere to park; conflicts between residents’ and commercial needs will be sharpened; and
local authorities will feel driven to take stronger and more punitive enforcement measures.

(g) How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

The RAC Foundation believes that more can and should be done to explain the purpose of parking policy
and enforcement.

The communications process requires a commitment by local authorities to fairness and openness in the
development of parking and transport policies, charges and enforcement, including a willingness to provide
suYcient parking spaces to meet reasonable demand. Issues such as the provision of parking at transport
interchanges should be openly addressed.

The best way to improve public understanding and acceptance of the need for a parking policy is for local
authorities to have clear concise objectives based on the need to keep traYc flowing and clear concise signs
explaining parking restrictions to the public.

The present institutions may not be the best that could be devised to collect and disseminate the
information that people need. It may be desirable to set up partnerships, comprising local authorities,
parking operators and public transport operators charged with this task and using the most up-to-date
technology.

RAC Foundation

September 2005

Memorandum from The AA Motoring Trust

TraYc in and around Britain’s towns and cities has to be managed. Where the demand for parking is
greater than the supply, it must be regulated—and the regulations must be enforced. All fair-minded people
understand this, and most motorists do not condone unlawful parking. But fair-minded people also expect
to be treated fairly and honestly, as valued customers of local services provided by their local council.
Parking needs, and parking infringements, should not be handled with the cynicism that characterises some
local authorities, particularly in London.

The formidable revenues that parking now generates—around £1 billion annually—now seems to be the
driving force for some, perhaps many, authorities. Enforcement is being increasingly outsourced to
contractors who employ the parking attendants and operate the back-oYce functions. There seems to be
little accountability by the boroughs for the actions of their contractors. Bad practices and disregard of the
rules of operation are an unwelcome consequence.

The BBC Whistleblower undercover investigation, in particular, suggested that no one in the London
borough investigated appeared to be in control or to be accountable for the deplorable actions uncovered.
The BBC investigation may or may not have been the tip of an iceberg, but there are other examples of
bad practice.

Random and untargeted wheel clamping and towing away. These draconian measures are not aimed at
the vehicles of persistent oVenders, motorists who ignore penalty notices, or who cannot be traced. Parking
attendants can easily identify these vehicles if the data is stored in their hand-held computers. Regrettably,
it is not. As a result, persistent oVenders and “dodgy” vehicles get away with it time after time, and a motorist
who rarely oVends suVers a penalty out of all proportion to the oVence.

Initial appeal processes are ignored. Some boroughs automatically reject any plea of mitigating
circumstances, but then fail to appear at an independent appeal hearing to defend their decision. The worst
borough in London was guilty of this in 74% of formal appeals in 2003–04; the best failed to defend just 6%.
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BailiVs hounding innocent motorists. They are presumed guilty but are actually the innocent victims of
car cloning or false registration that leads to inaccurate DVLA records. There are cases of penalty charge
notices continuing to be sent to the address of an innocent motorist despite the borough being told and re-
told that there has been an error.

Public confidence in the ability of local authorities to carry out parking functions has been severely dented
over many years. The AA Trust supported the bold step of allowing local authorities to take control of
parking on their streets, but the enormous revenues that this generates, and the pressure to collect even more,
now risks alienating the residents and visitors whom the authority should be serving.

The AA Trust believes that the following key steps must be taken to restore confidence and achieve
accountability:

— The watchdog role of the independent adjudication service should be expanded to allow it to
investigate allegations of malpractice and misadministration, and to take action where necessary.

— All authorities should be required to publish an annual parking report and accounts, highlighting
key indicators that will benchmark their performance.

— Each authority should review its parking policies and provisions to ensure that they are
proportionate, necessary, and meet the needs of residents, visitors and businesses in the area.

— Authorities found by the independent adjudicator to have wrongly ticketed a vehicle, or who fail
to defend their decision to refuse an initial appeal, should be required to pay the motorist
compensation proportionate to the penalty charge.

— Wheel clamping and towing away should be restricted to the vehicles of persistent oVenders,
“dodgy” vehicles, and vehicles causing a hazard or obstruction (with congestion charging, for
example, wheel clamping or towing away is reserved for those vehicles that have three or more
unpaid penalties).

— Motorists’ claims that they are innocent because misinformation has deliberately been given to the
DVLA, or because they are a victim of car cloning, should be thoroughly investigated, and bailiV
action should be authorised by a senior oYcer of the authority only after the real guilty party has
been identified.

— The “no win—no fee” pursuit of unpaid or un-served parking penalty notices by debt recovery
agencies and bailiVs should be reviewed: local councils must bear responsibility for action taken
in their name and bailiV action should have to be authorised by a senior oYcer of the council.

The AA Trust believes that there is a very strong case for a thorough review of the powers of local
authorities to make, administer and enforce parking regulations, and to retain revenues from parking
payments and penalties. We believe the Inquiry by the Select Committee is the first step in this review
process.

Response to Specific Questions

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is performance
evaluated?

Some authorities perform well, giving priority to providing a high quality service. Others have seriously
tarnished the image of parking enforcement, however, raising doubts about the wisdom of allowing them
to continue with parking control. Overall, local authorities across Britain gross around £1 billion a year from
parking. It is a huge business, but in some areas it seems to be out of control.

We draw the attention of the Committee to the London Borough of Westminster, which has carried out
a root and branch review of its parking operations in the light of heavy criticism of its operations over several
years. The Borough has

— scrapped all forms of targets, incentive schemes and performance-related pay for parking
attendants;

— re-briefed and retrained parking attendants, stressing the importance of observing loading and
unloading rules;

— updated and published its parking rules to try to ensure transparency and fairness;

— carried out an audit of every street in the Borough to ensure the regulations are both necessary and
proportionate, removing hundreds of metres of yellow lines and providing additional parking
space;

— relaxed the rules on clamping and towing away; and

— ended archaic rules on meter feeding and the “return within the hour” rule.
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Westminster has responded sensibly to criticism of its parking administration. It is unfortunate for
residents, visitors and businesses that other boroughs have not done the same: bad practice continues
routinely, on a day-to-day basis. For example, authorities do not respond quickly enough to enquiries, fail
to adequately maintain signs and road markings, and allow attendants to issue harsh or unjustified
penalty notices.

The AA Trust believes that insuYcient action is taken against authorities that break the rules, in extreme
cases, by fabricating evidence or failing to comply with Department for Transport requests to amend signing
to make it conform. It is also unacceptable that some authorities continue to make serious errors regarding
the legality of their decriminalised parking schemes.

The best way that authorities’ performances can be evaluated is through the annual adjudication statistics
they produce. Limited information also stems from high profile cases that reach the media, and from whistle-
blowing. This is unsatisfactory and more needs to be done to measure and publicise how well or how badly
local authorities are performing. Every authority should be required to produce an annual report and
accounts, which should include the outcome of initial representations.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

Statutory guidance is essential to ensure consistency and higher standards. There should be much greater
monitoring of compliance with the guidance, using annual reports to benchmark each local authority
against the others. Sanctions must be available if an authority is found to regularly or seriously breach the
guidance.

The independent adjudication service should become a statutory watchdog with powers to review excesses
by local authorities. The adjudicators should refer their reports to the Department for Transport for action.

Local authorities should be penalised when they fail to deliver fair and consistent enforcement, in
particular when a motorist is able to prove innocence at an independent adjudication. Some authorities have
a very poor record of not defending appeals by failing to produce evidence. Compensation should be
awarded as a norm when local authorities’ errors are exposed and motorists have been wrongly penalised
and are inconvenienced by having to protest their innocence.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

The independent adjudication process is a very successful element of the decriminalised parking regime.
However, the AA Trust has serious reservations about the quality and eYcacy of the initial appeal process
operated by some authorities; many appeals that are dismissed at the first level are successful at the
adjudication stage. The worst London borough failed to defend its initial decision in 74% of cases taken to
adjudication, whereas the best failed to defend 6%. It is a disgrace that a borough can so blatantly disregard
an initial appeal, and then fail to defend their decision. The adjudicator should be given powers to award
significant compensation in such cases.

Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there any
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

The AA Trust has no diYculty with the principle that local authorities should keep surplus parking
revenues to improve parking or transport, and there can be little doubt that revenue must play a significant
part in defining and operating a parking strategy. The authority will at least want to break even, so that
parking is not subsidised by cuts in other services.

Prior to the 1991 Act, the extent of parking regulations was dictated largely by the ability of the police
and traYc wardens to enforce them. However, with decriminalisation, parking restrictions can, and in many
cases do, cover an extensive area and generate revenues from pay and display and parking meters, the sale
of residents’ parking permits, and from enforcement. Whether or not parking restrictions are necessary is
a local matter for the local community to decide. There is clearly scope for unnecessary parking regulation
in the absence of clear accountability and transparency. Parking guidance should provide for regular reviews
and for consultation locally so that the regulations can be shown to be necessary, and can be amended to
suit changing local circumstances.

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided? What role
should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

The prosperity of town-centre shops, restaurants and leisure facilities depends on the spending power of
car-owning families. Inadequate or expensive parking deters visitors, to the detriment of the town’s
prosperity and life. This was recognised nearly 20 years ago in a report by the Royal Town Planning
Institute, which stated: Over the years a few local authorities have as a matter of policy sought to deter car-
borne shoppers to their town centres. In most cases such policies are now recognised to be detrimental to
the long-term vitality and viability of town centres.

In its annual report some years ago Boots noted: If town centres are going to compete on equal terms and
maintain retailer and customer loyalty, they will have to provide a retail environment to match what is on
oVer from the out-of-town centre.
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Car parking provision and its enforcement are part of the mix that is essential to sustain town centres.
On-street parking for short-stay visits is particularly important, and proper enforcement to ensure regular
turnover of spaces contributes to a town centre’s attraction. While shops might be the life-blood of a town
during the day, however, it is leisure facilities—the arts, restaurants and bars—that make for its vibrancy
at night. Parking policies and provision need to reflect that change, and the fact that at night people may
want to park closer, and for longer periods, to the place they are visiting. Failure to cater for this change
can turn a town centre into a no-go area for many people.

Integrating the car into public transport services though the provision of quality, reliable and inexpensive
park-and-ride services can provide a viable alternative, taking pressure oV the demand for parking in the
town centre. But to be successful, the perceived consumer attraction of the town must outweigh its access
and parking restrictions and costs. This is the fundamental reason why park-and-ride works well in heritage
cities such as York, Exeter and Oxford, but is not as successful in other towns where adequate on- and oV-
street parking in the centre is needed.

There is also a growing tendency, as part of a transport and town planning strategy, to discourage parking
provision for new housing development in town and city centres. While some people may be willing to buy
a property with no parking, many others will perceive it as a negative point that discourages town centre
living, particularly if on-street parking demand by residents exceeds supply.

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

Parking management is essential in controlling the use of scarce road parking space. It is still a major tool
in the traYc management engineer’s and land-use planner’s armoury: most people understand the general
logic of parking control acting as a demand valve that is possibly more eVective than road-user charging.
They understand less well some of the methodology behind the introduction of various types of controls
such as yellow lines and parking zones.

Local authorities still fail to convince people of the need for restrictions, explain how they will work, and
for whose benefit they are being introduced. This is why the motivation behind parking control and
enforcement is questioned. Failure to publish data and information means that the public will continue to
be cynical about the motives for parking control.

Vehicles may be illegally parked deliberately, because of an oversight, or because of misunderstanding of
the parking rules at that location (confusing signs, worn yellow lines, etc). The penalty, however, can go
beyond a simple charge—clamping and towing away are draconian consequences that go well beyond what
any fair-minded person would see as being reasonable for making a simple mistake. It is illogical and grossly
unfair that someone who unwittingly contravenes the parking regulation is as likely to have their car towed
away or be clamped as someone who persistently oVends, or does not pay the penalty because they cannot
be traced. These sanctions need to be reviewed urgently to ensure that their use is targeted at the
irresponsible minority who deliberately flout the law.

How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

By and large, people do understand that traYc in and around Britain’s towns and cities has to be
managed. They also understand that when the demand is greater than the supply, parking needs to be
regulated, and the regulations need to be enforced. But fair-minded people also expect to be treated fairly
and honestly by their local council, as valued customers of local services. And it is at this point that the
system often breaks down and many people feel a sense of injustice, even outrage.

Local authorities make the regulations, enforce them, and receive the income, which most often is well in
excess of their costs. It is up to local authorities to persuade their residents that the parking restrictions are
fair and sensible, and to enforce them sensibly, sympathetically and proportionately. It is a fact that in many
proven cases failure in this simple task has created the hostility that many people now feel. If parking
regulations are made transparent, it will help public understanding of the need for them, and so help to gain
their acceptance.

Memorandum submitted by the Freight Transport Association

This document sets out Freight Transport Association’s (hereafter referred to as FTA) response to the
questions posed by the House of Commons Transport Committee’s inquiry into parking policy in the UK.
FTA has limited its comments to those which have a direct relevance to freight transport operations.

Freight Transport Association

FTA represents the freight transport interests of businesses throughout the United Kingdom. Its
membership includes large blue chip multinationals, major third party logistics providers, own account
operators which carry their own goods, and small hauliers. FTA has in excess of 10,000 members who
between them operate over 200,000 heavy goods vehicles which accounts for approximately half the UK
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fleet. In addition FTA members consign 90% of freight moved by rail and 70% of goods shipped by sea and
air. This unique multi modal mandate enables FTA to speak authoritatively on all aspects of freight based
on the broader transport needs of the economy.

It is the view of the FTA that in the main local authorities are carrying out parking control reasonably,
fairly and accountably. However, where parking has become decriminalised, particularly in the
metropolitan areas, there is growing concern about the increases in the number of Penalty Charge Notices
being issued. FTA has undertaken a considerable amount of work on the PCN levels in London and the
situation is now critical for commercial vehicle operators as they are shouldering costs upward of £50 million
not only for the actual price of the fine, but also the huge administrative burden in checking PCNs and
appealing those which are felt to be inappropriate or wrongly issued. London lead the way with
decriminalisation and it has been a disaster for commercial vehicle operators—this must not be repeated in
every town and city that decriminalises its parking enforcement.

Fairness

Fairness of parking controls is also a much debated point amongst FTA members. There is a strong
suspicion that commercial vehicles receive a disproportionate number of PCNs in London, indeed results
from a member survey in 2002 suggested that vans and lorries were proportionally receiving 75% more
tickets than private cars. Commercial vehicles could be considered an easy target as they tend to make
regular deliveries to businesses, week in week out but there seems to be a lack of understanding as to why
these vehicles have no choice but to stop, load and unload often directly outside the customers’ premises.
Any guidance issued to local authorities must contain a clear definition of loading/unloading—that it is not
just the act of actually taking goods in and out of the back of a lorry. Lorries and vans may appear to be
just parked up, when in fact the driver is more than likely completing paperwork, checking the delivery/pick-
up or installing the item for the customer.

Evaluation

Evaluation of a local authority’s performance seems to be variable across the country. Again a standard
set of evaluation procedures and a common set of requirements for an annual report would make the
enforcement process more transparent. FTA believes there is an opportunity to establish Key Performance
Indicators, against which local authorities can be measured or a Service Level Agreement as the general
public and business are legitimate customers, more often than not paying to park legally. Performance is
often evaluated by commercial vehicle operators on the basis of how many PCNs are contested
successfully—surely if a consistently high number of tickets are overturned the public will lose confidence
in the authorities’ operation.

Enforcement

In order to raise the standard of parking enforcement local authorities must first make their policies and
procedures transparent and accountable. However, as decriminalisation rolls out across the country FTA
members’ key concern is that rules, regulations and enforcement can be very diVerent from one local
authority to another. Consistency of approach will reduce frustration and confusion and therefore increase
compliance and presumably reduce administration costs all round as appeals will not have to be processed
unnecessarily only to be cancelled by the adjudicator.

Appeals

The appeals process is something commercial vehicle operators have become very familiar with over
recent years, and again the key criticism FTA members level is the inconsistency of approach. In some areas
representation can be made after an initial notification of the oVence being committed, in others only after
the Notice to Owner has been issued. Processing times for appeals are also unsatisfactory. Why should a
business which has to make representation to the local authority within 14 days then have to wait months
for a response? This is unacceptable and a feasible response time must be proposed in the Statutory
Guidance, say 21 or 28 days, in order to reduce the administrative burden on commercial vehicle operators
in particular. Surely if there is an undue delay, three months or more, a PCN should be cancelled
automatically.

FTA also supports the identification of the type of vehicle on the PCN itself at point of issue—clarification
of whether the vehicle is a private car or commercial vehicle. The majority of disputes about PCNs arise
because a lorry or van may have looked “parked up” to the parking attendant, when in fact the delivery
process was continuing in the customers’ premises. By identifying on the ticket the category of vehicle, the
investigation process can be more streamlined and take into account the reasons why an oVence might have
been committed as well as a basis for investigation as to whether provision for loading/unloading is actually
suYcient. At present we are in the position of commercial vehicle operators reporting that they have
diYculties in finding spaces to stop and load/unload which are appropriate to the location of the customer,
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yet there is no comprehensive way of actually measuring where these “hot-spots” are. If PCNs did have a
code identifying a commercial vehicle we could start to look in depth at the trends and hot-spots and deal
with them accordingly.

FTA members are also frustrated by the requirements made by local authorities in terms of the amount
of evidence they have to provide during appeal, and yet if an appeal is turned down there is rarely any
comment about why it was turned down in that particular instance. The guidance should also look at the
way in which appeals are responded to, whether successful or not, and recommend that comment is made
on a case by case basis. Although this may seem onerous, if the PCN issuing and appeals process is working
eYciently and eVectively then fewer representations should be being made, as fewer tickets will be incorrect.

Revenue and Surpluses

Parking enforcement raises enormous amounts of money each year and in London suspicion has been
raised that parking enforcement is simply viewed as a money-garnering exercise by local authorities in order
to fund other projects. Commercial vehicle operators are somewhat of an easy target for enforcement as
they tend to make the same deliveries at the same locations week in, week out and are, as such, easy to follow.
Indeed, some operators now assume they will receive a PCN every time they deliver at certain premises, and
consider it a bonus when they don’t! This is usually due to insuYcient provision of loading/unloading areas,
or because for other legislative reasons (Health and Safety for example) deliveries have to be made right
outside the customers’ front door—brewery deliveries to pubs are a classic case in point.

Transparency and Reporting

Transparency is the key to gaining public support for parking enforcement—at all times local authorities
should be communicating what revenue is raised, how it is raised (legal parking payment or PCNs), and how
it is being spent.

FTA believes that a comprehensive annual report from each authority should be a basic requirement of
the Statutory Guidelines, containing details about the appeals procedure, response times and customer
service levels. In order to measure local authorities against each other they should then be compared against
a set of Key Performance Indicators—however, at present no such set of KPIs exist. FTA believes this would
have a significant impact on the number of wrongly issued tickets, improve public perception and encourage
compliance. Budgets must not be set on a target number of PCNs being issued—this does nothing to ensure
that traYc is kept flowing, which is after all they key objective of parking enforcement.

Draft Code of Practice for Loading/Unloading

FTA and a number of other stakeholder groups have taken it upon themselves to draft and implement a
London focused Code of Practice for goods vehicle drivers/depot staV, parking attendants and the London
boroughs/TfL in order to try and resolve a number of issues about parking enforcement because standard
guidance is not available. The voluntary Code of Practice, which is currently in a consultation process, looks
at a number of basic principles which can be adhered to in order to reduce the number of wrongly issued
tickets and improve the understanding between all parties of just why they are trying to achieve. For
example, lorry and van drivers are simply trying to get the job done in the quickest and most eYcient way,
parking attendants are there to enforce regulations and the boroughs/TfL are required to keep the traYc
moving. The Code also looks at how enforcement can be made consistent throughout London, for example
by encouraging all boroughs to adopt a maximum observation period—the London Assembly Transport
committee criticised the very diVerent approaches taken across London where some boroughs give five
minutes, others three and some require no observation. We must avoid this being replicated across the
country as it is helpful to no-one.

Industry/Business Collaboration

In order to ascertain whether or not the correct level of loading/unloading provision has been made, it
the correct locations, local authorities should look to the help of industry/business partnerships such as the
now well-established Freight Quality Partnership (FQP). FQPs can assess the need for provision in an
objective manner via survey work and on the street assessment, and this is taking place in some areas, for
example as part of the Oxfordshire FQP in the city of Oxford itself. Again, this sort of approach should be
a basic recommendation of the Statutory Guidance as it enables a consistent approach to be achieved, and
that joint working with industry and business is also established. Communicating why parking enforcement
is necessary, but at the same time being mindful of particular hot-spots will resolve much frustration. Some
examples of this sort of regular communication and discussion of particular locations has worked very well
in some London boroughs—for example Westminster have altered the loading/unloading provision in a
number of streets over the last year in order to accommodate essential delivery vehicles.

As previously mentioned, the inclusion of a commercial vehicle category on PCNs would also quickly
show trends and hot-spots where provision may need to be reviewed.
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In terms of the wider impacts of current parking policy, commercial vehicle operators are simply put at
even more of a disadvantage as their costs rise. Some operators simply do not want to do business in London
for example, or at least certain areas, because they know the cost of delivering will simply be too high as
PCNs are virtually guaranteed to be issued.

However, operators do acknowledge the benefits of enforcement. A common problem reported by
members is that cars park illegally in loading/unloading bays, and when provision of such bays is limited
this causes real problems. Therefore having a good enforcement procedure is to the benefit of all road users
and as such the regulations must be complied with.

Clearly parking policy has a significant role to play in traYc and demand management for private cars,
but commercial vehicles are essential to all towns and cities. The old adage is true that the fastest way to
close down a town centre is to ban commercial vehicles. If shops, restaurants and bars have no product to
sell, or run out, customers will think twice before returning. Equally, getting large vehicles away from
pedestrians is a positive move all round—but proper and appropriate provision of bays and access must be
made elsewhere.

Any Statutory Guidance should also recommend regular opportunities for business and industry to meet
with the local parking enforcement teams in order to discuss specific issues, and attempt to resolve them.
Some London boroughs already have such systems in place with six-weekly meetings, or the oVer to
commercial vehicle operators to raise issues as and when they occur. Consistency of approach is also
essential.

Summary

The key to gaining public understanding and acceptance of parking policy is transparency, consistency
and communications. If the systems and enforcement procedures are carried out correctly, the number of
PCNs issued will fall. If PCN numbers fall, administration costs and frustration levels are reduced.

As decriminalisation rolls out across the UK, FTA is concerned that rules, regulation and enforcement
will not be consistent and this causes confusion and frustration, particularly if two adjacent streets have
diVering restrictions because they border a tow local authorities. In London confusion is caused by the
diVering length of observation period each borough stipulates—anything between 20 minutes and nothing
at all. As a matter of best practice local authorities should ensure that their approach to enforcement is
consistent with their neighbouring authorities, and FTA believes that this should also be included in
Statutory Guidance from the Department for Transport.

Indeed, the issue of best practice is not raised in the Committee paper, and yet FTA believes that
promoting best practice will also help to overcome problems that cannot just be dealt with in legislation.
In autumn 2004 FTA issued its London Delivery Pack which aimed to help commercial vehicle operators
understand the legislation and thus comply with it. The pack also contained a feedback form which drivers
could fill in when a PCN is received in order to document exactly what the vehicle was doing and what the
restrictions on the street in question were in order that appeals could be better targeted. Utilising such tools
and information on a national basis could have a significant impact and reduce misunderstandings.

The road freight transport industry needs to be able to control and manage costs and at the moment PCNs
are an unpredictable expense. If regulations, enforcement and the appeals process were standardised the
process would be simpler for everyone. So FTA’s key recommendations are:

— Clearly define and train local authority staV/parking attendants on just what loading/unloading
actually entails.

— Identify commercial vehicles via a specific code on the PCN.

— Ensure any Statutory Guidance sets out a standard and consistent approach to the formation of
regulations, enforcement procedures and appeals.

— Cut response times to appeals to a business standard—21 or 28 days.

— Encourage local authorities to work with business and industry to develop codes of best practice.

— Report annually on the whole parking enforcement process—explain how revenue was raised, how
many tickets were cancelled, average processing times for appeals, detail “hot-spots” where high
numbers of PCNs are issued and most importantly state where any surplus will be spent.

— Communicate clearly and regularly with both business, industry and the general public about why
enforcement is necessary and what it actually achieves.
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Supporting Evidence

1. FTA parking fines survey results 2002, 2004, 2005

London parking fines—a brief history . . .

The Mayor’s London Plan quotes the GDP of the Capital as over £130 billion, the equivalent of a
trading nation. London’s business community needs a world class distribution system using a first class
infrastructure with loading/unloading and servicing facilities 24 hours a day, seven days a week. In 1999
118 million tonnes of road freight either had its origin or destination in London, 48 million tonnes of that
had both it origin and destination in London.

To meet the requirements of this volume of goods, loading/unloading facilites as well as parking
penalties must be reviewed. The current indiscriminate issuing of Penalty Charge Notices to delivery
vehicles, even when they are obviously loading/unloading is seriously aVecting operators delivering to the
Capital. The inadequate provision of unloading facilites exacerbates the problem.

In the year 2000–01 the number of parking fines issued in London broke the 4 million barrier, and has
not steadily climbed, but leapt up from then on in.

In 2002 FTA undertook its first survey of members to assess just how much commercial vehicle operators
pay each year in fines in London, which locations incur the most PCNs and the reasons why fines are issued.

In early 2004 FTA re-visited the issue and discovered that over the last 12 months the number of parking
fines issued to commercial vehicles in London had risen by 78%.

Summaries of the results of both FTA surveys follows:

FTA parking survey—autumn 2002

Over 160 responses were received, from a diverse range of FTA member companies ranging from
supermarkets, food and drink and pharmaceutical companies to local authorities, high street shops,
building companies and small firms such as garden centres and removal firms. In short, these companies
operate anything between three and 1,000 vehicles of sizes varying from cars and vans to 40 tonne lorries.

These respondents are responsible for the day to day running of over 12,000 vehicles delivering goods
to homes and businesses throughout the capital.

Q1. How much do you pay in parking fines in London per year?

— Total fines incurred per annum in London by respondents: £804,878.

— One respondent had particular problems with parking fines. The fleet of 1,000 vehicles received
approximately £325,000 in fines per annum.

— 3,663 had much higher than average parking fines, £97,000.

— If Band A parking fines are increased by 50%, which is one of the proposed options, these
figures become:

Total—£1.2 million per annum.

— Practically every single respondent to the survey has received parking fines in London, many
receive them on a regular basis.

— The main criticisms of the parking restrictions are:

— parking attendants are not understanding about deliveries;

— there are insuYcient loading bays;

— cars are often parked illegally in unloading bays; and

— vehicles often have to park a significant distance from delivery point.

— Interestingly, if 8% of the total number of vehicles in London are commercial vehicles (as the national
car:commercial vehicle ratio would suggest) then they receive a disproportionately high number of
parking fines—in eVect, 75% more fines than cars.
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Q2. What are the worst locations?

The top five worst areas in London in which to make deliveries are:

— Camden (including WC1, WC2);

— Westminster;

— Kensington and Chelsea;

— The City; and

— Hammersmith and Fulham.

Q3. How do parking restrictions aVect your ability to deliver goods?

— Severely 21%

— Moderately 33%

— Slightly 25%

— Not at all 21%

— Nearly 80% of respondents said that their ability to deliver goods has been aVected by the
parking restrictions.

— 25% of those believe the parking regulations severely restrict their ability to carry out
deliveries eYciently and eVectively.

How do parking restrictions affect your 
ability to deliver goods in London?

Severely
21%

Moderately
33%

Slightly
25%

Not at all
21%

Comments from respondents on London parking:

— “Very little discretion used by wardens. Loading bays not in right places or used by cars.”

— “We expect to get a ticket every time we deliver to London W1, if we don’t it’s a bonus!”

— “Consistently late with deliveries, trying to find spaces, expense with fines, drivers carrying heavy
staging across road due to lack of parking facilities.”

— “The restrictions narrow the opportunity for deliveries and there are few loading bays. Glass is a
diYcult and dangerous product to deliver and traYc wardens , despite nature of product, are not
co-operative.”

— “To put it into simple terms, every time we attempt to deliver anywhere in London a PCN is
generally issued against the vehicle.”

— “It is sometimes impossible to deliver without incurring a fine”

— “We have great diYculty in delivering to the ‘just in time’ ethos our particular industry has. For
us the future looks bleak and expensive”

— “The red route hours of operation and directions that can be used when leaving the depot to leave
London before 7 am can put an additional 30% on distance travelled and journey times.”

— “The restrictions have had a significant eVect on costs for several years now and this is still
increasing. ScaVolding is particularly problematic as in most locations the lorry needs to be parked
next to us the whole day. Time and money is needed for parking bay suspensions and dispensations
mounts up and often when we arrive on sit there is an illegally parked vehicle in our way.”

— “Most deliveries are to high street locations, with current parking restrictions we end up receiving
at least three tickets a day.”
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— “The restrictions cause unsocial working hours as drivers attempt to avoid restricted hours.
Loading bays are normally blocked by cars and drivers have to park outside as “Constant battle
trying to stay one step ahead of the traYc wardens. May invest in a vehicle tracking system in order
to show when and where a vehicle enters the zone.”

FTA parking fines survey—February 2004

The survey conducted in 2004 was responded to by over 30 companies operating in excess of 4,000 vehicles
in London. The questions asked focused on the increased cost and number of fines received in 2002 and 2003,
how this has impacted on the cost of administration and the number of fines which are appealed against and
won. The question asking which are the worst locations for incurring fines was repeated, and further information
on the reasons for fines being issued was also sought.

According to the respondents:

— The number of fines issued in 2003 was 75% higher than in 2002.

— The cost of fines increased 290%.

— The cost of administration to deal with fines and appeals rose by 141%.

The top five locations for incurring PCNs was slightly diVerent this time round, with Westminster heading
the table instead of Camden, which was shifted into second place:

— Westminster;

— Camden;

— Kensington and Chelsea;

— The City; and

— Hammersmith and Fulham.

Despite the huge rise in the number of fines being issued and this cost impact this has on companies
delivering into London, it seems that many are now making a concerted eVort to appeal as many PCNs
as possible.

Do you appeal against PCNs?

10%

61%

23%

6%
Never Appeal

Case by case
basis

All fines

Other

Finally, the top five factors which result in parking fines being issued were cited as:

1. parking restrictions;

2. inflexibility of traYc warden;

3. no loading bay provided;

4. delivery being made on a red route; and

5. loading bay already occupied.

Summary of answers to “What actions have you taken to reduce the cost of parking fines?”

— We no longer deliver to customers within the Red Route Zone unless the customer has a large
enough loading bay and can guarantee it will be available for us. We make arrangements with the
customer to deliver to another branch and let them deliver into the Red Route Zone.

— We have refused to serve diYcult customers but if you serve a group you have to serve all the group.

— Trying to get parking bays suspended.
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— None possible.

— We have transferred to night operations the deliveries that can be accommodated in these hours.
In some instances the charge is oVset to the customer if they are not prepared to change their
requirement times.

— We do not collate data on fines collected but as it happens we do not get many. Essential service
vehicles operating within the City of London area carry dispensation notices.

— We now give out cash to drivers to place in parking meters wherever possible which has helped to
decrease the amounts of fines received but costs us circa £2.6k to £3k per annum.

— We inform customers that if we are fined whilst attempting their delivery we will pass the charge
directly on to them.

— Printing copies of legislation and putting them in the windscreen. Try to leave staV with vehicle.

— We try and avoid deliveries within London like the plague but obviously the reality is that you are
almost certainly going to be issued with a PCN regardless of where you deliver.

— Give drivers a petty cash float to put in meters. Many occasions we can’t find empty bays large
enough to fit our vehicles in.

— Started employing person to manage this single aspect 16 hours per week.

— We contest most of the fines and have found that some of the time they get cancelled.

— We gave tried to increase the number of appeals due to the nature of goods we are collecting
(hazardous) and we have tried to pass on the cost to customer but have been unsuccessful in some
bids due to price increase caused.

— Repeated request to enforcement bodies for site visit to agree not taken up/personally investigate
all PCNs/Visit hotspots, photograph/should be able to claim costs, damages/closed a/c at
Melcombe St/Glentworth St because financially unviable as result premises changed hands and
use.

— We try to be aware of the parking restrictions but oYcers are becoming more inflexible.

— Gone to second man operation on certain deliveries to keep vehicle moving.

— Try to educate drivers. Tried to do deliveries out of hours.

FTA Parking Survey—January 2005

FTA carried out a short survey in January 2005 asking specifically about the PCN appeals process in
London.

In total 358 responses were received.

Q1. On average how many vehicles a day do you send into London?

Total—8,153 vehicles a day are sent into London by the respondents to the survey.

Q2. Has the problem of parking fines in London eased in the last year (January 2004–January 2005)?

Please indicate by circling one of the following numbers where 1 % not at all, 2 % slight improvement,
3 % improved, 4 % much improved and 5 % significantly improved)

1 2 3 4 5

252 72 29 3 2
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Has the parking problem in London eased in the 
last year? 1 = not at all, 5 = significant 

improvement

7%
13%

20%

27%

33% 1

2

3

4

5

Q3. Please indicate what percentage of parking penalty notices issued in London were challenged by your
company last year

None 1–30% 31–40% 41–50% 51–60% 61–70% 71–100%

84 153 18 19 12 21 51

Please indicate what percentage of parking 
penalty notices issued in London were 

challenged over the last year

none

1-30%

31-40%

41-50%

51-60%

61-70%

71-100%

23%

43%

5%

5%

4%

6%

14%

Q4. What percentage of challenges referred to in Q3 were successful?

None 1–30% 31–40% 41–50% 51–60% 61–70% 71–100%

98 129 32 19 14 13 20
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What percentage of challenges were successful?

30%

40%

10%

6%

4% 4% 6% none

1-30%

31-40%

41-50%

51-60%

61-70%

71-100%

Memorandum submitted by the Brewery Logistics Group

1. Introduction

Further to your recent press notice on the above subject, let me say at the outset, that as Chairman of the
Brewery Logistics Group (see Annex 1) I am only interested in the loading/unloading of commercial vehicles
in London, and their implications on parking.

In April 2004, when I was asked by one of my members to become involved, the PCNs from I borough,
City of Westminster (COW),were 872 for that month. This had a projected annual equivalent of £638K
spread over nine brewers and distributors.

After many meetings, and a positive approach from both Kevin Goad, Head of Parking COW, and his
team, and my members involved, I can now report that in August 2005 (18 months on) the level of PCNs
in the COW has fallen to 284, an annual equivalent of £208K. This 67% drop has been the result of much
consultation by all parties, and, a will to achieve a positive outcome to this enormous drain on cash as far
as my members were concerned, for just “doing their job”.

This is still not acceptable, but bearing in mind that all brewery deliveries are governed by Health and
Safety at Work, and the location of many outlets are not conducive to good parking practice (pubs were in
existence many years before parking regs and also many new outlets, such as banks etc are being converted
without any planning consideration to delivery and safe parking for this function) there is still a major
problem for our industry.

Whilst great strides have been made with COW and discussions have taken place with other Central
London boroughs the volumn of PCNs issued to my members across the boroughs in August 2005 is still
very high at 587 PCNs from all boroughs to my members, an annual equivalent of £430K. The cost,
therefore, to my members of operating in Central London, and taking into account an estimated £300K per
annum congestion charge, is circa £730K per annum. This is the cost we have to pay to ensure that the
London business’s we serve continue to operate and satisfy the needs of the public.

2. Local Authorities

All authorities use their own interpretation of decriminalised parking enforcement.

One very good example of this is the 20 minute observation rule:

Definition— “no waiting” all other kerbs in the zone are subject to “no waiting” rules indicated
by the familiar yellow lines in the gutter. (Drivers of goods vehicles can load and unload but must
not cause obstruction; in London without limit, except between 11.00 hours and 18.30 hours when
there is a limit of 20 minutes; elsewhere a set time limit operates throughout the day).
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Interpretation (as at December 2004):

Observation period Borough

20 minutes Camden, Richmond, Westminster
10 minutes Corp of London (under review)

Greenwich, Lewisham
Wandsworth

5 minutes Croydon, Enfield, Hammersmith & Fulham, Harrow, Havering, Kingston,
Kensington & Chelsea, Redbridge, Southwark, Sutton, Tower Hamlets,
Waltham Forest

3 minutes Newham
2 minutes Lambeth

NIL Barnet

Consistency and standardisation across London would be most welcome, but more importantly why
should a waiting restriction apply between 1100 and 1830 when this encompasses some of the “quieter”
periods of the day, surely this embargo should read more like 0630 ( 0930 and 1600( 1800.

With the inconsistency between the boroughs it is very diYcult, if not impossible, for drivers to know
when they have moved from one borough to another and what regulations have changed (CPZs)

3. Action to Raise the Standards

This is a very urgent point, as with all the bad publicity experienced over the past 12 months, some valid,
some not, the general feeling towards parking is very suspicious to say the least.

Therefore drastic steps need to be taken to rectify this situation, and I believe that as far as commercial
vehicles are concerned statutory guidance is required.

There are many bodies in London all looking at parking in general

— ALG

— Brewery Logistics Group

— Boroughs

— CBI

— Central London Partnership

— FTA

— LA Tpt Committee

— London First

— London Chamber of Commerce

— TfL etc, etc

All trying to set up various codes of practice which could be used throughout the capital, and further afield
if required, but, unfortunately, at the present moment, there is no one body who can make this happen, as
all boroughs have their own interpretations, standards and methods of implementation.

There are several very good documents that have been produced on this whole subject (including a £40K
video which the BLG were part of) and whilst all of these have some very good ideas, no one, in my opinion,
is using them to actually improve the situation.

4. Appeals Procedure

Once again there are various interpretations and approach from borough to borough on this subject, for
example some boroughs accept the informal procedure whilst others do not, and one cannot appeal until
an NTO is received, by which time the fine has doubled and remains at this level.

Also the PCN varies from borough to borough and it was interesting to note that COW used to have the
sequence of appeal as informal followed by formal, on the new print earlier this year the sequence was
reversed and to the uninitiated the formal would be the first to be used.

In the local government ombudsmens report of December 2004 it quoted “we consider that the form of
the NTO used by many councils actively deters motorists from submitting pleas of mitigation. Where this
is the case, the councils procedures and documentation should be amended as soon as possible to reflect the
councils obligations”.
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It is interesting to note that there is a very low percentage of appeals lodged (parking enforcement stats
2003–04 highlights that of 5,178,879 PCNs issued, excluding bus lanes, only 44,280 were appealed—0.9%
of which 58.4% were upheld. This is mainly due (as per the ombudsmens report) to the misrepresentation
of what a council has a duty to consider! misleading advice about what maybe accepted as a plea of
mitigation/ denial of an opportunity to plead mitigation at an appropriate stage in the process.

Another major concern to my members is the fact that both NTOs and Charge Notices are sent to Head
OYce, where the vehicles are actually registered by the DVLA. Bearing in mind that Head OYce can be
hundreds of miles away from the “oVending” depot a considerable amount of time can be lost in tracking
the case and trying to resolve within the 28 days allowed for NTOs and the 21 days allowed for Charge
Notices, bearing in mind that the 28–21 days starts from the date of the document, not when it is received,
and for some unknown reason this can take several days. This means that in reality there is only 21–14 days
available to assess how to handle the document and process accordingly. One must also remember that the
NTO can, and is in a lot of our cases, the first time the oVence has been logged as far as the depot is
concerned, which highlights one of the problems constantly raised of overzealous Parking Attendants
issuing unlawful PCNs.

One very useful solution for commercial vehicles would be for all NTOs and Charge Notices to be sent
to the depot involved in the “alleged incident”.

5. Revenue

How the net profit from parking enforcement is allocated by the boroughs is very emotive

(The net surplus for 2002–03 appears from stats, to be in excess of £112 million, these are the last figures
I have seen). This raises, at least, a couple of very poignant questions namely:

5.1 Should such large surpluses ever be raised in the first place by some boroughs, or would it not be more
sensible to lower fines to industry who genuinely have to “park illegally” to meet the delivery criteria for
health and safety, security etc.

5.2 Should the whole charging procedure be reviewed because a high price for commercial vehicles does
not stop loading/unloading taking place at premises where for health and safety, security reasons etc parking
needs to be adjacent to the receiving area. These deliveries are essential and a necessity to the well being and
continuing of London life.

It should focus on punishing those who ignore the law, and, acknowledge that most companies are doing
what they can to work within the law, but they need help.

There is definitely evidence that local authorities have benefited from decriminalisation of parking
enforcement and as a consequence have increased their overall revenue.

PARKING ACCOUNT DATA 2002–03

Borough total income expenditure surplus

COW £64,939,100 £31,484,358 £33,454,742 (51.5%)
Kensington & Chelsea £30,893,103 £14,898,121 £15,994,982 (51.8%)
Camden £29,259,000 £15,980,000 £13,279,000 (45.4%)
Hammersmith & Fulham £18,608,807 £8,942,366 £9,666,442 (51.9%)
Wandsworth £17,154,000 £10,267,000 £6,887,000 (40.0%)

Total Top five Boroughs £160,854,010 £81,571,845 £79,282,166 (49.3%)

PCNs ISSUED

Borough 1999–2000 2003–2004

COW 897,467 1,051,798 !17.2%
Kensington & Chelsea 240,077 291,445 !21.4%
Camden 316,639 467,683 !47.7%
Hammersmith & Fulham 145,446 217,663 !49.7%
Wandsworth 135,005 235,365 !74.3%

All income from parking under the Road TraYc Regs Act 1984 must go into a separate parking account
and the act provides that any surplus of income over expenditure can only be used in limited circumstances—
in summary this list improves transport facilities in general.
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This is obviously the correct channel for excess revenue raised from the transport activities in general,
however, the TraYc Management Act 2004 allows authorities defined as “excellent” under Comprehensive
Performance Assessment appraisal to spend enforcement revenue on anything, and it is not limited as above.
(in 2004 there were eight boroughs—25% rated excellent and further 12 in the next category “good” all
waiting for “promotion to the premiership”)

Surely this is totally “immoral” and must make boroughs consider that this area of revenue is a very nice
“buVer” and therefore “how can we grow this excess”?

Bad press over the last 12 months and TV programmes appear to have made some boroughs relook at
their operations but this is not enhanced by virtue of some of the boroughs sub contracting the enforcement
and the quality of the Parking Attendants leaves a lot to be desired.

It should also be remembered that tradesmen operating in the area and distributors are now adding a
“parking fine” levy to their invoices, which is obviously putting up prices and is most unsatisfactory to the
recipient but makes sense to the business receiving the penalties.

One very disturbing fact is that some of my members are now reviewing certain outlets that cannot be
delivered without incurring a PCN (Health and Safety) as to whether it is viable to continue to trade with
this type of outlet, or maybe add a £50 penalty for delivery, which will certainly hit the trader very badly
and if other suppliers adopt the same approach he will ultimately cease to trade.

6. Conclusion

I hope the above has been of some help and is only from the commercial viewpoint.

The whole problem of parking in London revolves around getting “a quart into a pint pot”

One must bear in mind that in addition to our requirements there are the following groups to be
considered:

— customers who wish to park and purchase;

— residents who wish to park adjacent to their property;

— employees who wish to park; and

— all who feel they have a right to this facility.

Therefore the whole field of parking is a “ticking bomb”, but it must be remembered that if commercial
vehicles cannot operate in London—London will gradually die, and if the planned growth, as I hear is
upwards of a million more people living and working in the capital, the current problem can only deteriorate
unless good solutions can be found that deal with the problems of today and plan for the future.

Positive communication to the general public of the needs of the commercial vehicle is of the utmost
importance.

When restrictions are put onto the movement of goods by commercial vehicles the general public are
having their services degenerated.

Business and Boroughs Need to Work Together Within the Constraints that Exist, to Make the Best of
the Very DiYcult Situation and to this End They Need A Co-ordinated Approach Between Central and
Local Government.

Finally, the Brewery Logistics Group, will be very happy to be involved in any consultation and would
be more than happy to comment on any future proposals.

Annex 1

Background to the Brewery Logistics Group

The Brewery Logistics Group is basically a trading association.

It is a forum for the interchange of information of mutual interest related to all aspects of brewery
logistical operations. This would encompass:

— Future legislation:

— London congestion charging;

— parking regulations London;
— digital tachographs;

— working time directive;

— modernisation of haulage industry taxation;

— LEZ.

— Shared information.

— Vehicle design costs.
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— Possible” buying” price.

— Align itself to various committees within the brewing industry and commerce in London.

— Review Chep pallet situation.
— Chairman M J Bracey
— Directors I J Dixon

R G Ball
— Members Carlsberg (UK) Shepherd Neame

Diagio Tradeteam
Fuller Smith & Turner Wadworth
Gales Waverley TBS
Greene King Chas Wells
Hall & Woodhouse Youngs
Scottish Courage SIBA

Witnesses: Mr Edmund King, Executive Director, RAC Foundation; Mr Paul Watters, Head of Roads and
Transport Policy, AA Motoring Trust; Mr Chris Welsh, General Manager, Campaigns, Freight Transport
Association; and Mr Mike Bracey, Chairman, Brewery Logistics Group, gave evidence.

Chairman: Members who have an interest to declare, understand a lot of this. There are also inappropriate
Mr Martlew? restrictions, restrictions that were put on the roads
Mr Martlew: A member of the Transport and for historic reasons and then the change of use of the
General Municipal Workers Union. building has changed, and we also have seen some
Clive EVord: A member of the Transport and over-zealous enforcement. There are two other
General Workers Union. problems that I would urge the Committee to
Chairman: Gwyneth Dunwoody, a member of Aslef. consider with regard to parking on private land and
Mrs Ellman: A member of the Transport and one is still the continuing problem with wheel-
General Workers Union. clamping on private land, despite the 2001 Private
Mr Goodwill: A member of Aslef. Securities Act which was meant to regulate wheel-
Graham Stringer: A member of Amicus. clampers and we have still got clampers getting away

with daylight robbery. They are getting a licence, but
Q212 Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen. they are charging £525 to clamp and tow away, so in
Would you please identify yourselves? eVect the Home OYce licence is a licence to print
Mr King: Edmund King, Executive Director of the money and it is really not working. The second area
RAC Foundation. there is that some clampers who have had diYculties
Mr Watters: Paul Watters, Head of Roads and getting licences from the Security Industry
Transport Policy for the AA Motoring Trust. Authority are now using closed-circuit TV to get car
Mr Welsh: Chris Welsh, General Manager of numbers in car parks. They are then contacting the
Campaigns, Freight Transport Association. DVLA and paying £2.50 to get the owner’s details
Mr Bracey: Mike Bracey, Chairman of the Brewery and they are then getting money from motorists in
Logistics Group. that way, and we are very concerned that DVLA are

giving some of this information to organisations that
Q213 Chairman: Did anyone have anything they perhaps they should not. The winner of the
wanted to say briefly before we begin? Foundation’s infamous Dick Turpin Award for the
Mr King: Firstly, could I say that we are delighted UK’s worst wheel-clamper is a recipient of that
that the Committee is addressing this subject. We information. I would just say, Madam Chairman,
published a report Parking and Transport Policy last that many motorists would be delighted if your
year and, by doing work into that, we have found Committee’s remit could also look at those two
that parking was perhaps one of the least well- areas.
researched, the least well-understood areas of
transport policy and yet it is essential. You only use
a car to go from A to B, but if you cannot park at B,

Q214 Chairman: Thank you very much. I think someyour journey is useless; it is almost like having a train
of them will come in during the questioning. Can Ithat does not stop at the platform. It is a big problem
ask you if you agree with the 75% of people whoand there are problems with on-street parking,
think that enforcement in London is really tooincluding supply and demand. There has been a 10%
lenient?reduction in car park spaces in the centre of London
Mr King: Well, I think it is diYcult to talk forrecently. There is a lack of clarity over signs and this
London as a whole because it does vary fromis a major problem. I would just refer to a sign in
borough to borough and diVerent boroughs haveBromley that has five diVerent changes of time and,
very diVerent parking regimes. Westminster hasto be frank, I cannot understand it. There are
improved considerably probably over the last 12numerous examples of signs, one of which says,
months, whereas initially with decriminalised“Please remember you must display your ticket
parking, it was probably one of the worst, so I thinkduring the free initial 30-minute parking period”,

and you need a PhD in parking to actually there are great variations across London and I think
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that is part of the problem for the motorist, that they Q220 Chairman: I was going to ask Mr Bracey about
that. Tell me about the specific problems fordo not always know how the rules will be interpreted

in the boroughs. breweries.
Mr Bracey: Well, the brewery problem obviously
very simply is health and safety. We must parkQ215 Chairman: Mr Watters, do we need more
outside the entrance to the pub. We cannot parkenforcement?
across the road and we cannot park down the roadMr Watters: There is no reason not to have more
because we cannot wheel kegs or push kegs across aenforcement so long as it is fair and drivers
road or push them up the road. Do not forget, a 22-understand why it is needed. I think the problem is
gallon keg weighs 123 kilograms and, therefore, wethat it is regarded as a revenue-collection exercise
have got to park adjacent to the actual entrance.rather than to deter people from parking. I think it
Now, if, for example, it is on this side of the road andis better to deter than actually to penalise, but
there is a double-yellow line with double blips anddeterrence now seems to have gone out of the
the parking is on the other side, we cannot do it. Wewindow and it is sort of revenue-generation, the
cannot do it. We have got to park adjacent or elsemore tickets the better. The presence of attendants
who is going to take responsibility for the accidentson the street should actually act to prevent people
that will occur when you are rolling the containers?from parking illegally. Measures are there, parking
It is a very serious problem and it is costing myregulation is there to make the streets safer and make
members at the present moment £700,000 a year.traYc flow more smoothly. The problems we found

when decriminalised parking started in London, we
did a survey in 1994 which showed that authorities Q221 Chairman: What have you done about that?
that were undertaking these new powers and the Mr Bracey: Well, we have had a very, very good
power to collect the revenue had not, as they session with Westminster. When I got involved in
promised, reviewed their regulations and in fact, as it this in April 2004, they issued my members with 872
turned out, many tickets that were issued in the early PCNs in April 2004. I started talking to Kevin Goad
days were completely unfounded because the orders and other people within Westminster Council and
were not in order, as it were, the signs did not match we worked very hard, both sides. The brewers have
up to the lines and these things were not legally looked at their delivery windows and they have
enforceable. looked at where they can change deliveries from,

say, 12 o’clock to eight o’clock. The other thing you
have got to bear in mind with the brewers again is theQ216 Chairman: Have you got any more recent
noise. We cannot just go at six o’clock in theevidence than that because 1994 is quite a time ago?
morning and start delivering kegs because of againMr Watters: I think the best evidence now is that the
the noise factor with neighbours around the area, soAdjudicator’s annual reports show that in a number
we have that factor as well to consider, so really ourof cases, when they go to a formal appeal, often the
delivery window becomes very narrow andmitigating circumstances are that the orders do not
obviously it is a time when no one wants to see us onstack up.
the roads.

Q217 Chairman: Yes, but not entirely. I do not think
one should read too much into that. Mr Welsh, what Q222 Chairman: Are you all suggesting in eVect that
about freight? raising revenue through parking enforcement has
Mr Welsh: Freight has suVered a particular problem influenced local authority parking strategies?
since decriminalisation. Parking notices or penalty Mr Watters: I think without doubt. I think that
charge notices have gone up by 75% in London. when the new regime started, there was an emphasis

on ticket issue. Authorities were enforcing, for
example, footway parking bans in the middle of theQ218 Chairman: Since when?
night in some boroughs of London because theMr Welsh: Since the introduction of the
tickets were there for the having, as it were, and thedecriminalisation. The problem that the freight
fact that the cars were on pavements to letindustry has got is that a lack of loading and
emergency vehicles through was sensible in terms ofunloading provisions has meant that it has got very
local environment, but—little alternative other than to deliver in the way that

it does and, therefore, in order just to do normal
business, it has suVered a tremendous penalty.

Q223 Chairman: Yes, but if you are going to have aIndividual companies are paying tens of thousands
medical emergency, it does not always happen nineof pounds—
to five, I am afraid.
Mr Watters: No, and I think that when it first

Q219 Chairman: Have you got specific evidence on started, it hit people like a tonne of bricks and I think
that? it could have been introduced in a much more
Mr Welsh: We have, Madam Chairman, from our gradual way and really have started to get the culture
individual member companies who have provided right in communities about the parking rules.
this information through surveys that we have
undertaken and a number of our members are also

Q224 Chairman: You mean how to love yourthe major brewery companies, and I think Mike
Bracey might have some specific evidence. parking attendant?
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Mr Watters: Well, it is hardly that at the moment workers. Seriously, some of the conversions, if you
go out and see them, and I could take you round andand I think it is the revenue that has lost the

argument with the public. That is the concern. show you, they are frightening, and that is a key
point. There is going to be a point, and I do not know
the answer, to be honest with you, but we will haveQ225 Chairman: Let’s be quite clear about it. That
to park where we should not park or we will notwas immediate, but are you saying it is still the same
deliver and then you do get the point you have justor are you saying it is better or are you saying there
made, that pubs will not get beer.is a modus vivendi which has been worked out

between the motorists and the authorities?
Mr Watters: I think it is getting better, but it is from Q229 Mr Scott: I do not think anyone is suggesting
a very low base and an awful lot more needs to be we do not have beer in pubs! Mr Watters?
done. Mr Watters: I think the statutory guidance is the

best opportunity for ten years to actually restore
public confidence in the new decriminalised parkingQ226 Mr Scott: What in particular would you like to

see improved through statutory guidance? regime, but I think it has got to promise things like
targeting the system at evaders because there isMr Welsh: We are very clear on that. The

Department for Transport at the moment is nothing worse than someone on a meter getting
clobbered and the person next to it not beingundertaking a review of the decriminalisation with a

view to spreading that out right across the country. clobbered, yet they have got ten unpaid tickets. I
think we have been pressing for a decade in LondonWhat we are asking the Department to do is issue

specific guidance to local authorities on how they to have a persistent oVender database so that
ordinary motorists who may fall foul once see thatshould apply the parking regime. Alongside that, we

would also ask them to ensure that local authorities the hard oVender is getting dealt with more harshly.
Perhaps we even need to look at sort of variable-undertake a review of loading and unloading

facilities so that industry is able to deliver to the oVence penalty levels so that it matches the crime, as
it were. To be a few minutes over and get a £100 PCNhigh street.
is quite tough. Under the old system, we did have the
excess charge and then a penalty, so there areQ227 Mr Scott: Mr Bracey, what measures would
advantages, and I think the guidance will restoreyou like to help breweries and the logistics of vehicles
confidence, providing also that the signs and linesdelivering? You mentioned further problems, but
match the restriction. There seems to be very littlewhat would you suggest to solve them?
checking before we have the ticket issued and oftenMr Bracey: I think, if I am pragmatic about this and
the ticket does not stack up.really honest, looking at an example we have had
Mr King: I think the guidance should also look atwith Westminster, the brewers themselves have
some of the back-oYce functions and not just theworked very hard, as I said, changed their delivery
front oYce and the attendants because when parkingwindows, but there is a lot more to it. Obviously you
complaints actually get through to the appealhave got to get people to open the pubs up and again
process, the final stage, 27% of those are uncontestedin the Soho area where they work until three o’clock
by the local authority and in some local authorities,in the morning, they do not necessarily want to be up
for instance, in Birmingham 59% are uncontestedat six, seven or eight o’clock even to let you in, they
and where I live in St Albans, 67% are uncontested.do not want to come until 12 o’clock, so we have
Now, that suggests that the local authority hasworked very hard at looking at the actual windows
allowed the complaint, has not really looked at thethere. We have worked very hard with Westminster
complaint, has waited until the final moment andand they have changed parking restrictions for us to
then rejected it, but in the meantime the motorist haslet us park adjacent to the buildings, but I think, if I
had to go through that process. I think that is wheream pragmatic, there is going to be a point where it is
motorists feel that the whole system lets them downas far as anybody can go, as far as we are concerned.
and I think if local authorities were instructed toI do not expect miracles; we will not be able to park
look at complaints in more detail through thelegally outside every single pub. One thing I would
guidance at an earlier stage, I certainly think thatask though, which I am very concerned about, is that
would help.the banks and buildings which are being converted

now from what they were to pubs, no one, when they
are giving planning permission, ever looks at Q230 Mrs Ellman: Mr King, just following that
whether you can park outside and I think that is point up, who do you think should be responsible for
critical. I have been to some of the conversions in motorists getting better information about how to
London and dangerous is not the word for it. It is make representations?
ludicrous and I honestly believe that when planning Mr King: Well, I think information is actually
permission is being given, parking outside and crucial throughout this whole subject and part of the
delivery facilities should be on top of the list. problem is the lack of clarity, the lack of plain

English from the signing all the way through to even
what is on the back of the parking ticket. Once theQ228 Chairman: Alternatively, don’t let anybody

drink beer! motorist gets to the final appeals process, I actually
think that works very well, but there are a lot of casesMr Bracey: No, I think not. I was not actually

suggesting that. I think we keep London quite well that should not get there and I think the local
authority should make it much easier, that ifstocked up with beer for the tourists and the
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someone has got a complaint, and I did one on more strongly enforced?”, I got the impression you
were saying no. Now you appear to be saying,Radio Norfolk yesterday, a lady tourist who had

bought a pay-and-display ticket, put it on the “except in those areas where people are parking
illegally”.window, there was probably condensation on the

window, it dropped into the footwell of the car, she Mr Watters: Well, it is enforcement and deterrence.
I think it has to go hand in hand, the enforcementgot a fine, she tried to chase it up and in the end she

paid the fine because she was worried about it going and the deterrence.
further. Now, commonsense should be applied. She
had a ticket, she had purchased the ticket. If she has Q233 Chairman: I just want to be clear. You are
purchased the ticket, she is not defrauding the saying that yes, there is a real case for better and
system. There are too many cases like that, so I think stronger enforcement?
we need more clarity and simple guidelines. Mr Watters: Yes, and I think in our surveys we have
Mr Welsh: That has been a very serious issue for us some evidence that that is supported, but it is a
both in London and throughout the rest of the question of firm and fair and I think the fairness
country and we have worked very, very closely with element is not understood by the public at the
other industry groups, like the Brewery Logistics moment.
Group, CBI and other business interests, along with
the principal London boroughs that we have had the

Q234 Mrs Ellman: In the RAC Foundation’smajor problem with, firstly, to get a clear
evidence, you have said that Manchester Cityunderstanding of the definition of the rules and,
Council’s parking regime was “reasonable andsecondly, importantly to provide best practice
proportional”, but does that mean that they are notadvice. We have now come to a common agreement
enforcing it as heavily?with the ALG and a number of the individual
Mr King: No, not at all. What it actually means isboroughs to produce a joint voluntary code of best
that they have changed their contracts and the waypractice which will give appropriate advice both to
they apply them. Initially the contracts had figures inour members, but also to the parking attendants and
them of expected numbers of tickets and I think thatthe contractors of the parking attendants and really
led to abuses of the system. There was perhaps over-the code is calling for a harmonised review right
zealous enforcement. What they are now trying toacross the capital. At the moment each individual
do is look at general compliance, so looking at oneborough has a diVerent definition, has a diVerent
stretch of road and actually ascertaining how manyappeals process, that type of thing, and we want
illegal parking acts there are there. You do notobviously to reach a harmonised regime. We very
always have to give out thousands of tickets to getmuch hope that that can be adopted within the
good compliance. You can have attendants there,statutory guidelines which can then be spread out
you can have attendants talking, and also things likeacross the country because obviously our members
in Manchester where they stopped wheel-clampingare operating not only in the individual London
for people overstaying on a meter, and that isboroughs, but right across the country and it is very
sensible. What is the purpose of wheel-clamping if itdiYcult to give advice to drivers and delivery staV
is overstaying? All you are doing is prolonging, ifabout the regimes unless we have that common
you like, the crime. There is no purpose at all. Youapproach.
may wish to charge a higher amount for the fine, but
there is certainly no purpose. I think Manchester

Q231 Mrs Ellman: Should local authorities have to realised that doing it the first way, they were so
produce annual information about the number of inundated with complaints, as were other areas, like
penalty charge notices issued and what has Westminster, that they have looked at their
happened to them? contracts again. The British Parking Association
Mr Watters: I think this is essential really, an annual oVers a model contract that is more on general
report with the number of penalties that were issued compliance and I think that is the way ahead and
and also sort of performance leagues in terms of hopefully, and I know you took evidence from Andy
improvements. We hear of CCTV enforcement in Vaughan from Manchester last week, but hopefully
some London streets resulting in a huge number of other local authorities will look to the best practice
PCNs and I actually question whether that is too that is happening there. It is certainly a more
remote because it is actually doing nothing to change harmonious regime. They receive less revenue, but
the situation on the ground. Surely, if you do not there is less conflict.
want the oVences to take place, you have to adopt
measures in that street to prevent people from Q235 Mrs Ellman: Are there any other local
parking illegally, whether that means a person authorities that should be commended? What about
patrolling, but to actually remotely issue PCNs does the Freight Transport Association—are there any
not really seem to be giving the driver much authorities that you know of?
information. I know the driver should not park Mr Welsh: Well, we do not actually detect much of
illegally, but it seems to be sort of a headcount a problem throughout the rest of the UK. The over-
rather than— zealous enforcement and the real problem we have

had is in London, but we are conscious of the fact
that decriminalisation is now going to be rolled outQ232 Chairman: I just want to be clear, Mr Watters.

When I asked you earlier on, “Do you think there is across the country and we do not want any copycat-
type tactics where clearly many of the localnot enough enforcement? Do you think it should be
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authorities in London seem to have been using the statistics, it gives you a very limited picture of how
authorities are actually performing because only aissuing of parking notices as a milch-cow, to be

perfectly honest, and that would clearly be very small percentage of appeals go to the oYcial
adjudicator and the majority of representations areunacceptable, particularly as these businesses are

really just carrying out their daily business in trying made at the early stage to the council and the
outcomes of those are very rarely known, so we doto deliver to high street retail premises and other

business premises. not get the full picture from the national
adjudicators.

Q236 Mrs Ellman: Should local authorities have
penalties imposed on them for incorrectly issuing Q239 Mrs Ellman: What more should be done to

make sure that local authorities inform peoplenotices or behaving unreasonably?
Mr Watters: From the letters I receive, people spend adequately about the procedures for representation?

I mentioned this earlier and I would like to know.an enormous amount of time sometimes protesting
their innocence and it probably does cost them quite Mr Watters: I think they should produce the annual

report and I think they should show how they area lot, but there is no standard sort of compensation
for the time and eVort they have put in. It is achieving better compliance.
interesting to note that adjudicators are now
beginning actually to pay compensation more Q240 Chairman: I think Mrs Ellman is asking you
widely than they used to and I think that is indicative something slightly diVerent. How does the average
perhaps of a problem of people being messed motorist know exactly what will happen there? Are
around, as it were, by the paperwork. I think the they adequately informed of what the powers and
back oYce does have a lot to answer for in some of the involvement of the adjudicator will be?
the poor image that some authorities are portraying Mr King: I would say that they are not and I would
in their parking service, so certainly compensation is say that the system puts them oV because when you
something that should be looked at, perhaps a receive a parking ticket, it says if you pay within 14
standard fee equal to the cost of the penalty if you days, you can have a 50% discount. If you go
win. Why not? Why should you not get as much as through to appeal and you lose your appeal, you can
they are threatening to take from you if they are no longer have that discount. We do get a lot of
wrong? people phoning us up who are actually worried

because they are on low incomes and they do not
want to miss that opportunity of the 50% discountQ237 Mrs Ellman: So penalties and compensation?

Mr Watters: Or just compensation. even though they feel that they have been judged
unfairly, so simplifying those procedures,Mr Welsh: I think we would really just require a

harmonised and proper appeals procedure for simplifying the way that the appeals are spelled out
on the back of the ticket, simplifying what it actuallydealing with this because at the moment many

appealers on the industry side are required to submit says on the signs so they do not get a ticket in the first
place, I think all of that would certainly help.their appeals within a very tight window of 14 days

and often they have not got all the paperwork to be
able to do that properly, whereas in order to get a Q241 Mrs Ellman: Does that need to be in statutory
response from the boroughs, it can be months and guidance?
months before they actually get any response. Mr Watters: I think best practice should be that you
Therefore, in terms of the service that is being should be entitled to the discount if your initial
provided here, we would like to see a statutory representation to the local authority fails. At the
guidance giving good indications to local authorities moment some grant it, some do not, which seems
that they must respond within a certain period, very unfair to the motorist.
whether it be 21 days or 28 days, because if we do not Mr Bracey: I think one of the examples of this is the
have that, then it is a disincentive for a business that voluntary appeal versus the notice-to-owner appeal,
legitimately feels they have been unfairly issued with and this has already been mentioned. In actual fact,
a penalty notice actually to do anything about it and I was at a meeting in Westminster yesterday with a
it is not worth appealing because of the process. colleague from a frozen food company, it was the

first time he had been to the meeting, and he actually
said, “Well, I don’t like to appeal because I have gotQ238 Mrs Ellman: What about a notice naming and

shaming authorities who take too long to deal with to wait for the notice to owner”, and I said, “You
haven’t”. What happened in Westminster inrepresentations or act wrongly in too many cases?

Mr Welsh: I think that what we would like, and it February, without telling anybody, they reversed the
information on the back. They always used to havehinges on one of the other questions which was

asked earlier, is some sort of service-level agreement a voluntary appeal first and the notice to owner as
the fall-back. In February, without telling anybody,with the boroughs where certain standards are set

and once you have got that service-level agreement, or they did not tell us obviously and I just happened
to look at a PCN in March, they had actuallyyou can compare one borough against another or

one authority against another in terms of how it reversed it, so anybody who picks it up, as my
colleague says, they look at it, they think they havedeals with this.

Mr Watters: I think the Transport Research got to wait for the notice to owner to appear before
they can appeal and, on that strength, they have thenLaboratory was looking at a way of benchmarking

authorities because, by using the adjudicator lost that £50—
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Q242 Chairman: It is a bit hard, Mr Bracey, to Mr King: But it was a discussion of the two. Then
other local authorities have had ticket targets atexpect local authorities to deal with people who do

not read, is it not? certain times and, depending on how many tickets
you give out, you can win a flat-screen TV, et cetera,Mr Bracey: No, sorry, it is a sequence. It comes in a

sequence. If you pick any document up, it does not and we felt that those kind of incentive schemes led
to abuse and the fact that an attendant would besay, “You do this first”, or you do it second, it is just

listed first and second and, therefore, the ordinary waiting in a doorway, putting a ticket on a car the
minute before because he needed to fulfil his quota.motorist and even in our industry, if they look at it,

they imagine they have got to wait for the NTO to One of the problems is motivating parking
attendants and one of the problems is that I thinkcome, the notice to owner, which comes after 28 days

normally when they have not paid. It is just the way they are pretty poorly paid, so if the levels of pay and
training were increased, you would not need suchit is designed and I think again, as my colleague has

said, we want standard information on the back schemes. Now, most local authorities since these
schemes have been exposed, and there is another onewhich is very, very clear.
with Argos points or something, though I do not
think that is quite as popular, but they are sayingQ243 Clive EVord: Just following on from some of
that they are discontinuing these.those questions, Mr Bracey and Mr King, you have
Mr Watters: I was just going to pick up on the pointboth held up Westminster as being one of the worst
you made about the guidance, that authorities doexamples, but an example of one authority that has
not toe the line. There is always the possibility ofimproved its act. Are you confident that the
special parking area status being withdrawn from anstatutory guidance or any other measures that are
authority if it does not toe the line. Looking to thebeing put in place will prevent another authority, or
TraYc Management Act, which can require a localeven Westminster slipping back, becoming another
authority to have a traYc director imposed, thereWestminster?
could be a reason why a special parking area couldMr King: I am not confident as it currently stands
have its status withdrawn if it failed to perform,and I think that is why the guidance really needs to
performed very badly or illegally.be tightened up. A lot of it is down to the actual

contracts and when the local authority goes to the
parking manager and says, “How much revenue do Q247 Chairman: Have you any evidence of that?

Mr Watters: I think there is one authority which hasyou expect you will get this year from your tickets?”,
they do various assessments. Even if they are not been challenged for not having its special parking

area properly and legally in place at the moment.direct targets, they are seen as estimates and people
work towards those numbers and that somehow
puts pressure on the system to produce more tickets Q248 Chairman: And you could point us towards
than a fairer system would, so yes, it could happen which one?
elsewhere if the whole guidance is not tightened up. Mr Watters: I think so.
Mr Bracey: There is a borough that is actually doing
that and that is Camden. Camden have increased Q249 Clive EVord: Just following up on a question
quite considerably over the last 18 months, as far as we asked last week, when you were suggesting that
my members are concerned. In fact they are up by authorities had incentive schemes, you were not
78% in 17 months. They are now becoming leading including Westminster in that?
second contender for the worst borough. Mr King: Westminster, when parking was first

decriminalised, did have ticket targets, but that is
Q244 Clive EVord: You may want to comment on going back ten years and that was proved. They were
this, but I take it from your answer just then, Mr given targets and there was an agreement with their
King, that you believe this, that you suspect or you contractor. They also at various stages have had
know that local authorities are driven by the need to incentive schemes, but apparently they do not have
raise revenue because of figures that they put in their them now.
budgets in the financial year.
Mr King: There is no doubt that that has been an Q250 Clive EVord: Mr Watters, you mentioned
influence. I have been in meetings with local CCTV enforcement. What kind of parking oVences
authorities and parking contractors after London is CCTV used for?
Congestion Charging came into place and there was Mr Watters: It seems to be actually catching people
a fear voiced that Congestion Charging would who are stopping to read a map at the moment
reduce the number of cars coming into London and, which is a little bit unfortunate at times because I
hence, would reduce the revenue. That was a fear think that is a very safe thing to do perhaps, and you
raised, so that indicated— are legally allowed to stop to pick up and set down

of course if there is no loading restriction. CCTV is
Q245 Chairman: By the contractor or by the local quite a worry because the first a driver hears of it is
authority? the notice to owner through the letterbox, as was
Mr King: Well, they seem to be pretty close together mentioned earlier, so you have no chance to recall
in their thinking on that. the event perhaps as easily as going back to the car

and having the ticket on the car. CCTV is a worry
because it is very remote. Sometimes there are noQ246 Chairman: Well, it is important to know, Mr

King. signs advising you that you are, if you stop very
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briefly, at risk and I think it needs to be handled very morning, there are no spaces. There is an anomaly in
Westminster. At Waterloo Place next to the Institutecarefully with the code of practice perhaps in the

guidance. of Directors, there is a massive car parking area,
empty of cars, yet each morning the motorcycle bays
are absolutely full. We have made representationsQ251 Clive EVord: Handled carefully, but not that
on numerous occasions to open up some of thosethere should be no circumstances where CCTV—
bays to motorcycles and I am afraid nothing hasMr Watters: No, but I think it needs perhaps to be
happenedaddressed very, very carefully.
Mr Welsh: We have got a very similar problem with
the freight industry. What we have found is that, asQ252 Clive EVord: I will start with Mr King, but
new development has taken place, a lot of loadingother people may want to comment on this. Do the
and unloading bays have been with withdrawncurrent requirements for parking capacity need
which has meant of course that our members haverevising?
picked up more parking fines as a result of that. IMr King: I think there is a problem with capacity
said it earlier, but I will repeat it, and that is thatwhen you look longer-term. I think we projected
what there needs to be is a review, an ongoingthat by 2030, there could be 12 million more cars,
review, of the need for loading and unloadingnine million needing to park oV-street and three
provision so that we can make access as appropriate.million on-street. The planning guidance here,

PPG3, actually we believe goes against a coherent
parking policy. It indicates that there should be a Q258 Mr Goodwill: There have been a number of
maximum of one and a half car parking spaces per cases around the country where appeals have thrown
new dwelling, whereas the reality is that you are up the fact that local authorities have been acting
going to get one-, two- and three-car families illegally. In some cases the whole scheme has been
whether there are restrictions or not and it is better illegal for legal reasons and there is one in my
to get those vehicles oV-street where they are less of constituency of a case like that, but there are other
a danger in safety terms to pedestrians. cases in other places, like Sunderland, where bays

are incorrectly marked, lines are incorrect and signs
Q253 Chairman: Mr King, are you suggesting to this are wrong. How widespread a problem is this and
Committee that people should have space for how aware are motorists of the way that they can
parking three cars at every house? challenge in this way?
Mr King: I am talking about new developments. Mr Watters: I think there are probably numerous
Rather than some feint hope— examples where traYc orders do not match the

regulations signed on the ground, but it is very hard
Q254 Chairman: Yes, but I just want to be clear. You to tease it out. I think when decriminalised parking
are saying three cars per house? was rolled out, the orders were supposed to have
Mr King: Not every house, but I think the restriction been inspected and the signs and markings checked,
to one and a half spaces is unrealistic and what it and I am sure that it takes some astute motorists to
leads— go and find these places because no one else is doing

this, perhaps the adjudicators are finding some. I am
Q255 Chairman: Would it not be simpler just to have concerned that things do not match and I think the
car parks and no houses! public want to feel that it is completely transparent.
Mr King: I think people need somewhere to live! I do not think the public should be the ones to find
Mr Martlew: They could live in their cars! out that things do not match.

Q256 Clive EVord: But PPG3 does refer to the Q259 Mr Goodwill: Do you feel that in these casesrelationship with public transport links as well. It is the local authorities have an obligation to issuenot just as simple as 1.5— refunds to people who have been illegally fined inMr King: No, but I think, as someone who uses these cases, not just the people who have comepublic transport every day, I use the train every day forward, but actually to go back to those cases andand my season ticket costs me a lot of money, but I identify people who have been illegally charged?still have a car and I use it for other purposes, so the Mr Watters: To be completely transparent, theyfact that there is public transport there does not should. I think that is why we call for compensationmean that someone should not be allowed to own a or some sort of costs awarded when the motoristcar and park it safely. Obviously there are problems finds that it is wrong.with historic housing areas, Victorian terraces,
because there is limited capacity and there are
problems with that, but the planning system is not Q260 Mr Goodwill: I just have a question for the
helping. freight people and the breweries. There have been

one or two cases in the media where Tesco’s have
been taking over convenience stores and beenQ257 Clive EVord: Does central London need more

kerbside spaces? delivering with very large vehicles. Do you think the
breweries and the people who deliver have a part toMr King: It needs more spaces for motorcycles in

central London because they cause much less play in this by having suitable vehicles to deliver into
congested areas and is this a problem that iscongestion and we are very concerned that if you do

not get to central London before about 7.15 in the getting worse?
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Mr Bracey: As far as we are concerned, we do have Mr Welsh: No, I do not think so. Again we have
supported the level of enforcement. Where there isdiVerent types of vehicles, diVerent sizes obviously

to try and meet some of these problems, but again clear breach of loading provision or clear breach of
the parking rules, then fine, they should be dealtwhen you are trying to deliver three or five tonnes of

beer to one pub, you do need basically the 17-tonne with, but, as I said, it is a complex problem. A lot of
loading and unloading bays have been taken out.dray. Just to touch on appeals, my largest depot that

picks up tickets is Tradeteam in Enfield and they
pick up over 300 a month. They decided last year to Q266 Mr Martlew: We are talking about parking
put somebody in full-time, appealing against every charges and parking fines. Do you really think that
ticket. Now, this is not good practice with every local authorities should have discretion on this or
single ticket. The interesting fact that comes out of should there be a standard throughout the country,
this is that five boroughs in London issue 88% of especially on parking fines?
their tickets, and I could tell you who they are, but Mr Watters: I think the penalties should be at a
you know who they are anyway, and the interesting reasonably set level, not by the local authority, but
point is that out of 3,065 PCNs appealed against, by national government probably. We have always
1,039 were upheld which is 37.2% and it saved them taken issue with London having diVerent fees from
over £70,000. I think it is not a good case because we outside of London in some respects for clamping
do not want this, but what it highlights is how many and towing away in particular, but in terms of how
bad tickets are really being issued. much they charge for the space, that is market forces
Chairman: We will come to that. really, local areas.

Q267 Chairman: Are you asking for an independentQ261 Mr Martlew: Before I get to the specifics, I am
audit of traYc regulation orders, signs and lines?a bit confused by the evidence that we have received.
Mr Watters: I think that is called for. I think there isIt seems that you all want annual reports, you all
too much doubt about how many do stack up.want compensation paid, you do not think they pay

the people who issue the parking tickets enough, the
back-oYce people are too junior, but how do you Q268 Graham Stringer: Just on that point, why
expect this to be paid for? Is this to come from should there be a national standard of fines? Why, if
putting up the fines or should it come out of there is a bigger problem in Manchester than
council tax? Scarborough, should Manchester not say, “We want
Mr King: No, I think there is enough money in to fine you ten times as much for breaking the rules”?
parking to actually come from the fines. If you look Why should we have this national standard?
at the figures, particularly for city boroughs, they Mr Watters: Because the punishment should
make immense profits out of parking, so— probably fit the crime and if you overstay at a meter

that you have paid a couple of pounds at for a couple
of minutes, it would seem disproportionate toQ262 Mr Martlew: That is a general sweeping
charge £100.statement though. Have you got the evidence for

that?
Q269 Graham Stringer: That is not the question I amMr King: Well, certainly from Westminster,
asking you. I am asking why the punishment, theCamden, areas like that.
fine, should be the same in Scarborough as it is in
Manchester so that if you have overstayed by anQ263 Mr Martlew: Some of us do live outside of
hour in Scarborough, why should the local authorityLondon.
not say, “We haven’t got too bad a problem here inMr King: Yes, and the bigger metropolitan areas,
the winter, it is only a £20 fine”, and in ManchesterManchester, Newcastle, whatever. If it is an eYcient
where parking in the wrong place could bring thesystem, it need not cost a lot of money, so I think it
city centre to a halt, you could be fined potentiallycould be done quite easily.
£300?Mr Watters: The benefits go wider. There are also
Mr Watters: I think because some of the localsafety and traYc reasons for doing this and if
authorities have lost public confidence. There will beparking in towns is more logical and more easy,
a feeling that there was a revenue-collection exercisepeople will use those towns, so there is an economic
going on, so if the penalties were set, say, bycase to argue for having rules that are reasonably
government, people would feel that it was less of theenforced and that places are welcoming, so it should
local authority trying to make a profit. I am notpay for itself arguably.
saying they should park illegally, but—Mr Welsh: Prior to decriminalisation, we did not

have a problem. Industry was able to make deliveries
Q270 Graham Stringer: But why shouldto retail premises—
Birmingham and Manchester not be able to say,
“We’ve got a problem here. We want to put a large

Q264 Chairman: Yes, but was that because it was not disincentive in to breaking the regulations. We are
properly enforced? looking after our city centre/town centre”? Why
Mr Welsh: Sorry? should they not be allowed to have bigger fines?

Mr King: I think it depends very much on the actual
oVence and I think if the oVence is parking on aQ265 Chairman: Was it because the level of

enforcement was not adequate? double-yellow line, on a pedestrian crossing or
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outside a school, causing an obstruction, I think that a ticket and if you park in another, you do not, and
you do not know anything about it often because itit is absolutely just to have higher fines and to be set
is not a signed restriction.accordingly.

Q274 Chairman: So you are saying that the
Q271 Graham Stringer: And to be set locally? clarification of the signs would deal with that? Is that
Mr King: Yes, but if the oVence is overstaying on a what you are saying?
meter by five minutes, then I think that would be Mr Watters: Yes.
very unfair. However good your watch is, and I have
an expensive watch, self-winding, but it loses time Q275 Chairman: People would then be quite clear
and every so often I have to look at Big Ben and where they could and could not park and they
adjust my watch, so if I overstay by five minutes, I would, therefore, be entirely responsible if they

ignored that?think it would be vastly unfair if I was hit with a
Mr Watters: Yes, the legislation only applies to£200 fine.
London and it does not apply elsewhere.Graham Stringer: It would be cheaper to buy a less

expensive watch!
Q276 Chairman: If parking attendants were given
more discretion to issue and cancel penalty charge

Q272 Chairman: They do funny things in the RAC! notices, would that be a good idea?
Mr Welsh: From the freight industry point of view, Mr King: Yes, I think more flexibility. The kind of
I think the most important thing for us is to have a place where that could help is where someone buys
standardised and consistent approach to the rules a ticket from the pay-and-display and you have got
right across the country and that is why we are a residents’ parking zone right next to a pay-and-
asking for the guidance. I think we accept, as the display, so people have legitimately bought the
motoring organisations do, that there should be a ticket, but they park in the wrong space because it is
variable fine according to the severity of the problem not well signed, but they have bought the ticket, so in

those cases I think there should be more discretion.and if we can get that, get a uniform system across
Chairman: So clarification, uniformity of approach,the country and, for example, if we had just the
clarity of fining with a degree of flexibility for localstandard uniform description or definition of
authorities, special consideration for breweries or,loading and unloading right across the country, that
alternatively, encouraging people not to drink beer,would be a great help because we have not got that
and no, it is not an oYcial Labour Party policy!at the moment and that is why—
Graham Stringer: Quite the reverse!

Q273 Chairman: I am going to stop you there Q277 Chairman: And, as far as you are concerned, a
because I want to ask you very briefly, before we degree of flexibility in the application of fines? Is
finish, what about pavement parking? that right?
Mr Watters: It is a very diYcult area because it is Mr Watters: Yes.
something that applies in parts and not other parts, Chairman: Thank you very much, gentlemen. You

have been very informative.so if you park on the pavement in one place, you get

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the AA Motoring Trust
Request for Supplementary Information

Thank you for your letter of 12 January 2006. I hope I can clarify the matter for you.

The point I was making was that there are intervention powers in the TraYc Management Act 2004
(Part 2 Clause 20). This allows an “Intervention Notice” to be served on a local traYc authority if the
appropriate national authority deems it to be failing properly to perform its duties.

Whilst this Act has nothing to do with parking, I was trying to make the point that the same approach
should be considered for parking. The Secretary of State approves special parking area status and it would
make sense if he could also remove this status from an area that fails to perform its duties properly in relation
to parking. Whether this could be done by regulation I am not sure. I think that DfT will need to look at
the parking legislation to establish whether the Secretary of State could be authorised to do this. Perhaps
he can already? I am not aware if this has happened already but clearly it would give the public more
confidence if they knew that a badly failing local authority could be properly dealt with.

There have been some serious breaches by local authorities in the way they conduct their parking
responsibilities. I think the DfT needs a “big stick” if it is to see its new guidance and regulations properly
adhered to. I understood that Sunderland is currently being challenged in some way, and some years ago
Bristol City had to repay hundreds of thousands of pounds of towing away penalties for acting illegally.

20 January 2006
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Memorandum submitted by the Chief Parking Adjudicator for England and Wales

1. I was appointed as the Chief (and first) Parking Adjudicator for London in 1992, just prior to the
introduction of the Decriminalised Parking Enforcement (DPE) scheme in London and, with Nick Lester,
set up the then Parking Appeals Service (now PATAS). I therefore experienced the early days of DPE and
the emerging and developing issues that arose from the operation of the new scheme in London.

2. I continued in that role until 1999 when I was appointed as Chief Adjudicator for the newly formed
National Parking Adjudication Service (NPAS).

3. This evidence is based on my personal experience of DPE from its earliest beginnings, and the views
of the NPAS adjudicators and administrative staV.

The National Parking Adjudication Service

4. NPAS deals with appeals from those councils in England and Wales (outside London) that have
adopted the Road TraYc Act 1991 (RTA) powers. At the end of 2004 there were 117 councils outside
London in the scheme. Most have set the penalty charge at £60 (£30 if paid in 14 days). One or two have
kept the penalty charge at £40 (£20 if paid in 14 days).

5. The 31 National Parking Adjudication Service (NPAS) Adjudicators decide appeals by motorists and
vehicle owners against Penalty Charge Notices (PCN) and where the vehicle has additionally been either
clamped or removed.

6. The NPAS administrative staV are located in Manchester, and Manchester City Council is the Lead
Authority for the National Parking Adjudication Joint Committee.

7. Appellants can select whether their case is decided by the adjudicator on the basis of the documents
(and photographs) supplied by themselves and the council concerned, or whether they attend a hearing to
put their case to the adjudicator in person. A particular feature of the NPAS service is that the appellant
can select a hearing at any of the 60 venues where hearings are held. Therefore appellants can ask for a
hearing local to their home or oYce, even if the PCN was issued elsewhere. Some councils regularly attend
the hearing, others seldom do.

8. Of the 9,213 appeal lodged in 2003, 67% of appellants requested a “postal” decision, and the other 33%
wanted a hearing. The adjudicators allowed 28% and dismissed 33%. The councils did not contest 37% of
the appeals resulting in those appeals being allowed. Therefore, overall, 66% of appellants were granted the
relief they sought, namely the cancellation of the PCN.

Characteristics of the DPE Scheme

9. Two key features if the RTA scheme are first, that the council must accept half the face value penalty
charge if it is received within 14 days, and secondly full owner liability (as opposed to driver liability with
a presumption that the register owner was the driver). Both of these are a distinct departure from the
criminal fixed penalty regime.

The Reduced Penalty

10. The scheme requires the council to accept the reduced (half) penalty if received in 14 days from the
issue of the PCN (although most councils extend that period by a few days). Although there are no accurate
figures published, councils generally agree that approximately 40% of penalty charges issued for parking
contraventions are settled at the reduced penalty. This percentage, however, inevitably includes a number
of PCNs which could have been successfully challenged. Many pragmatic drivers and commercial firms
regard it as simpler just to pay the reduced penalty than engage in the cumbersome appeals process.
(Typically these might be where a vehicle has lawfully been engaged in loading/unloading.)

Owner Liability

11. Under the DPE scheme it is the owner of the vehicle who is liable for payment of the penalty charge.
The exceptions are where a vehicle has been hired or taken without consent. The presumption is that the
registered keeper at the DVLA is the owner, although that presumption can be rebutted if the registered
owner satisfies the council or the adjudicator that they were not the owner. While it can be recognised that
this provision is to facilitate the enforcement of payment of the penalties, it nevertheless creates its own
problems. Adjudicators frequently hear from aggrieved vehicle owners, both private and commercial, who
feel that it is unfair that they are being forced to pay a penalty when someone else had driven the vehicle.
They are especially aggrieved that, even though they are legally liable, as the owner, for payment, there is
no provision for them to pay the reduced penalty. In adjudicators’ experience, most councils will accept the
reduced penalty in these circumstances, others hold out for the full penalty, which may provoke an appeal
to the adjudicator.
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12. A significant proportion of appeals are from the recipients of Notices to Owner who claim they had
sold the vehicle prior the issue of the PCN. In 2003 ownership was the appeal issue in 12% of NPAS cases.
This was the largest appeal “type”, signs/lines issues, and pay and display tickets accounting for the next
highest—11% each.

13. The up-to-date accuracy of the DVLA register is one of the cornerstones of the DPE scheme.

Traffic Regulation Orders

14. It should be borne in mind that councils create parking restrictions and designated parking places by
means of TraYc Regulation Orders (TRO), known as TraYc Management Orders (TMO) in London. These
are made under the enabling powers of the Road TraYc Regulation Act 1984. A parking contravention is,
quite simply, a breach of a provision or condition of a properly made TRO/TMO.

15. While Circular 1/95 made it completely clear that before taking on DPE councils should update and
consolidate their TROs, not all councils fully go through that exercise. Adjudicators observe that the format
and variety of approaches to drafting TROs know no bounds. While some councils have meticulously
consolidated their old orders into a single neatly word-processed and concise new order, others soldier on
with literally hundreds of old TROs, which have, over the years been amended, varied or modified. The style
of drafting can be obscure, prolix, and opaquely complex. Many of the car park TROs still provide for the
issue of an excess charge notice for a breach of the order.

16. At least 3% of appeals allowed by NPAS adjudicators are because drafting flaws in the relevant TRO.
These outcomes are naturally very dispiriting for the parking attendants and back oYce staV who have
carried out their jobs in the process in a perfectly satisfactory manner.

17. However, the problems are more wide-reaching; since all parking provisions and control policies are
founded on these byelaws. If the task of revising or consolidating them is over onerous and demanding on
resources local authorities may be constrained from making much needed changes.

18. Recently parking in violation of a bus stand signs and road marking has become a contravention
attracting a PCN under the RTA. Also Part 6 the TraYc Management Act provides for civil enforcement
of contraventions against other traYc signs. If parking policy is play a significant part in traYc management
and demand management consideration should be given to bringing about the principle of contravening
against the sign for parking. This initiative would be unlikely surprise to the motoring public who already
believe that, a parking contravention is disobeying a sign. Many appellants are amazed when the adjudicator
explains that the signs simply reflect the provisions of the TRO/TMO.

The Appeals Process

19. Only a small proportion of appeals result in an appeal to adjudicators. We therefore tend not to see
cases where the representations have accepted, or been rejected with helpful reasons resulting in a payment
However, there are five problems that have beset the appeals process, and have given rise to a sense of
unfairness in some motorists, namely:

— delay;

— late disclosure of evidence;

— the high proportion of appeals that are not contested;

— failure to exercise discretion in deserving cases; and

— proportionality.

20. We must emphasis that in many councils none of these criticisms arise. Nonetheless, since the RTA
was implemented in 1993 these themes have occurred over and over again and have been brought up in the
various annual reports of the adjudicators over the years.

Delay

21. Delay consistently emerges as a problem in the scheme. Adjudicators have often seen and commented
upon, letters not being answered for over four months or Notices to Owner sent out considerably beyond
the 28 days intended by the statute. This is all the more surprising given the service standards applied in the
other departments of the councils. In this sense the PCN processing procedure is not a level playing field—
the motorist and vehicle owner have tight time limits placed on them (and most councils apply them fairly
rigidly) whereas there a no time limits placed on councils to prosecute their processes.

22. The appeal process could be made fairer by imposing appropriate time limits on the local authorities.
Councils should also ensure that their parking departments are staVed with enough staV with appropriate
training and experience. The greater involvement of council legal departments would also improve
standards.
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Late Disclosure of Evidence

23. It is in the nature of the scheme that a motorist or vehicle owner does not see the evidence to support
the penalty charge until late in the appeal stage of the process. It is only if and when the case proceeds to
appeal to the adjudicator that the council serves its evidence on the appellant. Fortunately, increasing
numbers of councils are sending copies of photographs in response to representations, or sometime at the
informal challenge stage, but there are many examples where the first that a motorist knows of the evidence
is moths later and he has gone to appeal. Many appellants complain that the evidence is produced to them
only shortly before the hearing; and by then they may have inadvertently lost or destroyed some evidence
which would have assisted their case. Matters are, of course worse if there has been delay in the council
process.

24. Adjudicators have seen cases where the council has expressly refused to disclose its photographs or
the PA’s evidence unless the vehicle owner appeals (this is typically where a vehicle owner has n knowledge
that the vehicle was where the council allege it was parked).

25. Modern technology allows for photographs to be incorporated into notices and councils should
accordingly endeavour to update their processes and notice. These improvements to the councils parking
services not only should become a priority for expenditure from the parking accounts, but also would
inevitably lead to a reduction in cases subject to further representations and appeals.

Appeals not Contested by the Councils

26. From the inception of the DPE scheme adjudicators have expressed concern about the high
proportion of appeals that the councils do not contest. Again, the figures vary from council. Of course
appellants will inevitably produce more evidence with their appeal and when the council considers it decides
not to accept the appellant’s case. However this cannot and does not happen in the number of cases not
contested. One NPAS council did not contest the first eighty appeals that were lodged. This practice
inevitably provokes the suspicion that councils do not consider representation properly, only doing so if
there is an appeal.

27. When a council informs NPAS that it is not contesting the case, they are asked to complete a short
form explaining why. All too often there are reasons such as “PA error”, or “inadequate signs”. Both these
problems should have been identified at the representations stage.

28. Of particular concern is that in 2004 there were a significant number of appeals where the vehicle had
been removed and the appellant had paid the £135 charge, but the case was not contested.

The Exercise of Discretion

29. The RTA sets out the statutory grounds both for making representations against the Notice to Owner
to the council, and appealing to the adjudicator. Inevitably a significant proportion of representations made
to councils strictly fall outside the statutory grounds, but amount to pleas for the councils to exercise
discretion.

30. The Council has a clear obligation to consider fairly and properly any representations made following
the issue of the Notice to Owner against the background that the Road TraYc Act Parking Scheme is
intended to regulate parking and not to generate income. Furthermore, the Council has a complete and
unfettered discretion whether to issue a penalty charge notice or enforce a penalty charge. The Adjudicators
do not have such a wide and unrestricted discretion; they cannot allow appeals where the appellant’s case
simply amounts to mitigating or extenuating circumstances. This position astonishes many appellants who
cannot understand why the specialist tribunal has lesser powers than the councils whose decision they are
challenging.

31. At the representations stage the council might have rejected the representations for any number of
reasons, for example they may not believe what is said, they may be following particular policies, or they
may require supporting evidence.

32. Whatever the reason was, the decision to reject the representations should have been based on the
council’s understanding of the facts presented to them.

33. The importance of fact finding in the appeal process and the exercise of discretion cannot be over-
emphasised. It is the whole purpose of the right of an appeal to a legally qualified judicial oYcer that he or
she investigates the facts of the case. It is in the nature of the process that, whereas a vehicle owner may have
quickly filled in the representations form to the councils (probably in anticipation of them being accepted),
he or she will go to far greater lengths to prepare evidence for the adjudicator. In many cases the adjudicator
has the benefit of oral evidence. The whole point of the appeal is that in many cases the adjudicator will find
facts diVerent from those known or found by the council. It may be simply, for example, accepting the oral
evidence of the appellant.

34. Since discretion is fact sensitive, the council may have declined to exercise any on the basis that they
did not accept the motorist’s case as presented. In these instances adjudicators tend to request the council
to reconsider the decision based on the new facts found. Typically this might occur where a Blue Badge was
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displayed the wrong way up and the adjudicator has established that the badge holder has genuine problems
getting in and out of the car. Happily, most councils will oblige, however there have been some instances
where the council has refused to accept the adjudicator’s findings of fact, or simply has replied that they
considered the original representation and that is that.

35. These approaches are far from ideal for the appellant, either because it prolongs an already protracted
process (bearing in mind it is only a parking ticket) or it fails to resolve the complaint, notwithstanding that
adjudicator is of the opinion that discretion should be exercised. The only recourse for the aggrieved
appellant at that stage would be to apply to the High Court for Judicial Review.

36. The adjudicators consider that public acceptance of the DPE scheme partially rests with discretion
being exercised in deserving cases at the appropriate level by those trained and expert in the principles.

Proportionality

37. Closely related to the exercise of discretion and the public’s sense of fairness is the issue of
proportionality. Many grievances are caused because, for example the motorist considers the penalty too
high for the nature of the contravention. Typically this is said where a PCN is issued shortly after the pay
and display ticket has expired, or where the vehicle was parked with one wheel encroaching into the next
bay. Where a local authority is unresponsive to these types of complaint they cast doubt on the objectives
behind the scheme. The implementation of the TraYc Management Act may herald the introduction of
variable penalties for diVerent types of contraventions. This would provide a framework to encourage
proportionality where common sense may not always prevail.

Clamping and Removing

38. Few councils outside London clamp vehicles these days, although clamping was much more common
10 years ago. Approximately eight councils outside London remove vehicles.

39. The powers to clamp and remove vehicles parked in contravention of a TraYc Regulation Order are
draconian. The motorist, on his return, suVers immediate distress and inconvenience. Furthermore, the
penalty charge, release and, if appropriate, storage fees must be paid straight away, irrespective of any
ground for appeal which the appellant may wish to put forward. He is therefore immediately out of pocket
and may remain so for weeks or months until the appeal is determined either by the council itself or by the
adjudicator.

40. The Human Rights Act 1998 came into force subsequent to the Road TraYc Act 1991. Adjudicators
are of the view that the incorporation of the European Convention on Human Rights into the national
legislation places a greater duty on councils to have regard to proportionality. In particular, the decision to
remove a vehicle must be taken in the context of Article One of the First Protocol of the ECHR and requires
the exercise of judgment. It is for the Council to prove that the removal was proportionate and necessary.
They need to be able to justify in every case why the issue of a PCN alone would not have achieved the desired
objective (ie of a reasonable level of compliance with legitimate parking restrictions).

41. NPAS statistics over the past five years show that one council in particular removes vehicles for
approximately 12% of parking contraventions (compared with an average of 3% for the other council that
remove vehicles) which suggests that diVerent criteria may be being applied.

42. Adjudicators have drawn the need for judgment and proportionality to councils’ attention in two
annual reports and in various appeal decisions.

Car Parks

43. A significant proportion of PCNs issued by the outside London authorities are for contraventions of
car park regulations, and an equivalent proportion of appeals to NPAS adjudicators arise from car parks.
OV-street car parks contraventions were incorporated into the RTA by SI 1995/500.

44. Because there is little diVerence between car parks operated by the private sector and those operated
by councils the public tend to perceive car parks as more of a contractual relationship. The Secretary of
State, although he has powers to do so, has not made and Regulations specifying what signs should be used
in car parks. The Highway Code does not apply and the obvious relationship between on-street parking and
traYc management is not so apparent when a motorist uses a car park. Hence, there is an even greater need
for proportionality and responsive policies.

45. Given that so many car parks, especially those operated by the private sector, are controlled by means
of a ticket issued on the arrival of the vehicle with the driver paying on leaving the car park (“pay on foot”),
councils should be encouraged to consider how appropriate it now is to control car parks by means of
penalties. It would be unfortunate if the the necessary initial investment needed to introduce these schemes
was given a low priority, especially bearing in mind that these arrangements would eliminate considerable
numbers of representations and appeals.
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Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably?

46. The adjudicators readily agree that the majority of local authorities are carrying out parking control
reasonably and for the most part fairly. However many appellants have expressed concern about the
financial arrangements in the DPE scheme and some inevitably believe that councils and contracted PAs are
issuing PCNs for financial gain. The lack of public accountability is, however, a problem. For some reason
the councils themselves do not tend to publish and statistics or records relating to their parking enforcement
activities. In our 2003 Annual Report the adjudicators pointed out that full disclosure of the relevant
statistics and parking accounts would dispel any misapprehensions that exist. However, councils have been
slow to take those steps. Transparency and accountability are essential if public confidence in civil
enforcement is to be maintained. This will be particularly so if the proposals to release the surpluses on the
parking accounts for high achieving councils. Consideration might be given to allowing that privilege only
to councils that are high achievers in their parking services, measured against published standards.

Caroline Sheppard
Chief Adjudicator for England and Wales

30 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Chief Parking Adjudicator for London

1. The Parking Adjudicators for London decide appeals by motorists against Penalty Charge Notices
(PCN) issued by London local authorities (LA) for contraventions relating to:

— parking;

— bus lanes;

— certain moving traYc contraventions, eg yellow boxes, no right turn; and

— the London lorry ban.

2. There are 53 part time Parking Adjudicators. They are judicial oYce holders and are required to be
lawyers of five years standing.

3. They currently receive over 50,000 appeals a year, the vast majority of which are parking appeals. They
sit at the Parking and TraYc Appeals Service hearing centre at New Zealand House, Haymarket. They sit
to hear personal appeals from 8 am to 8 pm Monday to Thursday, 8 am to 5 pm Fridays and 9 am to 1pm
on Saturdays. Appellants are given a date and time for their hearing according to their preferences.

4. Appellants may choose to have their appeal decided on the papers only rather than at a personal
hearing.

The Process for Challenging a PCN

5. The Committee’s memorandum refers to the “appeals” process. The statutory process for contesting
liability is as follows:

— If the penalty is not paid in response to the issue of the PCN within 28 days, the LA issues a Notice
to Owner to the owner.

— The owner may make representations within 28 days to the LA in response contesting liability.

— The LA must serve notice on the owner stating whether they accept or reject the representations.

— If the LA rejects the representations, the owner may appeal within 28 days to the Parking
Adjudicator.

It is only the appeal to the Adjudicator that is properly termed an “appeal”. The process of making
representations to the LA is administrative.

6. The Adjudicators consider the process, which requires the parties to attempt resolution between
themselves before an appeal to the Adjudicator, to be appropriate. Without it, motorists would be obliged
to appeal straight to the Adjudicators. This would inevitably greatly increase the number of appeals.

7. In 2003–04 0.9% of parking PCNs reached the appeal stage. However, the appeal rate for LAs varied
considerably, from 2.1% for the highest to 0.2% for the lowest.

8. 29% of appeals were not contested by LAs. The highest rate per LA was 56%, the lowest 6%. The
Adjudicators do not know why cases are not contested by LAs, although they understand that in some cases
it is because the motorist has produced new evidence in connection with the appeal.

9. 59% of appeals were allowed. The highest rate per LA was 76%, the lowest 36%. These figures include
the cases not contested.
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10. The Adjudicators do not know why the figures vary, nor do they suggest that there is a “right” rate
for these figures. It may be, for example, that the figures are influenced by matters of policy relating to
enforcement. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that there are such variations and the bare statistics might well
merit further investigation with the aim of spreading best practice.

Recommendations in Parking Adjudicators’ Annual Reports

11. In their annual reports to the Association of London Transport and Environment Committee the
Adjudicators draw attention to matters of concern that have come to their attention and make
recommendations on good practice arising as a result. The low overall appeal rate would suggest that the
scale of any problems in the operation of the enforcement system is small; and, of course, the cases that go
to appeal are ones that are contentious and therefore more likely to be infected with a defect of some kind.
However, the real test of the robustness of the enforcement process lies not in those PCNs that are routine
but in those the motorist challenges. Every case where the LA does not follow the correct procedures or
wrongly applies the law has the potential for causing injustice to the motorist. Thus in raising issues the
Adjudicators are concerned more about quality rather than quantity, and their aim is to encourage
improved standards, to the benefit of both motorists and Local Authorities. It is also consistent with the
Government’s initiative on feedback (paragraph 12 below).

The following paragraphs draw attention to recommendations the Adjudicators have made in recent
reports and which remain pertinent. Passages from the reports are in italics.

12. That all Local Authorities should have in place arrangements for addressing feedback from the
Adjudicators and taking such action on it as may be appropriate (2003–04 Report)

The Government has put forward proposals for a comprehensive reform of tribunals and has instituted,
through the Department for Constitutional AVairs, the Tribunals for Users Programme. As part of this
programme, the Government attaches considerable importance to feedback loops from tribunals to
departments to promote improvements in departmental decision-making.

Local Authorities already receive feedback from the Adjudicators in a variety of ways: in decisions, by the
Chief Adjudicator drawing their attention to a particular issue, at user groups, in our annual report. We have,
however, no information about what arrangements, if any, Local Authorities have for considering and taking
action on this feedback. It is clearly desirable for Local Authorities to have such arrangements, which would
give eVect to the Government’s policy.

13. Local Authorities should revise their Notice to Owner to explain their discretion relating to extenuating
circumstances. (2001–02)

Authorities have the power as a matter of discretion to cancel a PCN at any stage. The Adjudicators said
that they had concerns that not all Local Authorities fully understand the nature of their discretion to waive
penalties in appropriate circumstances or that all of them approach the exercise of the discretion in an objective
and flexible manner.

The report also said that for authorities to be able properly to exercise their discretion, motorists must be
aware of the discretion. Unless they are, they are not in a position to make a fully informed decision whether
to pay the penalty or make representations. In our view, the Notice to Owner, as well as setting out the grounds
on which legal liability may be challenged, should also explain the discretion. We are not aware that at present
any Notices to Owner do so. Indeed, some appear positively to discourage representations on mitigation by
including something along the lines of: “excuses such as . . . will not be accepted”.

The issue of the exercise of discretion and of the motorists being informed of the position is the subject
of a recent Special Report—Parking Enforcement by local authorities by the Local Government
Ombudsman. This report endorses the Adjudicators’ views and commends LAs to “look critically at their
documentation, advice and procedures . . . to ensure that pleas of mitigation are not unreasonably deterred
and are given proper consideration.”

It is important to appreciate that when parking contraventions were a criminal oVence the magistrates’
court could take mitigation into account in deciding the appropriate penalty. In the decriminalised regime
the penalty is fixed and the Adjudicator has no power to waive or reduce it because of mitigation.26 Under
this regime the role of the LA in considering mitigation is an extremely important one in ensuring that
enforcement is, and is seen by motorists to be, applied fairly. Adjudicators see many appeals where the
grounds of the appeal in fact amount to no more than mitigation and the motorist feels aggrieved that their
plea of mitigation has not been properly considered.

26 So decided in R (Westminster) v The Parking Adjudicator [2003] RTR 1. However, in R (Walmsley) v PATAS (2005) the
court held, on similarly worded legislation but without Westminster being cited, that a congestion charging adjudicator could
allow an appeal for mitigation. This decision is subject to a pending appeal to the Court of Appeal.
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It should also be understood that cancellation as a matter of discretion is relevant where there has been
a contravention and therefore liability in law for the penalty. The question for the exercise of discretion is
whether the PCN should be cancelled even though there is legal liability for the penalty. By contrast, where
the motorist has put forward grounds establishing that there is no legal liability, cancellation is not a matter
of discretion, it is a matter of right. This important distinction does not seem to be understood in all LAs.
Adjudicators commonly see “discretion” used in correspondence in a context where cancellation would be
a matter of right; for example relating to exemptions such as loading.

14. Local Authorities should review the adequacy of the training their staV receive in considering and replying
to representations. (2001–02)

The standard of handling representations has been a continuing source of concern to the Adjudicators.
In their 2000–01 Report they said:

Adjudicators have continued to see large numbers of cases in which the handling of the response by
the Local Authority to representations has been less than satisfactory. Some Authorities deal with
this process better than others, and some achieve a high standard. However, there continues to be a
worrying number of cases where the response does not address the issues made in the representations
or does so inadequately or inaccurately.

We regret having to say that our current experience still leaves us with the impression that in a
significant number of cases the standard in the handling of representations remains well-below that
which the public are entitled to expect and to which Local Authorities should aspire—indeed, have a
duty to provide. Against this background, the question that concerns us is how many people give up
having had their representations rejected when in fact they have well-founded grounds for contesting
liability. It is obvious that the poor handling of representations can be highly prejudicial to the legal
entitlements of the public. It is incumbent on all Local Authorities to satisfy themselves that their
procedures and practices ensure that representations are properly considered and fairly and correctly
dealt with.

It is also crucial that the Notice of Rejection served on the motorist explains the reasons for rejection. In
their 2002–03 Report the Adjudicators said:

It is this notice that informs the motorist that the Local Authority does not accept his representations
and triggers his right to appeal to the Adjudicator. As the ‘Guidance on Decriminalised Parking
Enforcement Outside London’ says (paragraph 14.25),

“The notice of rejection should also contain the authority’s reasons for rejecting the
representation. This is not just a courtesy to the motorist. Experience in London suggests that it
also reduces the number of cases taken to adjudication by frustrated motorists.”

We endorse these comments, but would add that giving a specific response to the points raised in the
representations is more than just a courtesy, important though that is; it is also an element in fair dealing. For
if the motorist does not receive an explicit, reasoned response to his points, how is he to make an informed
judgement whether to appeal?

The Notice of Rejection should, of course, deal with both the legal grounds and mitigation.

In the Adjudicators view training is absolutely central to ensuring a proper standard of service. It is
perhaps surprising that there are no required standards of training either for parking attendants or for LAs
in house staV dealing with representations.

15. Local Authorities should have in place procedures, including taking appropriate advice, to ensure that their
enforcement processes are legally compliant. (2002–03)

In their report, the Adjudicators drew attention to a number of cases that seem to be evidence of a lack
of understanding of the Authorities legal obligations or insuYcient rigour in applying them. As I said in my
decision in Al’s Bar and Restaurant v Wandsworth (PATAS Case No 2020106430):

The Parking Adjudicators have had cause in their annual report on more than one occasion to
comment on procedural irregularities that have come to their attention in appeals. The motoring
public deserves nothing less than that the public authorities exercising penal powers understand the
importance of their complying with the conditions attached to their powers and are scrupulous about
having in place administrative processes that do so.

16. When replying to informal representations received within the 14-day discount period, all Local Authorities
should oVer a further 14 days from the reply for payment of the reduced penalty. (2001–02)

This is a practice that we know many LAs follow. In the Adjudicators’ view it is excellent practice and
we commend it. Indeed, we have seen PCNs which state that if the motorist queries liability within 14 days
the LA will re-oVer payment at the reduced rate if they reject these informal representations. This is a
commendable approach.
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17. Local Authorities consider as a matter of routine sending copies of the video stills with the Penalty Charge
Notice in camera enforcement cases, to encourage early resolution. (2001–02)

We know that some LAs do this and we commend it to all authorities. It encourages early resolution
because it presents this visual evidence to the motorist. Early resolution saves time and cost and is as much
in the interests of the LA as the motorist.

Indeed, photographic evidence in general is of great value to the Adjudicators. Many appeals turn on
factual disputes which photographs would help to resolve: for example, those common cases where the
motorist says that he found no PCN on the vehicle. The Adjudicators welcome the fact that some LAs are
supporting on street enforcement by providing their parking attendants with cameras to take photographs
as evidence of contraventions.

Other Matters

18. Controlled Parking Zones

This is a particular aspect of signing that continues to give us cause for concern.

In a CPZ the basic no waiting times are shown on signs at entrances to the zone. Single yellow lines in the
zone are then not required to have a yellow sign showing the times that apply to it provided they are the
same as on the entry signs.

Adjudicators frequently hear appeals from motorists who have parked on a single yellow line, often
outside what are generally perceived as the “normal” hours of enforcement (eg Monday to Friday 8.30 am
to 6.30 pm), but say they were unable to find a sign near the yellow line in order to establish if it was in fact
safe to do so. They often grasp the concept of the CPZ for the very first time only when the Adjudicator
explains it.

Of course, all motorists should be familiar with the regime from the Highway Code, although the
explanation is cursory. However, the CPZ regime is diYcult to operate even for those who understand it. It
requires them to see and read signs on the move, and retain that information until they park—even if at the
time they passed the sign they had no intention of parking in the zone. Zones are often large; and in London
a motorist may well pass in and out of a series of adjacent zones, all with diVering times of restriction. It is
easy to miss the signs. The entry signs may well be a considerable distance away. The practicality, therefore,
is that when a motorist decides to park on a single yellow line in a CPZ, it is diYcult for even the most
assiduous motorist to be confident whether it is lawful to park.

Adjudicators appreciate that CPZs were intended to reduce the “clutter” created by numerous signs. They
accept they may well be eVective in, eg a small town, where there is a single zone in the town centre, but in
applying them to a large conurbation like London there are diYculties that can lead to unfairness to
motorists.

Adjudicators can also see that CPZs might provide legitimate administrative advantages for LAs, and be
useful for identifying, eg particular zones for the purpose of permit parking, However, that is a diVerent
issue from that of where information about restrictions should be provided for motorists. The Adjudicators
take the view that the information should be provided at the location, not just some distance away on
entry signs.

The Adjudicators accordingly consider that the signing requirements for the CPZ regime should be
reviewed. It should in any event should be noted that the existing law does not prevent LAs from putting
up signs since it does not prohibit LAs from placing individual signs; it merely lifts the requirement to do so.

19. Innovative Payment Schemes

A few months ago the Adjudicators had a presentation of a system that allows motorists to make use of
all manner of parking arrangements using a payment card linked to an account using their mobile telephone.
We were told the system was operating in Putney. It seemed to us that the system appeared to have a great
deal to commend it, not least in improving motorists perception of the parking regime by providing them
with a convenient and flexible means of payment and reducing the likelihood of motorists finding themselves
in contravention. We understand that a number of LAs are considering schemes of this sort.

September 2005
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Witnesses: Ms Caroline Sheppard, Chief Parking Adjudicator for England and Wales; and
Mr Martin Wood, Chief Parking Adjudicator for London, PATAS, gave evidence.

Q278 Chairman: Good afternoon. I am very glad adjudicators that that is absolutely central to
getting the enforcement process dealt withto see you here. May I ask you firstly to identify

yourselves? correctly, and that relates both to parking
attendants and, equally importantly, to the in-Mr Wood: I am Martin Wood and I am the Chief

Parking Adjudicator for London. house staV who deal with the representations that
are received. I think those are the key issues fromMs Sheppard: I am Caroline Sheppard. I am the

Chief Parking Adjudicator for the National the adjudicators’ point of view.
Parking Adjudication Service. I cover England and
Wales, but not London. Q283 Chairman: That is very helpful. Do you think

that the Parking Adjudication Service could be
seen, or is seen, as truly independent when it isQ279 Chairman: Did either of you have anything

you wanted to say before we started? funded and governed by the same councils whose
decisions it is asked to review?Mr Wood: I wonder if it might be helpful just to

briefly state what the adjudicators’ perspective on Mr Wood: Certainly that is a question that some
appellants put to the adjudicators, but, as wethis is and what the big issues are.
always reassure appellants, we are judicial
appointments and we are appointed with theQ280 Chairman: Excellent idea.
consent of the Lord Chancellor. Whether they winMr Wood: I think everyone recognises that parking
or lose their appeal makes absolutely no diVerencecontrol is an important and valuable function and a
to us and we are entirely impartial and have novery necessary one. Reading yesterday in The Times
stake in the outcome and act quite independently.about the situation in Paris where perhaps things

are not enforced as they are here, one can
appreciate why it is important that we do have Q284 Chairman: So it would not be aVected by

your being funded by some other source?parking controls. I think one has to see this,
particularly when one gets to the enforcement Mr Wood: No, the fact that we are funded

eVectively by the local authority does not aVect ourstage, as not just about parking, but it is actually
about law enforcement and it is about the power independence at all.
of the state to impose a penalty on the citizen and,
therefore, it must be done right. Now, there is a Q285 Chairman: Do you think that the fact that
debate about the extent to which it is not done right the Association of London Government runs the
and, from our perspective and our position, we are London Parking Adjudication Service is an
not in a position to quantify that, but our concern appropriate level of independence?
really is about quality. The adjudicators do Mr Wood: Certainly there could well be an
continue to see some issues that do concern them argument in terms of the perception of
and I think there are two really key issues that need independence for the appeal service to be operated
to be highlighted. The first is that local authorities’ by somebody else, but certainly, as far as the
enforcement processes need to be legally compliant, actuality of independence is concerned, people can
they need to be carried out in the way that the law be assured that we are acting entirely
says they should be carried out and there are independently.
occasions when that is not the case.

Q286 Chairman: Can I ask you, Ms Sheppard, how
Q281 Chairman: Why? do you ensure consistency in the outcome of
Mr Wood: Well, why would be a question you appeals across the country and over a period of
would have to put to the local authorities, but, as time?
an example, we have an instance which has come Ms Sheppard: I think consistency is regarded as a
to our attention recently where a local authority problem, although I think there are two diVerent
has been issuing what is called the ‘charge views on what consistency actually is. For example,
certificate’ and that is a document which says, the councils perceive our decisions nationally as
“You have no further right to contest this penalty being inconsistent and they talk quite a lot about
which has now gone up by a further 50%”, and this this amongst themselves, but recently, prior to a
local authority has been issuing some of these conference I was having of all our adjudicators, I
documents at a time when an appeal has been got our Tribunal Manager to write to all the
pending before the adjudicators. councils and ask them to produce examples from

2005 of the decisions they regarded as inconsistent,
also of a helpful decision that they had lost and aQ282 Chairman: Wait a minute, let me get the order

right. They get the original charge, they then appeal helpful decision that they had won. Only 40% of
them availed themselves of the opportunity toagainst it and you are saying that a local authority

that you know of is issuing this prohibition, when, actually raise this more specifically with us and of
the ones that did come back to us, and a lot of themat what stage—before the appeal is heard?

Mr Wood: Before the appeal has been decided, were very helpful, in at least 60% of the examples
that were produced to us as being inconsistent, wewhereas it should not be issued until the appeal has

been decided, so that is an example. The other issue did not think they were because it was about the
diVerence of the burden of proof of the evidence.that I think needs to be highlighted is that training

has been mentioned and it seems to the The council had simply seen it, for example, as a
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ticket not being on display in a car and then, for Ms Sheppard: I think there are some examples and
certainly we hear accusations of it. It is veryexample, we might have heard oral evidence in one

case from the appellant which we accepted, whereas diYcult for us actually to make any true findings
about that.in perhaps another one there was much weaker

evidence, or possibly we did not believe the Mr Wood: It depends what one means by “over-
zealousness”. I think one has to distinguishappellant. Therefore, they would have diVerent

outcomes, although the councils were producing between cases. There is talk of bad tickets. Now,
to my mind, a bad ticket would be one which wasthese examples as ones that they regarded as
unlawfully issued. When one talks about over-inconsistent. There is certainly work to be done in
zealousness I think one may be talking in thetrying to explain to the councils how we reach our
context of, “I only over-stayed by three or fourdecisions and that is undoubtedly clear, but I think
minutes. Why did I have to get a ticket for that?”perhaps the perception of consistency is not as clear
One can take diVerent views about whether it isas the councils would think.
over-zealous or not to issue a ticket for over-
staying for such a short time, but it is not unlawful

Q287 Mrs Ellman: The Freight Association to issue one in that situation. I think one needs to
suggested that over-zealousness was a characteristic distinguish between lawfulness and matters of
in London only. Would you accept that? policy and zealousness, which are matters of policy.
Ms Sheppard: Well, one of the things I was going
to say at the beginning is obviously we have heard Q289 Mrs Ellman: There could be two adjoiningtalked about good and bad councils and some of boroughs, one operating decriminalised parkingthe councils outside London are, I think, and one not and that means the appeals processoutstanding in what they are doing and certainly in would be diVerent in those two instances. Do you
our annual reports we try to focus on diVerent think that presents a problem?
types of statistics. We look at how many cases they Ms Sheppard: I think it is a matter of enormous
win, what percentage of PCNs issued are appealed, concern. I think it is totally inappropriate in this
we also look at the percentage they do not contest, country that on one side of the road you are treated
and I can say without any hesitation in our recent as a criminal, you go through the courts and
annual report that is about to be published that obviously the sanction for not paying is
Harrogate, Sefton, Herefordshire and Winchester imprisonment, and yet if you do exactly the same
all have outstanding records across the board in thing on the other side of the road it is a civil
that and I think there are a lot of very good contravention. I think it is uncomfortable, but it is
councils outside London. Having said that, I think obviously a pragmatic approach that has been
there are also ones where certainly we hear about adopted by the Government. I am not sure they
over-zealousness. I think one of the problems with could do anything else about it at that stage.
over-zealousness again is that it is actually
misunderstood, if I may say, because I think in

Q290 Mrs Ellman: Would you want to see parkingmany ways the parking attendants are probably
matters decriminalised everywhere?just doing as they have been told to do and I feel
Ms Sheppard: Obviously you have been hearingquite strongly that a lot of this is not necessarily
about public information from previous witnesses.down to the individuals on the street in their
If there was a unified scheme now it would makeuniforms who are walking around issuing tickets. I
this whole issue of public information much easierthink a lot of them are acting on instructions. I
because in that way obviously the same process ofthink a lot of the problem arises thereafter when
enforcement would be applied across the country.people write in and explain what may have
Mr Wood: A major diVerence between the twohappened and I think that one of again the
systems is that in the decriminalised system youmisconceptions about the nature of the scheme is
have a fixed penalty which you do not have in thethat councils feel that the only question that they criminal system, the penalty is in the discretion ofhave to ask themselves is: was the parking the magistrate.attendant correct to issue the ticket? If the answer

to that is yes, then it stands, whereas of course there
Q291 Mrs Ellman: Do you think everything shouldmay well be other explanations. You have heard
be decriminalised?about loading and unloading already, and quite
Mr Wood: I think it is desirable to have a singleoften there may be no criticism whatsoever to a
scheme across the country. The move is certainlyparking attendant issuing a ticket to a car on a
towards decriminalisation.yellow line, but subsequently somebody might
Ms Sheppard: Having said that, the magistrateswrite in and say, “I was actually delivering a
have a terrific power that the adjudicators do not,washing machine to a second-floor flat”, which they
and that is that they can give an absolute or aare entitled to do, that is a lawful activity, it is a
conditional discharge. Their system is morelegal exemption, and the councils do not necessarily
responsive to this area of proportionality, which isperceive it as such.
what I think we have been talking about with over-
zealousness. Obviously Mr Wood has clarified it

Q288 Mrs Ellman: Does that mean then that you helpfully. For example, if somebody comes to us
do not accept the view that over-zealousness and says, “I was the only car in the car park. I was

parked slightly outside the bay because there wasapplies just to London?
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a tree and my dog was in the car and it was a sunny councils. If you could look on a website and see
when you were allowed to load or unload then itday. There are photographs that show that the car

park was virtually empty and yet because it had would be their responsibility.
two wheels over the bay it received a penalty
charge,” we do not have the power to mitigate the Q297 Mrs Ellman: Who should be responsible for
penalty in those circumstances if the council are making sure that is the case?
insisting on pursuing that penalty, but the Ms Sheppard: Each council must be responsible for
magistrates do have that power. their own council, but there needs to be general

advice about the process. The councils need to
explain their regulations and their policies andQ292 Mrs Ellman: Who should be responsible for
there has to be more general information about themotorists knowing more clearly the processes that
whole citizen’s right in terms of the process.are involved and what their rights of representation

are? Should the Adjudication Service be doing
more? Q298 Mrs Ellman: Should a longer time be allowed
Mr Wood: The point at which motorists need to for rebates on fines so that people can make
know what their rights are is the point at which this representations properly?
whole process starts and that is where they get a Mr Wood: Are you talking about the 14-day
penalty charge notice. There are legal requirements period?
for a penalty charge notice to state what the
motorist’s rights are. They could be stated more Q299 Mrs Ellman: Yes.
fully, particularly in drawing attention to the fact Mr Wood: There is clearly a case for having an
that at the end of the day the motorist will have a incentive to pay early and have the matter over and
right of appeal to an adjudicator and, similarly, to done with. One can debate the 14-day period, one
draw attention to the fact that the motorist can could say it could be 21 or 28 days, but at the end
make informal representations to the council at an of the day it is a little bit of an arbitrary period.
early stage. So certainly the rights need to be stated One does not want it to be too extended, one wants
more clearly. The appropriate place is on the to get the process moving. I would not have any
penalty charge notice which is what starts the whole strong views about the 14-day period.
process going. Ms Sheppard: It does cause a lot of problems

because in many cases, if people have not found the
penalty charge notice on their car, the first timeQ293 Mrs Ellman: How should that be achieved,
they hear about it is when they get a notice toby statutory guidance or some other means?
owner 28 days later or possibly, as in some cases,Ms Sheppard: At present the requirement to inform
five months later, saying that the penalty chargethe public is a bit like a board game, ie it is only
notice was issued. Regrettably, there are a fewwhen you are on the square before that you can see
councils who take the view that “We stuck it on thewhat is on the next square; it is a bit like Alice in
car and so it’s tough luck”. Many councils are moreWonderland. The penalty charge notice says that
reasonable about that and do say “Well, alright”you can write in informing or that you will get a
and re-oVer the discount. We have a lot of verynotice but it does not set out the statutory grounds.
disgruntled people because it is not a trivial amountNobody has a clue what they may or may not say.
of money. This is thought to be small beer andAt that stage people do write in and say what they
quick and easy justice, but to a lot of people £30want to be considered. People need to have a more
or £50 is a lot of money and I just do not think wegeneral understanding of the scheme. Loads and
should ignore that.loads of people do not know that Martin Wood
Mr Wood: Indeed £100.and I exist. They do not know that there are two

tribunals that are available if they disagree with
things. Q300 Mr Scott: What steps would you recommend

that local authorities take to use more discretion so
that it does not perhaps ever reach you?Q294 Chairman: So we should have a little publicity
Mr Wood: At the end of the day, of course, thecampaign about you both.
exercise of discretion is a matter of policy for theMs Sheppard: Not necessarily.
local authorities. The adjudicator’s job is to apply
the law. We do certainly encourage local

Q295 Chairman: Perhaps some talking heads! authorities to re-oVer the 14-day discount when
Ms Sheppard: It is not well known what the they receive early representations and if they reject
scheme is. those representations then to re-oVer the discount.

I think all but two local authorities in London do
that. I think the important point is for localQ296 Mrs Ellman: Who is responsible for that?

Ms Sheppard: Ultimately the Department for authorities to understand that they do have this
discretion to waive a penalty, but I am afraid, fromTransport has a role to play in this in terms of

public information. Some councils have websites what the adjudicators see, it is not always the case
that local authorities appreciate that. They confuseand some do not; some put their policies on the

websites and some do not. A copy of the TraYc discretion with the right to have a penalty
cancelled. For example, one sees letters from localRegulation Orders in terms of where you can load

and unload, for example, is not available in many authorities that say, “We are satisfied the
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contravention occurred so we are not going what you can and cannot do. There is a big
exception to that, which is the rather arcaneto exercise our discretion.” That entirely

misunderstands the nature of discretion because the controlled parking zone. I do not know if Members
are familiar with that. Essentially in a controlledwhole point is discretion only arises when you have

decided that a contravention occurred and you are parking zone there is no requirement for there to
be signs at the point of parking where you havethen deciding whether you should enforce the

penalty or not. entered the zone and the entry sign tells you what
the parking restrictions are. So you can enter a
zone, drive half a mile, decide to park and then youQ301 Chairman: Who is responsible for making
think, “Have I passed a sign? What on earth did itsure that local authorities know what they are
say?” In London you can go across several of thesedoing, which would be a start, and that the public
zones and when you decide to park you have nothave some idea what local authorities are doing,
a clue whether you can or cannot park. I think thewhich would move us on a bit?
controlled parking zone in particular does cause aMs Sheppard: I have been involved in this from day
lot of confusion.one. I think originally this was new stuV for

councils.
Q304 Mr Donaldson: Let us move on to the issue
of statutory guidance and codes of practice. WhichQ302 Chairman: So it is your fault!
recommendations of the parking adjudicators doMs Sheppard: I think originally they thought it was
you think should be picked up in the statutorylike the council tax. As you know, there are very
Guidance and which in the code of practice?few reasons why you can avoid liability for council
Ms Sheppard: I am not sure why we have got twotax. I think that is very much how they set about
diVerent documents to be honest. I am not at allit. As Mr Wood was saying earlier on, I think they
sure how this has developed, it may be a resourcethought that decriminalisation was delegalisation
issue. Statutory guidance is very, very valuableand they thought that this was an administrative
partly because it is the next best thing to legislation.act. So obviously they have had a lot of learning
If councils fail to comply with it the High Courtto do along the way. It is their job. Already the
will take account of it and so will the adjudicatorsissue of training and back-oYce staV has come into
and that is why it is very important that the mostthis. I am not convinced that in many councils very
important aspects of this scheme are contained inhigh priority is given to the operation of the
statutory guidance. The Guidance that was issuedparking departments. It is not the fault of the staV
in 1995 (DfT Circular to Local Authorities 1/95),themselves personally. I simply do not think they
which drew on the early experience of London, isget the appropriate training or support that they
a fantastically good document and it has a lot ofneed. I think in many ways they sort of use the fact
very practical guidance for councils, and indeed ifthat it is a legal process to say, “Oh well, this is
it is written in bold, it is guidance that they mustout-with the other areas of the council.” So you see,
follow. As I understand it the new guidance thatfor example, letters not being replied to for five
has been prepared has much higher level principlesmonths, whereas you know that it is a beacon
but it will be much harder to pin it down oncouncil in every other department and everything
councils and say that they have failed to complyis dealt with within ten working days. For some
with paragraph 5(2). We find in towing away casesreason or other these departments are left on their
the guidance that exists now is excellent. Forown and they are not supported to the extent that
example, the guidance says that if there are fourwould make it into the sort of service that the
wheels still on the ground when the person returnspublic is entitled to expect.
to his car then the procedure should be stopped andMr Wood: I think what is surprising is that there
they should be allowed to drive away. If they dois no requirement for parking attendants to have
not do that we allow the appeal on the grounds thatany training at all as a matter of law and they are
they have failed to comply with the guidance.carrying out law enforcement and, similarly, the
Unless these things are in the guidance at the endback-oYce staV. It seems to me that at the end of
of the day there will be more opportunities to playthe day it is for the Department for Transport to
fast and loose with them.introduce some requirement either through the

statutory guidance or whatever.
Q305 Mr Donaldson: Would you like to see penalty
charge notices go to the driver rather than theQ303 Mr Scott: Would you say that confusion can

sometimes be there for members of the public in vehicle owner? Do you think that would reduce the
number of appeals?that when they go 50 yards into another council

they have a completely diVerent set of rules for Mr Wood: The position generally speaking is that
it is the owner of the vehicle who is legally liableparking in the first place? Would you agree that

that causes a fair amount of confusion to the public for the penalty. The penalty charge notice needs to
go to that person.and that perhaps there should be some uniformity

about it? Ms Sheppard: Having said that, of course,
particularly in these cases where the penalty chargeMr Wood: The basic position is that where you

park there should be signs telling you what the notice was not found the half rate is oVered to the
driver, but it is not oVered to the owner who is therestrictions are at that point and provided the signs

are clear and adequate you should be able to tell person who is liable to pay. This is a complete
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conundrum that is in the scheme. A lot of the Q310 Mr Donaldson: Do you think the guidance
should include standards for the use of bailiVs toarguments are when people say, “I have received a

notice to owner. I am legally liable by statute for collect outstanding parking penalties? Do you feel
that the public is properly protected from the usethis penalty, but I was not oVered the privilege of

paying at the reduced rate.” of debt recovery agencies by local authorities in this
area? If not, what should be done about it?
Ms Sheppard: We see these things really after whatQ306 Mr Donaldson: Are you satisfied with the role
is called the statutory declaration, which is whenthat adjudicators have had in the design of the
the debt has been registered at the county court. Ifstatutory guidance?
the process has not been properly gone through,Mr Wood: Both Ms Sheppard and I are members
they have not received the appropriate notices, thenof the working group that is presently working on
the case can be referred to us. Obviously we do notthe statutory guidance, so we are heavily involved
deal too much from the adjudication end within it.
bailiVs. We do have cases where the bailiVs have
been involved. I think it very much depends on theQ307 Chairman: I find that a bit worrying in view
bailiV. It is the county court’s role to regulateof what Ms Sheppard has just said.
bailiVs. I am not aware that in this scheme there isMs Sheppard: It is early days.
any provision legally for councils to use any other
debt collection agencies. It is not provided for in

Q308 Chairman: Ms Sheppard was making it clear the Road TraYc Act. The only provision is debt
that she was concerned that it would move from registration at the county court followed by a
being a fairly straightforward and easily warrant issued to bailiVs. Therefore if they are
understandable document to being something using other debt recovery services presumably their
which was on a diVerent level and that was perhaps legal departments may have given them advice. I
not as clear. think basically the legal departments need to be
Mr Wood: I share her view that the current much more involved in this process. There is no
guidance is a very useful document and that the doubt about it, a lot of the diYculties that councils
new guidance should draw heavily on it. have got themselves into are because they have not
Chairman: Forgive me, Mr Wood, but that rather referred things to their lawyers. All the cases where
implies exactly the same thing that Ms Sheppard the lawyers have become involved have been
said because you have not said you were sure it incredibly helpful in terms of the parking
would be the same as the existing document, you department realising exactly what their duties are.
said you share her view it should be. The English I certainly would hope that again the guidance will
language is very good in conditional tenses. You recommend that the legal departments take a much
have to listen to what it says. more active and supervisory role over all these

activities and debt collecting must be crucial, but it
Q309 Mr Donaldson: Ms Sheppard, in your annual should be appropriately supervised at the right
report you recommended that the Local level.
Government Ombudsman be involved in the
drafting of the statutory guidance. Why do you feel

Q311 Mr Donaldson: Do you think thethis is important, and is it your understanding that
adjudicators should have a role and a power tothis has been implemented?
investigate the allegations of bad practice by bailiVsMs Sheppard: The Local Government Ombudsman
and debt recovery agencies in relation to parkingproduced a very helpful report about the accuracy
penalties?of forms and the approach to discretion. In terms
Ms Sheppard: I do not personally think theof how the thing is managed from the back oYce,
adjudicators should do it. I think we agree aboutit is quite clear that some of the Local Government
this, do we not?Ombudsman’s recommendations in other
Mr Wood: Yes.departments are not being applied and it is really
Ms Sheppard: One of the crucial things about ouralmost a message to the councils that these
independence is that we do not have any financialprocedures are as valuable as any others they do.
interest in this whatsoever and therefore I do notThere is this problem whereby a lot of people’s
think we should be involved where they are lookingcases fall between two stools in that because they
at the collection of penalties. The county court isrequire the exercise of discretion, or because their
perfectly able to do that, if they are willing to, andcomplaint is eVectively about how their case has
that is one of their functions because ultimately thebeen handled, they may not fit within our grounds
bailiVs are under the supervisory role of the countyof appeal and yet for a long time the Local
court judges who look at that and I think that thatGovernment Ombudsman said, “Hang on. There is
is a good place for it to be.a parking adjudicator. You cannot come to us

because you have got your own tribunal.”
Obviously we have been talking more to the Local Q312 Mr Goodwill: Where an appeal is successful

for technical reasons, maybe a bay has beenGovernment Ombudsman about trying to clarify
that. Nevertheless, the scheme does actually have a incorrectly marked at the side of the road, do you

communicate that fact back to the local authoritybig black hole between us and them which is why
I think it is important we all speak to each other and tell them that they are acting illegally in

levelling a fine?and try and clarify those issues.
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Mr Wood: The decision that is made will state the Q316 Chairman: It is an interesting point. Did any
adjudicator oVer compensation to somebody in thatreasons and so they would see those reasons. In
set of circumstances?appropriate cases as well I will reinforce that by
Ms Sheppard: If they had applied for costs we wouldwriting a letter to the parking manager. The actual
have done so, but because they all went in front ofadjudicator’s reason will state why the appeal has
diVerent adjudicators nobody picked up that therebeen allowed.
was a pattern. Certainly by case seven we would
have regarded it as wholly unreasonable for them to

Q313 Mr Goodwill: But the local authority could be contesting the appeal having lost six on the same
continue to issue fines on that particular parking point, and had that appellant asked for costs, I
bay if it chose so to do. cannot think of an adjudicator who would have
Mr Wood: If the adjudicator has found that the refused it.
signs are not adequate then that restriction is not
enforceable. If the adjudicator has decided that, Q317 Chairman: Since it is not a legal case, would
one would expect the local authority to accept that they know that they could ask for costs and
and put the signs right before continuing compensation?
enforcement. Ms Sheppard: We certainly inform them. Costs are
Ms Sheppard: We had a recent case with a council not normally awarded, it is only in very limited
where 15 diVerent adjudicators had all found the circumstances, but when they get their decision from
same bay to be inadequately signed and not only the adjudicator it sets out the provisions about costs;
did the council just carry on as before, for some we tell them their rights.
extraordinary reason they kept allowing them to Mr Wood: Costs can only be awarded if the
come to appeal. In none of the appeal summaries adjudicator finds that the council have acted wholly
did they say, “By the way, 14 adjudicators have unreasonably, vexaciously or frivolously.
already allowed appeals on this but nevertheless we
want to keep going,” and ultimately the whole Q318 Mr Goodwill: Do you think it would be useful
thing was refused. The adjudicator went to the site, in cases like this if at least the information about how
all 15 appellants turned up and as they were many people have been illegally fined could be in the
standing there a car pulled up—the case was all public domain so that people could think, “Wait a
about the pay and display machine in the car park minute, I was fined there three months ago. I must
being next to the bay on the street—and out got a now go to the council for a refund”?
motorist who did exactly what the other 15 had Ms Sheppard: This is how we ultimately discovered
done, ie they parked, they went to the machine and about this case, it appeared in the press and that is
all the appellants said, “Stop! You will get a ticket.” how we realised we had had 15 cases. They have very
Even then the council wrote in afterwards and said good computer systems. Parking industries supply
there had been a stunt, that one of the appellants them with excellent systems. They can easily draw
had organised for one of their friends to come and oV a report saying how many tickets they have issued
do that. So it is not always very reliable. road by road and contravention by contravention.
Mr Wood: One of our concerns is what mechanisms
local authorities have for dealing with feedback Q319 Chairman: What about the idea of a parking
from the adjudicators through their decisions and regulator overseeing local authority parking policy,
through their reports and through letters and so on. is it a good idea or a bad idea?
One of our recommendations in our report was that Mr Wood: I think one would have to ask exactly

what the regulator’s role would be within all of this.they must have proper feedback mechanisms for
I am not necessarily convinced that another bodyidentifying these sorts of issues and taking the
would be helpful1.appropriate actions but, as Ms Sheppard says, it

does not always happen.
Q320 Clive EVord: Do you have a view on incentive
schemes for parking enforcement oYcers, and do

Q314 Chairman: You do not think there was you have any evidence of any link between incentive
somebody with a particularly dark sense of humour schemes and the issuing of inappropriate penalty
in that council? charge notices?
Ms Sheppard: Possibly. On our recent research a lot Mr Wood: I have very strong views about incentive
of councillors came back and said they found that schemes and that is that there should not be any.
decision incredibly helpful and they have changed Anything that encourages people to issue tickets
things. We do not want to tar everybody with the other than on their absolute merits is to be
same brush. deprecated and potentially is very dangerous. I have

no specific evidence of any links between any such
schemes and—Q315 Mr Goodwill: Presumably those 14 appeals

were just the tip of the iceberg. A lot of people would
Q321 Clive EVord: Then why would you opposehave paid up anyway. Do you think that local
them?authorities have an obligation to issue apologies and

refunds to people who have been illegally fined? 1 Ms Sheppard: I was not given an opportunity to reply to this
Ms Sheppard: That is very diYcult because each case question—I would support the creation of a parking

regulator.turns on its own facts.
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Mr Wood: I would oppose them because of the Q323 Clive EVord: We just heard from Mr Bracey of
the Brewery Logistics Group that one company thatpotential. The fact that as a member of the public

you are aware that there are these incentive schemes set about challenging every single penalty charge
notice had 37% of them overturned and yet Mris certainly not going to improve confidence in the

impartiality of the enforcement process. Wood has just said he takes a blanket approach in
that if there is a breach of the parking regulations,Ms Sheppard: Obviously compliance plays a big part

in this. Inevitably if an area has not been enforced the fact that they are conducting their business is not
a mitigating circumstance. The two do not seem toand then it is enforced quite vigorously, people do

comply. A lot of people, having got their ticket, are sit together in my view.
Mr Wood: I do not know what he meant by that. Itwarned oV, and that is how it goes. In some areas

obviously the ability to issue the same number of may be that the council decided to allow them on
representation. The adjudicator’s role and onlytickets actually diminishes, particularly in smaller

areas outside London. We have got plenty of power is to apply the law. If there has been a breach
of the parking regulations we have no power to allowevidence of councils issuing less tickets year by year.

Obviously the incentives are problematic where it because of mitigating circumstances.
Ms Sheppard: I would like to clarify that pointthere is compliance. We have seen a case where

tickets have been issued at three in the morning out because I am sure what happened in the case that
was described to you is that they were lawfullyof the blue, although a parking contravention

probably occurred, but it is back to proportionality engaged in loading and unloading. With many of the
tickets they may have been loading where there is aagain and obviously it does have an eVect on that2.
loading ban and those would not have been
overturned because that is a breach of theQ322 Clive EVord: Is there any evidence that local

authorities at times do not apply enough discretion regulations. If they were on a part where there is not
a loading ban and they subsequently proved thatwhen dealing with businesses that need to park

where there are parking restrictions in order to carry they were loading and unloading then that would
not have been a parking contravention and the caseout their daily business?

Mr Wood: Adjudicators deal with each individual would have been upheld, and I am sure that is
probably the case.case on its particular facts. If there is a case where the

adjudicators consider there are compelling
mitigating circumstances which they consider Q324 Clive EVord: That is a very high proportion ofwarrants the cancellation of the ticket then they will penalty charge notices issued in error, is it not?refer it back to the council. I am not aware that Mr Wood: Not necessarily in error because theadjudicators would be referring back cases where parking attendant may not have the information tothere was eVectively a clear breach of the regulations show that loading and unloading was going on.and there was no particular justification. Merely
carrying out unloading for business purposes would
be unlikely to be regarded by many adjudicators as Q325 Clive EVord: How is the person driving the

vehicle meant to know? If the parking enforcementcompelling mitigation for eVectively breaching the
parking regulations. That is a matter of council oYcer does not know the regulations then who does?

Mr Wood: I am not saying he does not know thepolicy.
Ms Sheppard: There are streets in Manchester and regulations. He may not have known as a matter of

fact that loading and unloading was going on. Thethere is one in the City of London where, for
example, there is no loading at any time and driver may have been out of sight. It may only

emerge at the representation stage that the brewerytherefore I do not know how you get goods and
service supplies in and out. The other down side of is able to satisfy the local authorities that loading

and unloading was going on. It should not bethat is that the blue badge holders are not allowed to
park where there is a loading ban and so if they need assumed that every time a parking ticket is

overturned at the representation stage it wasto go into premises in a street where there is no
loading at any time it means that you cannot get wrongly issued.

Ms Sheppard: Certainly not, no.your disabled driver to avail themselves. Councils
must decide where to apply their own regulations, Chairman: You have been very helpful. You have

conjured up the most fascinating world. We shallbut they really should be reviewing all of this when
they take on decriminalisation and ensuring that the consider your evidence very carefully. Thank you

very much for coming.regulations are fit for purpose.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Parking Adjudication Service

Request for Supplementary Information

With reference to your letter asking for clarification of issues arising from my evidence to the select
committee, I have set out my response to each question below:
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How often have the adjudicators made cost and compensation awards to motorists against local authorities;
and what level of award has been made? Typically what have been the reasons for making an award?

We do not have precise figures, but we make between 25 and 30 orders of costs against local authorities
each year. We only have power to award costs where the adjudicator finds that either party has acted
frivolously, vexatiously, or acted wholly unreasonably in the conduct of the case. Surprisingly few appellants
ask for costs. The adjudicator can suggest indicate if he or she considers the case falls within one of the three
categories.

Typically costs are awarded where the council patently has not considered the original representations
and so the appellant has had to appeal, usually preferring to attend a hearing with the adjudicator. We have
had a few shocking cases where evidence has been fabricated, both by council oYcers and appellants. Costs
are awarded when these cases come to light.

Costs are also awarded where the council either submits no evidence, or decided not to contest a case at
the last minute, causing the motorist to come to hearing unnecessarily. Appellants can also apply for costs
where the council does not contest the case at an early stage and the allegation is that they were wholly
unreasonable to reject the initial representations. We suspect that many more cases would fall within this
category than come to our attention. For this reason we now ask councils to give a reason when they do not
contest an appeal. Our 2004 Annual Report gives an analysis of uncontested cases involving towed away
cars.

At Question 291 in the transcript you mentioned that the magistrates can give an absolute or conditional
discharge and have an ability consider mitigation and proportionality. Should the adjudicators have the same
powers? What would be the implications of this?

My short answer to this would be no, but we believe the best solution would be for adjudicators to have
powers similar to those which could be exercised on judicial review.

The essence of the scheme is that it that the penalty is fixed and that councils should be responsible and
accountable for all their parking operations, from the making of the appropriate regulations to enforcing
then and dealing with appeals against that enforcement. It must involve each council being responsive to
local conditions and consequently their policies must be formulated on that basis. In those circumstances
it is right and proper in principle that councils should make discretionary decisions based on their own
policies, and, again in principle, adjudicators should not need to interfere in those decisions.

However, there are many examples where councils are, for example, applying unpublished policies, or
applying policies inflexibly, which would be against the principles of public law and could be subject to
Judicial Review. The adjudicators consider that it is important that appellants have a remedy in these cases
but that it is disproportionate to a parking ticket dispute for them to have to go to the High Court.

Can you give an update on progress in developing an electronic database of council TraYc Regulation Orders?
How often are revisions made in order to keep the database up to date?

The electronic database of TraYc Regulation Orders is compiled at NPAS as is for internal use only at
the moment. Our new case management system has a link to the index of TROs for the council in the appeal.
Each participating council is requested to send in a complete set of their TROs which are then scanned and
indexed in the NPAS database for adjudicators to consult. Not all the councils comply with the request.
Some send in a selection of their TROs, but not all.

Therefore there is no question of NPAS keeping the database “up to date”—all we can do is catalogue
those that are sent to us. Therefore NPAS cannot be responsible for the accuracy or completeness of the
TROs library; it is simply a library of those TROs that are submitted by the councils.

The TROs themselves are baZing in their complexity, prolixity, outmoded language and number of
amendments. Astonishingly, there is no standard drafting format and each county, city, town and district
has reinvented the wheel. Despite the Secretary of State’s Guidance (LA Circular 1/95) requiring local
authorities to consolidate their TROs prior to taking on the DPE powers, in numerous cases they have not
done so. Some councils have consolidated their on-street orders but neglected their oV-street ones. There is
no evidence that the DfT requests a council to confirm that they have consolidated their TROs in accordance
with the Guidance before granting DPE powers.

We are considering making the library available on our website, however it would have to come with a
long list of disclaimers so that NPAS would not be held responsible for these problems.

The fact remains that in an era of e-government each council should be able to put all their TROs (and
other byelaws) on their own websites. We know of no council that has done this. This should be a further
matter to be contained in the Secretary of States’ Guidance as a mandatory requirement.

Although the existing Guidance requires all councils to check and consolidate their TROs before taking
on DPE powers, many simply did not do so.
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We have been told that the burden of evidence required by local authorities in enforcing parking regulations is
increasing, and the adjudicators are less likely to accept parking attendants’ statements without corroborating
evidence. Is this accurate, and if so, can you explain the reason behind this shift?

First, the onus is the council to show that there was a parking contravention and that the person they are
pursuing for payment of the penalty charge was the owner of the vehicle. We do not believe that councils
are being asked to produce ever more burdensome evidence bundles. They should have assembled all their
evidence, e.g correspondence, parking attendants’ notes, machinery faults logs, etc when the original
representations are submitted. All they need do when the appeal is lodged is to send a copy of their
existing file.

The adjudicator exercises a judicial function and must consider the quality of the evidence provided. Over
the years adjudicators have encouraged the use of photographs, and always appreciate a map where it is
material to the issue. The task is to make findings of fact based on the evidence in any particular case. There
is no requirement for corroboration of the parking attendant’s evidence but where the adjudicator is
required to consider two conflicting accounts the decision will necessarily be made at least in part on the
quality of the evidence presented. We believe that this has always been the case and that there has been
no “shift.”

23 January 2006

Memorandum submitted by Department for Transport

1. Parking is very much a local issue and the Department for Transport has made clear that parking
policies should be an integral part of a local authority’s transport strategy. Central Government sets the
framework within which local policies are developed and implemented and The Future of Transport White
Paper, published in July 2004, set out a long term strategy for a modern, eYcient and sustainable transport
system backed up by sustained high levels of investment over 15 years. EVective management of the road
network is a key part of this. The TraYc Management Act 2004 gives local authorities an explicit duty to
manage their network to reduce congestion and disruption and to appoint a traYc manager. The Act also
provides additional powers to do with parking, including increased scope to take over the enforcement of
driving and parking oVences from the police.

2. The second edition of the Department’s Full Guidance on Local Transport Plans, published in
December 2004, says that local authorities should have policies aimed at tackling congestion and changing
travel behaviour, which could include restricting and/or charging for car parking.

3. Detailed guidance on parking policy outside London was produced by the former Department of
Transport in 1995.27 The Government’s guidance for London was superseded in 2000 by the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy. The 1995 guidance makes clear that parking policies are an essential part of a local
authority’s overall traYc management policy. It advises local authorities to develop parking policies which
are consistent with and contribute to their overall transport policies having regard particularly to:

— The need to maintain and, where possible, improve the flow of traYc;

— The need to improve safety and environmental conditions;

— Improving the quality and accessibility of public transport, including discouraging car use where
road conditions and public transport facilities justify it;

— The needs of local residents, shops and business, including drivers making deliveries or
collecting goods;

— The particular needs of people with disabilities, bearing in mind that in some cases people with
disabilities are unable to use public transport and are entirely dependent on the use of a car;

— The need for coach parking, especially in areas where there is a high concentration of tourist
attractions and hotels, and for parking facilities for motorcyclists;

— The needs of pedal cyclists, especially where parking controls are being used to discourage cars use
and where an increase in cycling may result or is being actively encouraged.

4. Discussions about parking tend to concentrate on enforcement but all local authorities need to develop
a parking strategy for their area covering on- and oV-street parking provision that is linked to local
objectives and circumstances, and put it in place with TraYc Regulation Orders (TROs). This strategy needs
to take account of planning policies and transport powers and consider the appropriate number of total
spaces, the balance between short and long term spaces and the level of charges.

5. Local authorities have long been responsible for managing, directly or indirectly, all on-street and
some oV-street parking. Each year ODPM collects information on English local authority expenditure and
income. It is published in Local Government Financial Statistics and includes aggregated information
received from local authorities down to district council level on parking income and expenditure. The most
recent figures, for 2003–04, show that the total income in England from all parking activities was

27 Local Authority Circular 1/95—Guidance on Decriminalised Parking Enforcement Outside London.
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£1,094,464,000 and total expenditure was £655,339,000.28 The surplus across England from parking
activities was, therefore, £439,125,000. The surplus is not evenly distributed across the country. The most
significant surpluses are in areas where there is a limited supply of parking space, demand for parking is high
and the charges for resident’s parking permits, parking meters and car parks are also high, in line with the
policy to set parking charges at a level that will help to control demand for parking spaces and discourage
undesirable car journeys. The parking income, expenditure and surplus of the 15 authorities with the largest
surplus are set out in the chart at Annex 1. This shows that 9% of the surplus is generated in the City of
Westminster.

6. The parking income of a local authority comes from legal parking and, if the local authority has taken
on responsibility for the enforcement of parking restrictions, from illegal parking. Legal activities include
residents’ parking permits, pay and display schemes, parking meters and car parks. Illegal activities include
parking without a permit in a place reserved for residents or for disabled drivers, parking longer than
permitted in a place where parking is permitted, parking at a banned time where parking is permitted at
other times, and parking in a place where parking is not permitted.

7. The Road TraYc Act 1991 brought about a significant change in the way that on-street parking
regulations are enforced. Prior to 1991 this was done by police and traYc wardens and income from Fixed
Penalty Notices (FPNs) accrued to the Exchequer. But the police were increasingly unable to put in the
resources necessary and a number of forces indicated their support for another agency taking on
responsibility for parking enforcement. The consequences of the lack of enforcement, in terms of road safety
and congestion, were not acceptable so the 1991 Act made it mandatory for London boroughs and optional
for other local authorities to take on the civil enforcement of non-endorseable parking contraventions.
Annex 2 lists the 173 councils in England who have done this.

8. Under civil, also known as decriminalised, parking enforcement (Decriminalised Parking
Enforcement—DPE. Civil Parking Enforcement—CPE), parking attendants (PAs) employed directly or
indirectly by the local authority issue Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) to motorists who appear to have
broken parking regulations and the local authority retains the income from the PCNs to fund the
enforcement activities. Local authorities outside London may set penalty charges at any one of three levels
specified by the Secretary of State.29 In London the Mayor specifies the three penalty charge levels the
boroughs may use.30 Circular 1/95 makes clear in paragraphs 4.9 and 4.16 that local authorities should avoid
using parking charges as a means of raising additional revenues or as a means of local taxation and that
PCN charges should be set so that they achieve a high degree of compliance with parking controls. In areas
where limited parking space is available drivers will park illegally—and often dangerously—if the financial
deterrent is inadequate. It is likely that this will have serious consequences for traYc flow and road safety
in the area.

9. To encourage prompt payment of PCNs a 50% discount applies if they are paid within 14 days. The
charge rises by 50% on issue of a charge certificate 56 days after the PCN was originally issued, if it has not
been paid and no representations about it received. Information about the income from PCNs is not
collected centrally but it is shown separately in their parking accounts by some local authorities.

10. Home OYce statistics31 show that in 2003—the latest year for which figures are available—the police
and traYc wardens issued 1,043,000 Fixed Penalty Notices for obstruction, waiting and parking oVences
and local authority parking attendants issued 7,123,000 Penalty Charge Notices. 20% of the FPNs and 62%
of the PCNs were in London. In line with policy, there has been a decline over the years in the number of
FPNs and an increase in the number of PCNs as local authorities outside London have taken over
responsibility for parking enforcement from the police. We understand that a disproportionately large
proportion of PCNs and FPNs involve commercial vehicles, unregistered vehicles and, in some areas,
foreign registered vehicles. Many of the PCNs issued to vehicles in the latter two categories go unpaid.

11. Much oV-street parking is owned and managed by the private sector and the terms and conditions
under which they operate are governed by the Trade Descriptions Act 1988 and Part III of the Consumer
Protection Act 1987, rather than road traYc legislation. Many of the examples of excessive wheel clamping
practices have taken place in private sector car parks or on other private land.

12. Although research carried out soon after wheelclamping was introduced suggested that it was the
most eVective deterrent against illegal parking in central London,32 the enforcement climate has evolved
since then. The 1995 guidance said that wheelclamping had a part to play in dealing with motorists for whom
the PCN was an insuYcient deterrent but set out a number of places where its use would be inappropriate
because of the obstruction caused by an immobilised vehicle. Home OYce figures33 for on-street activity by

28 Includes income and expenditure from on- and oV-street parking, staYng costs, parking charges and residents parking
permits.

29 £40.00, £50.00 or £60.00—May 2001 amendment to Circular 1/95.
30 £60.00, £80.00 or £100.00.
31 Motoring OVences and Breath Test Statistics for England and Wales 2003 by Ransford Fiti, Dave Perry and Liza Murray

Table C.
32 The eVects of wheelclamping on Central London by R M Kimber TRL—1984.
33 Motoring OVences and Breath Tests ibid Table 22.
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or on behalf of local authorities showed that wheelclamping and vehicle removal are used more frequently
by local authorities in London than in other parts of England. Some local authorities, such as the London
Borough of Islington, have made clear their policy to use wheelclamping only in limited circumstances.

13. The civil enforcement of parking is, generally speaking, a record of success. Research by TRL for the
Department34 showed that it provided local authorities with greater control over enforcement activity,
which is a key aspect of any parking strategy. But we are conscious that there are ways in which the system
can be improved and the Department will shortly be consulting on draft Statutory Guidance on parking to
local authorities that will be produced, along with largely consolidating regulations on parking, made under
the provisions in Part 6 of the TraYc Management Act 2004. A number of other reports have been published
recently that consider parking issues.35 The general conclusion of all three is that the system works
reasonably well but requires some modifications. This inquiry by the Transport Select Committee is,
therefore, very timely.

14. We set out a number of questions when we started to draft the Statutory Guidance and Regulations.
These are set out in the discussion paper at Annex 3. We concluded that the key issues facing the civil
enforcement of parking include:

— how best to frame regulations and guidance to incentivise local authorities to develop a parking
regime that is based on the principles of fairness and reasonableness to the motorist AND to the
people who live and work in the area;

— that the process is legitimate and transparent;

— the need for the parking strategy to be an integral part of forward looking and sustainable
transport strategy and not led by financial objectives; and

— that LAs’ policies and their enforcement reflect professionalism and best practice.

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably?

How is performance evaluated?

15. There is considerable variation in how, and how eVectively, local authorities carry out their parking
activities. Some authorities use in-house parking enforcement teams whilst others use contractors. Some
authorities use the model contract drawn up by the British Parking Association, or a similar contract, whilst
others draw up their own.

16. There are currently no performance indicators drawn up by central government that look exclusively
at parking. A performance indicator would need to cover a package of factors including staV turnover,
training, and performance; parking contraventions; and PCNs issued, represented against, appealed against
and successfully appealed against. Following consultation the LTP guidance recommended optional
indicators for reporting and target setting might include total parking provision, the proportion of short
stay parking, the price diVerential between short and long stay parking and the percentage of planning
permissions exceeding parking standards.

17. Comprehensive Performance Assessment, which is carried out by the Audit Commission and looks
at the range of services carried out by local authorities, does not explicitly cover parking. The new
methodology, which will be implemented from December 2005, will look more closely at transport,
including traYc management and reducing congestion. Many of the authorities making a significant surplus
are categorised as “excellent” or “good”. It was reported recently that an emphasis on parking enforcement
was one of the factors that helped Brighton and Hove City Council become the transport local authority
of the year at the National Transport Awards. In 2004 Brighton and Hove increased their parking charges
significantly to ensure that these are consistently more expensive than the cost of a travel pass on the local
bus network and in 2003 they had the eleventh largest surplus parking income in England. The surplus
revenue is invested in public transport.

18. There are a number of organisations who are able to report or intervene if the performance of a local
authority falls below a reasonable standard. The accounts of all local authorities in England must be audited
by auditors appointed by the Audit Commission. Appointed auditors give an opinion on the accounts and
consider the corporate performance management and financial management of authorities in order to reach
a conclusion on whether they have proper arrangements to secure economy, eYciency and eVectiveness in
their use of resources. The Commission itself also has powers to carry out inspections of local authorities
and to conduct value for money studies across local government.

34 Special Parking Areas in London by S Gray, C Vance and M Pickett TRL Report 279—1997.
The Special Parking Area in the District of Winchester by C E Vance, M W Pickett and S M Gray TRL Report 333—1998.
The Special Parking Area in Oxford by C E Vance, M W Pickett and S M Gray TRL Report 405—1999.

35 A Review of Decriminalised Parking Enforcement for the British Parking Association by Richard Childs QPM BSc FSyl—
June 2005.
Local Authority Parking Enforcement—Defining Quality—Raising Standards by John W Raine, Eileen Dunstan and
Theresa Parry, University of Birmingham—July 2005.
Motoring towards 2050: Parking in Transport Policy by the RAC Foundation—December 2004.
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19. Cases of maladministration may and have been investigated by the Local Government
Ombudsman—some 300 complaints were made about parking in 2003. The Ombudsman made
recommendations in December 2004 about how local authorities might best carry out their practice and
procedures for CPE, exercise discretion, and the form of the Notice to Owner.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity?

Is Statutory Guidance needed to promote consistency?

20. It can be diYcult to identify what makes an authority good or bad. It can be the attitude of a single
individual or of the whole team. It can be driven by oYcials, politicians, or both. There are a number of
actions that an authority needs to get right if they are to raise the standard of their parking management.
They include:

— getting the right restrictions for road safety and traYc management objectives and of signing them
correctly so that drivers are clear about what they can and can’t do;

— getting away from enforcement driven by ticket numbers or maximising revenue; for example,
adopting the British Parking Association model contract which the Department for Transport
helped them to develop;

— training parking attendants properly;

— considering representations from aggrieved motorists carefully;

— balancing the discretion allowed to parking attendants on the street and the consideration of
mitigating circumstances by the local authority;

— better explaining the purpose and benefits of parking enforcement to local communities;

— improving the transparency of the enforcement regime.

21. The Department’s statutory guidance will set out the matters relating to their functions in connection
with the civil enforcement of parking contraventions to which local authorities must have regard. It will not
remove the need for parking restrictions and eVective enforcement but it will enshrine a common code of
practice for local authorities to follow, whilst respecting the need for local authorities to develop local
solutions to local problems. This will help them measure their own performance against that of other
comparable authorities and identify the areas where improvements could be made.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective?

How could it be improved?

22. An appeal is the final stage in the process by which incorrectly issued PCNs can be questioned. A
motorist may make an informal representation to the issuing authority after receiving a PCN. If this is not
accepted and the motorist continues to believe that the PCN has been incorrectly issued, he may make
formal representations to the issuing authority after receipt of the Notice to Owner (the NtO is issued if a
PCN is unpaid after 28 days). Only after a formal representation has been rejected may a motorist make an
appeal to the adjudicator. So it will only be the cases that are least clear cut that are dealt with by
adjudication. In 2003 no further action was taken by local authorities on 1.4 million (19%) of the 7.1 million
PCNs issued in England.36 No further action is taken on PCNs which are written oV because the motorist
cannot be traced, the parking attendant had made an error, or a successful representation has been made.
Annex 4 shows that in 2003 the majority of appeals against PCNs were in London.

23. Recent research for the National Parking Adjudication Service (NPAS)37 by Birmingham University
concludes that there is not much public awareness of, or understanding about NPAS; and that local
authorities and appellants lack understanding of the status of NPAS as an independent tribunal.

24. We believe that the appeals system is basically sound but will consider whether improvements can be
made during the development of regulations and statutory guidance to implement the parking provisions
in Part 6 of the TraYc Management Act 2004 (TMA 2004). For example, in order to allow parking
adjudicators to take account of extenuating circumstances, the Government has taken powers in section
80(3) of the TMA 2004 that will enable the Department to make regulations that provide another option
for an adjudicator where it is considered that an authority has failed to properly exercise discretion. The role
of the adjudicator in such circumstances, if he believes that a case has been made, would be to direct the
enforcing authority to reconsider their decision. Other improvements might include timescales within which
local authorities must respond to the adjudicator about cases that have gone to appeal and giving the
adjudicator power to require a person to attend the hearing of an appeal or produce documents for the
appeal.

36 Motoring OVences and Breath Test Statistics ibid Table 22.
37 User Perspectives on the National Parking Adjudication Service by John W Raine and Eileen Dunstan, Birmingham

University—April 2005.
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Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines?

Is there any evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking enforcement has
inappropriately influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

25. Enforcement is needed to ensure that drivers and riders comply with parking regulations. Inadequate
enforcement would return parking to the disorder that existed before the 1991 Act. The number of vehicles
on the road has increased from 24.5 million in 1991 to 32.6 million in 2004, which suggests that the disorder
would be more marked than it was in the 1980s. The question is how authorities are best incentivised to
enforce their regulations—by the prospect that their roads will be safer and less congested, or by the prospect
that their roads will be safer and less congested and, furthermore, that they will keep any revenue generated
by penalty charges. Recent research for the EC38 recommends that, following experience in the UK, Spain
and the Netherlands, local authorities who carry the burden of parking enforcement also get the revenue.

26. The Department does not believe that returning to the enforcement of parking contraventions by the
police service is feasible. If local authorities did not keep PCN revenue it would be necessary to devise a
system to submit it to the Exchequer. Such a system could be cumbersome and bureaucratic, as well as a
disincentive to eVective enforcement. It is likely that the local authorities would consider the withdrawal of
penalty charge income a “new burden” and ask central Government to increase the Revenue Support Grant
by an equivalent amount. Without compensatory funding from central Government, it is likely that the
reduction in income would mean that authorities would either have to raise council tax or cut the services
funded by penalty charges—all of which, currently, are transport or environmental improvements.

27. There may be some local authorities that are applying the letter of the law rather than the spirit but
the objective of fair and reasonable enforcement is unlikely to be delivered by forcing local authorities to
give up the penalty charge revenue. The Department believes that the way forward is to emphasise to local
authorities in the statutory guidance that their parking strategy and its enforcement must be driven by
transport rather than financial considerations.

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

28. The Government’s guidance on parking provision in new development (or the expansion and change
of use of existing development) is set out in PPG13 Transport, which is supplemented by specific guidance
in relation to parking provision in housing development in PPG3 Housing. The key thrust of this guidance
is for local authorities to use parking policies alongside other planning and transport measures to promote
sustainable transport choices and reduce reliance on the car for work and other journeys. To support this
objective, PPG13 states that local authorities should not normally require developers to provide more spaces
than the developer would wish. LAs should also encourage the shared use of parking, particularly in town
centres and, where appropriate, introduce on street parking controls in areas adjacent to major travel
generating development to minimise the potential displacement of parking where on site parking is limited.
PPG13 says that local authorities should set maximum levels of parking provision. Annex D of PPG13 sets
out national maxima for development above certain sizes, but planning bodies may adopt more rigorous
standards. PPG3 advises local authorities to set maximum car parking standards for residential
development and to revise their existing parking standards to allow for significantly lower levels of oV-street
parking provision in areas of good public transport accessibility and where eVective on-street parking
controls exist or can be secured, such as town centres. It also advises that local car parking standards that
result, on average, in development with more than 1.5 oV-street car parking spaces per dwelling are unlikely
to reflect the Government’s emphasis on securing sustainable residential environments.

29. A recently published good practice report by the Institution of Highways and Transportation, which
was supported by the Department, gives guidance to local authorities about developing parking strategies,
which includes advice on the levels of provision.39

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

30. Properly designed and enforced parking controls make an important contribution to the
Department’s objectives of reducing congestion, improving road safety and improving the environment.
They are needed so people can move around conveniently and safely in their cars, on the bus or on foot.
Parking controls have a contribution to make in improving the visual environment and environmental
pollution. They are also important for managing the use of kerb-space, for which there is increasing
competition in many towns and cities. Authorities need to manage kerb space so that essential commercial
traYc can deliver and collect goods to and from shops and businesses, access is maintained for visitors and
shoppers to support the local economy, bus stops are kept clear and there is parking for disabled badge
holders.

38 Parking Policies and the EVects on Economy and Mobility Report on COST Action 342—August 2005.
39 Parking Strategies and Management—IHT—August 2005.
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31. Concern may be expressed about the impact on the local economy when parking controls, or paying
for parking space, is introduced. A number of studies in the 1990s looked at the relationship between the
availability of parking space and the local economy. WS Atkins40 concluded that if relationships do exist
between the provision of public oV-street parking and a town centre retail economy, it cannot be proven by
way of straight forward parameters. They thought that a weak economy was likely to be due to wider
problems including those of a macro-economic nature.

32. Parking also needs to be managed in many residential areas in order to control commuter parking in
inappropriate areas and ensure that residents and their visitors have somewhere to park their own cars. The
management of on-street parking, with some controls and restrictions, is therefore unavoidable if our towns
and cities are to function properly, especially as pressure on parking spaces has grown over the years. In
1993 TRL looked at the future of residential parking.41 They said that the most striking conclusion to emerge
was that peoples’ determination to own cars seems to outweigh all other considerations, including the
diYculty of parking. Parking space did not seem to be an important consideration in the choice of a house,
and car ownership levels at the sites surveyed were unaVected by the amount of parking space. Even in the
worst areas for parking the indications were that people still intended to buy more cars. TRL noted that
residents’ parking permit schemes may help to maintain a balance between the needs of residents and other
car users but could be expensive to enforce and did not make more parking space available. They saw new
developments as most problematic, where parking provision was inadequate. Recent work by the RAC42

said that nearly five times as many people would move house rather than sell their car if they had no access
to residential parking outside their home.

What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

33. On average every car will be parked somewhere 23 hours out of 24.43 This means that there is a
substantial demand for parking space and suggests that what is done with parked vehicles has a significant
impact on traYc management. The 1995 guidance said that parking policies are an essential part of a local
authority’s overall traYc management policy. The increase in the number of vehicles on the road, the
increase in vehicle usage and the relative reduction in the amount of parking space available means that it
is still true.

34. The Department’s guidance to local authorities about their network management duty44 made clear
that this is one element of an authority’s transport activities and should complement other policies and
actions. As such, local traYc authorities should incorporate desired outcomes and policies under the
network management duty within their Local Transport Plan in order to achieve a coherent approach. The
guidance goes on to advise authorities to ensure that roadside controls preventing loading and parking,
banning particular traYc movements, and so on, continue to exist where there is a need for them.

35. Most of the work to examine the impacts of parking policy and illegal parking was done before the
civil enforcement of parking became widespread and parking controls were one of the few demand
management levers available. Work in 1994 at TRL45 considered the impact of doubling parking charges
and halving the number of parking spaces in five cities. Both had a significant eVect on car use in the central
area but halving the number of parking spaces had the most significant impact. However, the impact in the
central area was oVset by increased car use in the outer urban area. Work by MVA46 in Bristol concluded
that a do-maximum parking control strategy would reduce car trips to the central area by 77% and to the
central area outside the city centre by 23%.

How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

36. The first thing that an authority needs to do to achieve public understanding and acceptance of its
parking policies is to carry out full and open consultation on draft policies before bringing them into force.
They need to explain in this consultation why parking controls are necessary and what any surplus parking
revenue is or will be used for. They will then have to take account of the responses. Local authorities need
to know what is required by residents, businesses and visitors; introduce policies and regulations that
balance those needs; and then enforce them fairly and reasonably. The IHT report47 contains useful
guidance about consultation and communications.

40 The EVect of Parking Policies in England by Atkins Wootton JeVreys Stage 1 Final Report—May 1996.
41 The Future of Residential Parking by R J Balcombe and I O York. TRL Project Report 22—1993.
42 Motoring towards 2050: Parking in Transport Policy ibid.
43 Parking Policies and the EVects on Economy and Mobility Report ibid.
44 TraYc Management Act 2004: Network Management Duty Guidance by Department for Transport—November 2004.
45 Impact of Transport Policies in Five Cities by M Dasgupta, R Oldfield, K Sharman and V Webster. TRL Project Report

T1/27 unpublished.
46 Study of Parking and TraYc Demand Executive Summary by MVA—December 1996.
47 Parking Strategies and Management ibid.
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37. They need to make clear to the public what their parking and parking enforcement policies are by
publishing them, and make parking restrictions clear on-street. There are too many examples of signs that
are so incomprehensible or confusing that drivers find it diYcult to comply with them because they simply
do not understand the restrictions. As with many areas of activity, it is important that local authorities use
staV that are adequately trained to install signs and lines that comply with statutory requirements, but the
shortage of people with traYc management skills can make this diYcult.

38. The public need clear guidance about the steps they can take if they consider that the PCN or FPN
they have received is not merited. Local authorities and adjudicators need to respond quickly and fairly to
representations and appeals.

39. The attitude that drivers and riders have a right to park wherever and whenever they like, without
regard to the inconvenience and danger it causes to others, developed when finding a parking space was not
a problem and parking restrictions were not properly enforced. It is likely that it will be some years before
the vast majority of drivers and riders understand and accept the need for parking restrictions. The view of
the Department for Transport is that fair and reasonable enforcement of carefully thought through parking
restrictions is key to delivering this.

21 September 2005

Annex 1
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15 Local Authorities in England with largest surplus (2003/04)
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Annex 2

APPROVED LOCAL AUTHORITIES

DPE
commence

Local Authority County/Area date

Winchester City Council Hampshire County Council 01 May 1996
Oxford City Council Oxfordshire County Council 01 Feb 1997
High Wycombe (Town Centre) Buckinghamshire County Council 03 Mar 1997
Maidstone Borough Council Kent County Council 01 Sep 1997
Watford Borough Council Hertfordshire County Council 01 Oct 1997
Luton Borough Council Luton Borough Council (UA) 01 Jan 1999
Manchester City Council Greater Manchester 01 Apr 1999
Portsmouth City Council Portsmouth City Council (UA) 01 Apr 1999
Hastings Borough Council East Sussex County Council 01 May 1999
Gravesham District Council Kent County Council 01 Jan 2000
Sevenoaks District Council Kent County Council 01 Jan 2000
Swale Borough Council Kent County Council 01 Jan 2000
Thanet District Council Kent County Council 01 Jan 2000
Tunbridge Well Borough Council Kent County Council 01 Jan 2000
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DPE
commence

Local Authority County/Area date

Medway Council Medway Council (UA) 01 Jan 2000
Canterbury City Council Kent County Council 10 Jan 2000
Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council Merseyside 01 Feb 2000
Bristol City Council Bristol City Council (UA) 01 Apr 2000
Shepway District Council Kent County Council 01 Apr 2000
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council West Midlands 01 Apr 2000
Bolton Metropolitan Borough Council Greater Manchester 01 Sep 2000
Tonbridge and Mailing Borough Council Kent County Council 01 Sep 2000
York City Council York City Council (UA) 01 Oct 2000
Ashford Borough Council Kent County Council 02 Oct 2000
Reading Borough Council Reading Borough Council (UA) 30 Oct 2000
Bedford and Kempston Borough Council Bedfordshire County Council 13 Nov 2000
TraVord Metropolitan Borough Council Greater Manchester 15 Jan 2001
Dover District Council Kent County Council 23 Jan 2001
Taunton Deane Borough Council Somerset County Council 26 Feb 2001
Plymouth City Council Plymouth City Council (UA) 01 Apr 2001
Salisbury District Council Wiltshire County Council 01 Apr 2001
City of Salford Council Greater Manchester 02 Apr 2001
Northampton Borough Council Northamptonshire County Council 01 Jul 2001
Brighton and Hove Council Brighton and Hove Council (UA) 02 Jul 2001
Three Rivers District Council Hertfordshire County Council 02 Jul 2001
Dartford Borough Council Kent County Council 03 Jul 2001
Bournemouth Borough Council Bournemouth Borough Council (UA) 03 Sep 2001
Barrow Borough Council Cumbria County Council 03 Sep 2001
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council Southend-on-Sea Borough Council (UA) 03 Sep 2001
Birmingham City Council West Midlands 03 Sep 2001
Oldham Metropolitan Borough Council Greater Manchester 01 Oct 2001
Stoke on Trent Council Stoke-on-Trent Council (UA) 01 Oct 2001
Herefordshire Council Herefordshire Council (UA) 05 Nov 2001
Carlisle City Council Cumbria County Council 26 Nov 2001
Norwich City Council Norfolk County Council 04 Feb 2002
Southampton City Council Southampton City Council (UA) 25 Feb 2002
South Lakeland District Council Cumbria County Council 04 Mar 2002
Milton Keynes Council Milton Keynes Council (UA) 25 Mar 2002
Poole Borough Council Poole Borough Council (UA) 01 Apr 2002
Borough of Rushmoor Council Hampshire County Council 05 Jun 2002
Hart District Council Hampshire County Council 05 Jun 2002
East Dorset Council Dorset County Council 01 Jul 2002
North Dorset Council Dorset County Council 01 Jul 2002
Purbeck Council Dorset County Council 01 Jul 2002
West Dorset Council Dorset County Council 01 Jul 2002
Liverpool City Council Merseyside 01 Jul 2002
Harrogate Borough Council Harrogate Borough Council 15 Jul 2002
Brentwood Borough Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2002
Chelmsford Borough Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2002
Colchester Borough Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2002
Epping Forest District Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2002
Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council Hampshire County Council 01 Oct 2002
Nottingham City Council Nottingham City Council (UA) 01 Oct 2002
Bury Metropolitan Borough Council Greater Manchester 14 Oct 2002
Weymouth & Portland Borough Council Dorset County Council 25 Nov 2002
Eden District Council Cumbria County Council 20 Jan 2003
City of Sunderland Council Sunderland City Council 03 Feb 2003
Worcester City Council Worcestershire County Council 03 Feb 2003
Bath and North East Somerset Council Bath & N East Somerset Council (UA) 17 Feb 2003
Christchurch Borough Council Dorset County Council 03 Mar 2003
Basildon District Council Essex County Council 01 Apr 2003
Maldon District Council Essex County Council 01 Apr 2003
Slough Borough Council Slough Borough Council (UA) 21 Apr 2003
Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council (UA) 02 Jun 2003
Aylesbury Vale District Council Buckinghamshire County Council 30 Jun 2003
Middlesbrough Borough Council Middlesborough Borough Council (UA) 01 Sep 2003
Swindon Borough Council Swindon Borough Council (UA) 01 Sep 2003
Peterborough City Council Peterborough City Council (UA) 22 Sep 2003
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DPE
commence

Local Authority County/Area date

Copeland Borough Council Cumbria County Council 29 Sep 2003
Dacorum District Council Hertfordshire County Council 06 Oct 2003
Allerdale District Council Cumbria County Council 13 Oct 2003
Test Valley Borough Council Hampshire County Council 20 Oct 2003
Harlow District Council Essex County Council 01 Nov 2003
Blackpool Borough Council Blackpool Borough Council (UA) 10 Nov 2003
Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council Merseyside 17 Nov 2003
Mid Bedfordshire District Council Bedfordshire County Council 02 Feb 2004
South Bedfordshire District Council Bedfordshire County Council 02 Feb 2004
Mole Valley District Council Surrey County Council 26 Apr 2004
Guildford District Council Surrey County Council 01 Jun 2004
Reigate and Banstead Borough Council Surrey County Council 01 Jun 2004
Rochdale Metro Borough Council Greater Manchester 04 Jul 2004
Wigan Metro Borough Council Greater Manchester 12 Jul 2004
Burnley Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Chorley Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Fylde Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Hyndburn Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Lancaster Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Pendle Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Preston Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Ribble Valley Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Rossendale Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
South Ribble Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
West Lancashire Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Wyre Council Lancashire County Council 05 Sep 2004
Lewes District Council East Sussex County Council 20 Sep 2004
Blackburn and Darwen Council Blackburn and Darwen Council (UA) 01 Oct 2004
Braintree District Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2004
Castle Point Borough Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2004
Rochford District Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2004
Tendring District Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2004
Uttlesford District Council Essex County Council 01 Oct 2004
Eastleigh Borough Council Hampshire County Council 01 Oct 2004
St Albans City and District Council Hertfordshire County Council 01 Oct 2004
Stratford on Avon DC Warwickshire County Council 04 Oct 2004
Wychavon District Council Worcestershire County Council 11 Oct 2004
Cambridge City Council Cambridgeshire County Council 25 Oct 2004
Runnymede Borough Council Surrey County Council 08 Nov 2004
East Hertfordshire Hertfordshire County Council 17 Jan 2005
North Hertfordshire DC Hertfordshire County Council 17 Jan 2005
Leeds City Council West Yorkshire 01 Mar 2005
Thurrock Borough Council Thurrock Borough Council (UA) 01 Apr 2005
Stockport Metro Borough Council Greater Manchester 01 Apr 2005
Havant BC Hampshire County Council 01 Apr 2005
SheYeld City Council SheYeld City Council 01 Apr 2005
Coventry City Council Coventry City Council 04 Apr 2005
Epsom and Ewell Borough Council Surrey County Council 04 Apr 2005
Spelthorne Borough Council Surrey County Council 04 Apr 2005
Torbay BC Torbay Borough Council (UA) 04 Apr 2005
Broxbourne Borough Council Hertfordshire County Council 09 Apr 2005
Welwyn Hatfield District Council Hertfordshire County Council 01 Jun 2005
Stevenage Borough Council Hertfordshire County Council 01 Jun 2005
Hartlepool BC Hartlepool BC (UA) 04 Jul 2005
Doncaster Metro Borough Council South Yorkshire 04 Jul 2005
Rotherham MBC South Yorkshire 04 Jul 2005
Barnsley MBC South Yorkshire 04 Jul 2005
Woking Borough Council Surrey County Council 25 Jul 2005
Chiltern DC Buckinghamshire CC 01 Sep 2005
Stockton on Tees BC (UA) NE 05 Sep 2005
Ipswich BC SuVolk CC 01 Oct 2005
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Annex 3

PART 6 OF THE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT ACT 2004

REGULATIONS AND STATUTORY GUIDANCE ON PARKING

1. Regulations are required to enact part 6 of the TraYc Management Act 2004 (TMA 2004) which deals
with the civil enforcement of parking, bus lane, the London lorry ban and certain moving traYc
contraventions. The Act provides for regulations to be made in particular for the terms and conditions of
penalty charges, the fixing of immobilisation devices and the keeping of accounts for the matters covered in
part 6. The regulations will consolidate and replace all earlier provisions in existing regulations and primary
legislation, for example, the Road TraYc Act 1991. Section 87 of the TMA 2004 gives the Secretary of State
the power to publish guidance to local authorities setting out the matters to which they must have regard
when enforcing parking, bus lanes, London lorry ban and moving traYc contraventions.

2. We plan to produce the regulations and statutory guidance for parking matters first and follow up with
contraventions of bus lanes, moving traYc contraventions, and the London lorry ban when experience from
London is or will be available on most of these matters. We currently intend to conduct formal consultation
on the draft regulations and statutory guidance for parking in autumn 2005. This paper sets out the
background and poses questions about some of the issues we would like to discuss at the workshop on
Monday 27 June 2005.

Regulations and Statutory Guidance—which does what?

3. The Regulations and the Guidance may often cover the same issues. The Regulations will set out what
must be done in connection with the imposition of penalty charges in respect of parking contraventions in
TMA 2004, Part 11 of the Road TraYc Act (RTA) 1991 and the Road TraYc Regulations Act (RTRA)
1984. In exercise of their civil enforcement of parking contraventions, a local authority must have regard to
the Guidance. The Guidance may cover more general advice to local authorities about the context in which
they enforce parking contraventions, such as the way that functions are carried out, and advice on
procedures and best practice. This will be advisory.

4. The Guidance will supersede and consolidate Local Authority circular 1/95 “Guidance on
Decriminalised Parking Enforcement outside London”48 and GoL’s “TraYc Management and Parking
Guidance for London”49 (February 1998). Some of the guidance given in these documents is still relevant
and valuable and will be repeated in the new Guidance. Chapter 17 is an example of this. Other matters are
now out of date or incorrect.

Which sections of circular 1/95 and “TraYc Management and Parking Guidance in London” should be
repeated in the new Statutory Guidance?

Which sections need updating?

Which sections are no longer required?

Are there other sources of guidance, such as ALG TEC CoP on parking enforcement, that should be
incorporated in the Central Government guidance?

What parts of existing regulations are no longer required?

Parking Strategy—Setting and Achieving Objectives and Targets

5. A number of criticisms have been made recently about the way in which some local authorities are
implementing decriminalised parking enforcement (DPE). They include accusations that local authorities
and their contractors are only interested in the number of tickets issued and raising revenue; parking
attendants are over-zealous; parking regulations are unclear; signs are confusing; and parking provision in
inadequate. Some of the criticisms are unfair but others may be merited and it is clear that some local
authorities and their parking contractors are putting too much emphasis on revenue generation and too little
emphasis on delivering their transport objectives. We believe that a local authority’s parking strategy should
be firmly rooted in and based on its transport strategy, and that the transport strategy needs to be a coherent
component of the authority’s overall strategy to improve social, economic and environmental conditions in
the area. Parking strategies need to be monitored regularly and reviewed every few years—perhaps as part
of the LTP review—to see whether they are achieving their aims and objectives and that those aims and
objectives are still relevant. The Guidance will need to remind local authorities that statute and case law
(notably Cran v LB Camden 1997) make it clear that it would be unlawful to base enforcement policy on the
objective of raising revenue. This needs to be emphasised in any contract with the private sector to provide
parking services.

48 http://www.dft.gov.uk/roads/circular195.
49 hrrp://www.gos.gov.uk/gol/docs/204399/tmpg.pdf.
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6. Section 122 of the Road TraYc Regulations Act 1984 (RTRA 1984) puts a duty on LAs to secure the
expeditious, convenient and safe movement of vehicular and other traYc (Including pedestrians) and the
provision of suitable and adequate parking facilities on and oV the highway. TMA 2004 gives LAs a duty
to manage their road network with a view to achieving, so far as reasonably practicable in the light of other
responsibilities and duties, the expeditious movement of traYc on their and other authorities’ road
networks. The aims and objectives of the parking strategy need to reflect the statutory duties as well as the
aims and objectives in the transport and other strategies for the area. The aims and objectives and the
measurement of progress against them need to be outcome rather than output based, leading to
improvements in road safety, reductions in congestion and the optimum use of kerbspace.

7. There are other factors in the delivery of a good parking strategy that are less easy to monitor. For
instance, it needs to be taken forward in a businesslike but reasonable fashion, to be understood by the
members of the public that it aVects, and for as few operational mistakes as possible to be made. No
authority will get a good press if they issue PCNs for blue badges displayed the wrong way up, or line
restrictions obscured by snow. And yet these practices seem to be taking place. A number of factors play
an important part in taking forward parking policies in this businesslike and reasonable fashion—such as
consulting with and educating the public, and recruiting, training and retaining parking attendants (PAs)
and oYce staV who understand what they are doing and do it well.

How much does the guidance need to say about parking strategies generally?

How much does it need to say about parking enforcement as an aid to traYc management policies?

How can the guidance steer authorities to focus their enforcement strategies appropriately?

Monitoring and Evaluation

8. LAs must record in their annual report the income, expenditure and total surplus or deficit of their on-
street parking account (paragraph 11.23 of Circular 1/95) and are asked to give Home OYce information
about parking oVences (paragraph 11.26 of Circular 1/95). This information will help them monitor their
performance against strategy and targets, and evaluate if and where improvements can be made. The data
for the Home OYce includes the number of penalty charge notices (PCNs) issued, paid within the discount
period, paid after the discount period (before service of charge certificate), paid after the discount period
(after service of charge certificate); and about which the authority receives representations. They should
record how many representations are allowed or go to the Parking Adjudicator. They should also log the
number of charge certificates issued; the number of cases where no further action is taken; the number of
vehicles wheelclamped; and the number of vehicles removed. This information could also be used as the basis
of the system to monitor the performance of staV. It might be appropriate for LAs to make the information
for the authority as a whole available locally, perhaps on their website.

How far should the collection and publication of statistics be required or recommended of authorities
operating DPE?

Are these the key figures that authorities should keep?

Are they all required?

Should others be included?

Should some be mandatory?

Should it be a requirement to put the figures sent to HO (p 83 1/95) on the authority’s website?

Should others figures be put by authorities on their website?

Should Central Government oVer guidance on the format, so that figures for diVerent authorities can be
compared?

Is additional guidance from DfT needed about the financial returns?

What would be the implications for authorities of requiring/ recommending such collection/publication
of information?

TraYc Regulation, Parking Place Orders and Signing

9. Local authorities need to keep their parking policies and the traYc regulations and parking place
orders that support them under review. Circumstances change over time with land use and traYc patterns
and nay such review should include whether traYc signs are still appropriate, conform to the current TraYc
Signs Regulations and correctly reflect the provisions of the orders. More regular reviews of the physical
condition of traYc signs should be carried out to ensure they remain legible and visible in all seasons.

10. As authorities try to maximise the use of kerbspace against a rising demand, parking restrictions can
become more complicated. The most eVective parking regulations are those that are easily explained and
understood. Clear, comprehensible and well-maintained signs are necessary for the majority of the public
to understand and comply with the regulations. The TraYc Signs Regulations 2002 provide for the use of
signs indicating that diVerent classes of users (permit holders and pay and display, or permit holders and
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time-limited parking) may use parking places at the same time or at diVerent times. Signs for other
combinations require special authorisation from the Department, and authorities need to ensure that they
can provide copies of the relevant special authorisation in adjudication cases. There are occasions when
restrictions are so complex that members of the public are genuinely unclear about what a traYc sign means.
While there may be less chance of this happening if the sign is one from the TraYc Signs Regulations, all
non-standard signs should be approved by DfT. But it may not be the sign itself, but the way it is used, that
causes the confusion, especially when diVerent conditions apply to diVerent parking places in close
proximity. Local authorities need to ensure that signs used are suYciently conspicuous, match what is in the
TRO and that their meaning is obvious to their PAs and the general public.

What eVect do you think the delay in updating Chapter 3 of the TraYc Signs Manual is having on eVective
signing of parking regulations?

Is there a need for more advice about the frequency of reviews of the appropriateness of signs and their
condition?

Discretion

11. Another criticism levelled at some parking policies is that they are enforced too rigidly and that
discretion is seldom used. What is often sought by the public is a reasonable approach to the enforcement
of parking regulations where relatively minor infringements (such as part of the vehicle projecting inches
beyond the road markings or vehicles being in place minutes beyond time restrictions) merit a warning rather
than a PCN.

12. The main advantage of limiting discretion is that the regulations are very clear and are applied with
absolute impartiality to all drivers. If discretion of, say 5 minutes, were permitted after an hour of parking
drivers might still seek a further five minutes grace to the 65 minutes. But the enforcement of regulations to
the letter, in all circumstances, may undermine public acceptance of the need for enforcement and
potentially for parking regulations themselves.

13. We do not believe that it should be at the discretion of the individual Parking Attendant (PA) to
decide whether or not to issue a PCN without clear guidance from the LA about the options they can exercise
and when. This is because it make PAs more vulnerable than they are at present to accusations of making
mistakes or acting in an inappropriate fashion. But we do believe that a local authority should set a
framework for the use of discretion and, where appropriate, make available, for instance of its website, a
document that sets out its parking guidance and the discretions it permits its PAs to exercise.

How should local authorities use discretion when enforcing parking regulations?

Should the discretion be exercised by the authority itself, by the PAs, or by both?

Should there be national guidelines on discretion?

If so, what might they be?

Proportionality

14. Another concern that is frequently raised is that the system of PCNs does not enable authorities to
diVerentiate between the degree of seriousness involved in a parking contravention. The PCN for, say,
overstaying in a permitted parking bay is the same as the PCN for parking on a double yellow line although
the latter is likely to be more dangerous than the former. The argument in favour of the current system is
that it is simple and straightforward, and therefore easily understood—which should reduce the
opportunities for mistakes. But it may be sending the wrong message to motorists about respecting areas
where parking is strictly prohibited.

Should authorities have the power to use diVerent levels of PCN for diVerent types of parking
contraventions?

What should be the distinctions?

Should these levels be set out in regulations or in guidance?

Should there be a national consistency in the types of contraventions subject to diVerent PCN levels?

Clamping

15. The Regulations will take forward the provisions in Section 79 of the TMA 2004 about wheel
clamping.

To what extent is there a need for Guidance to support these Regulations?

Are national procedures needed?

Does the Guidance need to explain the powers of the Security Industry Authority as they apply to oV-
street clamping?
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Cameras and CCTV

16. It is becoming increasingly common for photographic evidence to be used by authorities—and also
by motorists—to support their case to the parking adjudicator. This is welcome, because it helps to reduce
circumstances where it is the word of the PA against that of the motorist. There is, however, a danger that
it may make cases seem less robust where there is no photographic evidence. There may also be opportunities
to tamper with photographic evidence so that it does not give a fair and accurate record of circumstances
at the time the PCN was issued. If photographic evidence is used more frequently, there may be benefits if
specifications are agreed for equipment used by authorities, or the criteria that equipment needs to meet.

Should the guidance encourage the use of photographic evidence by authorities?

Should guidance be given on its use?

What guidance would be helpful?

If authorities use photographic evidence more frequently, how might motorists improve the credibility of
their evidence?

17. CCTV is used increasingly to monitor evasion of traYc regulations. Its use is more significant for
moving traYc oVences than for parking oVences but it may be valuable where there is a recurrent problem.
But as with cameras, there seems to be little in the way of standards for equipment. In London, there is a
proposal for the local authorities to agree the equipment that meets the Secretary of State’s requirements.

In what circumstances would CCTV be appropriate for parking enforcement?

Is any guidance currently available about CCTV equipment?

What is needed?

Does the London initiative need to be replicated for the rest of England?

Or can London’s recommendations be used throughout England?

Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs)

18. If a PCN is paid within 14 days, the motorist receives a 50% discount. But there have been some
complaints that 2 weeks is not long enough, especially if the motorist fails to receive the PCN and is not
aware that a payment is due until receiving the Notice to Owner (NtO). But extending the discount period
may simply mean that people put oV paying, possibly increasing the risk that payment will be forgotten.
There may, however, be a justification to stop and start the discount period if an informal challenge is made
within 14 days of the issue of the PCN that is subsequently rejected by the authority—which some authorities
may be doing at present.

Is there justification for extending the 14 day discount period?

Should the 14 day period stop and start again during all or some representations?

Would this encourage representations?

Might extending the discount period be appropriate for certain types of representations?

If so, which?

Should this be at the discretion of the authority or only in circumstances recommended in the guidance?

19. If a PCN is not paid within 28 days of issue, the authority can serve a Notice to Owner on the person
who appears to have been the owner of the vehicle at the time the parking contravention took place. This
reminds the motorist of PCNs that have been forgotten, notifies the motorist of any PCN not received and
gives the motorist the opportunity to make representations against the penalty charge. Similar questions
need to asked about the 28 day period as the 14 day period.

Is there justification for changing the 28 day period?

Should it be possible to make formal representations before 28 days have elapsed?

Might extending the 28 days be appropriate for certain types of representations?

If so, which?

Should this be at the discretion of the authority or only in circumstances recommended in the guidance?

20. In 2003 there were 7.6 million PCNs issued for parking oVences in England. Of these PCNs, around
45% were paid within the discount 14 day period. Motorists made 1.3 million representations to local
authorities to cancel these PCNs. 9,205 appeals were made to the parking adjudicator outside London and
44,280 went to the London parking adjudicator against these PCNs. For England as a whole, 38% of these
appeals were refused. The proportions vary from authority to authority and a low proportion of
representations and appeals might be one of the performance indicators against which a local authority
judges its performance. The Department’s current guidance states some of the reasons that cannot be used
as the basis for a challenge to a PCN. We have since been advised that this is unlawful and it will not be
included in the statutory guidance. The Road TraYc Act 1991 set out various grounds which, if accepted
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by the authority, mean the NtO and, in some cases, the PCN must be cancelled. But there may be some
uncertainty in authorities of what can be a valid reason to make representation against a PCN and it might
be that DfT should oVer guidance on this matter.

Should DfT give guidance on the grounds for appeal against a PCN? Should the PCN explain that after
making representations to the local authority a motorist may further appeal to the Parking Adjudicator?

Should contact details of the Adjudicator be included on the PCN?

21. In London the NtO may not be issued if more than six months has elapsed since the PCN is issued
but there is currently no time limit outside London. Nor is there is a limit on the time within which an
authority has to respond to the Parking Adjudicator about a case.

Should there be a limit outside London on the time after the issue of a PCN in which the NtO can be sent?

Should there be a time limit within which authorities should respond to the Parking Adjudicator?

If so, what periods might be appropriate?

Mitigating Circumstances

22. The legal requirement on an authority to consider the use of discretion to cancel PCNs on grounds
of mitigating circumstances at all stages in the proceedings is not explicit at the moment, other than in a
Court ruling. The Parking Adjudicator may not allow an appeal on the grounds of mitigation alone but may
refer the PCN case back to the local authority if s/he considers that it has not been dealt with properly and
TMA 2004 makes provisions for regulations to be made. However, there is little guidance available to local
authorities.

What needs to go into the regulations about mitigating circumstances? Does there need to be more
guidance about the mitigating circumstances which a local authority may take into account and/or the
Adjudicator refer a case back to authority?

What does the guidance need to say about mitigation?

Persistent OVenders

23. Some of the people who contravene parking regulations do so deliberately and on a regular basis.
They may do so out of desperation because the parking provision in the area is not adequate to meet
reasonable needs. Or they may do it from a belief that any regulation of parking is not justified, or because
their vehicle is not on the DVLA database and so they are not easily traced. There is a tendency for the
drivers of some business vehicles to ignore parking restrictions on a regular basis and regard the PCN as a
legitimate overhead. While this meets the needs of the individual business, the resulting congestion can
impose costs on other businesses and on society as a whole. Where this happens on a regular basis,
authorities should discuss with the businesses concerned the remedies that might be available.

24. TMA 2004 contains provisions in Section 79 that will enable vehicles to be clamped until all
outstanding PCNs are paid and the regulations will need to be drafted in such a way that they help deter
this behaviour.

What measures that might help educate and/or deter persistent oVenders?

Persistent Evaders

25. Owners of vehicles that are not on the DVLA database are more likely than other motorists to ignore
parking restrictions and a significant number of the vehicles to whom a PCN is issued are not traceable
because the details are not recorded on the DVLA database. The owners of some of these vehicles are
involved in crime while others may be unaware of the potential implications of not registering a vehicle sale
themselves with DVLA. A good deal of work is taking place to reduce the number of vehicles that are
incorrectly or falsely registered, and local authorities are already advised about the additional duties that
PAs can carry out such as checking tax disks and reporting those without a valid one.

Question 23

Are there any details that need to be covered in the regulations and in the guidance to restrict persistent
evasion of PCNs, for instance when a vehicle has changed hands?

Can local authorities do anything more that would help DVLA and/or the police find the keepers of
unregistered vehicles?
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Training of StaV

26. It is diYcult to do any job without proper training. There is some concern that not all Parking
Attendants and the staV in the oYce who process PCNs and consider informal and statutory representations
from motorists are receiving as much training as they need. There have been a number of very welcome recent
initiatives by the industry to make structured training available for PAs. We very much welcome these. The
worry is that it is the authorities and companies who already have a good record who will use them while the
ones who are less good may not do so.

Towhatextentcanorshould itbemandatorytoensurethat staV—bothPAsandoYcestaV—receiveproper
training at the start of and during their employment?

What would be the implications of making training mandatory?

If it was mandatory, would the requirement be applied to existing as well as new staV?

What transitional requirements would be required?

Who has the skills and knowledge to decide what training might be appropriate or to set minimum
standards?

27. There have been suggestions that other staV—such as Special Constables—should be able to issue
PCNs. This seems a little at odds with the general principles of civil enforcement and we are unclear whether it
would be legal.

Should further thought be given to the idea of other uniformed staV being able to support the work of PAs?

Contracting Out

28. Many local authorities contract out the on-road activities involved in DPE and the service delivered at
the kerb can reflect the terms of the contract. The Guidance will need to stress to local authorities the need for
any performance targets in the contract to reflect transport priorities. Processing of PCNs may also be
contracted out but there are statutory limitations on how much of the work dealing with PCNs—such as
considerationof formal representations andregistrationofdebt—canbe contractedout. Itwould appear that
some local authorities are not processing appeals against PCNs as quickly or as well as others. There may be
someroomfor improvement, byensuring thiswork isproperly fundedand employeeshaveadequate training.
But another way might be to give authorities the power to contract out the work.

Whatprocedures shouldbe inplace toensuretheeYcientprocessingofPCNs, representationsandappeals?

Should authorities have the power to contract out more DPE work?

If so, should there be any restrictions?

How could contracts be set up to drive the right sort of outcome for the fairness of the system?

Revenue

29. One of the recurrent criticisms of DPE is that authorities are only in it for the money. There seems to be
limited knowledge that revenue comes from legal as well as illegal parking activities or that section 55 of the
Road TraYc Regulation Act 1984, as amended, limits the use of surplus on-street parking revenue to various
transport purposes and environmental improvements. Neither does there seem to be much information
available about the uses made of the revenue.

Should theguidance adviseauthorities tomake available, possiblyon theirwebsites, informationabout the
sources of any surplus (eg from parking permits, meters, pay-and-display, PCNs, etc), and the used to which
the surplus is put (especially those that might not otherwise have been possible)?

Is information already available about how any parking surplus has been spent?

Should there be any requirements on authorities to say how any surplus parking revenue has been spent?

If there were, should it apply to all authorities, or just those with DPE powers?

Good/Best Practice

There is a limited amount of published material available to guide local authorities about best practice in
DPE, and how to apply what is now common practice in other areas, such as objective setting, consultation,
and regular surveys of public opinion, into the parking strategies. The statutory guidance will provide some
but will not give the breadth or depth about good practice that would help an authority new to DPE or one
where there is some room for improvement.

Should the statutory guidance say anything about good practice?

What can be found elsewhere that should be referred to?

Who should be the arbiter of good practice?

Who is best placed to gather and disseminate information about good practice?

2 June 2005
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Annex 4

PENALTY CHARGE NOTICES AND APPEALS AGAINST THEM IN 2003

National Parking Adjudication Parking and TraYc Appeals
Service (NPAS) Service (PTAS) in London

PCNs issued 2,447,971 5,100,000
PCNs appealed 9,205 44,280
% of PCNs appealed 0.38% 0.86%
Appeals not contested by council (%) 37% 29%
Appeals allowed (%) 28% 29%
Appeals allowed or not contested (%) 66% 58%
Appeals refused (%) 33% 41%

Witnesses: Ms Karen Buck, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, and
Mr Mike Talbot, Head of TraYc Management Division, Department for Transport, gave evidence.

Q326 Chairman: Good afternoon, Minister. You Q328 Chairman: Is decriminalised parking
enforcement meeting the objectives set out at theare most warmly welcome. Would you be kind

enough to identify yourself for the record? time the legislation was written?
Ms Buck: I think in many ways it is. I think forMs Buck: My name is Karen Buck. I am the
the most part the parking provision is working wellParliamentary Under Secretary with responsibility
in most parts of the country. One of the objectivesfor this area of transport policy. I am joined by
of decriminalised parking was to take the burdenMike Talbot who is a senior manager in the
oV the police and it not being a core police functionDepartment with responsibility for parking.
to police parking.

Q327 Chairman: Did you have something you
Q329 Chairman: Is it going fast enough in relationwanted to say first?
to all local authorities?Ms Buck: Only very briefly, Chairman, which is
Ms Buck: We have never set out an objective forjust to emphasise the point that I think the debate
all authorities having decriminalised parkinghas moved on a long way in terms of parking policy
enforcement, although it makes sense for more toover recent years from whether there should be any
do so. We are encouraged by the take-up of that.form of parking control to how the enforcement is

carried out. The research carried out by Which?
magazine confirmed that nine out of ten people Q330 Chairman: Do you want decriminalised
now support the idea of parking restrictions, but enforcement in all local authority areas?
the concerns really are about how the rules are Ms Buck: I do not think the objective is to say yes
implemented, the fairness of penalty charges, et by a particular deadline and that all should be.
cetera. The very large volume of correspondence
that we get in the Department on this issue is not Q331 Chairman: As a principle, are you anxious toaround the principle but about the nature of have decriminalised enforcement across all localenforcement, the lack of parking space, about authorities?signage and about the uses to which the parking Ms Buck: I would not use the word anxious.surpluses are put. To a very large extent these issues
are a matter of local concern and accountability,

Q332 Chairman: Let us not start banding wordsbut the Department has to ensure the right
about. We are not dealing with the Deputy Primeregulatory framework and guidance, particularly in
Minister. Could we sort out what it is we arerecognition of the fact that especially in areas of
talking about? Does the Government accept that allhigh demand parking has a role to play in broader
local authorities will have decriminalised regimes attransport policy. As I am sure you will know, we
some point in the future?are expecting to publish for consultation new
Ms Buck: Broadly speaking, yes.guidance and regulations in the early part of next
Mr Talbot: I think the answer is that you wouldyear implementing the provisions of the TraYc
expect certainly all urban areas to haveManagement Act. Obviously we will be answering
decriminalised parking. There may be some smallerquestions and I hope you will forgive me if I turn
authorities in rural areas where it may notoccasionally to Mr Talbot on matters of detail.
necessarily be the right thing for them and it is for
them to choose to do it.2 The point is that if there is in a contract a target for the

number of parking tickets issued, once motorists start
complying, the contracted parking attendants have to look

Q333 Chairman: But you have not got a timetable,for ever more trivial contraventions to keep up the numbers
of tickets issued. have you?
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Mr Talbot: No. problems which occur are tackled, for example
some authorities not responding to representations
within a reasonable timescale.

Q334 Graham Stringer: In the evidence from
previous witnesses it said they were very concerned
about having two completely diVerent penalty Q338 Graham Stringer: How will you tackle them?regimes in essence, where you could be sent to I am trying to get at just what is going to be leftprison for not paying a fine in an area where public

to local areas and how the Department forparking had not been decriminalised but not in an
Transport will say to an authority, “You’re notarea where it had. Are you content in one country
responding quickly enough, you are too zealous,”that the penalty should be so diVerent, Minister?
or whatever it is. How will you deal with that?Ms Buck: In a sense it is the same answer as the
Ms Buck: In very high demand urban areas localone I have just given. There are some 170
authorities will take their own decisions on theauthorities now that have decriminalised parking
number of residents’ parking places that theyenforcement and that is moving forward.
allocate and they will have certain hours of
residents’ parking and bays can be used in other

Q335 Chairman: Out of 500? hours for other purposes. Those policy issues are
Mr Talbot: Yes, but with a very clear emphasis on for local authorities. Some of the issues that have
the major urban authorities and those with the been identified, for example in the Ombudsman’s
highest demand, and we expect that to continue. It report, over a lack of consistency in dealing with
is not a Government objective to say that there is representations and the time in which
a definite rollout to ensure that all authorities, representations are heard are reasonable, they are
including those with very low pressures on their very much the kind of issues that we get a lot of
parking, should necessarily go down that road. representations about and we would like to see

better practice across the board. I do not know
whether Mr Talbot would like to add anything.Q336 Graham Stringer: Can you define a bit more
Mr Talbot: I would like to expand upon theclearly for me what you meant when you said that
mechanism. In the TraYc Management Act weparking is a matter of local concern and
provide for statutory guidance to accompany theaccountability?
regulations under the Act and through that theMs Buck: What we want to see is that parking
kind of messages that the Minister is referring topolicy forms part of a broader transport strategy
in terms of good practice and raising performanceand that there will be diVerent priorities for the
more generally can be emphasised to authorities,ways in which local authorities implement their

policy and diVerent measures in diVerent areas, and in parallel we have a number of things that we
which could include parking, for example, in the are working on with people within the industry to
context of demand management. Clearly the kind raise standards more generally through the good
of pressures that inner-London authorities and practice advice with the Institution of Highways
other inner-urban authorities are under and the and Transportation and the British Parking
way in which they manage their policy will be Association, where we have been doing things to
diVerent to that of a rural community or help improve across the industry the quality and
somewhere with less demand. So in that sense it is the performance of all those involved.
right that the implementation of those policies
should be a matter for local people to relate to their
local authority. Q339 Graham Stringer: Do you believe that local

authorities outside London should be given the
power to set their own penalties? There is aQ337 Graham Stringer: I agree with that. I just
nationally determined penalty at the momentwonder what you mean in your evidence when you
outside of London. In terms of catering for thesay that there is considerable variation in how
particular problems in Birmingham or NewcastleeVectively the local authorities carry out parking
which will be diVerent from Scarborough, do youactivities. That is bound to be self-evidently true.
think they should be able to determine a higher orAs some local authorities are less eVective, do you
a lower level of penalty?think it is your role to involve yourself in their
Mr Talbot: At the moment authorities can chooseparking policies?
outside London one of three penalty levels, theMs Buck: What we are aiming to do—and we will
maximum of which is £60 and those are set by thebe introducing the statutory guidance and
Secretary of State. It is up to the authority toregulations implementing the supervisions of the
choose which is appropriate for them.TraYc Management Act shortly—is to try and

ensure that some of the problems have been
identified. We freely admit there are areas of

Q340 Graham Stringer: I am sorry if I was not cleardelivering a policy that are patchy across the
enough. I am asking beyond that. I am askingcountry and they are tackling some of those
whether there should be more or less totalproblems. Although there will not be a
discretion for local authorities to choose the finestandardised policy, we want to make sure there is

good practice everywhere and that some of the they set.
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Mr Talbot: To date certainly we have tried to Ms Buck: We have made it very clear that parking
maintain a consistency across the country in terms enforcement and penalty charge notices should not
of the levels but still providing a degree of choice be a source of raising revenue. We are very clear
and that seems to have worked reasonably that this should be—and this will be reinforced
eVectively. again in the guidance—about using parking

controls as a means of keeping traYc moving as
part of an overall traYc management policy.Q341 Graham Stringer: So if Birmingham came Certainly that would be the case and that isalong and said, “We’ve got a big problem with
something that is very clearly reinforced in thepeople parking illegally and the fines do not seem
guidance that we provide.to be deterring it, we want to up it to £250,” you

would consider that, would you?
Ms Buck: I certainly do not think it is anything that Q345 Clive EVord: Does the Department have a
is under consideration at the moment. view on setting figures in budget forecasts and that

if you put a figure in your budget at the beginning
of the year you are in eVect setting a target for theQ342 Graham Stringer: There is a diVerent policy
next financial year to raise revenues?in London compared to the rest of the country on
Ms Buck: Clearly what local authorities will do isparking on the pavements. Do you think it is
anticipate the kind of income that is likely to flowsatisfactory that there is a diVerent policy between
from both their parking charges and PCNs on theLondon and the rest of the country?
basis of past performance. Given that there areMs Buck: There are very clear diVerences between
some, although not that many, authorities thatinner-London in particular and most other parts of
have historically made reasonably large surplusesthe country in terms of the demand.
and are allowed to spend those surpluses inMr Talbot: The schemes in London which prevent
particularly specified circumstances, they will haveany parking on the pavement unless otherwise
to account for them and that will have to appearsigned are certainly diVerent from most parts of the
in the accounts. I suppose the alternative would becountry, although there are one or two local Acts
that they do not make any projection whatsoever.which have the same eVect in one or two areas. We
I am not sure I would worry about the fact that thehave looked at this from time to time and the
figures appear in accounts. I think that is diVerentproblem has always been that if you define no
to saying is their parking in some way target driven.parking on the footway or the verge in all other

circumstances except where signed it would not be
enforced. The problem that we always ran into

Q346 Clive EVord: Do you think there should bewhen it was considered before and it still remains
any incentive for local authorities to publish howis that it is really not something that is eVectively
they use that income and figures about penaltyenforceable across the whole country as there is a
charge notices and how much they get fromdiverse range of circumstances. What local
parking revenue?authorities that have parking enforcement powers
Ms Buck: I think that is absolutely right. One ofthemselves can do is to define for themselves areas
the themes that regularly comes through in termswhere parking on the pavement is not appropriate,

so they can deal with it in a local sense and that is of people’s concerns about parking issues is a sense
what we have encouraged authorities to do. of not being clear what income is raised and under

what circumstances it is raised because I think
people need to be very clear (and they are not) that

Q343 Clive EVord: Are you satisfied with the extent a lot of the money that is made from parking isof external scrutiny of local authority parking
made simply from parking charges and not fromdepartments?
PCNs. The clarity and transparency of informationMs Buck: The scrutiny comes from a number of
is absolutely critical, it is something that we arediVerent sources and the Ombudsman is clearly
very clear about and we are going to consult onone. In terms of the financial scrutiny of local
ways in which we can encourage local authoritiesauthorities and the extent to which the revenue is
to perform better in that respect.spent on the purposes that are defined, that is open

to financial scrutiny. I think there are a range of
powers that are available to ensure that those Q347 Clive EVord: Is that with a view to placing a
policies and practices are right. There are a number statutory responsibility on local authorities to
of areas of policy in which this is, rightly, publish that information or is that still open for
something for which local authorities are discussion?
accountable to their own electorates. Mr Talbot: Certainly it is something which we can

include in the statutory guidance, which may not
go quite as far as being in the regulations andQ344 Clive EVord: Do you think they are
therefore it is not statutory in that way. Since theadequate? Are you concerned that some parking
guidance itself is statutory and local authoritiesenforcement oYcers have pressures put on them to
should take account of it, it is a fairly strongraise revenues and, if so, what sort of measures do
encouragement on authorities to fulfil thatyou think you could put in place to prevent that

happening? requirement.
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Q348 Clive EVord: Why is information about the Ms Buck: It genuinely is part of the ODPM’s
scrutiny of local authorities.revenue from diVerent parking activities not held

centrally and collected centrally? Does the
Department have a proper oversight of local Q352 Chairman: We understand who scrutinises
authority parking enforcement? local government finances overall, but you cannot
Mr Talbot: The information is provided to diVerent have it both ways. If you need transparency, if this
parts of Government. Information is provided to money is being raised, what are you doing to ensure
the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister in terms that it is clear to the public how it is being spent?
of more general parking revenues and those are the Ms Buck: I think that is the critical thing. The
figures which are most commonly quoted, which critical thing is that it needs to be absolutely
actually include all the revenues and not just that transparent and we accept that it is not entirely
related to enforcement. One thing which we would transparent.
like to do with the new guidance is to get that
broken down so that there is more transparency

Q353 Chairman: What is your Department actuallyand more clarity about the diVerent elements of
doing about that?parking and therefore it is clearer to see where the
Ms Buck: We will be consulting on measures in theincome and the expenditure is going. The most
statutory guidance in the new year to improve therecent ODPM figures have begun to separate out
clarity and transparency of that information so thatthe on-street and the oV-street which is a starter
the electors of the local authorities in question,down that particular process. It is certainly
among others, are clearer about what the incomesomething where we would want to encourage
is, what streams the income is flowing into the localmore clarity.
authority from and that they will need to be held
to account. It is clearly true that there are some

Q349 Clive EVord: Has the Department any outlying local authorities in terms of the income. It
concerns about some local authorities having had is also true that those local authorities tend to be in
incentive schemes for their enforcement oYcers in the areas of the greatest scarcity of parking places.
order to maximise the number of penalty charge
notices that are issued? Q354 Chairman: If you are not making a profit,
Mr Talbot: As the Minister said, we are very much Minister, I think we can assume that you are not
of the mind that parking enforcement is a transport going to be able to spend it.
related and focussed activity and should be Ms Buck: If parking is part of a broader transport
orientated to transport objectives. The fact that it strategy then it is perfectly possible that in a sense
generates revenue in some circumstances is an you will make a surplus from your parking income
accidental by-product, although obviously it is for entirely legitimate purposes.
quite substantial in some instances. We did fund
the British Parking Association to produce a model

Q355 Chairman: Perhaps it would be better if thecontract which is designed for local authorities to
revenues from the parking notices were paid to theuse where the emphasis moves away from the
Treasury.financial and the ticket numbers objectives to a
Ms Buck: There are pros and cons to doing that.much broader basket of objectives which relate to
It would be a very bureaucratic process.the performance of the network, eg is the traYc

kept moving or what is the quality of the service
oVered by the parking attendants. We are moving Q356 Chairman: Local authorities manage to claim
in that direction and we want to support the moves back money from central funding to support other
in that direction. aspects of local government administration. Why

should it be any more diYcult in relation to the
normal formula grant?Q350 Clive EVord: Would the Department express
Ms Buck: You have been talking about a very smallany concern to a local authority if it was seen to
number of authorities. I think it is a bit like usingbe over-reliant on income from parking
a hammer to crack a nut. It is quite important toenforcement—a couple of London boroughs spring
retain an incentive for local authorities—and we doto mind, one of which the Minister would know
this in other respects as well—to ensure thatvery well—and becoming a parking enforcement
parking is properly used as a tool within ajunky in order to keep their council tax down?
transport strategy. What we need to do and wantMr Talbot: Oversight of local government is
to do through greater transparency and clarity ofprincipally an ODPM responsibility.
information is ensure that it is not used as a tax
raising tool to cross-subsidise the council tax, for
example. If a local authority makes a surplus asQ351 Chairman: Mr Talbot, you are not getting

away with that one. If you are making it clear that part of a good transport strategy that is fine.
Brighton and Hove are a very good example ofthis is something that needs to be transparent you

need to know whether they are fulfilling their duties that. They went into a significant surplus on their
parking account partly as a result of doing someunder the Transport Act. You are being asked what

you would do to make sure that is the case. I think quite intelligent and imaginative policies on making
their parking work better as a demand managementit is really a question for you, Minister, not for

Mr Talbot. tool within their transport strategy and I do not
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have a problem with that, and I think if you took Q363 Mrs Ellman: Our attention has also been
drawn to the confusion between “public” holidaythat incentive away from them that would not

necessarily be helpful. and “bank” holiday resulting in fines on New
Year’s Day as a result of people not getting proper
information as to when fines are levied.

Q357 Chairman: Presumably they did not have a Ms Buck: Would you mind if I turned to Mr Talbot
problem with telling people what they had done on that particular issue?
with the money. Mr Talbot: It is something that has come up and
Ms Buck: I sincerely hope not and I think that is we have had some correspondence about it from
very important. people who have been ticketed on days when they

had not expected it. I think there is the general
question about information provided to motoristsQ358 Chairman: You would encourage them to do on the streets, about being able to understand that,

that and you are thinking of a scheme whereby you and it is quite diYcult to be entirely prescriptive
may be able to encourage—if no stronger word is about it because in some circumstances you may
needed—local authorities to follow a transparent want to have controls on public holidays and bank
and a suYciently guided policy so that people can holidays and you might even want to distinguish
see they are following the objectives in the TraYc between the two because of the particular local
Act. circumstances, and so it is trying to promote good
Ms Buck: I think that is absolutely right. practice by the local authorities and encourage

them to be explicit about what the regulations are
in any particular circumstance. We are certainlyQ359 Chairman: When can we expect this to be
keen to see good-quality and clear informationmade clear?
being provided to motorists. It is an issue that hasMs Buck: In the early part of next year.
got more complicated as the signage and the
regulations have got more complicated simply
because of the pressure of competition for kerbQ360 Mrs Ellman: We have had a lot of evidence
space.that there is inadequate information given to

motorists about how they could make
representations about fines. Who should be putting Q364 Mrs Ellman: Do you take the National
that right? Is that something the Department Ombudsman’s recommendations seriously?
should be doing? Ms Buck: Very much so. I think that some of those
Ms Buck: The issue of representations we issues, which very much reflect some of the pressure
understand is one of the clusters of areas around of correspondence and concern in recent years, are
parking enforcement where I think there is a very much informing the work that is coming out
recognition that there is something of a problem. and will be consulted on in the new year.
Within the statutory guidance we will consult on
some measures. Some local authorities think they

Q365 Mrs Ellman: What kinds of discussions haveonly have a duty to consider representations on
you had about the 2003 recommendations?statutory grounds whereas we think that all
Mr Talbot: Can I say that in developing the TraYcrepresentations have to be considered on their own
Management Act regulations and guidance we havemerits. There is also a case for saying that the
had a working group which has drawn together theadjudicator can refer back to local authorities
various stakeholders in the industry, includingwhere there are exceptional circumstances to ask
many of the people who have appeared in front offor those to be reconsidered. So those are measures
this Committee, representing both the road usersthat we will be consulting on.
and the local authorities and adjudicators, so
across the spectrum of those involved, and we have

Q361 Mrs Ellman: What about the provision for a fed into that process quite a range of documents
50% discount for payment within 14 days, should and reports that have come out over recent years
that be changed on a national basis so that people from the Ombudsman, from the British Parking
are not deterred from making representations? Association, from others who have produced
Ms Buck: I do not think so. I think there is an reports in this area. We have been endeavouring to
argument that whatever time you set there will pick up on the various things that have come out
always be a pressure immediately under that time. of those reports in our deliberations on how to take
I do not think 14 days is an unreasonable time for forward the guidance.
people to make their representations.

Q366 Mrs Ellman: There is one recommendation
for an Inspectorate of Civil TraYc EnforcementQ362 Mrs Ellman: Do you not think that that is

going to deter people from making representations within local authorities. Have you had any
discussions on that?when the time span for those being considered is

considerably more than 14 days? Ms Buck: We are not convinced that there is a need
for an additional regulatory body. We are satisfiedMs Buck: I am not convinced that there is a strong

case for changing the 14 days. with some of the enforcement provisions in the field
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that I have already outlined and we think that that station and say, “I have got this problem,” and they
would work it through, and there should be noshould be adequate without setting up an

additional bureaucracy. reason in principle why not.

Q374 Mrs Ellman: Is that something that you thinkQ367 Mrs Ellman: When you publish the statutory
local authorities should deal with or something thatguidance and code of practice will you be looking
the Department should? I have mentioned bullionat issues to do with loading?
and there are also beer deliveries.Ms Buck: We are very conscious of the issue of
Ms Buck: I am quite happy to take that away andfreight. Of course, local parking authorities do have
reflect on it because that is new to me. I am slightto balance the legitimate concerns of businesses in
chary about saying there should be some nationalterms of loading against all of the competing
policy on particular sectors. The trouble is there ispressures on parking, but in terms of the guidance,
so much competing pressure in some areas andMr Talbot, is there anything additional?
other areas where there simply is not and thereforeMr Talbot: It will not go into great detail because
there is not the need for it.the guidance itself is more of a strategic document.

Q375 Chairman: I am sorry, I am not clear what is
Q368 Chairman: I am sorry, Mr Talbot, I lost the the point of strategic advice that does not address
last word. particular areas, or is it a general broad brush
Ms Buck: More of a strategic document. approach “we would like you to control your

parking policies”? It could be quite brief.
Q369 Chairman: More strategic than that which Ms Buck: I think it would be fair to say that there
you have had before? are some areas in which we are being specific,
Mr Talbot: Yes. around the area of representations for example,
Ms Buck: More strategic than necessarily going and some areas where it is more about good
into prescriptive detail about, say, loading and practice.
unloading versus other demands.

Q376 Chairman: I do not want to go back over all
that; I just want a few simple answers really. AreQ370 Chairman: — So you are going to address it
you aware that parking, loading and unloading isbut you are not going to actually do it in detail?
a diYculty in urban areas, and is it your intentionMr Talbot: Yes, it will not cover it in detail.
to either improve or clarify the existing rules in
relation to parking?

Q371 Mrs Ellman: Have you identified delivering Ms Buck: I do not believe—and I could be
and loading as a problem for certain users? corrected on this by Mr Talbot—that we will be
Mr Talbot: We know that it is a problem in certain consulting on the guidance on specific proposals
areas and that certain types of businesses have around loading and unloading.
particular problems. That is certainly the case.

Q377 Chairman: So it is not your intention to
Q372 Mrs Ellman: Which businesses have the most strengthen the existing procedure?
problems on this? Mr Talbot: In addition to the statutory guidance
Ms Buck: To take an example, if you look at the there are various codes of practice being produced,
areas where there is exceptionally high pressure for not necessarily by the Department but by others,
kerb space and parking space, such as London, this for example.
is very much a recognised problem. Transport for
London in that sense are looking at a piece of work Q378 Chairman: Whom for example?
to develop an action plan on how they deal with Mr Talbot: The Association of London
freight. I think that is appropriate and in London Government, for example.
there is a case for looking at that strategically Chairman: Yes, but that relates to London. I think
across the board, but really there is a very strong Mr Martlew has a point on this.
argument that says that local authorities do need to
make some of these decisions in local circumstances Q379 Mr Martlew: Are you producing statutory
because the variation is so huge. guidance and statutory regulations and are they

going to be separate or are we going to have a third
set, by the sound of it?Q373 Mrs Ellman: What about bullion deliveries?
Ms Buck: There will be both.Is there not a safety aspect there that is of national
Mr Talbot: There will regulations and there will beimportance? Has that ever been raised with you?
statutory guidance.Mr Talbot: I do not remember it being raised

although with any parking restrictions and loading
restrictions there are usually provisions within the Q380 Mr Martlew: They will be separate?

Mr Talbot: Yes the regulations are separate.related traYc order where somebody would be
allowed to go there and not be penalised for it Mr Martlew: The regulations and guidance will be

diVerent? The adjudicators were querying this whenif appropriate discussions had taken place
beforehand. Under the criminalised parking we had them as witnesses before us as to why do

we need the two.enforcement regime you could go to the local police
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Mr Talbot: The regulations are the legal things that marry that up in a city like Durham or Carlisle or
in an area like Westminster with the need toauthorities must do. The statutory guidance is

about giving authorities a steer on how to go preserve the cityscape itself?
Ms Buck: This is a classic tension between two veryabout it.
reasonable, competing objectives. We do want to
reduce street clutter; we do want to maintain theQ381 Mr Martlew: Why have you put the word
quality of the environment. At the same time it is“statutory” in front?
absolutely clear that the perception of informationMs Buck: They must take account of the proposals.
not being clear to motorists is a major cause of
concern. Really the key to this is requiring a regular

Q382 Mr Martlew: The argument was that really review and we are insisting certainly where new
you only needed the one set and it should be the authorities will be coming into the decriminalised
regulations. Can we come on to the adjudicators; parking enforcement scheme that they should
a large proportion of the appeals are not contested conduct a review of their signage and agree that
by the local authorities. Do you believe that before they will be given the decriminalised parking
compensation should be then given to the people enforcement scheme.
who have appealed?
Ms Buck: Pardon?

Q387 Chairman: It does not deal with existing
systems, does it? How are you going to deal withQ383 Mr Martlew: People have been through the
the existing systems?system with the local authority and they have
Ms Buck: Those authorities that have currentlyturned down their appeal; it has gone to the
decriminalised parking enforcement are also beingadjudicator; then the council do not contest that
asked to carry out periodic reviews of their signage.appeal. Do you think that those people who have
Clearly in some ways there will be a fundamentalbeen through that system should be compensated?
contradiction in this and there are not going to beMs Buck: Mr Talbot, can you help me on this one?
easy answers to it.Mr Talbot: Yes I can. There are diVerent reasons

why the authority may not contest the appeal and
some of those may be because new information has Q388 Mr Scott: Minister, we have heard from
been provided perhaps in the interim. The yourself and from others today that in some areas
adjudicators do have some power to award costs it is a criminal oVence, in others it is not a criminal
but it is costs rather than compensation, and that oVence; in some areas the signage is appropriate,
is the current position that we have taken. in other areas it is not appropriate; in some areas

unloading is fine and permitted, in other areas it is
Q384 Mr Martlew: So you are saying costs are fine not. You said just now that you are suggesting
but you do not believe that compensation should there will be a review; you are asking there will be
be given; is that the answer? a review. As the Minister will you order that there
Mr Talbot: That is our current position. is going to be a review?
Chairman: So we are customer-friendly but not to Ms Buck: We are saying that when new
people who do not pay their fines. authorities—and there are a substantial number of

those who are likely to come at some stage into
decriminalised parking enforcement—we willQ385 Mr Martlew: We have also heard of one
require them to conduct a review. I believe that theparticular instance today where a particular local
requirement for authorities that have currentlyauthority had 16 cases found against it for one
decriminalised parking enforcement to carry out aparticular breach of the regulation in one area.
review is something that we will be requiring.What do you do when you have a situation where
Mr Talbot: Certainly each of them when they camethe local authorities are not taking note of what the
into the decriminalised parking enforcement regimeadjudicators are saying? Are you going to force
would have carried out a review of their signage tothem to do that?
make sure that it was up to scratch. That is one ofMs Buck: We will certainly be strengthening the
the 20 things that we have on our check-list whenpowers of the adjudicator to refer back to local
they apply for the powers. Clearly it is a matter thatauthorities in some instances to require them to
over a period of time needs to be kept under review,take account of exceptional circumstances. That is
not least because there is an incrementalism aboutsomething that will be consulted on in the new year.
parking and traYc regulation, that things tend toObviously again the issue of good practice comes
get put one on top of another and what it needs isinto this very strongly, but I am not sure there is
every now and again to take a further look—a case that because there are some examples of bad

practice there should be a fundamental change in
the structure that aVects all authorities. I am not Q389 Chairman: Mr Talbot, is that not why the
sure about that individual case and I will be Department is there, to deal with the problem of
interested to follow it up in more detail. “incrementalism”, which is a lovely word? Are you

not there to actually give some fairly
straightforward instructions to clarify, to say, “ThisQ386 Mr Martlew: Finally on a diVerent tack, there

is the issue of correct signing. We have heard a lot is really what you ought to do now”, not over a
period of the next 30 or 40 years?of complaints about incorrect signing. How do you
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Ms Buck: To be fair, Chairman, it is not a question in decriminalised parking enforcement still have to
meet base standards. They tend not to be theof the next 30 or 40 years, but what we do not want

to do is to be constantly requiring those authorities authorities with the highest level of pressure and the
highest level of complexity. When they come intothat have only just reviewed or only very recently—
decriminalised parking enforcement which they are
steadily so doing (but we do not have, as I said, aQ390 Chairman: No, but where there is clear
target to do so) then they will be required to carryevidence that the signage of many local authorities
out a full review.is contributing to confusion, surely—and the

adjudicators think this—the Department has an
Q393 Mr Scott: Does your Department monitor it?overall role have to tell people clearly what the law
Ms Buck: Monitor what, sorry?is, clearly what their responsibilities are, to make

sure that local authorities apply the law fairly and
Q394 Mr Scott: The reviews that take place?clearly? Do you not accept that?
Ms Buck: Yes.Ms Buck: Totally, totally. I accept completely that
Mr Talbot: When they apply they have to state thatthat is a requirement on local authorities. I would
they have carried out a review or that by the timealso say that there is an element of subjectivity in
they take on the powers they will have carried out aall of this that clearly—
review and everything will be up to scratch by the
time they take on the powers. We do not have theQ391 Chairman: I do not think there is a lot of
resources to go and check every sign in everysubjectivity in a sign that cannot be read clearly.
authority clearly. We have to take that—Either one can read a sign or one has diYculty.

Ms Buck: Only to a certain extent because there is
Q395 Mr Scott: So it is not monitored?also the problem in some areas where there are so
Mr Talbot: As part of our process when we look atmany competing pressures there will be diVerent
the applications, we check with the police and weregulations applying at diVerent times.
check with our colleagues in the Government OYce,Chairman: That is precisely the point. I am sorry,
and if there were questions raised then we wouldI am going to come back to Mr Scott because it is
probably go back to the authority and say, “Is thishis question.
all settled yet?”, but we obviously are not in aMr Scott: Thank you, Chairman. Yes, I am a little
position to go and do that ourselves.bit confused—

Chairman: Well done, if you are only a little bit
Q396 Mr Scott: Resources are not used by yourconfused!
Department—
Ms Buck: There is a statutory requirement for traYcQ392 Mr Scott: I am a little bit confused but I feel
authorities to place traYc signs which implementsorry for the motorist who I think is going to be very
their traYc orders. That is a statute. Clearly, as withconfused. 330 authorities, based on what you said
every other form of enforcement, there is a limit toearlier, are not at this moment being asked to review
the resources that you want to spend going roundtheir signage because they are not coming into the
again and again ensuring that is the case. When theredecriminalisation section. What period of time do
are changes or when new authorities come in to theyou believe it will be before they are all in this, all
decriminalised parking enforcement scheme they aredoing a review, and we have some form of
required to review. Existing authorities are alsocomprehensive review of the signage so that perhaps
required to review.the motorists begin to understand?

Ms Buck: There is an expectation, well, there is a
Q397 Chairman: So you are writing the statutoryrequirement that signage complies with the
guidance and recommendations that localrequirements of the Department. I think part of the
authorities audit and review their traYc regulationproblem, particularly in areas where there is a very
orders and signs?high pressure on services, is there are a number of
Ms Buck: Yes.competing requirements, not just in parking but
Mr Talbot: Yes.elsewhere in the street furniture, and where for

example in my own authority you will have
Q398 Chairman: And that will be quite clear. Howresidents’ parking and the residents’ parking will
regularly?come oV at a certain time, there might be dual use in
Mr Talbot: I do not think we would necessarily putsome areas, that there is going to be a complexity in
a specific time on it. You would expect mostthat signage and the signage is frequently diYcult for
authorities to be looking at their signs every fivemotorists to follow, precisely because there are so
years.many competing expectations on that. What we are

asking is those authorities that currently are in
decriminalised parking enforcement areas, and they Q399 Chairman: So you would expect them to

consider them strategically?tend to be those in the most pressurised areas, that
those authorities should review their signage to Mr Talbot: I think you would expect the authorities

as a matter of general maintenance programmes andensure that they are using current best practice,
that they are minimising any unnecessary within that kind of context to be looking at their

signs every five years anyway. They might need toinformation, and providing the clearest possible
information to the motorist. The areas that are not review them more frequently in other circumstances.
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Ms Buck: I do not think, Chairman, we necessarily Ms Buck: I think unless required to do so through
the legal process, and I am thinking of other areas inwant to add a huge regulatory burden saying every

three years. which complaints are made against local authorities
or an Ombudsman decision is found against a localChairman: I think we had some more questions to

ask you about that. Mr Scott? authority, I am not conscious that local authorities
necessarily go out or are obliged to go out and seek
others who have been so disadvantaged and toQ400 Mr Scott: Earlier it was raised with us the issue
reimburse them. They may choose to do so in someof current planning laws on new build or
circumstances but there are several local authorityconversions of, say, a bank into a public house and
ex-councillors and leaders around the table, and asthe problem is that they are not part of the planning
an ex-councillor myself I am not conscious of theprocess at this moment to do with unloading
fact that that was standard practice.deliveries, et cetera. Is there any liaison and

consultation with, say, the OYce of the Deputy
Prime Minister on this to try and get these built into Q404 Mr Goodwill: I will take that as a “yes but, no
future changes in our planning laws? but”! Just to change the subject entirely, do you
Ms Buck: There is certainly consultation and think we have adequate provision for overnight
discussion with the OYce of the Deputy Prime parking facilities in this country for freight drivers
Minister in terms of parking and its role in planning who have to sleep in their cabs?
guidance overall, absolutely, but it is very, very Ms Buck: I have no evidence in front of me to
important that local authorities are taking account indicate whether that is the case or otherwise. I do
of diVerent uses, whether that is commercial or not know whether Mr Talbot is aware of that but it
residential, in terms of how they plan for parking, is not an issue that has been presented to me.
whether that is for freight delivery or for the parking Mr Talbot: I know that there are concerns about the
places they make for residents. Some of that is set amount of facilities for drivers of freight vehicles. I
out in planning guidance and is for local authorities know colleagues in the Highways Agency have been
to interpret. looking at what can be done to help provide for that
Mr Scott: Thank you, Minister. within the bit of the network for which they are

responsible.
Q401 Mr Goodwill: Where an appeal or, as we have
heard this afternoon, a number of identical appeals

Q405 Chairman: If we could ask you one or twohave demonstrated quite clearly that a local
questions just to wind up because we do not want toauthority has acted illegally, do you think that in
keep you too long. The British Parking Associationthose circumstances that local authority should issue
thinks it would be a good idea to have a Parkingrefunds to motorists who have been illegally fined?
Regulator. Have you considered this?Ms Buck: I am not sure that I am—
Ms Buck: We do not see any argument at the
moment for introducing an additional tier of

Q402 Mr Goodwill: For example if a bay is regulation into parking.
incorrectly marked and a number of motorists have
appealed and their appeal has been upheld for that

Q406 Chairman: Is it a good idea to allow people toreason, but there are another 100 or 200 motorists
park on pavements outside the London area wherewho did not appeal, who just paid up, do you think
it is illegal? Do you intend to look at pavementthere is an obligation placed on that local authority
parking?to actually refund that fine which has been illegally
Ms Buck: It is certainly not a good idea.levied on the motorist?

Ms Buck: This is not something that has been put to
me. I am not conscious of it. Presumably if that were Q407 Chairman: Do you intend to look at pavement
a regular occurrence it is something that would come parking across the country?
through the complaints procedure, it would go to the Mr Talbot: We have looked at pavement parking
Ombudsman and the local authority would take across the country, as I said earlier, but it is diYcult
account of it. However, I am not sure of the ways in to legislate for a blanket ban.
which that kind of issue arise elsewhere for local
authorities necessarily to act to reimburse others

Q408 Chairman: If it is diYcult for the disabled towhom they find in other circumstances.
get along roads because people park on pavementsMr Talbot: I know that there are authorities that
inside London, why should it not be diYcult forcertainly do do that if they have made a mistake.
people outside London?
Mr Talbot: All I am saying is that it is diYcult toQ403 Mr Goodwill: They usually ask people to come
have a blanket ban across the country in the way thatforward and that is not quite the same thing as
there is a blanket ban across London. There is theseeking them out and issuing a refund.
possibility for authorities outside London to banMr Talbot: Yes and I suppose there is a balance to
pavement parking and to enforce it if they have gotbe struck in terms of both the public funds being
decriminalised parking enforcement powers.used and the amounts of money involved, but

essentially it is for the authorities—they are
statutory bodies, responsible bodies—to act Q409 Chairman: You would not use that for

anywhere else?according to their statutes.
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Ms Buck: If there are local authorities that are not Ms Buck: No, there is a list of priorities. I think that
is reading too much into it. If we took parking andcurrently in the decriminalised parking enforcement

system who regard that as a particular problem, then put it top something else would come bottom. I do
not think it is fair because I am actually very clearby coming into the decriminalised parking

enforcement system that is something to which they and I think it is coming through from local
authorities that the road pricing/congestionwould be able to extend their powers.
charging element on the one hand and parking
strategies on the other are absolutely at the heart ofQ410 Chairman: Do you suggest to local authorities
what demand management is going to be about andthat they use the benchmarking service provided by
very much the kind of things that the DfT is lookingthe Transport Research Laboratory?
for. I think in practice, regardless of where it standsMr Talbot: We have not promoted that specifically.
on a list, it really is a high priority.

Q411 Chairman: Would it be a good idea since it is
Q418 Chairman: Have you weakened thea very accurate way of looking at what is happening?
requirements for local transport plans to includeMr Talbot: It is closely linked to the model contract
detailed parking strategies in your second round orthat we worked with the BPA to develop, so we
strengthened them?would find it diYcult perhaps to promote a
Ms Buck: I am not sure that I would choose to useparticular benchmarking one because it is a private
either of those words. I think that local transportcompany.
plans are expected to look at the whole range of
transport provision in their local area and that as weQ412 Chairman: Although it is an independent
are into the second wave of transport plans there arebenchmark? If you do not want to do that, what
sets of priorities that we encourage people to look at.about saying that you would like to establish a
It does not mean that parking has dropped out.national database of blue badge holders?
Parking is central to all of this.Ms Buck: The blue badge holders provisions are

under review and we are looking to introduce—
Q419 Chairman: Finally, can I ask you about
something that is very worrying to us. It does seem,Q413 Chairman: So do you intend to do something
and we have taken evidence about this today,to make sure that they cannot be abused?
as though the Department in this new set ofMs Buck: We are currently preparing a provision
strategy documents is moving away from veryalong those lines and we will be consulting on it.
clear, very easily understandable, straightforward
recommendations to a great many more “strategic”Q414 Chairman: Are you looking at the whole discussions that might not have been so easy toquestion of the Innovation Fund in relation to many understand. Do you regard it as the responsibility ofof the things that we are asking you about this the Department to make the attitude of theafternoon? Government towards proper traYc control clear toMs Buck: The Transport Innovation Fund can, of local authorities?course, encompass parking strategies and indeed it is Ms Buck: Yes, absolutely, I think that is intrinsic tovery important that it should do so. Things like the TraYc Management Act and that will be verypark-and-ride and workplace parking schemes and clear in both the statutory guidance and in theother use of parking provision, particularly in high- regulations. Just to go back to where I started, a lotdemand areas, are a really important part of demand of parking enforcement works well and the local

management, and the pilot money that is coming dimension of it is very important. The intention is
forward now is encouraging authorities to look at not to pour minutiae in terms of requirements on to
ways in which they can deal with demand local authorities, but it has got to set some clear
management. In some cases it will be around the guidance.
congestion charging/road pricing model; in some
cases it will be looking at parking provision, so yes. Q420 Chairman: But there has got to be some clear

set of parameters, has there not, because most of us
Q415 Chairman: Do you not put the whole question understand the diVerence between detail and
of parking controls and management at the bottom making it clear what the hell they are talking about?
of your terms of review in what is necessary for a Ms Buck: Indeed, and I am confident that the
successful bid? guidance and regulations that will come out, which
Ms Buck: I suppose something has to come bottom. will enact amongst other things parts of the TraYc

Management Act, will be clear and will require local
Q416 Chairman: Yes except one could say— authorities to ensure that their parking enforcement
Ms Buck: In any list there is always going to be one is a key part of their transport policy and that that
at the bottom enforcement is fair, reasonable and proportionate.

Chairman: On that joyous note, Minister, may I
Q417 Chairman: It could have indicated your idea of thank you and Mr Talbot most warmly for your

evidence. The Committee is adjourned.priorities, do you not think?
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE

1. Has the Department measured the cost of illegal parking to the economy and the impact on local
economies in particular? What has analysis shown?

It would only be possible to estimate this meaningfully if there was accurate information on the number
of parking contraventions and the impact they had on traYc flow and the road traYc casualties that
could be directly attributed to them. In England and Wales in 2003 the police service issued 1,043,000
fixed penalty notices (FPNs) for obstruction, waiting and parking and local authorities issued 7,123,000
penalty charge notices (PCNs) for waiting and parking. No further action was taken on some 396,000
of the PCNs issued and a further 32,000 were allowed on appeal, so somewhere in the region of 7,700,000
parking contraventions were detected in 2003. It is likely that the actual number of contraventions was
in excess of this figure. However, there is no information about their impact on traYc flow or road traYc
casualties.

It might be feasible to do this at the local level but we are not aware of any such analysis.

2. What action, if any, does the Department take when it becomes aware that a local authority which
operates decriminalised parking enforcement has TraYc Regulation Orders that are not fully compliant?

TraYc Regulation Orders (TraYc Management Orders in London) are made under the Road TraYc
Regulation Act 1984. A traYc regulation order is required to introduce restrictions such as banned turns,
bus lanes, pedestrianisation and parking controls. The legislation does not provide for the Secretary of
State to be involved at any stage in the process of publishing and subsequently making an order on a
local road unless it involves a trunk road. The Secretary of State has only limited reserve powers to
intervene in the way local authorities exercise their traYc regulation functions and these powers have
rarely been invoked. The process is the responsibility of the local authority and it is for them to ensure
the traYc regulation orders required for parking enforcement are fully compliant.

There is, however, a strong incentive for a local authority to ensure that its traYc regulation orders
are fully compliant because an order might prove to be unenforceable if it were shown, for example on
an appeal to a parking adjudicator, to be legally defective in a material respect.

3. Whose responsibility is it to check that local authorities are meeting the requirement to have correct and
up-to-date TraYc Regulation Orders? What role does the Department for Transport have?

Departmental guidance (Circular 1/95) advises local authorities to undertake a thorough review of
their parking policies and the way that those policies are implemented before applying for decriminalised
enforcement powers. This includes the traYc regulation orders to implement those parking policies. If
a local authority has already formulated its parking policies, the guidance advises a review before applying
for decriminalised enforcement powers.

Circular 1/95 goes on to say in paragraph 11.20 that after the introduction of decriminalised parking
enforcement, local authority oYcers will still be responsible for reviewing the eVectiveness of their
authority’s parking policies as a whole and making recommendations for improvements to members. This
advice was reiterated by the Department in November 2004 when it issued to local authorities the Network
Management Duty Guidance covering their responsibilities under Part 2 of the TraYc Management Act
2004. Page 21 of Annex A—the good practice guide—sets out the steps that authorities should take to
manage parking and other traYc regulation. It is the responsibility of the local authority, accountable
through councillors to their electorate, to ensure that this is done. Legislation does not provide for the
Department for Transport to have a role in this.

4. How successful have the parking capacity guidelines in PPG 13 and PPG 3 been, and are any
changes planned?

PPG13 (March 2001) Transport Annex D sets out parking standards for specific non residential land
uses. PPG3 (March 2000) Housing advises that car parking standards that result, on average, in
developments with more than 1.5 oV street parking spaces per dwelling are unlikely to reflect the
Government’s emphasis on achieving sustainable residential environments. This does not mean all
dwellings should have 1.5 parking spaces but that the local authority-wide average provision should be
1.5 car parking spaces, with the actual level of car parking depending upon on the type of housing and
its location. Both PPGs emphasise that standards should be expressed as maximum rather than minimum
standards.

No evaluation of PPG13 policies has yet been done, and there are no plans at present to revise it.
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The PPG3 Implementation study “Delivering Planning Policy for Housing” (July 2003) identified the
following concerns regarding PPG3’s approach to car parking:

— it was thought to be targeting car ownership, rather than car usage;

— it was thought to result in on-street parking and ‘fly’ parking, which was unattractive (conflicting
with the policy objective of good design) and which local authorities did not always have the
levers to combat;

— it was considered a “blunt tool” that was not appropriate in all areas of the country, in particular
outside London and the South East (where public transport accessibility was perceived to be
superior); and,

— overall, the approach was judged inappropriate for many types of housing, including family and
executive housing.The research also identified confusion in applying the standards, particularly:

— whether the 1.5 standard applied as an average is to be achieved over the plan period (and what
that meant), over the whole plan area or parts of it, or for individual developments; and

— whether driveways and garages constituted a parking space (inconsistent decisions were found
on this).

The Government is currently reviewing its policy on planning for residential car parking. We
commissioned research in this area following the implementation study. Draft PPS3, published in
December 2005, proposes a more flexible, evidence based approach. Paragraph 20 states that local
planning authorities should develop parking policies for their plan area, working with local stakeholders
and communities, having regard to expected car ownership for planned housing in diVerent locations,
the eYcient use of land and the importance of promoting good design. This approach would replace the
1.5 average for a local planning authority area in PPG3.

The public consultation upon draft PPS3 closes on 27 February. The Government is hoping to finalise
PPS3 in summer 2006.

5. At Question 349 in the transcript it was mentioned that DfT funded the BPA to produce a model contract.
Could you provide the Committee with a copy of this contract.

A copy of the model contract is attached. This was sent to us by the BPA for our personal use only
and they have agreed that we send it to the Committee. They have asked that the Committee respect
that the document is commercial in confidence and BPA copyright.

6. How have the requirements for local parking strategies changed between the first Local Transport Plans
and LTP2? Why have the requirements been changed? Have the requirements been weakened?

The parking strategies contained in the first local transport plans were one of 27 criteria used by the
Department to assess the quality of the plans. The Department published guidance setting out the
evidence that it would consider in its quality assessments of which strategies met minimum requirements
and the extra that would characterise strategies in good plans.

The Department has changed its assessment methodology for second local transport plans and
emphasised the importance of plans addressing 4 key policy priorities in its guidance on second local
transport plans. One of these is tackling congestion and guidance indicates that plans should consider
demand-side strategies, including related to parking.

The guidance for second plans is diVerent from the previous guidance for a number of reasons,
including because there is greater experience in local authorities in producing transport plans and in
relation to transport planning more generally. Since 2000 central government’s relationships with local
authorities have become more focussed on outcomes as opposed to processes and strategies and hence
the second guidance concentrates the outcome of tackling congestion and less on the component processes
(such as parking strategies).

The diVerent guidance to local authorities for second plans does not imply that parking is a less
important issue than it used to be. Demand management (including parking) has an important bearing
on the Department’s assessments of second plans, as it did with the first plans. This has been emphasised
in the feedback to many local authorities on their provisional second plans, including the general feedback
published on the DfT website and sent to all the local transport plan authorities. The Department’s
assessments continue to influence funding allocations for the second plans.
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7. At Question 414 in the transcript the Transport Innovation Fund was discussed. Which of the successful
TIF bids are based largely on parking strategies? Do you anticipate there will be TIF funding for schemes
based mainly around parking strategies?

The seven successful applicants for TIF pump-priming, announced on 28 November 2005, will consider
a range of demand management measures. These include parking controls, the workplace parking levy
and road user charging. None of the successful bids looked at parking strategies exclusively and a key
feature was that all the bids featured feasibility work on road pricing.

The pump-priming decisions followed the TIF pump-priming criteria, published on 5 July 2005, which
made clear that we are particularly looking for packages of measures combining demand management
and better public transport to tackle congestion. The criteria said “all other things being equal we will
give preference to road user charging schemes over those which incorporate workplace parking levies,
and in turn prioritise these over those which incorporate other forms of parking control”. This priority
reflects the Department’s view that local and regional pilots are essential if we are to explore and
understand the possibilities of road pricing at national level. We therefore expect it to persist through
the TIF programme.

January 2006
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Written evidence
APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by Brighton and Hove Council

I am the senior bailiV at Brighton & Hove City council. One of my team’s tasks is to enforce warrants for
non-payment of parking fines. As far as I’m aware there are only a few councils using in-house bailiVs to
do this.

I am also the chair of the Local Authorty Civil Enforcement Forum (www.lacef.org.uk)

I wish to comment on the following question:

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

Problems we as bailiVs frequently encounter are repeat oVenders “playing the system”;

— Multiple ticket oVenders on vehicles of low value and not worth removing.

— Vehicles on finance that are protected from bailiV action.

— Quality control; large number of errors on addresses supplied by DVLA to the council; eg; flat
numbers missing, mis-spelt addresses and errors on names. Not uncommon to have fictitious
names eg Mr Scrap Dealer, Mr M Mouse or fictitious addresses. Such problems have not really
been addressed by the recent registration changes brought in by DVLA.

— Also, DVLA are reluctant to supply details of registration on other vehicles owned by the debtor
(often the date of oVence was many months ago and the car has been replaced).

Perhaps outside the remit of this review but serious consideration should be given to using solicitors to
register changes of ownership on vehicles. Addresses can then be confirmed and the possibility of other
documents checked at the same time.

Barrie Minney, Senior BailiV
Local Taxation Services

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by London Borough of Camden

Camden’s parking policies have been developed, and are applied, in the overall context of the Council’s
transport objectives, which are designed to:

(a) achieve an overall modal shift away from car-based transport to more sustainable means of travel,
such as public transport, cycling and walking;

(b) reduce the undesirable eVects of traYc congestion by discouraging inessential journeys—especially
car-oriented commuting;

(c) prioritise the use of limited road-space towards those requirements which have the most pressing
need and/or make most eVective use of the available capacity (eg residents, buses, essential deliveries
and servicing of premises, people with disabilities, cyclists and pedestrians.)

(d) improve road safety; and

(e) improve the quality of the urban realm.

The Council’s parking policies are aimed at achieving these objectives, and over the years can be
demonstrated as having a significant degree of success. Parking controls have, until the introduction of
Congestion Charging in 2003, been the only really eVective tool available to local authorities to manage both
traYc volumes and the use of highly restricted kerbside space. It is worth noting that the number of private
cars entering Camden—and especially that part of the borough in Central London (south of Euston
Road)—has been falling for a number of years prior to the introduction of the Congestion Charging scheme,
(15.3% reduction in all motor traYc between 1996 and 2002, based on Camden “screen-line” traYc counts),
and much of this achievement in encouraging modal shift is directly as a result of the rigorous use of parking
controls. Camden has adopted a similar set of objectives with respect to parking to its neighbouring
authorities (eg Westminster and Kensington & Chelsea),

Not only have these parking policies and practices led to the arrest of previously ever-growing problems
of congestion in Central London, but has meant that management of on-street parking space can be more
equitably allocated to the high-priority needs of residents, disabled drivers and servicing of business
premises.

Parking controls are governed by various pieces of primary legislation and secondary regulations,
principally the Highways Act 1980, the Road TraYc Regulations Act 1984, the Road TraYc Act 1991 and
the TraYc Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002. Central London, including the southern part of
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Camden, has been subject to parking regulation in some form or another for over 50 years, and controls
were consolidated into new TraYc Management Orders in 1976. As indicated above, Camden strongly
believes that parking controls are essential both to support the broad objective of reducing inessential road
traYc, and managing the use of limited road space, and has, therefore, pursued a policy of extending parking
controls throughout the borough through a systematic programme of introducing Controlled Parking
Zones.

The Parking Guidance for London published by Government OYce for London in 1998 states “The
Secretary of State expects that all boroughs should, where necessary introduce or extend CPZs, giving
priority to any gaps in inner London, and in areas which are important local destinations.” Camden has
complied with this guidance.

However, although this is a long-established Council policy, it has only proceeded on the basis of
extensive and detailed consultation, which has sought to establish community support for controls: in no
case has a CPZ been introduced in opposition to a majority view against controls by local residents. It is,
perhaps, pertinent to note that although many people may well initially be opposed to or sceptical about
parking controls, when the subject is considered in detail during consultations, and the pros and cons are
carefully weighed, there has always eventually been a clear majority in favour of controls. It is also worth
noting that in every case where a new CPZ has been reviewed after at least six months of operation, support
for controls has generally increased.

Camden is strongly of the view that parking controls should reflect the particular needs of the local
community, and for this reason has always attempted to tailor the detailed arrangements relating to each
CPZ to local conditions: this includes such issues as days and hours of control, the distribution of various
types of parking bays, the parking tariV for short-stay parking bays. The borough has also developed
various diVerent parking “products” over the years to address particular parking needs. For example, three
distinct and diVerent types of Business Permits, including one designed specifically to deal with the need for
vehicle repair businesses to park their customers’ vehicles; special residents’ permits for motor cycles; Visitor
Parking Permits; substitute Blue Badges for disabled drivers (to tackle the problem of Blue Badge theft);
Permission to Park notices and various parking dispensations, which are continuing to be evolved. We
believe that we have shown a willingness to be responsive in addressing particular legitimate parking and
servicing needs, aiming to deal with these issues fairly and openly. Camden’s objective in tackling parking
issues is to evolve eVective solutions based on our established transport and parking policies, and guided by
a clear hierarchy of need.

Council has adopted the following hierarchy of need:

— People with disabilities;

— Residents;

— Carers;

— Delivery/picking up of goods and provision of services;

— Essential business users;

— Shoppers;

— Visitors to residents and businesses;

— Others with essential parking needs.

Once parking controls and regulations are established following these principles, it is vital that they are
enforced rigorously, eVectively and fairly. IneVective or inconsistent enforcement serves to undermine both
the chances of success of controls achieving their objectives, and public acceptance. When Controlled
Parking Zones are reviewed, consultations always seek the views of residents and businesses about whether
the level of enforcement is appropriate. Overwhelmingly the response to this question is that it is “about
right”. Reviews of all the CPZs introduced in the last 10 years have shown the following responses to the
question:

Too little: 1,178 (18.5%)
About right: 3,836 (60.3%)
Too much: 1,345 (21.2%)

It is worth noting that the proportion of responses considering the level of enforcement to be “about right”
has been increasing with more recent reviews. However, this is not reflected in the coverage given to parking
issues by the media, which gives far greater representation to the view of the 20% who consider enforcement
to be too much rather than the 80% who consider it to be about right, or indeed should be more rigorous.
Press reports will often concentrate on lurid (and sometimes inaccurate) details of isolated incidents, while
totally ignoring the very real benefits which result for all road users from eVective parking controls, properly
enforced.

Inevitably there are complaints about how parking controls are enforced: most people who come into
contact with parking enforcement agencies will do so because of an actual or alleged contravention, and this
will be unwelcome in any event. In the context of the total number of PCNs which are issued, the proportion
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which are actually disputed is comparatively small, and the number requiring intervention by the Parking
Adjudicators is lower still. It is worth noting that Camden has amongst the smallest proportion of disputed
PCNs being upheld by the Adjudicators of any London Borough. (35.4%)

Nevertheless, it is important incorrect PCNs are not issued, and Camden has and is taking action to
improve the quality of tickets through:

(a) a programme of training for all parking enforcement staV;

(b) a change of emphasis in the terms and conditions of the new parking enforcement contracts, which
are based on quality rather than quantity: the payment is based on a fixed fee, regardless of the
number of PCNs issues, with bonuses awarded for reaching or exceeding qualitative rather than
quantitive targets;

(c) examination of all new and existing regulations, including lining and signing to ensure (i) accuracy,
and (ii) clarity.

It is, perhaps, inevitable that parking regulations which are designed to be flexible and respond to diverse
local conditions and requirements will often be complex: complexity is always going to lead to the possibility
of confusion, misunderstanding, and misinterpretation. There have been a number of instances where
signage relating to complex parking arrangements have been compliant with the requirements of the TraYc
Signs Regulations, but have been very diYcult for the average motorist to understand. On other occasions
attempts to bring greater clarity and logic to signing in order to reduce the chance of misinterpretation has
meant that it has not been strictly in accordance with the restrictive requirements of regulations, and
enforcement action has not been upheld at adjudication. It is important that there is consistency and logic
in the way that the Adjudicator’s decisions are made.

The Council is sometimes criticised for the suspension of parking bays (especially residents’ bays) when
works to or under the carriageway are being carried out, and occasionally for other purposes. This is a
particular problem in densely populated areas where there are narrow streets and few opportunities to find
alternative parking places. Generally, suspensions are unavoidable, but there are often occasions when it is
not immediately obvious why the action has been taken, and it is not unusual for public utility companies to
request bay suspensions far in excess of both the area and the time period needed for works to be undertaken:
sometimes no work is carried out at all. Camden believes that changes to relevant regulations governing the
activities of utilities on the public highway would be beneficial in reducing the length and extent of disruption
to residents’ parking space, and also assist highway authorities meet their highway network management
duties placed on them by the TraYc Management Act 2004.

Whilst Camden’s approach to parking controls and their enforcement is wholly policy led, it is a fact that
the borough’s parking operations do generate a surplus of revenues over costs. This is not surprising in an
inner city area, and the creation of surpluses is not the motivation either for the introduction of controls or
for the charges set for fees and tariVs or for PCNs. Statutory limitations set out strict requirements as to
how any surplus revenues may be used by local authorities. First and foremost parking income should cover
all costs of introducing parking controls, administration, maintenance and enforcement. Remaining
revenues may be used, where appropriate, for the provision of oV-street parking, the provision or support
of public transport facilities, and for highway improvements—including road safety. In Camden, the bulk
of surplus revenues from parking are used to support concessionary fares and the Council’s taxi-card service
for people with mobility diYculties. In recent years, where the growth of CPZs in the borough has led to
increased revenue and therefore surpluses, additional funds have been allocated to road safety related
improvements, and have been an important factor in the very significant success that Camden has achieved
in reducing road casualties—reaching both government and the Mayor of London’s casualty reduction
targets six years ahead of schedule.

Camden believes that it is very important that the income from parking should be ring-fenced in this way,
and retained by local authorities to target any surpluses towards areas of policy which are relevant and
appropriate to the local community, as well as being guided by overall transport policies. Part of the policy
objective is to obtain the highest level of compliance as possible, while another is to reduce the demand for
parking places coming into congested areas with limited kerbside space available. Parking controls and the
associated parking charges are, together with congestion charging, the most eVective way of doing this, but
it is axiomatic that success with these two objectives will reduce revenue from short-stay parking provision
(eg pay-and-display) and from PCNs. It is important, therefore, to ensure that the cost of maintaining an
eYcient parking service should not be reliant on PCNs or, to a lesser extent, on short-stay parking charges.

The level of PCN charges should be suYcient to act as an eVective deterrent to non-compliance, subject
to satisfactory enforcement, and these charges are set London-wide by the Mayor, based on
recommendations from ALG, and subject to confirmation by the Secretary of State. Supplementary
enforcement action, such as clamping and tow-aways are also subject to charges set centrally, though the
manner in which these sanctions are used, as indeed are all enforcement issues, are a matter for individual
boroughs.

Short-stay parking charges are set be the borough, and are very broadly based on achieving an occupancy
level of about 85%. However, this determinant has significant shortcomings, especially when:
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(a) there is an over-riding policy aimed at discouraging inessential car use and encouraging modal
shift; and

(b) external factors are influencing demand, such as congestion charging.

The Central London Congestion Charging Scheme has been very successful in moving towards the
objective of reducing the volume of traYc entering central London, and has had a significant eVect in
reducing demand for short-stay parking space. This has meant that in many areas occupancy levels at pay-
and-display bays are now well below the 85% figure and at the same time has caused a major drop in income
from this source for boroughs within the zone. However, it is Camden’s view that it would be highly
inappropriate to reduce the parking tariV in order to obtain a return to the 85% occupancy level, in that this
would negatively influence the success of congestion charging in reducing car-based traYc congestion. We
have instead taken the opportunity to re-allocate kerbside space to other uses based on the hierarchy of
need, such as residents’ parking (in very short supply in much of the central area), disabled parking, motor
cycle and pedal cycle parking, as well as improvements to pedestrian and cycling facilities, bus priority
measures, increased space for loading and unloading, and enhancement of the public realm.

Illegally parked vehicles create obstructions to moving traYc (much of this impeding the movement of
buses, emergency vehicles and delivery vehicles), can often present a major road safety hazard, and prevent
access to parking or loading space by legitimate or priority road users: this includes residents, disabled
drivers, vehicles servicing business premises etc. The Council makes no apology for pursuing rigorous
enforcement practices against non-compliant parking actions, and believes that the use of additional
sanctions such as clamping and removal are fully justified in order to achieve its policy objectives. Clearly
errors do occur, and the Council makes every eVort to eliminate mistakes, whether they be from inaccurate
or misleading signing and lining or from inadequate understanding of the regulations by its parking
operatives or of its enforcement contractors’ staV. Parking controls are very complex and suitable training
is essential. However we believe that serious mistakes are rare, but parking is such an emotive issue that cases
are often exploited by the media in order to create or exaggerate a populist story.

Part of enforcement is to encourage drivers to comply with controls, but often drivers deliberately choose
to contravene regulations, either because they believe they will escape penalty, or because they are prepared
to take the risk of a PCN, and to pay the charge if caught. The use of more severe sanctions, such as clamping
or tow-away, are a justified deterrent to make the risk not only financial, but one of inconvenience, which
the driver may be less willing to venture.

To summarise Camden’s position, the key points to note with regard to parking controls and their
enforcement can be characterised as follows:

— there is a strong policy background supporting the use of parking controls as a means of managing
traYc and as a restraint tool to discourage inessential vehicle-based journeys;

— decriminalised parking enforcement has led to significant benefits in improving eYciency and
accountability, and this is reflected in the responses to CPZ reviews;

— local authorities have demonstrated that they are well placed to ensure that parking controls and
the use of parking revenue are used to meet the needs of the local community, and that income
should be retained;

— parking controls and their proper enforcement are essential to (a) the movement of traYc;
(b) access to premises; (c) ensuring that priority road users have access to limited parking space;
(d) road safety; (e) bus priority. However, the public perception of parking controls is often very
negative, largely due to a wholly unjustifiable concentration by much of the media on
sensationalising isolated incidents or anomalies.

September 2005

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by Essex County Council

1. I write to submit evidence with regard to the third bullet point in the Transport Committee’s inquiry:
“Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?” I represent the united concern of
Parking Enforcement Managers of Essex Authorities regarding Appeal decisions by the National Parking
Adjudication Service. I respectfully invite the Committee to recommend that an independent review
mechanism for NPAS Appeal decisions be established, in order to provide for simple and practical scrutiny.

2. Essex County Council has sought and achieved powers to carry out Decriminalised Parking
Enforcement, and has adopted Agency arrangements for those functions to be discharged by its constituent
Boroughs/Districts. A regular partnership grouping of these enforcement Authorities has been established,
so that we can discuss issues of mutual interest. Our concerns have emerged from discussions at that forum,
and are supported by the representatives of those Authorities.

3. It is not that the Authorities are doing particularly badly in terms of Appeal decisions in comparison
with other Authorities, because we are not; it is a question of the general principles involved. We feel that
the manner in which NPAS decisions are being made is becoming increasingly questionable.
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4. It has sometimes been said by NPAS that Local Authorities become too involved in Appeals,
forgetting that the sums of money involved are small. However this view does not recognise that Authorities
will frequently want to use Appeal success as a Performance Indicator, and therefore these statistics become
important to them in assessing their overall achievements. Indeed, one Essex Authority (with a relatively
high success rate) has come to mistrust the validity of the statistic to such an extent that it has decided no
longer to use it as an indicator of performance.

5. The concerns we have outlined should in no way be considered a criticism of the principle of having
an Appeal service, or indeed of the NPAS organisation itself, which we believe to be highly professional.
The diYculty for us is that the system that has been set up using independent adjudicators does not seem to
work fairly, overall. We believe fairness to be essential to ensure the credibility of parking enforcement, and
we have for a long time supported the work that NPAS does. Moreover we regard the statistics of Appeals
won and lost by each Authority to be an important performance statistic in terms of Government guidance
to Local Authorities, but only if they are assessed fairly.

6. All enforcing Authorities will be highly aware of the need to establish robust procedures to ensure that
Penalty Charge Notices are only given to those motorists who deserve them, and that proper procedures are
in place to make sure that potentially mitigating circumstances are properly and fully investigated at all
stages of the process. Regrettably, motorists typically become highly aggrieved having received a PCN, and
will often use any means to avoid paying the charge. Contrary to the impression one might gain from the
media, it is very often the case that Authorities have information available that strongly suggests that
Appellants are not telling the truth. The Press message of incompetent or corrupt Parking Authorities is in
our experience a very long way from representing the truth. The plain fact is that Parking Attendants very
seldom have any reason to make up evidence, whereas motorists in receipt of PCNs are often highly angry
and will seek any means they can think of to avoid payment. This background seems not to be recognised
by many adjudicators.

7. The Appeal, as a civil process, is intended to be based on a “balance of probabilities” test, rather than
one of “beyond reasonable doubt”. The impression strongly held by Essex Local Authorities is that this
principle is often not applied by individual adjudicators, in practice.

8. To cite some examples of our concerns:

(a) Adjudicators often appear to miss evidence that is before them, or appear too easily satisfied with
some Appellants’ carefully worded statements.

(b) The evidence of Parking Attendants is increasingly being brought into question, without apparent
backing from the case evidence. If the case boils down to a straight conflict between statements of
an Appellant and a PA, we have had cases recently where the Adjudicator has allowed the Appeal
on the grounds that there must always be “an element of doubt” in any PA’s evidence. Such a
principle would make it virtually impossible to operate Parking Enforcement without independent
witness corroboration of every PA statement, which would be impractical. The fact that there is
in almost all cases no incentive for PA’s to tell untruths is apparently not being thought relevant.

(c) Some of the arguments used by Adjudicators appear highly questionable. An Adjudicator rejected
one case of a PA’s evidence regarding valve positions on the grounds that the sequence of valve
positions in the PA’s notebook “appeared like a Poker Hand”, with the clear (but implausible)
implication that the PA had invented the figures.

(d) The standards of evidence required of Local Authorities appear always to be increasing. For
example, it used to be the case that a PA statement about non-display of a ticket or permit was
acceptable at face value, but now it seems it has to be backed up by photographs, sometimes
covering every corner of the vehicle’s windscreen and windows. In another case the Authority was
criticised for not having provided evidence to prove how sticky Pay Display tickets were when a
PCN was issued for non-display.

(e) In one case with one Authority in Essex where a clear contravention had occurred, the adjudicator
stated that he would look for another reason to try to let oV the Appellant, and then decided that
one of the copy letters in the evidence was illegible.

9. In general it seems that no matter how detailed the evidence supplied is, there is always something else
required. It is very diYcult to avoid reaching the conclusion that Local Authorities are being targeted, for
other reasons rather than evidential ones.

10. It would be possible to provide full details to support the above claims, but this might be taken as a
biased sample. Accordingly, we would respectfully suggest that the Parliamentary Committee examines
closely the evidence in a random sample of NPAS decisions nationally, so that it may judge the matter
for itself.

11. It has sometimes seemed to some Authorities that NPAS is developing a policy “stance” because of
frequently cited media concerns about allegedly “over-zealous” Authorities. This media bias is perhaps not
surprising, bearing in mind that those caught contravening typically display great resentment, whereas the
majority, other drivers who may well support the principle of enforcement, are likely to remain silent. Indeed
the impression of “stance” was unfortunately backed up when NPAS organised an annual seminar where
the benefits of a lenient attitude towards parking enforcement by one Authority were clearly extolled.
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However we do not allege that the NPAS stance is a deliberate one, as we believe that individual
Adjudicators act independently of each other. The eVect probably results from other factors, and is perhaps
an unconscious response by adjudicators to the situation in which they find themselves. However the overall
result is that there appears to be a bias in favour of Appellants, for whatever reason.

12. We have considered what we can do about our concerns. We are increasing the amount of
photographic and other evidence we provide, we will try to attend more Appeals, and we will request reviews
whenever we think it appropriate. However these responses in themselves are very time-consuming and
costly, and the question must be asked, is it nationally desirable to have a structure for considering Appeals
that requires such public expenditure, in order to operate fairly?

13. We respectfully suggest that an important factor in the diYculties we experience is that there is no
eVective independent review mechanism of NPAS decisions. It is in theory open to an Authority to go to
the High Court to challenge a decision believed to be unreasonable, but in practice that would be impossibly
expensive in relation to the loss suVered per case, so the principles are virtually never actually tested in this
way. In criminal cases this situation does not arise, since the issues are often so important to one or other
party that a full review process of decisions is instituted, and therefore precedent is established. In contrast,
most NPAS decisions will go unchallenged by the courts, and even when a review is granted, that challenge
to the decision is assessed internally by NPAS, sometimes even by the same adjudicator.

14. We respectfully request that the Committee considers our foregoing submission.

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by AppealNow.com

It must be recognised that the decriminalised parking ticket system is heavily weighted against the
motorist. Just one example should suYce.

When a parking ticket is issued, a motorist who believes the ticket was issued incorrectly appeals to the
very local authority which issued the parking ticket. Moreover, the local authority and the contractor to
whom the authority sub-contracted the enforcement both have financial interests in the outcome of the
appeal. Experience is showing that many councils are not dealing with appeals properly. This is evidenced
by the fact that there is, according to the latest figures, an almost 25% increase in the number of parking
ticket appeals to the London adjudicator. I understand that a similar increase is prevalent outside London.

In any fair legal system, the onus of proving a case rests with the prosecution. In the case of decriminalised
parking tickets, this has been shifted onto the shoulders of the motorists. For example, when a motorist
appeals against a parking ticket, if the local authority mislays or misfiles the appeal, the local authority will
then often issue a Notice to Owner saying a parking ticket has been issued and no appeal has been received.
An even worse case is when an appeal is being lodged against a Notice to Owner and that appeal has been
mislaid or ignored by the council. The council will then issue a Charge Certificate, increasing the total
penalty charge by 50% with the threat of court action. To counter this the motorist will often have to swear
a statutory declaration that an appeal was lodged. I have evidence of many cases where appeals have been
received by councils and have just been ignored. I have even had cases where bailiVs have removed vehicles
or the motorist is threatened with the arrival of bailiVs.

1. Appeals Before the Adjudicator

Although I believe that in the main most appeals before the adjudicator are fairly treated, nevertheless
there are some reservations that I have as follows.

1.1 When a motorist appeals to the adjudicator, he or she will often attend in person but very rarely does
the parking attendant who issued the ticket attend to give evidence on behalf of the local authority. This
puts the motorist at a tremendous disadvantage. Firstly, the adjudicator can ask the motorist any question
that the adjudicator wishes and the motorist is obliged to answer, yet the motorist does not have the right
to ask questions of the parking attendant. In 99.9% of cases, it is the “evidence” of the parking attendant’s
notebook which is used in the case. I have cases where these notebooks have been fraudulently written up
and in fact there are two cases, Fernandes v Watford Borough Council and Ali v London Borough of Newham
where in the first the parking adjudicator found that the notebook had been wriiten up after the events and
the motorist called in the police to investigate and in the second there was apparently an internal
investigation undertaken by the London Borough of Newham.

1.2 Another unfairness is that with the tremendous resources of the local authority, they only have to
supply the appellant with documentation three working days before the appeal hearing. Often this
documentation is voluminous and, to the layman, very diYcult to understand. Once again it puts the
motorist at a great disadvantage.

1.3 One of the main issues of unfairness is the fact that parking attendants are only ever identified by their
badge number, never by name, so that the appellant never knows who their accuser is. The suggestion is that
if the parking attendant’s name were made available, they would be put in danger. This is absolute rubbish.
Time and time again you see policemen, who have come up against the most vicious and deadly criminals,
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being asked to give evidence in full public view with their names disclosed. It is hardly likely that a 60 year
old lady will go to the great lengths of finding out the address of the parking attendant and smacking them
over the head with an umbrella.

1.4 The inherent unfairness of the system is also illustrated by situations where parking attendants claim
that either resident permits or disabled permits are not properly displayed. This is often a question of fact
and the motorist is put at a complete disadvantage. It is my experience that parking attendants routinely
claim that disabled permits are not properly displayed and give parking tickets to disabled motorists on the
basis that they will find it more diYcult to appeal.

1.5 One of the most pernicious activities of local authorities is to turn down an appeal and require the
motorist to appeal to the parking adjudicator and at the last minute actually withdraw their opposition to
the appeal (either change to withdraw the penalty—or—allow the appeal). This is completely unfair as the
motorist, who is after all a layman, often has to go to great lengths to obtain information and evidence. It
seems to me quite unacceptable and immoral for local authorities to drop out at the last minute and accept
the appeal. Moreover, it seems to me that if this is the case and that the appeal had merit before the referral
to the parking adjudicator, then it must have had merit when it was first considered by the local authority.
This begs the question why the local authority did not cancel the parking ticket in the first place.

1.6 Another important issue is that often local authorities will not supply evidence to motorists when they
request it. There was even one case where the local authority said they would only supply information if the
motorist took the case to the parking adjudicator. This is a complete abuse of the process. I have also had
a case where the appeal form for the parking adjudicator, which is supposed to be included with a Notice
of Rejection, was not included by one local authority and the motorist was told that if they wanted to appeal
they had to telephone and get the appeal form. All this reduced the time limit for the appeal to be lodged
with the adjudicator and was grossly unfair.

1.7 Moreover, I have uncovered in excess of 40 parking scams which are perpetrated on the motoring
public and I have indicated these on my website. For convenience, I have shown these as Annex 1.

2. Public Confidence

Although the Road TraYc Act 1991, which authorises and allows the decriminalisation of parking tickets,
is not supposed to allow local authorities to use the system to raise revenue, nevertheless the actions of local
authorities have been such that in the minds of motorists the sole purpose of issuing parking tickets is to
raise revenue and not to ensure the smooth running of traYc. Examples of parking attendants fraudulently
issuing tickets abound. Furthermore the fact that local authorities in conjunction with their contractors
often have issued targets for tickets to be issued or cars to be clamped or towed away which, if the contractor
does not reach, imposes a financial penalty on the contractor. Similarly, prizes have been oVered to parking
attendants for the number of tickets they issue including, in one notorious case, the award of a Vauxhall car
as first prize, a two week holiday for two as the second prize and a wide screen television as third prize.

In addition television documentaries have highlighted the gross abuse of the parking ticket system by
parking attendants and their managers. I refer the committee to the recent BBC “Whistleblowers”
documentary on parking enforcement and Channel Four’s Dispatches documentary “Confessions of a
Parking Attendant”. Both these documentaries highlighted gross irregularities and fraud.

It is therefore hardly surprising that the motorist has very great doubts as to the proper intentions of local
authorities.

Moreover, there is an element of secrecy which pervades the whole system. Each local authority has
internal rules called “parking protocols” which apply to their parking attendants. In the past, local
authorities have steadfastly refused to publish these protocols. The only council so far to do so, albeit
reluctantly, is Westminster, but even then part of the protocols were been disclosed. It does seem unjust that
a person can get a parking ticket without even knowing the basis on which the parking ticket is issued and
the rules under which the parking attendants operate.

The Chief Parking Adjudicator has been highly critical of many local authorities, and the Chief Parking
Adjudicator’s annual reports should be required reading for every member of the committee.

I believe there are solutions which can be simply and easily implemented which would avoid all of the
problems and I set these out below. Moreover I would be happy to give evidence to the committee,

PARKING POLICY IN THE UK—A SOLUTION

The average motorist believes, with considerable justification, that open war has been declared on
motorists by councils, contractors and parking attendants.

I believe that in some local authorities the parking ticket system is totally out of control and that there
needs to be a complete overhaul of the system which is unfairly weighted against the honest motorist.

I believe that the whole parking system can and should be re-organised to work fairly and transparently.
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There should in any case be a public enquiry as soon as possible to show that government takes this matter
seriously. Experts with real knowledge of the problems should be consulted as part of this process.

Here is my 10-point plan to achieve this.

1. Each council must compensate each motorist who receives an incorrect parking ticket.

1. The compensation should be equal to the full amount of the parking ticket.

2. If the motorist has to go to the parking adjudicator the motorist should receive an additional 50%
of the maximum parking fine in compensation if he or she wins. This cost should be borne equally
by the Council and the Contractor.

2. At the moment all local authorities have their own local parking bye-laws (referred to as TraYc
Management Orders in London and TraYc Regulation Orders outside London). These laws should be
standardised throughout the country.

3. Councils must demonstrate in an open and fair way that they are not using parking enforcement as a
means of raising revenue but instead using it to manage traYc as required by the Road traYc Act 1991.

4. Councils must ensure that they are exercising proper control over the actions of their parking
contractors and parking attendants so that no parking tickets are issued illegally. They must do this by
undertaking spot checks and instituting quality control procedures—both of which are basic business
procedures.

5. Councils must ensure that the public is made aware of the financial incentives given to parking
attendants, so that the public know whether there might be some ulterior motive on the part of the parking
attendant when a parking ticket is issued.

6. Complaints against parking attendants.

1. Councils must deal immediately with all complaints against parking attendants.

2. Councils must deal with the complaints themselves and not, as is somtimes the case, get the parking
contractor who has a vested interest in the outcome of the complaint failing, to deal with them.

7. It should be illegal for contracts with contractors to guarantee a fixed amount of revenue to a council.
It is an incentive for dishonesty.

8. All appeals must be considered by local authority staV and not the parking contractor.

9. During the appeal process and at adjudication hearings the name of the parking attendant or
attendants providing evidence is not disclosed—only their badge number is made available. This is totally
unacceptable in a democracy. If the police did this there would be a public outcry.

1. Parking attendants should wear name tags; and

2. Their identities should be disclosed at the beginning of the appeal process and at all hearings.

10. Decriminalisation of parking should take place as soon as possible outside London in an organised
and controlled fashion. This will release police resources. This is a complex issue but must be addressed
soon—it is crazy that in some place outside London you get a fixed penalty notice for parking on a double
yellow line and have to go to court.

Annex 1

PARKING SCAMS UNCOVERED BY APPEALNOW.COMTM

(taken from the wwww.appewealnow.com website)

1. The Ghost Ticket or Phantom Ticket—parking attendants illegally issuing tickets after a vehicle has
driven away and claiming it was put on the vehicle.

2. BT vans targeted by parking attendants using the double whammy scam (see below on how the scam
works). BT has now set up a special team to deal with these scams!

3. Giving tickets to vehicles legally loading and unloading or delivering.

4. Clampers parking on yellow lines while they do personal shopping.

5. Supervisors, managers and parking attendants cancel tickets for their friends and councillors.

6. Parking attendants do not report parking meters that are not recording the time correctly. They then
issue parking tickets to vehicles parking there.

7. New parking signs with new times are hidden behind the old signs.

8. Illegible signs are not replaced or repaired.

9. Parking signs are hidden behind obstructions including hedges.

10. Councils do not follow the appeals procedure and automatically send out letters turning down an
appeal.

11. Parking attendants know which parking meters are to be suspended. They allow vehicles to park
there, then suspend the bay and issue a parking ticket.
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12. Councils lift up vehicles to paint yellow lines under them and then issue parking tickets to those cars.

13. Parking tickets are issued to abandoned vehicles to reach targets.

14. Parking tickets are issued to imaginary foreign vehicles. As the vehicles are not registered with the
DVLA they are treated as valid tickets.

15. Disabled badges allegedly not displayed correctly. Disabled vehicles are illegally clamped. Parking
attendants are increasingly claiming that disabled blue badges are not displayed correctly and issuing
parking tickets. Councils spend hundreds of pounds fighting requests to cancel these tickets. This is now a
national disgrace.

16. Health and emergency visitors get parking tickets! Parking attendants are increasingly claiming that
health and emergency visitor cards are not displayed correctly and issuing parking tickets. Just think: that
health visitor might just save your life!!

17. Parking tickets are given to drivers assisting disabled, infirm or ill passengers into or out of a vehicle.

18. Parking attendants confirming to a driver that it’s “okay to park here”, the driver returns to find
parking ticket issued.

19. The councils who claim they never received your appeal even when you have their
acknowledgement!!!

20. Issuing tickets on vehicles before the time on the meter has expired.

21. Misleading information on council websites, eg, at one time Westminster’s website on loading and
unloading said, “Loading or unloading should be a continuous operation”. This is not correct!

22. Councils not repainting barely visible yellow lines and therefore issuing parking tickets to motorists
who cannot see the lines.

23. Issuing parking tickets when correct pay and display tickets are clearly shown.

24. Councils not replacing faulty pay and display meters or parking meters—motorists put their money
in—lose it and park with a note saying they put the money in. They will get a parking ticket.

25. Issuing tickets on residents parking bays days before the bays are to be suspended.

26. Issuing parking tickets to AA and RAC patrols attending breakdowns.

27. Issuing parking tickets in areas where the council knows the parking signs are invalid.

28. Issuing tickets before 8.30 am (councils dispute this but we have witnesses).

29. Parking attendants adding information to notebooks after the event to “prove” a ticket was given
correctly.

30. Claiming meters or bays are suspended and issuing parking tickets, with no evidence that the bays
were suspended (see the famous case in Bury where the photographic evidence was doctored).

31. Confusing signs so that it is unclear where pay and display bays situated next to residents bays start
and end. (eg, next to Belgravia police station).

32. Parking attendants refusing to make notes about an alleged parking oVence in their notebooks when
requested to by a motorist or member of the public.

33. When a motorist has received several parking tickets and pays some but disputes others, councils
allocate the payments as payments on account over all tickets, nullifying the motorist’s ability to appeal.

34. Issuing parking tickets for parking on a yellow line before the line was painted.

35. A one oV—parking attendants issued a second parking ticket to a motorist who gave them the “v”
sign as he drove away after he was given an initial correct ticket. The council cancelled both the first and
second parking ticket!!

36. Suspending and hooding parking meters or pay and display bays over the weekend, particularly on
Sundays. Motorists think it is in order to park in the bays as there is no work or other activity going on—
they park and get parking tickets.

37. Where a street forms the boundary of two local authorities (particularly where they have diVerent
parking rules) parking attendants issue parking tickets in the wrong area.

38. Back oYce staV often give incorrect information, including sometimes telling motorists to pay the
fine and then appeal—once you pay the fine you cannot legally appeal.

39. “Seeing” yellow lines in parking bays when none exist and issuing parking tickets.

40. Removing out of order signs allowing motorists to park free.

41. Providing false evidence to the parking adjudicator.

42. Putting suspension notices for residents’ parking bays on the other side of the road!
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The Double Whammy, used especially to target company-owned vehicles, in particular BT vans. Two
tickets are issued to a vehicle by a parking attendant who then destroys the first one before the driver returns.
The result is that many companies pay the first ticket, before being hit by another demand—and pay again,
thinking the second ticket has been issued because of a separate oVence.

The Double Whammy and the Ghost Ticket are forms of fraud. Councils know that these are occurring
and do little if anything to curtail these illegal actions. In view of this widespread abuse, councils should be
asked how many parking attendants they have dismissed for issuing false parking tickets, and if they have
done so, have they reported the matter to the police?

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by the Campaign for the Protection of Rural England

1. CPRE welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Committee’s timely inquiry, Finding a Space for
Parking Policy. We have long been concerned by the increases in pressure for parking provision resulting
from rising traYc levels. The Government’s Transport White Paper forecasts for future traYc illustrate that
this will only intensify unless action is taken to address it. By 2010, there is forecast to be a 26% increase of
cars on 2000 levels. By 2025, this figure rises to 37%. Those holding a driving licence are also forecast to
increase from 70% of the adult population in 2000, to 75% by 2010, and 81% by 2025.

2. CPRE does not have expertise in the area of enforcement activities and we have, therefore, not
commented on this aspect of your inquiry. We are particularly interested, however, in the role parking policy
should play in traYc and demand management, and in land use planning. It is on these issues that our
submission concentrates.

What Role Should Parking Policy Play in Traffic Management and Demand Management?

Policy should recognise that parking is land hungry

3. In considering parking policy, CPRE believes it is important for Government and local authorities to
recognise that parking adds considerably to total land-take for transport infrastructure. This is highlighted
in our leaflet, Parking Mad (copy enclosed). The Government’s Transport White Paper commits to ensuring
that “the amount of greenfield land taken for development is kept to a minimum”. While this clearly applies
to housing, new roads, railway lines and other infrastructure, we believe it needs to explicitly embrace “Park
and Ride” (P&R) schemes and conventional parking too.

4. Land is a limited natural resource. There are many pressures placed upon it from society. On the basis
of survey work undertaken in 1993, CPRE calculated that an area twice the size of Birmingham was already
devoted to parking in the UK. Within towns and cities, the more land that is set aside for parking, the less
is generally available for other competing—and often more beneficial uses—like housing.

5. Since 1993 the number of vehicles on the road has increased. CPRE has calculated that if all private
cars and light goods vehicles licensed in Great Britain in 2003 were parked in single file, they would cover
over 80% of the entire classified roads network. Put another way, if all private cars and light goods vehicles
in Great Britain occupied parking spaces in a line, they would fill all six lanes of motorway from London
to Manchester, with the vehicles piled 68 high.

Parking policy is an important part of delivering sustainable transport

6. CPRE believes that levels of parking provision and the costs of parking play a leading role in
influencing car use and traYc patterns. The Government acknowledges this in planning policy. Planning
Policy Guidance (PPG) 13: Transport specifically states that the “availability of car parking has a major
influence on the means of transport people choose for their journeys”.

7. We see parking policy as forming an integral part of a co-ordinated approach to traYc and demand
management. Despite increases in the cost of fuel, the real cost of motoring has fallen while the real cost of
public transport has risen. This sends out the wrong message to people and makes it harder to deliver a
sustainable transport policy. In considering the costs of parking, it is important to examine the issue in this
wider context. The report, Smarter Choices, commissioned by the Department for Transport (DfT),
examined the potential of so-called “soft factors” in changing travel behaviour. A key conclusion was that
the success of such measures was reliant on the delivery of a coherent approach for managing transport
demand.
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Integrating parking and planning policies is essential

8. The provision of parking is a key factor which should be considered in the development of planning
policies. Strong policies are needed to encourage the urban renaissance, promote more sustainable
communities, and reduce the need to travel. These objectives are all compromised when large volumes of
parking are provided out of town, or on the edge of urban areas. Any relaxation in policies which encourage
sprawling development would not only damage the countryside, but also undermine the existing and future
potential of public transport, as well as the investment by others in town-centre development.

9. There is considerable debate about the need for fuller consideration of the transport infrastructure
requirements arising from the implementation of the Communities Plan. This has largely focused on
whether new road or rail links are required and where the funding for these is to come from. Yet, if the
housing levels which are proposed in draft Regional Spatial Strategies for the East of England, and South
East are adopted, this will also add a considerable burden to existing pressures for parking.

10. CPRE warmly welcomed publication of PPG13 in 2001 with its emphasis on maximum rather than
minimum parking standards. Our primary concern with PPG13 currently lies not in its content, but with its
implementation. We attach particular importance, therefore, to how the Government ensures that the
policies and standards set out in PPG13 are adhered to on the ground. This should involve a more hands-
on approach to the delivery of the new policies and approach than has previously been evident.

11. CPRE is concerned that the implementation of the approach in PPG13 has not been as consistent as
it needs to be. We urge the Committee during the course of its inquiry, to look carefully at whether the
standards set out in PPG13 are being met. This should cover the extent to which the Government monitors
their implementation, and intervenes when developers or authorities propose developments which conflict
with these standards. Moreover, under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, the Regional
Spatial Strategy (and Transport Strategy which is embedded within it) become statutory documents. We
would also be interested to know how this might aVect the policies in place to ensure authorities adopt a
strict approach to reviewing the need for parking provision.

Opportunities for improvement

12. Ways in which Government could strengthen its delivery of parking policies in PPG13 on the
ground include:

— developing a training programme for civil servants (especially in Government Regional OYces,
other Government departments, Regional Development Agencies, Regional Planning Bodies, and
the Highways Agency) on the need for an approach to parking provision based on demand
management;

— producing a “Frequently Asked Questions and Answers” briefing on the DfT website which
responds to the common issues arising over new development, and associated traYc issues (as the
DTI has for renewable energy for example);

— producing a best practice guide on developments which exhibit low parking intensity and high
spatial eYciency;

— DfT and ODPM jointly producing a “compatibility analysis” of existing plans at regional and
local level against the parking standards in PPG13;

— improving the place of parking policy within the new approach to transport appraisal (NATA);

— exercising the use of call-in powers more frequently to emphasise the importance the Government
attaches to eVective parking policies;

— increasing resources to Regional Planning Bodies so that they can ensure new Local Development
Frameworks deliver strong, demand management policies relating to parking; and

— developing an action plan to address problems associated with specific generators of car-
dependent developments (eg airports, football stadiums, retail) involving local authorities, the
DfT, ODPM, outside stakeholders, the Highways Agency and public transport operators.

13. In our experience, Regional Planning Bodies are frequently not acting suYciently strategically in their
decision-making on parking issues. They have generally not been able to overcome the obstacle of diVerent
local authorities competing for business and customers through increasing the availability of parking. In
this sense, incentives need to be improved for local and regional planning bodies considering adopting a
more eVective approach to parking based on demand management. Consideration should also be given to
penalising authorities who fail to embrace this agenda, for example through a reduction in financial support
for major transport schemes, or possible downgrading in performance assessments. There might even be a
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case for establishing a new body, or tasking an existing body, with the capability of intervening in disputes
between neighbouring authorities over parking provision to ensure they are resolved, without resorting to
lax policies and standards.

14. There are a number of ways in which parking policy can help achieve wider traYc and demand
management objectives. These include:

— strengthening the parking standards for new developments, especially in the Government’s
Growth Areas;

— implementing car-free housing developments, such as those currently promoted in the London
Borough of Camden, on a wider scale; and

— promoting car sharing initiatives, for example pooled community vehicles, particularly through
Residents Associations in existing suburbs.

15. We hope the Committee will be able to consider the potential of such measures during its inquiry.

“Park and Ride” is not a panacea

16. In examining the role of parking and demand management, it is vital to consider the place of “Park
and Ride” (P&R) schemes. The use of P&R by local highway authorities has grown considerably in recent
years. The Ten Year Transport Plan estimated 100 new bus-based P&R schemes by 2010. Just two years
later, the DfT were forecasting 150 new P&R schemes between 2001–02—2005–06.

17. These schemes have been identified as a good way of reducing congestion in town centres. CPRE does
not contest that many P&R proposals, coupled with the significant investment which goes with them, have
brought benefits to town centres. We are concerned, however, that the net eVect can be simply to displace
transport problems, rather than solve them as these schemes are generally dependent upon access to and use
of a car.

18. In determining the overall eVect of a P&R scheme, it is important to consider the eVect on the “host
settlement” and on the surrounding area. P&R can conflict with policies to protect the countryside,
especially Green Belt land. They can urbanise the countryside on urban fringes, and generate additional
traYc overall. In CPRE’s view, out of sight should not mean out of mind. Yet, the structure of local
government in many areas can exacerbate this problem, with benefits being experienced in the centres of an
urban authority, but negative eVects in the surrounding areas outside of its boundaries.

19. The DfT Guidance on Methodology for Multi-Modal Studies states of P&R, that “The impacts on
the environment and traYc outside urban areas is less clear. In some circumstances, park and ride may
generate longer journeys and take part of its demand from passengers who previously used public transport
for their whole journey” (paragraph 4.4.12). A key determinant of its transport, as opposed to
environmental, impact will be the extent to which any P&R scheme is accompanied by measures to reduce
parking in the town centre. While there may be occasions when P&R is an appropriate response to an
identified problem, we believe a much more cautious approach is needed before schemes are realised. We
hope such an approach will be reflected in forthcoming decisions by the DfT on Local Transport Plan
proposals.

Private non-residential parking

20. The Transport Act (2000) contained provisions enabling local authorities to introduce congestion
charges, and levies for private, non-residential parking areas, such as those found in out of town superstores.
Currently, the use of such levies for reducing car use and parking demand is minimal. We urge the
Committee to explore the reasons this policy approach is not being implemented and to propose measures
to overcome any obstacles to its adoption.

Conclusion

21. CPRE notes the Committee’s observation in the Terms of Reference for the Inquiry that “most
drivers have experienced diYculties finding a place to park”. While this may be a problem for individual
motorists, the consequences for society of addressing this through relaxing standards and increasing parking
provision could be severe for the wider quality of life of local communities and the development of
sustainable transport policies. Indeed, rather than furthering the Government’s objectives to reduce the need
to travel, it could lead to increased car use and greater land-take, and contribute to the erosion of the
character of the countryside and the “liveability” of our urban areas.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea

1. Introduction

1.1 Set out below is the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea’s response to the questions raised by
the Transport Committee.

1.2 This submission should be read in conjunction with the response from the Association of London
Government who are best placed to give a London wide perspective. Their report also includes comparative
borough by borough data which is not repeated in this paper. The ALG overview is essential in enabling
pan London consistency when dealing with the very diVering parking demands in densely populated inner
London and rural/suburban outer London.

1.3 The Royal Borough has had in place for many years clear parking policies, which aim to:

(i) reduce congestion, improve road safety and manage the limited available kerbside parking space;

(ii) give priority to local residents and short-term visitors to park, over all day commuter parkers from
outside the Borough.

1.4 The strict oV street private non residential parking policies combined with fair but eVective on street
parking controls operated by the inner London boroughs, including the Royal Borough, have had a major
impact in reducing car borne commuting in London over the last 10 years. This is highlighted in the recently
published DfT Transport Statistics Bulletin which showed that since 1994, when London boroughs became
responsible for decriminalised parking, these policies have contributed to a far greater reduction in morning
peak hour trips than the central London congestion charging scheme.

2. A local authority carrying out parking controls reasonably? How is performance monitored?

2.1 The Royal Borough considers that it is carrying out its role reasonably. When the Council took over
responsibility from the Metropolitan Police in 1994 it was acknowledged that parking had not been a police
priority for several years, with motorists able to park in the most dangerous and inconvenient places without
action being taken. Residents complained that although they paid to park in a resident’s parking bay, they
could rarely find a parking space as they were occupied by non-resident vehicles. Whilst there is still immense
pressure on resident’s parking space, residents acknowledge that the Council now ensure that all reasonable
steps are taken to deter non-residents from parking in resident’s parking bays.

2.2 In the late 1990s the Royal Borough (and the City of London) were the first local authority to
introduce controlled parking in every road within the Borough. This was only carried out after requests from
residents and the position of bays, the hours of control and the cost was only set following extensive
consultation.

2.3 In 2000 the Council consulted every household in the Borough requesting their views on whether the
controls should be extended to evenings and weekends. Controls were extended during the evenings but only
in a coherent way to minimise confusion. Also all parking bays have clear signs to explain the hours of
control. Whilst no controls were introduced on Sundays, following representation from the public, the
Council is again consulting on Sunday parking controls.

2.4 The key point is that the Council rarely initiates change but change comes from representations from
and then consultation with the local community. Change is often imposed on the community by external
factors, for example football matches are now regularly played on Saturday afternoons/evenings, on
Sundays and most weekdays, rather than Saturday afternoon and the occasional weekday evening. This puts
extra pressure on local parking facilities, to which residents and local businesses expect the Council to
respond positively to protect their amenity.

2.5 Recent surveys show that approximately 10% of oVences receive a parking penalty charge notice
which the Council considers to be generally the appropriate level to achieve the Council’s aim set out in para
1.2, whilst not creating perception of draconian enforcement.

2.6 The Council carried out surveys to obtain residents’ views of how the service operates and is
administrated. Since 1999 a resident permit holder survey has been carried out every 2 years, most recently
it was sent to 8,000 randomly selected resident permit holders. In the 2004 survey there was a 47% return
rate. The survey questions residents on their views about each Parking service, the opportunity for parking
within the borough, Parking Attendants and the service in general. It also looked at the use of Internet and
email. The results of the 2004 survey show a continuing trend of improvement and satisfaction in most areas
of the Council’s parking operation.

2.7 The Council also carries out a “Resident Reviewers Exercise” (Mystery Shopping). This involves 19
residents telephoning all the services (both Council and contractor) and asking a series of set questions. The
questions were designed to find out if staV could give reliable, consistent information and the manner in
which customers are treated—greeting, information provided and helpfulness. The first exercise was carried
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out in 2003 and another has been carried out in 2005. The results of the exercises show a consistency of
service satisfaction and do not record any deterioration in perceived service. There were some areas for
improvement highlighted in the first exercise, which were duly addressed and not raised again in 2005.

2.8 The Council uses focus groups and organisations such as the Older Peoples Reading Group to obtain
feedback on the services. The Council also ensures information is clear, with literature checked with the
Plain English Campaign and crystal marked.

3. What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is statutory guidance needed to
promote consistency?

3.1 The Council is currently evaluating tenders for the third generation of parking contracts. Much has
been learned from the last 11 years’ operational experience. This, combined with the assistance of the British
Parking Association’s model based contract, will provide a basis for further improvements in standards. The
ALG TEC (formerly the Parking Committee for London) produced a Code of Practice on Parking
Enforcement, which has provided the basis for the enforcement process since 1994. A revised version is
currently being consulted on. The Transport Research Laboratory has recently completed a study on behalf
of the Department for Transport on the improvements to the clarity of parking signing which will also be
of assistance.

4. Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

4.1 See the ALG response.

5. Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities’ parking and enforcement activity?

5.1 The Royal Borough is strongly of the view that local authorities should keep revenue generated from
parking fines.

5.2 The Royal Borough has a proven record of hypothecating net funding from parking fines to improve
the quality of life of those in the community who are elderly or disabled, by subsidising the Freedom Pass
and other forms of subsidised transport. The remainder of funding is used to improve the highway fabric
of the Borough with improvements to footway, lighting and the implementation of road safety schemes. The
Council’s commitment to funding this type of project is justified by the significant reduction in personal
injury accident over the last decade and currently the Royal Borough is ahead of the Government target for
casualty reduction for this decade.

6. What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

6.1 It is impossible to set national standards and it is essential that the design and the allocation of parking
space is developed in close collaboration with the community. This must include extensive research and
consultation.

7. What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

7.1 An illegally parked vehicle can cause a considerable amount of disruption to other road users. The
impact of badly parked vehicles on the commercial viability of an area should not be under valued and their
impact on buses is enormous.

7.2 The Royal Borough has entered into a Public Service Agreement with the ODPM to improve bus
journey times and reliability. This is to be achieved by analysing problems buses encounter along each route.
Sometimes this may involve physical changes to junctions or pinch points. However, usually this involves
minor changes to the parking and loading restrictions and ensuring additional parking enforcement takes
place at key times. This reduces illegal loading and parking, resulting in improvements to the journey time
and reliability of buses and all other traYc, which would also have been delayed as they go about their
daily business.

8. What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

8.1 Parking Policy is inextricably linked to traYc management and demand management. As set out in
para 1.3, since 1994 parking controls have played a significant role in changing the demand to drive into
central London.

8.2 The Mayor of London requires all London Boroughs to adopt a Parking Plan as part of their Local
Implementation Plans, therefore, ensuring parking policies are clearly set out and coherent.
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9. How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

9.1 This is something this Government can influence considerably by positive messages to and through
the media.

9.2 Parking enforcement is essential to ensure London (and other congested parts of the country) do not
grind to a standstill. The announcement of a “parking free week” would result in gridlock and it is important
that the message reaches the public that the work supervised by local authorities and carried out by parking
attendants is in many areas as essential as having your dustbins emptied. By the nature of their job, parking
attendants are unlikely to receive praise, as the person they have helped has usually been able to drive on
unaware of the potential blockage which the parking attendant has dealt with.

10. Conclusion

10.1 In conclusion, the process used within London has developed over the last 11 years and is regularly
under review both at a local level and within the Association of London Government (ALG) and addresses
the aims to reduce congestion, improve road safety and manage the limited kerbside parking space available
in inner London.

10.2 Change is usually initiated by those living and working in the community and changes are only
implemented following extensive statutory and non statutory consultation.

APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Train Operation Companies

Introduction

The Association of Train Operating Companies (ATOC) is an association owned by the train operating
companies that provide franchised rail passenger services throughout Great Britain, as well the EWS
Railway and certain non-franchised operators like Eurostar. As well as being the oYcial voice of the
passenger rail industry, it also provides its members with a range of passenger services that enable them to
comply with conditions laid on them in their franchise agreements and operating licences.

The Committee is inquiring into the current eVectiveness of parking provision and in particular is
considering the criteria to be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided, and
the role that parking policy should play in traYc management and demand management. This paper sets
out the importance of this policy area to the railway and to attracting continued rail passenger growth. Train
operators have invested heavily in car parking, but further expansion is sometimes constrained by planning
or highway considerations, and the needs of passengers are not always given a priority by local authorities.

The Railway’s Contribution

There are 2,516 stations on Britain’s rail network, and of these, 1,255 (50%) oVer car parking. In total,
134,258 spaces are provided at these stations. Of these, nine stations have more than 1,000 car park spaces,
52 more than 500 and 378 more than 100. Some stations such as Bristol Parkway, Haddenham & Thame
Parkway and Lelant Saltings, were developed specifically as “park and ride” stations. Train operators have
already contributed by investing in new parking provision, but demand has outstripped supply and at many
stations, the limitations of car parking are constraining further rail growth, particularly at oV peak times,
when capacity is available on the trains, but cannot be accessed, because car parks on the route are full by
08.00 or earlier in a few cases.

In general the available land released by the closure of small goods yards in the 1960s and 1970s has long
since been developed as car parking. In some cases unused land remains available, but in most cases,
additional land is required, or decked or multi-storey car parks will be needed to increase the use made of
existing land. However, where decking is involved, the cost per space is very significantly higher that that
of providing car parking at ground level. As car parking is generally seen as a commercial, not a subsidised
part of the service provided, these additional costs have to be met by users, and would be reflected in
considerably higher car parking charges.

Train operators have invested heavily in additional station car parking, and also in improving existing
car parks to improve their security. For example, GNER has provided over 2,000 new car parking spaces
at its stations since starting operations in 1996, and under the terms of its new 10 year franchise, is committed
to providing 900 further spaces. Looking at specific stations, Virgin have recently increased the size of
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Birmingham International station car park by 400 spaces. At the same time, WAGN has provided
70 additional spaces at St Neots and First Great Western expanded the station car park at Taunton by 70
spaces.

Other means of Station Access

There are opportunities to encourage access to stations by other modes, particularly:

— bus links;

— cycle routes and secure cycle storage at stations; and

— safe walking routes to stations.

Train operators have actively encouraged these through the provision of dedicated bus links, and 42 of
these throughout Great Britain are included in the National Rail timetable, giving timings of links to towns
not served by rail, or airport links. They include routes such as Romsey to Winchester (South West Trains),
Virgin’s Watford Junction to Heathrow, GNER’s Catterick Garrison—Richmond—Darlington link, or the
“virtual branch lines” run in Cornwall by Truronian, like Redruth to Helston. ATOC has also driven
forward the development of through ticketing initiatives such as Plusbus which provides add-on ticketing
for bus connections from rail services at over 500 stations.

Train operators have also encouraged cycle access to stations through the provision of secure cycle
storage, ranging from SheYeld stands to lockers that can be hired. Train operator One, for example, has
2,000 cycle storage spaces at 167 (80%) of its stations. In some cases, these facilities have been linked with
cycle routes to stations introduced by the local authority. In many cases, there is scope for more to be done
by local authorities by providing safe cycling and walking routes to stations, and greater priority should be
given to this in Local Transport Plans, as a relatively low cost way of improving accessibility.

The Need for Expansion

Over the last 10 years, passenger demand has increased by 40%, and Britain has the fastest growing rail
network in Europe. As demand for rail services has increased, so has the demand for car parking space.

In June, 2005, ATOC published a contribution to railway strategy called Looking Forward. In this
document, passenger growth in the range of 28% to 42% is postulated, based on forecasts of future overall
transport demand and external factors such as traYc congestion and road pricing. A number of initiatives
are identified to show how that growth might be accommodated on rail services, but its achievement will
also require improving accessibility to the network, and increased car parking will be a key factor in
delivering such growth.

Train operators are keen to engage with local authorities, and to work with them to achieve this, so that
the railway can play a bigger role in meeting Britain’s growing transport needs. Supporting this, appropriate
guidance from Government, and support through the Local Transport Planning process will help to deliver
the increased capacity that will be needed. In some cases, local authorities are unwilling to allow increased
car parking space because of local traYc generation, or because they believe that a park and ride solution
should be adopted. There is currently no mechanism that allows the assessment of overall benefit (trading
oV additional local traYc around the station with a reduction in long distance traYc and increased
congestion at the destination). It is also true that there is considerable passenger resistance to the
introduction of a third journey leg (Park and Ride) and there is a risk that its imposition would simply
encourage drivers to use their car for the whole journey.

Conclusions

1. Britain’s railway is the fastest growing in Europe. It has grown by 40% over the last decade.

2. Continued substantial growth in the range of 28%–42% is forecast for the next 10 years, and this means
a substantially increased requirement for car parking at stations.

3. Car park space has been increased, but at many stations is now full by the end of the morning peak
period, and this acts as a serious constraint on future growth.

4. Action is being taken to improve access by bus, cycle and walking, but the need to expand station car
parks remains.

5. The support of local authorities as planning and as highway authorities, is needed to achieve this
expansion and to support it in their own parking and highway schemes.

6. This would be facilitated if the encouragement of access to stations formed part of the formal guidance
to local authorities in preparing their Local Transport plans.

3 October 2005
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APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by Neil Herron on behalf of the Metric Martyrs Defence Fund

Current Effectiveness of Parking Provision and Enforcement Policy

I wish to make the following submission to the Committee but I also wish to make a formal request that
further, more substantive evidence, either written or oral, may be submitted after the date 3 October 2005.

The reason it will be necessary to do so as there are allegations of malfeasance, misfeasance and possibly
more serious oVences involving decriminalised parking enforcement in a number of local authority areas
currently in the process of being uncovered. There are also serious concerns and possible legal action
involving the National Parking Adjudication Service. The outcome of both of these will have fundamental
and serious implications for the future of decriminalised parking enforcement across the country.

There is currently a serious internal and external investigation being conducted into the legitimacy of
Sunderland City Council’s D.P.E. There has already been an admission by the City Council that over
£20,000 has been collected unlawfully from motorists with more to follow:

1. Accrington Council have also been forced to repay monies to motorists who have received
unlawful PCN’s.

2. More evidence is being uncovered in other local authorities arising from incorrect TraYc
Regulation Orders or misinterpreting or misunderstanding the legislative requirements with
regard to DPE.

The implications of legal action being taken in areas across the country must be fundamental to the
Transport Committee’s understanding of the serious concerns that are being raised with regard to DPE and
the perception by the motorist of DPE’s legitimacy.

Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 v Road Traffic Act 1991

The first series of problems arises because of the inequitous situation across the country whereby parking
restrictions are enforced under two diVerent pieces of legislation. The motorist does not generally become
aware of this inequity until he has received a ticket . . . ie after having committed an “oVence” (under the
1984 RTRA ) or a “contravention” (under the 1991 RTA).

Surely this is fundamental principle. The consequences of this do not appear to have been addressed.

For laws to be accepted and understood by society at large, they need to be seen as clear, fair and just.
However, with the case of parking oVences, it is the case that access to justice for an alleged oVender is
potentially totally diVerent in two neighbouring local authority areas. This is purely dependent on which
parking enforcement regime a Local Authority is operating.

One enforcement regime, operating under the RTRA 1984, results in an appeal process which allows
access to a magistrates’ court. The other, operating under the RTA 1991, does not allow access to a court
of law but to an “independent” tribunal.

Under the 1984 Act it is the driver who is responsible for the oVence.

Under the 1991 Act it is the registered keeper who is responsible for the contravention. Hardly fair, just,
transparent or acceptable and not apparent to the motorist until he receives a ticket.

We have actual cases ready to cite as examples of injustice.

Therefore, surely the best legislative provision would be to have one national parking law to ensure
fairness, transparency and acceptance rather than the situation at present, where under the RTA 1984 the
system has the necessary common law checks and balances yet the system operating under the 1991 RTA
simply perceived by the public as a “revenue raiser” with Local Authority’s simply incentivised by profit and
no access to justice for the motorist.

A simple question to ask is . . . “As the number of PCN’s has exponentially increased have the towns and
cities become clearer of traYc?”

If the DPE enforcement system works then the number of contraventions should decrease as funded
alternatives increase.

This is not the case and there appears to be no evidence to support this, but the revenue raised from a
more draconian enforcement regime seems to be the main driver, not the necessity to create a fairer parking
enforcement regime for local businesses, customers and residents.
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Legitimacy of DPE/Bill of Rights 1689

For the avoidance of any doubt in the following matter it is very useful that the Houses of Parliament
Transport Committee Press Notice (04/2005–06, 9 August 2005) refers to “parking fines”. There can be no
argument. If the Committee, the public, the Bulk TraYc Enforcement Centre at Northampton County
Court and the legislators consider parking penalty charges as fines then the attempted justifications put
forward by local authorities that it is not a fine but an “excess charge” or other play on words, it is clear to
all that what we are dealing with here is a fine.

Therefore, I wish for the Committee to now consider and address the legality of DPE itself in light of the
following.

As no doubt members will be aware, on 21 July 1993, the Speaker of The House of Commons issued a
reminder to the courts. Betty Boothroyd said: “There has of course been no amendment to The Bill of Rights
. . . the House is entitled to expect that The Bill of Rights will be fully respected by all those appearing before
the courts.”

There is a provision in the Bill of Rights Act 1689 which states:

“That all grants and promises of fines and forfeitures of a particular person before conviction are
illegal and void.”

This states that a conviction is necessary before a fine or forfeit can be imposed. As you will be aware, the
Bill of Rights is a “constitutional statue” and may not be repealed impliedly. This was stated in the case
Thoburn v City of Sunderland, the decision commonly referred to as the “Metric Martyrs” Judgment. This
was handed down in the Divisional Court (18 February 2002) by Lord Justice Laws and Mr Justice Crane
(I will paraphrase, but have included a copy of the judgment’s relevant sections 62 and 63).

62. “We should recognise a hierarchy of Acts of Parliament: as it were “ordinary” statutes and
“constitutional statutes.” The special status of constitutional statutes follows the special status of
constitutional rights. Examples are the . . . Bill of Rights 1689 . . .”

63. “Ordinary statutes may be impliedly repealed. Constitutional statutes may not . . .”

This was upheld by Lords Bingham, Scott and Steyn in an appeal which went to the House of Lords on
Monday 15 July 2002.

I am not aware that the Road TraYc Act 1991 makes express reference to repealing the Bill of Rights Act
1689 therefore there can be no fine except for one that is imposed by a court.

It is therefore important that the Transport Committee considers the implications of any attempt to
override the provisions of the Bill of Rights and the constitutional considerations of doing so. It will then
be necessary to understand the constitutional considerations of ignoring the Declaration of Rights.

The Sunderland City Council Investigation

A specific case, which has “implications” for all other DPE’s, across the country. The submission or
application to the Department for Transport for approval by the Secretary of State to create the Special
Parking Area to allow Sunderland City Council to create a DPE simply gave “reassurances” that all
necessary signs, lines and TraYc Regulation Orders would be in place when the DPE was to commence. If
it is proved not to be the case and that the Secretary of State was misled into granting an SPA creating a
DPE then there are very serious implications indeed as over 60,000 PCNs will have been issued unlawfully.

The investigation is ongoing but there has already been an admission to unlawfully receiving over £20,000
from PCN’s issued under non-existant TRO’s and the allegation is that none of the TRO’s are “in force”
thereby meaning every PCN issued has been done so unlawfully.

There appears to have been no checks by either the DfT or the Secretary of State regarding the substance
of claims made by any applicant to have valid and accurate signage and TROs.

Evidence is coming to light of many other similar situations by other Local Authorities. It is in light of
this that I stress the need for further, more detailed submissions to the Committee involving citing specific
cases in detail.

NPAS (National Parking Adjudication Service)

Again, there is an ongoing investigation in relation to this body. It involves complaints to the Department
of Constitutional AVairs and the Law Society.

NPAS is representing itself as a “Court of Law” on its website yet when questioned in writing it confirms
it is not a court of law, but a tribunal.

However, the main concern is that NPAS is not “independent” as it is scrutinised by a Joint Committee
(comprising appointed members from participating LA’s ) and is funded solely by 60p per PCN issued.

There is no right of appeal except on a point of law.
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If NPAS is not a court of Law within the meaning of Article 234 EC, therefore its decision will be in
contravention of Article 6 of The European Convention on Human Rights

In order to determine whether a body making a reference is a court or tribunal of a Member State for the
purposes of Article 234 EC, the Court takes account of a number of factors, such as whether the body is
established by law, whether it is permanent, whether its jurisdiction is compulsory, whether its procedure is
inter partes, whether it applies rules of law and whether it is independent (see, in particular, Case C-54/96
Dorsch Consult [1997] ECR I-4961, paragraph 23, and the case-law there cited, and Case C-516/99 Schmid
[2002] ECR I-4573, paragraph 34).

Under the Court’s case-law, an arbitration tribunal is not a “court or tribunal of a Member State” within
the meaning of Article 234 EC where the parties are under no obligation, in law or in fact, to refer their
disputes to arbitration and the public authorities of the Member State concerned are not involved in the
decision to opt for arbitration nor required to intervene of their own accord in the proceedings before the
arbitrator (Case 102/81 “Nordsee” Deutsche Hochseefischerei [1982] ECR 1095, paragraphs 10 to 12, and
Case C-126/97 Eco Swiss [1999] ECR I-3055, paragraph 34).

Therefore because of the rights of the individual are being removed in the name of parking “eYciency”
then the resistance to DPE will grow and as more and more motorists realise the illegitimacy of the whole
operation and begin to challenge and clog the system then it will collapse under its own bureaucratic burden.

Neil Herron
Campaign Director, Metric Martyrs Defence Fund

September 2005

APPENDIX 9

Further Evidence Submission by Neil Herron of the Metric Martyrs’ Defence Fund

FINE OR PENALTY CHARGE?

As some local authorities attempt to avoid addressing the Bill of Rights argument the evidence below
helps to clarify that a “penalty charge” is a fine.

In a letter issued by Parkwise in response to Alan Waring’s use of the Bill of Rights defence against a
Penalty Charge Notice issued by Chorley Borough Council they state:

“You and your counsel are correct in your summation of the Bill of Rights Act and no-one may issue
fines except by the judgment of a court. However, this Council does not issue fines we issue penalty
charge notices.”

Full text of the letter can be viewed here

However, the House of Commons Transport Committee in their press notice, “Finding a Space for
Parking Policy” seem to think diVerently to Chorley. They state:

“About a third of local authorities in the UK have adopted decriminalized parking enforcement since
the mid-1990s, and parking fines raised nearly £1 billion in 2004.”

And they then go on to say:

“Surpluses generated by parking fines can be kept by the local authority for transport related
spending.”

and then . . .

“Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines?”

So, I think we can draw the conclusion that a Penalty Charge Notice is a Parking Fine.

To assist Chorley Borough Council and the Transport Committee, links to other Local Authority’s
decriminalised Parking Enforcement websites:

Woking Borough Council . . . “The PCN (commonly called a ‘parking ticket’) will show the
contravention that the PA believed was being committed. The level of the fine or charge is £60,”

Hampshire County Council . . . “Parking fines may be payable where a vehicle is parked in a
marked bay without a permit or ticket, or outside a marked bay (for example, on yellow lines).
The Council will issue a ticket for an illegally parked vehicle which will advise the owner how to
pay the required fine, or appeal against the ticket.”

Coventry City Council . . . “All fines collected will be used to fund the administration of the new
arrangement, and any extra can be used for transport or parking improvements. Previously, all
fines collected in the city went directly to Central Government.”

Bristol City Council . . . “Pay Council Tax, Business Rates (NNDR), Parking Fines (Penalty
Charge Notices), Housing Rent and other Bristol City Council Invoices.”

Bath and Somerset Council . . . “Penalty Charge Notices . . . Can I Pay My Fine Online?”
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Blackburn with Darwen Council . . . “Where do I pay the penalty charge notice fine?
Payment is available On-line (www.blackburn.gov.uk/epayments), by phone, by post (please do
not send cash in the post), and in person at the town halls (by cash, cheque, credit/debit card)”

SheYeld City Council . . . “If, however, you are someone who parks illegally in SheYeld then don’t
be surprised if you find yourself on the receiving end of a fine called a Penalty Charge Notices
(PCN)”

Basildon District Council . . . “Parking Payments/FinesBasildon District Council now has
responsibility for parking enforcement and may issue Penalty Charge Notices.”

I could go on but I think the point has been made.

But let us go back to Chorley Borough Council and the Parkwise letter . . .

“However, this council does not issue fines we issue penalty charge notices.”

If you click here you will cringe for Chorley and Parkwise. The Parkwise scheme is a partnership between
Lancashire County Council and the twelve district authorities. Unfortunately for Parkwise, Lancashire
County Council’s press release of 23 April 2004 states:

“2.5 From 4 July parking and waiting oVences will be classed as civil instead of criminal oVences.
The Penalty charge or fine is still payable and will be pursued through the County Court if
necessary.”

So, it looks like Parkwise have just agreed that you cannot levy parking “fines.”

I trust that the Transport Committee will also find this evidence very useful.

1 November 2005

APPENDIX 10

Memorandum submitted by Mr Richard M Bentley

It may assist the Committee to be aware of my background and experience.

I am a retired former police oYcer with over 20 years’ experience of road policing. For the last six years
of my service I held the post of Eastern Area TraYc Management OYcer for the North Yorkshire Police,
the largest force area in the country. I had the responsibility for working at all levels with every agency and
any interested parties to ensure restrictions imposed by the highway authorities were both lawful and
enforceable.

I regularly undertook investigations into restrictions and processes on behalf of both the Administration
of Justice Department and the CPS. I was tasked to investigate and report upon the status of controlled
parking zones and other restrictions countywide.

I represented the Chief OYcer at executive level with an extensive list of agencies including: Regional
Government, Highways Agency, Department for transport, County and Local Authority Committee’s.

I am now employed as a consultant and expert witness working in the area of traYc signs and traYc
regulations.

Dealing with each area of examination in turn.

1. My experiences suggest that regardless of statute and regulations, highway authorities routinely apply
parking restrictions based upon their own principles such as:

(a) What the public doesn’t know won’t hurt them.

Everyone knows what a sign means, if it looks “right” it will do.

The odd person who continues to fight will have the tickets cancelled, 999 out of 1,000 will pay up.

Most people can’t be bothered to argue over £30 or are too frightened of taking on the authority.

(b) The Regulations are just guidelines, signing isn’t that critical, if we limit work to what we can get
away with, the law is so complex no one will notice.

By way of example, I make reference to the towns of Scarborough and Harrogate, North Yorkshire, I
was tasked to carry out extensive investigations into both regimes in 2001.

Harrogate sought decriminalised parking approval at the turn of this century. The authority had based
their regime upon the City of York. Scarborough based their zonal system on the Harrogate model, creating
the largest controlled parking zone in the country. It is relevant that both schemes were initially criminal
systems.

Scarborough Police enforce the lining restrictions, a system that was subject to a number of legal
challenges in the Courts.

The tasking was undertaken in both towns, following my reporting of major defects in Scarborough to a
multi-agency meeting held to discuss that initial “problem”.
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Both parking regimes were found to be fatally flawed, in most areas bay markings, upright plates, yellow
lines and zonal boundary signs were routinely non-prescribed and therefore defective. Scarborough had
additional issues relating to specific traYc orders.

Following the investigation, Harrogate accepted the result of the enquiry and rectified the system. Post
the remedial work a Statutory Instrument was created and decriminalised authorised. It should be noted
that, regardless of the identified defects, no financial remedies were instituted to repay fines that were
wrongly applied and money taken.

Scarborough has spent the last five years disputing the relevance of defects and continued to enforce
identified flawed systems. This is the case even though the authority was investigated by the Local
Government Ombudsman and found guilty of maladministration causing injustice.

That report highlighted a number of issues including the use of civil action and CCJ’s in a criminal system.

The Ombudsman’s report revealed that Scarborough had taken 10 motorists to Civil Court and CCJ’s
were applied, yet, not one of these motorists had been taken to Magistrates’ Court or convicted of a
parking oVence.

At a public Scrutiny Committee meeting, their actions were excused by a senior oYcer as the use of a grey
area of law. No proactive oVer of recompense has ever been made. Regardless of five years of discussions
with the police, the Government and the signing consultants, the enforced parking regime remains flawed.

Whilst as far as can be ascertained, the authority has not prosecuted a single motorist in the Courts. It is
my understanding that at this time the authority is still pursuing cash for time expired prosecutions, drivers
are allegedly being oVered the opportunity to pay their “debts” by instalment.

Currently the authority is carrying out rectifications to signing defects in readiness for decriminalisation
of the parking regime. When picked up by the media, these remedies are explained away as cosmetic
alterations during routine maintenance.

Motorists who have been the subject to questionable parking enforcement across the length and breadth
of the country regularly contact me.

Challenges to enforcement is at best diYcult, at worse virtually impossible, few of the drivers are being
made aware of the adjudication process, the time constraints placed upon them, nor their right to complain
to the Local Government Ombudsman.

My understanding of accountability within authorities, relates primarily to the regimes I have been
involved in early consultation or post creation examination. These include many of the market towns of
North Yorkshire and issues relating to the Cities of York and Leeds.

Of all the regimes I have examined, I am aware of only one authority suspending enforcement whilst
remedial work was undertaken.

I am not aware of a single highway authority or agency refunding or compensating motorists for fines
questionably applied.

One frequently repeated quote during my police service was that “no one challenges a £30 ticket”.

Whilst that may well be correct in the vast majority of cases and is relied upon by many Councils, not all
matters are merely £30.

One member of the public from the Southampton area has approached me. I am informed he is currently
facing over £24,800 in excess charges and bailiV fees, this relates to the issue of 52 parking tickets whilst the
authority challenged the status of his bathroom (converted from a garage) and refusal to issue a resident’s
parking permit.

I have reviewed photographs of parking bays in relation to this matter, the images show the bays to be
of a non-prescribed format, enquiries reveal that no authority was sought or has been granted from the
Secretary of State for the use of such signing.

How performance is evaluated

It is my understanding the evaluation process is merely a matter of checking the total amount of money
raised, the number of fines levied and ensuring that the financial return meets the requirements set by the
Members.

There is an incentive to ensure the minimum numbers of tickets are cancelled, questions may be asked
when the accounts are audited at the end of each financial year.

Working within local authorities revealed that the members’ and the auditors’ primary goal is to ensure
a good financial return, not the provision of a safe environment and the free passage of traYc.
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2. Currently, I am not aware of any penalty being applied to authorities that enforce unlawful, flawed or
otherwise questionable regime.

Provided the media can be controlled and the release of information is therefore limited, spin, bluV and
damage limitation systems ensure any potential challenge capable of reducing income is prevented.

Within the criminal justice system, regardless of the outcome, if the enforcement body manipulates
evidence, is deceptive in its working practices or seeks the payment of fines without the full backing of the
criminal law system, the Courts can and will apply justice to all parties involved.

The decriminalised systems, and, as in Scarborough, the criminal systems enforced as decriminalised
regimes, are open to institutional abuse. This is especially so when it is impossible to raise genuine concerns
within either a Courts or appeals tribunal.

In the case of the former, a council merely has to cancel a challenge to an excess charge to prevent the
status of the flawed regime reaching either the Local Government Ombudsman or the Parking
Adjudication Service.

With the latter, not instigating proceedings simply prevents matters being publicly challenged within the
Court system. Giving the authority the ability to plausibly deny any legal flaws exist, for no challenge has
been successful in the Courts.

A consequence of both instances is the view that provided that nine hundred and ninety nine out of one
thousand motorists can be encouraged to pay the charge/fine, the public will not be aware and the auditor
will not question the cancellation of such an insignificant number of PCN’s.

Is statutory guidance required to promote consistency?

Authorities employ professional oYcers, legal departments, engineers and consultants. The oYcers have
free access to the legislation, together with unrestricted guidance from both the Regional, and the Central
Governments Department of Transport OYcers.

Legislation is clear and precise, the TraYc Signs Regulations and General Directions additionally carry
the specific Directions of the Secretary of State.

Whilst OYcers and Council representatives will comment upon the complexity of the legislation, I am
drawn to mention that yes, whilst it is complicated, to those employed in this field, with a primary role to
deal with the issues, the legislation forms the backbone of their work.

The detail provided within the legislation is only a hindrance to those wishing to work outside of the legal
boundaries and constraints of law.

In a considerable number of areas, defects exist because of incompetence or a desire to provide something
diVerent. The wish to be adventurous will usually be totally unacceptable to the Department for Transport.

The latter would lead to a refusal to authorise the use of non-prescribed signing on the part of those with
the delegated powers of the Secretary of State, authorities knowing this, do not seek approval.

This in turn leads to the provision of signing and restrictions that are inappropriate, unlawful and known
to be defective.

The Road TraYc Regulation Act demands compliance with signing law, and a highway authority is only
empowered to place or erect lawful traYc signs on the roads in their area.

The Secretary of State has the power to demand the removal of non-compliant signing. Any failure to
remedy the defect can be enforced by the Secretary of State and charged to that errant authority.

It is my understanding that only one example exists of an authority being so instructed to remove unlawful
signing, this was many years ago in Oldham, Lancashire.

Lack of government support to oYcers who have the ability to exercise this power has resulted in lip
service being paid to signing law. Evidence of this can be found in most areas of the country, this lack of
policing reinforces the belief by authorities that rule of law can be comfortably skirted round, the only thing
to fear is the odd warning letter from the Department for Transport.

Guidance on the application of Statute and Regulations is provided clearly and adequately in the various
Chapters of the TraYc Signs Manual together with TraYc Advisory Leaflets.

Mechanisms are, in my opinion, required to ensure compliance with the current balanced and appropriate
legislation, not the provision of more guidance, be that Statutory or advisory.

3. 1. The system is far from fair to the general public.

Parking is an eVective revenue earner for any local authority who can benefit from the freedom to
increase its income, rather than be self constrained by compliance with the rule of law.

The mechanisms applied are there to ensure, or should I say, to encourage payment and therefore
provide a reliable income.
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2. This situation would be improved dramatically if challenges to the system were thorough,
transparent, heard in public and clearly beyond reproach.

The current system is self-enforced risk management.

The advantage of the criminal system was the independence of the Police and the Courts from any
financial benefit.

Parking restrictions should be legislatively applied to aid free movement of traYc and increase road
safety.

Currently, authorities place income generating parking bays around junctions, creating driving hazards
in breach of the good practice born out of tragedy set out within the Highway Code.

If safety is a primary issue, collision-generating systems would not be created. I believe other mechanisms
must therefore be influencing authorities, the only reason to put the public at risk by increasing parking
spaces, would I suggest be either the ability to increase revenue or appease Members.

The removing of financial incentives would eliminate many such issues.

4. (a) I refer the reader to part three above.

(b) Yes.

I see many regimes having defects that I believe could not stand the acid test of a Court of Law.

In recent weeks, I was asked to review Leeds on behalf of the BBC.

The authority informed the Department for Transport that their regime was 94% correct.

The Government OYcers in turn advised Leeds City Council not to enforce those areas that were
defective.

Whilst I was in the process of undertaking the examination, I found that the majority of the regime
was defective. In my opinion, it was more likely that the defects were 94% and only 6% was correct,
I found little if nothing that met the fundamental signing requirements for enforcement to take
place.

Signing provided by the authority was neither prescribed nor authorized. Parking bays were
missing, defectively marked and/or incomplete, lines were non-prescribed, defective zonal signing
plates were employed.

These matters were raised with the Wardens on the day, I was advised they had instructions to
enforce regardless of their own views.

A motorist I advised to challenge the system where bay and line markings were missing was
instructed to pay up when he made approaches to the authority.

I believe enforcement is still taking place within flawed areas.

I am providing advice to a motorist on an excess charge issued for parking on a non-prescribed
single yellow line, no upright plate is present, the line is not terminated. Whilst the highway
authority insists this was in a zonal system, I am advised that no parking zone has been imposed
on the relevant road.

A consequence of this stance being that the only recourse open to the member of the public, is to
take this matter to the Local Government Ombudsman.

I am becoming firmly of the view that the drive forming the basis of many if not all regimes is to
bolster coVers rather than to provide a safe and manageable environment for the community or
the public visiting the area.

5. (a) The local authority should ensure that road safety and the free passage of traYc is the primary
basis of any restriction.

(b) The local authority should ensure that the parking regimes do not adversely impact upon the
community, allow for the maximisation of local services, encouraging growth and the wellbeing
of the residents of the area.

(c) The local authority should encourage a relevant turn around when managing the parking, to
benefit and maximise the use of the facilities.

(d) As with the Police and a criminal system, enforcement should be the last, not the first resort.

6. 1. The current parking policy is encouraging cash before care systems, with the generation of income
creating internal rewards.

2. Public perception is one of a lowering of standards and increase in penalty.
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3. The latter part of the question leads to a question in return, given the status of parking regimes I
am finding in this country, why is it always assumed that a vehicle is parked illegally? Is that not
an assumption that the highway authority is always right?

I believe that more often than is acceptable, it is the regime that is unlawful but the motorist who is blamed
and punished.

There is no moral oVence, no spirit to the law, just a simple matter of right or wrong. If the regime is
proven wrong, why is enforcement lauded still being right?

7. Correctly applied, parking regimes can:

a. Free the commercial hubs of communities to encourage growth.

b. Ensure the safety of the public at core/strategic times.

c. Maximise the free movement of traYc.

d. Provide a vibrant resource rather than a cold sterile environment that is to be avoided.

8. The primary issue would seem to be one of fairness and justice.

Without a transparent system in which clearly applied and necessary restrictions are fairly administered,
then the public will continue to distrust what is perceived to be encroachment of their liberty for the sole
purpose of providing extra cash.

A return to a measured, balanced and independent enforcement process would remove the haunting belief
the specter in uniform is merely a collector of a locally administered stealth tax.

APPENDIX 11

Memorandum submitted by the Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee

Introduction

1. The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC) welcomes the opportunity to
comment on the House of Commons Transport Committee investigation Finding a Space for Parking
Policy.

2. DPTAC was set up under the Transport Act 1985 to advise the Government on disabled people’s
transport needs. We aim to ensure that disabled people can go where everyone else goes, easily and without
extra cost. We would like to see this happen by 2020.

3. The absence of accessible, aVordable and available transport mean that disabled people are less able
to secure and retain employment, obtain medical treatment, enjoy a full social and recreational life, or travel
with whom they want, where they want and when they want. Compared to others, disabled travellers are
likely to plan further ahead, use more eVort, pay more to travel, spend more time, experience embarrassment
and stigmatisation, and find themselves more tired at the end of a journey. This will crucially aVect their
confidence and preparedness to travel in future.

4. DPTAC uses four overarching principles as the basis for its advice to Government, other organisations
and disabled people. These are that:

— accessibility for disabled people is a condition of any investment;

— accessibility for disabled people must be a mainstream activity;

— users should be involved in determining accessibility;

— providers are responsible for achieving accessibility for disabled people.

5. These principles are the basis of DPTAC’s response to consultations.

Specific Response to the Consultation

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is performance
evaluated?

6. We note from the press release that the emphasis in this inquiry appears to relate to on-street parking.
DPTAC, however, believes that any consideration of parking policy has to take account of both on-street
and oV-street parking. There are good reasons for this. Firstly, the overall supply of parking places has a
key bearing on the accessibility of any town or city centre and this is particularly important for disabled
people. Secondly, if the supply, cost or enforcement regime applying to on-street parking is changed, there
is a knock on eVect for oV-street parking and vice versa.
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7. There is a further aspect to be considered. While under current legislation, only a local authority has
the powers to provide and operate on-street parking places, a large element of the oV-street supply is owned
and operated by the private sector. We understand that in some town centres, this can mean that almost
100% of the public parking supply is under the control of the private sector. This will have a bearing on any
measures to evaluate the comparative performance of local authorities.

8. Having said that, we recognise that parking policy is an eVective way for a local authority to manage
the demand for vehicular access to our towns and cities. With this in mind, we note that there are currently
no statutory best value performance indicators relating to parking operations for local authorities. The
Transport Committee may wish to consider recommending the introduction of such indicators. From the
point of view of DPTAC, we would expect such indicators to demonstrate the provision made for Blue
Badge Holders both on and oV street and to give an indication of the adequacy of that provision (including
customer satisfaction).

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

9. In reviewing the Blue Badge parking scheme in 2001–02, DPTAC made a number of recommendations
to the Ministers for enhancing the scheme. These included measures to improve enforcement.

10. Abuse of the badge, particularly when the holder is not present, is rife but it is diYcult to check unless
the badge can be inspected by a traYc attendant or police oYcer. Powers of inspection were included in the
Transport Scotland Act (2001) and, after consultation with DPTAC and with disability organisations, were
introduced in January 2004. Similar powers relating to England were included in the TraYc Management
Act 2004 and following consultation on new guidance for enforcing authorities, we understand the powers
should be introduced shortly.

11. There is no national database of Blue Badges issued. We indicated to Ministers that we believed that
the establishment of such a database would help local authorities and the police to enforce the scheme and
assist in delivering concessions. A research project into the practicalities of this has been commissioned by
the Department for Transport and is now underway. However, assuming a successful outcome to the
research, we would seek assurances that the database will introduced at a very early date.

12. The Blue Badge scheme also applies only to on-street parking. In practice, most, if not all, local
authorities and private sector operators designate a number of oV-street spaces for use by Blue Badge
holders. However, the new powers of inspection apply to on-street parking only. There is a need to consider
whether the powers of inspection should be extended to oV-street parking. We believe there is also a strong
case for statutory guidance or at the very least, a Code of Good Practice, to ensure that both operators and
users recognise the importance of encouraging the correct use of any spaces that may be provided.

13. The benefits that both we and the Government expect to flow from the new powers of inspection will
only follow if the new provision is coupled with (a) eVective training of enforcement oYcers on good practice
in using the powers, particularly in relation to people with disabilities who are young and who are from black
and ethnic minorities whose experience with law enforcement authorities may not be wholly positive; and
(b) advice to Blue Badge Holders that they may be asked to produce the badge by enforcement oYcers; and
(c) eVective monitoring of how enforcement works in practice. DPTAC is assisting the Department for
Transport in preparing guidance.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

14. We have no comments to oVer on this issue.

Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there any
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

15. We would not wish to comment whether the opportunity to raise revenue has influenced policy and
enforcement in an inappropriate manner. However, we are concerned that enforcement is carried out both
fairly and equitably. We believe that all local authority revenues from parking fees and fines should be
retained by the authority and that they should first be devoted to enhancing parking provision. For disabled
people these enhancements would include ensuring pedestrian routes to and from parking areas were well
maintained and accessible. We would also expect consideration to be given to lighting and security/cctv and
would encourage adoption of such schemes as Secured Car Parks.
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What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

16. From the point of view of disabled people, there are two aspects to this issue—the number of spaces
and their location.

17. Meeting Government objectives for managing the growth in traYc would imply restricting the
number of new parking places in our town and city centres and indeed reducing existing numbers. We would
contend that ensuring adequate access by disabled people requires a careful consideration of the impact of
such policies on disabled people. This aspect is given greater impetus by the new obligation that will be
introduced in 2006 requiring public authorities to publish and promote a Disability Equality Strategy.

18. Determining the level of parking provision for Blue Badge holders and its location needs to be based
on a combination of surveys of the adequacy of existing provision and consultation with local disability
groups to see what changes need to be made to meet future trip making requirements.

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

19. Disabled people have two particular concerns. These relate to the abuse of on and oV-street parking
provision made for Blue Badge holders and poor enforcement of on-street parking and waiting regulations
adjacent to bus stops.

20. In the case of the former, the new powers of inspection of Blue Badges should assist with the
enforcement of on-street parking. The powers do not, however, extend to oV-street parking provision and
there is considerable abuse of provision made for Blue Badge holders. The position is not helped when
parking providers (mainly in the private sector) also designate spaces for parent with toddlers. DPTAC
recognises the case for making such provision but we are also aware that some operators do not distinguish
between the two categories in marking out spaces. This encourages abuse and can seriously disadvantage
genuine users who are unable to access spaces adjacent to where they wish to go.

21. Poor enforcement of parking and waiting regulations adjacent to bus stops means that disabled
people (and wheelchair users in particular) are unable to realise the benefits of the new low-floor buses that
are now becoming increasingly commonplace. Buses are unable to pull in to the kerb to allow people to step
easily from footway on to bus and ramps for wheelchair users can not be deployed. There is therefore a need
for much better enforcement of regulations and better publicity for motorists so they are more aware of the
consequences of their actions.

22. We have also become aware of an apparent inconsistency in the regulations pertaining to yellow line
bus-stop clearways and Red Route bus clearways. This is an issue that needs to be addressed.

What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

23. DPTAC believes that control over the supply and price of parking is still the most eVective and readily
available tool for local authorities in managing the growth in traYc and demand for access to our town and
city centres. Implementation of a cohesive parking policy requires integration of highways and planning
policies through a combination of local transport plan strategies, structure and local plan policies and
development control. We would seek to ensure that such policies acknowledge the importance of both
maintaining and enhancing access by disabled people. This would include ensuring an adequate supply of
on and oV street parking provision for Blue Badge Holders.

3 October 2005

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum submitted by the Road Haulage Association Ltd

Introduction

The Road Haulage Association (RHA) was formed in 1945 to look after the interests of haulage
contractors in various areas of the country, in eVect, amalgamating local organisations that had been
established. The Association has subsequently developed to become the primary trade association
representing the hire-or-reward sector of the road transport industry. There are now some 10,000 companies
in membership varying from major companies with over 5,000 vehicles down to single vehicle owner-drivers.

Background to the Industry

The road haulage industry plays a pivotal role in the UK economy carrying over 80% of all domestic
freight. In 2003 this amounted to:

— 1,053 million tonnes carried in hire-or-reward vehicles;

— 590 millions tonnes carried in own-account operators’ vehicles;
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— a total of 1,643 million tonnes of goods going by road;

— 152 billion tonne kilometres on road transport;

— an average length of haul of 46 kilometres for rigid vehicles, 133 kilometres for articulated vehicles
and 92 kilometres as an overall average.

There are around 52,000 businesses in the industry and between them they operate some 430,000 vehicles
over 3.5 tonnes gross vehicle weight.

General Comments

With ever increasing demands on road space in urban areas, attention has in recent years been focused
on better enforcement of parking regulations. The decriminalisation of parking enforcement has resulted in
more and more local authorities taking over responsibilities previously exercised by the Police. The ability
for those local authorities to retain any surplus raised by parking fines has been an added incentive to
maximise their eVorts and has, on occasion, led to over-zealous enforcement activity.

This situation is particularly problematical for freight operators. Every business on the modern day high
street will, to varying degrees and frequencies, require servicing and/or deliveries. Some of these activities
will be undertaken in small van sized vehicles but many require the presence of lorries. Such vehicles have
a legitimate need to stop in order to provide a service to those businesses. However, vehicles being loaded
or unloaded are frequently targeted by parking attendants and issued with penalty charge notices (PCNs)
for being “illegally parked”. As a result, the costs of doing business in these areas increase significantly.

Specific Questions

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably?

The RHA believes that in many areas—particularly London—parking control is not being undertaken
in a reasonable way. Parking attendants seem to be motivated to issue as many PCNs as possible at the
expense of ensuring the legitimacy of the PCN. This is resulting in huge increases in the costs associated with
doing business in a particular area. Some operators in London are facing fines which amount to hundreds
of thousands of pounds per annum.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is statutory guidance needed to promote
consistency?

There are a number of actions that would improve the situation:

— contracts for providing enforcement activity should not reward parking attendants according to
the number of PCNs issued—accuracy should be more important;

— adequate training must be given to staV, including proper guidance on how to deal with vehicles
being loaded/unloaded;

— statutory guidance would help to ensure consistency across authorities;

— local authorities should be required to review the parking and loading/unloading restrictions that
apply and the signing in place prior to being allowed to take over enforcement.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

The RHA has no reason to believe that the appeals procedure is unfair. However, we must question its
eVectiveness. Many freight operators—particularly those that deliver regularly into central London—
choose to pay the PCNs (and add these costs to their customers’ bills) rather than challenge them. There are
two reasons for this—the sheer number of PCNs they receive (sometimes on a more than daily basis); and
the administrative burden involved.

Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines?

The RHA is not opposed to this as a principle. What concerns us is where this leads to contracts that are
based on the number of PCNs issued. Local authorities should be required to demonstrate that this is not
the case, that proper training is in place for enforcement staV and that the restrictions that apply are still
relevant and properly signed. If they are unable to demonstrate this then the ability to retain the revenue
should be removed.
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What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

The RHA believes that the local authorities are the most appropriate bodies to determine the desired level
of parking provision within their areas. However, the needs of freight operators are frequently overlooked
not only in terms of requirements for deliveries to businesses in the area but also the legal requirement for
HGV drivers to take breaks and rests. SuYcient safe parking provision must be provided to facilitate this.
The RHA believes that meeting these requirements should be an integral part of the local authorities’
transport planning processes.

Conclusions

Parking policies and their enforcement have an important role to play in traYc management/demand
management for urban areas. Illegally parked vehicles increase congestion, cause unnecessary disruption
and on occasions can represent a road safety risk. However, in determining the restrictions that should apply
and how they are to be enforced, local authorities should take account of the needs of all road users. In
addition they must look at how parking policies interact with other areas of transport/planning policies to
ensure that there are no conflicts, for example restricting loading/unloading to certain times of the day when
there are actually lorry bans in force.

October 2005

APPENDIX 13

Memorandum submitted by Transport for London

A. Introduction

This paper sets out Transport for London’s (TfL’s) response to the Transport Committee request for
information on parking enforcement policies and practices.

The enforcement of traYc contraventions is integral to TfL’s strategic objectives for the delivery of real
time traYc management on the Transport for London Road Network and the wider policing and
enforcement strategy for London’s transport network. TfL has never used the number of penalty charge
notices issued as a performance indicator. The key performance indicators used are improved compliance
and journey times for all traYc. By delivering increased compliance with parking controls TfL seeks to
maximise the capacity of the Transport for London Road Network, reduce congestion and improve journey
times for all road users especially buses.

B. Background

Responsibility for parking enforcement on the Transport for London Road Network was passed to TfL
on 15 November 2004. Prior to this the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) were directly responsible for
parking enforcement of the red route network (with the City of London Police responsible for the few red
routes in the City).

Red route parking enforcement was decriminalised on 15 November 2004 with TfL now the responsible
authority. TfL discharges its enforcement duties through a Special Services Agreement with the MPS. As a
result, 350 TraYc Wardens and 450 Transport Police Community Support OYcers of the TfL-funded MPS
Transport Operational Command Unit enforce parking restrictions on the Transport for London Road
Network. They issue £100 Penalty Charge Notices for parking contraventions which are processed by TfL’s
contractor. Representations are handled by TfL, with appeals heard by the independent Parking and TraYc
Appeals Service.

TfL has delivered an enforcement service in respect of bus lanes on the Transport for London Road
Network using decriminalised powers since April 2001 and since June 2004 in respect of other decriminalised
moving vehicle contraventions.

C. Answers to Questions Posed by Transport Committee

1. Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is performance
evaluated?

1.1 TfL seeks to improve compliance with parking controls on the Transport for London Road Network
in order to reduce congestion, improve journey times (especially those of buses) and to secure and improve
road safety in respect of all road users.

1.2 When the red route network was introduced during the 1990s, the then TraYc Director for London
decided to retain enforcement of the network by the Metropolitan Police Service’s TraYc Wardens. This
was intended to significantly improve enforcement as boroughs used their new powers to “decriminalise”
parking enforcement on their roads. Therefore, TraYc Wardens who had previously patrolled these roads
could be redeployed entirely onto the red route network.
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1.3 However, it became apparent towards the end of the 1990s that enforcement of the red route was
decreasing as TraYc Warden numbers began to decline significantly. Consequently, since the establishment
of the Transport for London Road Network in 2000, TfL has looked closely at how best to ensure its
eVective enforcement.

1.4 In June 2002, the Mayor launched the joint TfL/MPS Transport Operational Command Unit to
deliver additional transport policing services to 26 key bus corridors across London. The Transport
Operational Command Unit now numbers a total of 930 oYcers (police and TraYc Police Community
Support OYcers) with responsibility for tackling crime and disorder on key bus corridors, reducing
congestion at key locations, improving bus reliability and enforcing the taxi and private hire sector.

1.5 The review of the Transport for London Road Network parking enforcement took into account TfL’s
focus on improving the functioning of the road network, improving our real time capacity to respond to
incidents and our commitment to a wider visible police presence on the transport network. The review
concluded that parking enforcement should be decriminalised in order to transfer accountability for
enforcement to TfL and to enable it to lever in additional resources to the enforcement and management of
the Transport for London Road Network.

1.6 TfL’s overall goal in managing the Transport for London Road Network is to reduce congestion
allowing for more eYcient movement of goods and people and particularly to improve bus reliability (4A.3
of Mayor’s Transport Strategy).

1.7 As part of TfL’s preparation for decriminalisation, an “enforcement demand matrix” was
constructed to identify the locations on the network which require higher levels of enforcement. The matrix
is based on TfL’s analysis on priority areas of the Transport for London Road Network, including traYc
congestion hotspots and roads where bus services are impeded by illegal parking. This matrix is used to guide
the deployment of MPS Transport Operational Command Unit resources on the Transport for London
Road Network.

1.8 Conditions on the Transport for London Road Network are continually assessed through the TraYc
Wardens and TraYc Police Community Support OYcers as well as bus operators, TfL’s network managers
and through our links with the London Boroughs. In addition, feedback from members of the public and
TfL’s participation in various stakeholder groups is fed back into identifying key areas for deployment.

1.9 From the 15 February 2005 TfL has used existing CCTV cameras to enforce parking restrictions at
key locations. This has enabled Transport Operational Command Unit resources to deploy to other parts
of the Transport for London Road Network that are currently under-enforced.

1.10 TfL has never used the number of penalty charge notices issued as a performance indicator. It has
instead monitored the impact of bus lane enforcement on bus journey times. Generally, we have seen a 9%
improvement on year-on-year bus journey times on those bus lanes we are enforcing and approximately a
58% reduction in numbers of contraventions per kilometre (Jan 2004 vs. Jan 2003).

1.11 TfL has established a method of measuring compliance with parking restrictions on the red route
network (and on the borough roads). Since March 2004 we have been routinely measuring compliance using
a contractor and have established a compliance factor which indicates whether compliance is improving
with diVerent levels of enforcement. We will be happy to expand on this to the Select Committee.

2. What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

2.1 TfL is working with the Department for Transport on the production of Statutory Guidance that is
being prepared under the auspices of the TraYc Management Act 2004. The guidance is intended to be
issued by the Secretary of State for Transport under Section 87 of the TraYc Management Act 2004. It will
apply to all local authorities in England that are exercising decriminalised parking enforcement powers.

2.2 However, there are two general issues which should be considered. Firstly, the need for authorities
to seek quality accreditations for their enforcement activities as well as regularly reviewing and seeking to
continuously improve their services. TfL’s operation is ISO 9000—compliant and Charter Mark is being
sought. The services are also being subjected to Best Value reviews.

2.3 Secondly, the need for authorities to closely liaise with their stakeholders who can be many and
varied. TfL has established a Red Route Enforcement Forum which brings together all stakeholders on a
quarterly basis. This provides an opportunity to consult and involve people who are directly aVected by
parking enforcement activities and also provides an opportunity for diVerent stakeholders to begin to
understand each other’s point of view.
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3. Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

3.1 TfL is fully compliant with legislative requirements relating to appeals against any parking penalty
charge. In accordance with guidance from the Association of London Government and the Parking and
TraYc Appeals Service, TfL considers all representations and challenges made prior to a formal appeal and
attempts to assist enquirers with their queries at the earliest stage possible to avoid the need to make formal
representations.

3.2 One of TfL’s objectives is to seek Charter Mark for the notice processing service. As part of this TfL
will be reviewing customer satisfaction levels with this part of the service. As indicated below, much of this
work is already undertaken in relation to our bus lane enforcement service.

3.3 TfL always extends the 14 day discount period where a representation is made within the 14 day
period and where the representation is rejected.

3.4 Despite the wide geographical area which TfL covers, we have established Parking Shops in
association with our borough partners to deliver a more accessible service to our customers. It rarely serves
any purpose in the longer term to attempt to dissuade customers from making enquiries by making the
service less accessible so TfL would strongly recommend that any barriers are firmly dismantled.

4. Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there any
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalised parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities’ parking policy and enforcement activity?

4.1 As stated in the introduction, TfL believes that parking enforcement powers should be use solely as
a means of improving compliance with parking controls and thereby delivering our transport objectives.

4.2 TfL recognises that this activity will generate income and possibly a surplus. The retention by
authorities of income generated from parking enforcement activities is only justified when any surplus is
transparently accounted for and the public can see where any surplus is spent. Existing legislative controls
ensure that surpluses can only be spent in specific ways. Careful consideration should be given to the issue
of excellent authorities being able to spend any surplus in any way they choose. Ideally, TfL would like to see
the “status quo” maintained with any surpluses from parking enforcement activities being spent for relevant
transport purposes.

5. What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

5.1 The Mayor’s Transport Strategy highlights the fact that authorities should ensure that their transport
policies and activities are developed in such a way as to enable planning policy, including London Plan, to
be integrated.

5.2 The Parking and Enforcement Plans, submitted by the Local Authorities (as part of their Local
Implementation Plans), must give consideration to parking provision, charging regimes, on-street controls,
and parking standards. It should be co-ordinated and compatible with surrounding authorities, support the
economic viability of town centres, whilst reducing the overall availability of long stay parking, ensure that
the needs of disabled people, motorcycles, buses, coaches, business and freight are taken into account, along
with loading and signing issues in relation to parking.

6. What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

6.1 The establishment of a User Forum (2.3 above) underlines the competing demands of diVerent
stakeholders for kerbside space. A primary focus of TfL is to deliver improved bus services with increased
reliability. Much of our enforcement activity has been aimed at improving bus journey times.

6.2 Increasingly, however, the use of parking enforcement forums can improve road safety, reduce
congestion, and is instrumental in ensuring the eVective movement of goods in the capital.

7. What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

7.1 EVective parking policy and enforcement is essential to ensure that the road network can be used for
the movement of people and goods. Keeping stationary vehicles away from critical parts of the network
(such as approaches to signalled junctions, bus stops and pedestrian crossings) is fundamental for safety and
to maximise the throughput of people and goods. The evidence from the implementation of the red routes
in the nineties showed how the application of good parking policies and enforcement produced significant
benefits for bus operations, and general traYc, whilst improving conditions for pedestrians and reducing
casualties.

It is also important that areas designated for loading are kept clear of parked cars to allow for the eYcient
delivery of goods to those premises which do not have oV street loading facilities.
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7.2 The availability and cost of parking is a key factor in the choice of mode for those who could
potentially use a car. The London Plan sets limits on the numbers of car parking spaces that developers are
allowed to provide, depending on the land use, location and the quality of the public transport serving the
site. The London Boroughs have introduced controlled parking zones to restrict the number of cars that are
driven to and parked within the zones, discouraging all-day parking by commuters in favour of residents,
shoppers and visitors.

More stringent controls on parking, from raising prices for both on-street and oV-street, extending the
coverage of controlled parking zones or by lower limits on spaces for developments, could make a further
contribution to reducing the use of the car as part of a package of measures. This could be done through
partnership by the authorities concerned, in concert with improvements to public transport and other travel
demand measures.

8. How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

8.1 TfL has conducted a range of research on public perception of enforcement in relation to bus lanes
(and latterly in relation to parking and yellow box enforcement). The research has shown that 98% of the
public are aware of bus lane enforcement and 56% approve of it. 61% of the public are also aware that
cameras enforce bus lanes.

8.2 TfL works closely with other organisations in London. In 2000 we established an Enforcement Task
Force to represent TfL, the Association for London Government, the London Boroughs and the Police so
that a coordinated approach to enforcement is established and maintained.

8.3 It is a stated intention that, following the first six to 12 months of decriminalised enforcement, TfL
will conduct a thorough review of both the enforcement mix (ie TraYc Wardens, TraYc Police Community
Support OYcers and cameras) as well as a review of how well the combination of red lines and parking and
loading boxes work. This work is already underway.

8.4 Parking controls on the red route have not been comprehensively reviewed since their inception in
the early 1990s. As part of TfL’s wider approach to the Transport for London Road Network, a
fundamental review of the operation of the red routes and the nature of the restrictions has been initiated.
This review will engage the many road users and stakeholders across London.

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum submitted by FirstGroup plc

Representation from FirstGroup

FirstGroup is grateful for the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee’s inquiry into parking
policy.

Overview

Successful parking policies are key elements in delivering a number of important transport policy
objectives. For example, they can be major influencers in reducing traYc congestion, creating a better
environment in our cities and making public transport a more attractive option.

Successful parking policies can free up road space both by restricting parking and through price controls.
This in turn makes public transport both more competitive and more attractive.

Parking is currently in a “disjointed” state due to the diVerences in local authority policy under the
following broad headings:

Supply

There are several categories of parking supply, variously under diVerent degrees of control by local
authorities.

Parking includes public on street free, public on street charged, public oV street charged, private non
residential, residents” parking and fly parking. All of these can be controlled, in terms of supply, but taking
action to change the supply is not always something that can be done with any speed. Councils are generally
able to directly control all on street parking and a certain amount of public oV street and private non
residential parking, and to take enforcement action against fly parking.

However, the establishment of public-private partnerships for the supply of public oV street parking, such
as those in Birmingham and Manchester, blurs the boundaries between public policy and commercial
enterprise. Whilst a council may wish to promote modal shift and reduce car use, and parking policy can
be used to assist this through restricting supply, where such partnerships exist there is a contrary pressure
to maximise revenue through the increase of parking supply.
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Private non residential parking can be controlled both directly, by reducing the availability of employee
parking, and through the planning process by setting maximum parking standards for each class of
development. This approach needs to be enforced through follow up action both to ensure that the specified
number of spaces has not been exceeded, and by ensuring that areas planned for service yards etc are not
being used as overspill parking areas. This approach is also not without problems, as some employers remain
convinced that the best way to attract an appropriate calibre employee is to oVer them a company car with
a guaranteed parking space, and this will exert some influence as to their location plans if a local authority
is reluctant to allow suYcient parking supply. Very few local authorities have sought to address this issue
with vigour and where this has happened it has generally not been applied to the customer parking for
retail facilities.

The final type of parking supply is Park & Ride, which can be entirely under a local authority’s control,
or can be managed under a joint venture strategy with a public transport provider. However there are certain
criteria which must be met for park and ride to be successful, and amongst these is the relationship between
the supply of park and ride spaces and the overall parking supply. Whilst restricting the number of central
parking spaces will make park and ride more attractive, providing insuYcient park and ride spaces to meet
demand can be counter productive, both putting people oV the concept and increasing pressure upon central
area parking.

Pricing

The total cost of parking to a motorist is either the price paid to a meter, a machine or an attendant, or
the cost of the fine multiplied by the likelihood of detection and the degree of eVort put into recovery of
the cash.

There is another pricing issue: the value of time wasted recovering a vehicle impounded following
detection of illegal parking.

DiVerent markets have diVerent sensitivities to cost. Leisure or occasional shopping visitors to a centre
may be reasonably expected to pay a high daily charge. More frequent users such as commuters are more
likely to resist a high charge and seek alternatives. However the availability of season ticket or contract
parking at heavily discounted daily rates can undermine such a policy of high pricing.

Business travellers may be more inclined to risk paying a fine for illegal parking if they view this risk as
being outweighed by any potential increased convenience or time saving. But if the risk involves the removal
of the vehicle, necessitating its recovery, this will act as a major deterrent. There is concern that the high
financial penalties levied by some authorities for illegal parking represent a revenue generation scheme, with
little attendant benefit and little deterrent eVect for “hard core” oVenders. This suggests that the optimum
solution is a relatively low fine but a high proportion of vehicle removals.

Duration of Stay

Market segmentation is the principle behind oVering long and short stay parking. The principal objective
of many urban areas is to preserve their relative attractiveness in terms of the retail core. From a
sustainability perspective the principal problem is generally one of peak period congestion. Therefore the
parking strategy is based on dual pricing: high charges for long stay parking (such as commuters), with
relatively cheap parking for those wishing to stay for only a few hours. Restricting the maximum stay
duration for most of the parking supply is the simplest form of this policy, and need not include a charge
for the duration of this stay.

Such a policy can be eVective in maintaining the viability of the retail centre whilst making commuters
think seriously about their transport mode. It can however be seriously undermined where privately run
public oV street car parks provide all day parking at a similar price to that for the maximum short stay
duration. This is frequently the case in large city centres, and can be a factor in pushing local authorities
down the public-private partnership route.

Decriminalisation

Enforcement against illegal parking was traditionally the preserve of traYc wardens, who form an element
of the local police force. Following the Road TraYc Act 1991 local authorities have been able to apply to the
Secretary of State for Decriminalisation of Parking Enforcement (DPE) powers. This allows the authority to
take direct control of the parking enforcement activity and to specify both the level of enforcement activity
and the penalties for illegal parking.

Take-up of these powers has been gradual and inconsistent. For instance, within the Greater Manchester
area, of the 10 local authorities 9 have so far taken up the DPE powers since 1999 and Tameside remains
yet to do so.
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Some authorities see DPE as an opportunity to develop a more cohesive transport policy, with parking
under greater control and influencing modal choice. Others appear to have used it as an opportunity to
generate revenue, which is (under the current legislation) ring fenced and to be hypothecated for transport
related purposes (including funding of the enforcement activity).

In summary there should be advantages to DPE but until such time as all authorities are signed up to it
and there is greater consistency in its practical application, the full advantages are yet to be realised.

Enforcement

The degree of enforcement which takes place will be a key determinant of driver behaviour. The greater
the likelihood of detection of a parking oVence, whether overstay or parking where prohibited, the less likely
such an oVence is to be committed. Where the local authority has adopted DPE, the choice of the level of
resource allocation is entirely theirs to make, and the deployment of that resource is at their discretion. It
is, therefore, more likely that a cohesive and consistent approach to parking policy will be taken by
authorities who have adopted DPE.

Enforcement activity does have a cost and the availability of the revenue raised from this activity to be
ploughed back into the enforcement cost does give authorities greater scope to act. Such hypothecation of
revenue is clearly beneficial but there is a serious problem with public perception of DPE and of the revenue
thereby generated. It is certainly the case in some areas that allocation of resources is biased towards middle
income residential areas where the chances of payment without expensive follow-up action are highest,
whilst inner city areas where illegal parking has the greatest adverse eVect on the movement of traYc see a far
lower level of activity. Some guidelines linking the ability to retain fine revenue to the relationship between
enforcement activity and the prevalence of illegal activity would be beneficial. By this means the negative
public image sometimes generated by this activity could be alleviated, thereby assisting with compliance and
ensuring that the regime is of good repute.

Furthermore, public perception would be improved by greater transparency regarding the costs and
revenues of parking enforcement. Publication of summarised accounts, explaining how the revenue has been
allocated, on an annual basis and including this information with the Council Tax “pack” distributed to
households would achieve this.

Enforcement also applies to planning consents. Whilst an authority may impose maximum parking
standards for new developments, these are only of value if they are enforced thoroughly. If developers feel
that they can ignore or flout such restrictions, they soon will fall into disrepute and cease to have any value.

Conclusions

All these are important to public transport operators as they aVect the balance between the relative
attractiveness of private and public transport. When travellers make a choice of mode for their journey they
do that on the basis of the generalised cost of travel. However general public awareness and perception of
generalised cost is, usually, poor. Therefore such choices are, often, made on the basis of perceived changes
to generalised cost.

To explain this in more detail, motorists generally see the cost of travel as being their fuel and parking
costs. The more enlightened will also consider servicing, taxation and insurance as travel costs. However
they are almost certain not to include the costs of depreciation or the value of their time whilst travelling,
including time spent searching for a parking space, and access time from the car park to their destination.

Conversely, the costs of travelling by public transport are generally better perceived. Access to the bus
stop or station, waiting for the bus or train and any time premium over the (perceived) car travel time are
generally recognised. The fare is clearly a visible cost. As activities such as waiting time are perceived as time
wasted, the value placed on these is generally placed higher than on time spent “productively”.

Therefore public transport is immediately perceived as being disadvantageous for those who have a
choice. From this starting point any changes to travel behaviour are based on changes in cost. For instance,
bus fare increases or reductions in service frequency will shift the balance in favour of the car. However,
increases in car parking charges, will be more likely to favour public transport. A shift from a presumption
that parking (legally or otherwise) is free, to one where the fear of financial punishment for illegal parking
is endemic, will be likely to have a significant eVect.

There is however a further factor to take account of. That is the need to retain some form of competitive
local advantage. Many local centres fear that the introduction of a more draconian parking regime will
weaken their retailing position compared with out of town shopping centres with abundant free parking.
As the shopping activity tends to underpin other leisure, catering and entertainment commerce, the fear is
of collapse of the commercial viability of the centre, with consequent collapse of other employment. Such
fears are to a certain extent well founded, as exemplified by the initial depression of SheYeld City Centre in
the wake of the opening of Meadowhall in the 1990s. However, rather than fighting shy of parking
restrictions in the traditional centres, the solution lies in tying customer parking charges into planning
consents for out of town centres.
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Recommendations

In order to encourage a shift away from use of the private car where there is a choice between public and
private transport, it is necessary to make public transport more attractive whilst making the private car less
appealing. There is much activity at present examining road pricing schemes to do this, but parking policy
is just as important. In those towns and cities constrained by parking restrictions within the central area,
such as Oxford, York, Chester and Brighton, the bus enjoys a high market share. Learning from the lessons
of these places can help achieve a similar impact elsewhere.

While the introduction of the Transport Innovation Fund is to be welcomed on the basis that it could
assist in the delivery of road user charging schemes, it is disappointing that this may lead to workplace
parking charging being moved down the agenda as a result. Workplace charging will clearly need to be an
important element of parking policy if peak period congestion is to be reduced and it is to be hoped that
this review will recognise this fact and address the current reduced emphasis on this policy tool.

The key issues to consider are parking supply, pricing and duration of stay for public spaces, together
with development control. A clear policy on enforcement levels, targets and revenue usage is also required.

First considers that there is a need for a thorough review of parking policy across the UK, identifying
best practice in all the above fields. This review should conclude with the production of guidelines for local
authorities governing all elements of parking policy, with targets being set for LTP monitoring and
consideration of these in making funding awards. There is a need for greater consistency of approach across
authorities, and for greater transparency, if we are to achieve a real impact in modal shift.

FirstGroup plc

October 2005

APPENDIX 15

Memorandum submitted by the Association of International Couriers and Express Services

Background—AICES and the Express Industry

1. AICES is the trade organisation in the United Kingdom for companies handling international express
documents and package shipments. Our membership (which includes household names such as DHL,
FedEx, TNT and UPS) employs over 29,000 people directly in the UK, supports a further 68,000 jobs
indirectly, and is responsible for over 95% of the international courier and express shipments moved through
the UK every day. Our services provide the “just-in-time” information and goods that organisations from
hospitals to major financial institutions rely upon.

2. The provision of cost eVective express services is one of the key factors making London competitive
as a world financial and business centre. Businesses dealing in high value products need to be able to access
delivery services to locations around the world on a next day basis—this is what our members provide.

3. The importance of the provision of express services was shown by an Oxford Economic Forecasting
report in 2002 which demonstrated that whilst the direct economic benefit of the express industry in 2001
was £544 million, its additional catalytic impact (enabling other firms to do business) was over £1.2 billion.
This report also estimated that the impact of the express industry will grow to over £5 billion per year within
the next 20 years. As the major centre of express services use in the UK, London stands to benefit immensely
from this development.

Scale and Impact of Parking Issue

4. The key issue for business as regards parking is central London—this relatively small area accounts
for a large percentage of the total fines incurred by our industry. Furthermore it is in London that our
industry has seen a large and unsustainable rise in the level of parking fines issued since decriminalisation.
If the situation in London is left unchecked, the actions of the Councils there may come to be seen as a model
by Councils in other areas of Britain—meaning that businesses in cities across the UK could come to face
the kind of diYcult situation that now exists in London.

5. We believe that a significant problem has developed in central London over the last few years as regards
parking enforcement. AICES members saw the level of Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) issued more than
double between 2002 and 2004. This is not due to any significant change in operations by our members.

6. It would appear that some local authorities may be using the PCN regime as a revenue raising measure.
Parking attendants have been incentivised to issues PCNs. Due to our operating patterns (regular times of
deliveries etc), express delivery vehicles are often seen as a “soft target” for the issuing of PCNs.
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Table

PARKING FINES IN LONDON FOR THE EXPRESS INDUSTRY1

2002 2003 2004

Total (£) 696,500 1,041,400 1,484,400
Total % increase — 49.5 113
Year on year % — 49.5 42.5

7. Such a steep rise in operating costs is making it increasingly expensive for AICES members to service
businesses based in central London. It is clearly unsustainable for the express delivery industry to continue
to absorb this kind of cost without it impacting upon prices paid by businesses in central London.

Causes of the Current Situation

8. It is vital for the provision of our service that road transport around London is as eVective as possible—
consequently we fully support the eVorts of parking enforcement oYcials to keep arterial and strategic
routes free of traYc impeding parked vehicles. However we do not believe that the massive increase in fines
we are facing reflects such oVences.

9. We believe a change of culture is need within parking enforcement to ensure that delivery vans are not
seen as a soft target.

10. A further contributor to the current problems are the policies on parking spaces of the central London
local authorities. We believe that to accommodate business demand, there is a need for increased levels of
kerbside parking spaces and loading bays. Whilst these do not generate funds for the Local Authorities in
the same fashion as private parking spaces, it would fit with the strategic needs of central London. Given
the decrease in traYc in the central London congestion charging zone we would argue that there is a strong
argument for shifting provision further towards commercial use. Some Councils are examining this, and we
welcome this development.

11. The express industry is being penalised by rules on use of loading spaces. It is usually specified with
these spaces that to qualify as legitimate delivery use, the vehicle be in “constant use”. Whilst this may be
practicable for large scale freight vehicles, express delivery vans are often manned by just one person, and to
meet our requirements as a regulated agent under the Maritime and Aviation Security Act, and for insurance
purposes, must be locked when the driver is delivering the package.

12. We believe that appropriately liveried express delivery vans should be automatically deemed to be
active. Given the degree to which our business is time sensitive (as opposed to the case with standard freight)
we do not believe this would cause a problem in terms of lengthy use of loading spaces.

The Move from “Quantity” to “Quality”

13. Following discussions between industry groups and the local authorities, such incentivisation has, in
many cases, been amended to measure “quality” rather than “quantity”. However, this still assesses number
of tickets issued—albeit taking in to account the number of tickets successfully challenged. For example,
the latest British Parking Association (BPA) Model Contract for parking enforcement still lists “number of
tickets issued” as a potential key performance indicator, although making allowance for those successfully
challenged.

14. Using the number of PCNs not successfully challenged as an indicator of quality is not necessarily
reliable. The extent to which PCNs are challenged may depend on general corporate policy. More
importantly, it does not address the issue of targeting minor infringements that will produce large numbers
of PCNs, as opposed to focusing on major infringements that disrupt traYc flow or cause a hazard but may
only produce a few PCNs.

15. We believe therefore that un-challenged (or unsuccessfully challenged) PCNs are not appropriate
measure of quality and thus should not be used as the basis for any future guidance on parking enforcement.

The Potential Role of Planned DfT Guidance

16. AICES understands that the DfT will this Autumn be developing new guidance for local authorities
on parking policies. The purpose of parking enforcement is, and should remain, to prevent impediment to
traYc flow, to protect the health and safety of road users/pedestrians and to preserve access for local
residents and businesses. We believe that there is a need to reassert this proper focus for parking enforcement
in any future guidance.

17. Most of the measures proposed by the BPA in their Model Contract (and currently used by local
authorities) are output rather than outcome driven and we believe a step change is needed in this regard to
prevent parking enforcement continuing to be used as a covert means of revenue raising. AICES ask that
the Committee urge the DfT to examine the possibilities for using measurements of traYc flow or incidents
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of disruption caused by inappropriate parking, and assess their suitability as alternative measures for
remuneration of parking attendants. For example, we believe there may be opportunities in London to use
information currently available to the TraYc Control Centre regarding traYc speeds and congestion. This
information is available in real time and as historic data and could be used to assess how successful the traYc
management has been across the metropolis. If the real objective of parking restrictions and the use of
penalties to enforce them is to ensure the free flow of traYc and safety then the local authorities shouldn’t
really have any objection to this measure.

18. Revenues raised by PCNs are current ring-fenced and we would argue they should remain so. We
have already seen the impact on parking fine levels from Councils being able to retain the revenue raised for
spending on transport projects. Therefore we would strenuously disagree with any measures which might
increase the desire of Councils to use PCNs as a revenue raising device, such as removing the limitation to
which the funds can be put.

19. The guidance also represents an opportunity to assert the importance of parking provision for
deliveries. Councils are not financially incentivised to provide facilities for loading/unloading (as opposed,
for instance, to parking meter spaces for private cars). The revised guidance needs to ensure that the business
community in general has suYcient access to loading facilities.

Other Potential Solutions

20. We believe there may be benefits to be gained from these following measures, and we would urge the
Select Committee to consider their potential merits:

— A “Code of Practice” for those involved in the parking issue, including Local Authorities—setting
out appropriate enforcement practices, ensuring focus on protecting traYc flow and other
appropriate aims, rather than revenue raising. Ideas on this subject are being developed by
London First.

— A study of provision, and relative need for, parking spaces in central London—loading bays and
kerbside parking versus car parking spaces.

— Increased provision of loading/unloading spaces.

— Improved signage of loading and non-loading areas—this is frequently unclear at the moment. The
time restrictions on loading areas should also be made more clear—through an increased number
of “time plates”.

— A change to the “in use” rule—as set out above.

— Uniform parking regulations across central London—dealing with diVering regulations in each
local authority area places a significant burden on business.

21. These options are being developed by business groups such as the Freight Transport Association
CBI, London Chamber of Commerce, London First, as well as sectoral bodies such as ours. AICES supports
these initiatives and commends them for the Committee’s consideration.

Conclusion

22. AICES welcomes this inquiry by the Select Committee and hopes that it will be a step towards
resolving the current diYculties business is facing as regards parking and deliveries.

23. The massive increase in parking fines for express delivery companies is a crucial issue faced by central
London business and by the UK as a whole. We hope the Committee will be able to play a crucial role in
promoting constructive developments in this field to the benefit of business and local authorities.

24. We are willing to supply any further information the Committee may find useful, and to give oral
evidence if that would be helpful.

APPENDIX 16

Memorandum submitted by the British Retail Consortium

1. The British Retail Consortium (BRC) is the lead trade association of UK retailing and exists to defend
and enhance where possible, the economic, political and social climate in which its members operate. BRC
members sell a wide selection of products through centre of town, out of town, rural and virtual stores.
Reflecting the diversity of modern retailing, BRC members include the large multiples and department
stores, charity shops and small and medium sized independent retailers. In 2004 retail sales totalled £246
billion representing 35% of total consumer spending, channelled through 184,700 VAT registered retail
businesses. The retail industry employs nearly 3 million people and accounts for one in nine (11%) of the
total UK workforce.
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Summary

2. Transport is vital to success of the retail industry. Retailers rely on access to transport for the daily
operation of their business—to access their customer base, deliver goods, and to enable their employees to
reach the workplace. Weak transport links and inadequate parking provision threaten the viability of the
retail sector and jeopardise the sector’s contribution to the UK economy. Delivery restrictions, charging
schemes, car parking and public transport must take into consideration retail needs to ensure that town
centre and urban developments continue to attract sustained retail investment.

3. Customers should be able to arrive and leave easily by a variety of modes of transport, including by
car, particularly for goods that by virtue of their size or collective weight cannot be carried on public
transport. Clearly, the driving public would prefer to have free, and unrestricted parking. However, they
will be prepared to accept some form of control if it is delivered in the right way. If car-parking provision
in the town centre is poorly located, unfairly or badly managed or if it is simply insuYcient to meet demand,
retail customers will literally be driven away.

4. In order to ensure that retail continues to make a vital contribution to the success of our towns, cities
and rural communities, the retail industry wants the Government to:

— Promote a greater alignment between planning policy and transport policy to maximise access and
connectivity between retail locations and the communities they serve.

— Maintain current parking standards—further caps on parking spaces will act as a disincentive to
new retail development and will mean that in marginal locations development will simply not
take place.

— Encourage local authorities to enforce parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably—car
park management should not be used simply as a means of raising revenue through penalty
notices.

— Promote convenient, well run and safe town car parks; high quality car parks create an image for
the town and are essential for a vibrant retail centre.

— Ensure that local authorities structure charging regimes and payment bandings carefully in order
to maximise car parking space use.

— Support the relaxation of local delivery restrictions where appropriate—pushing delivery vehicles
into peak travel times contributes to congestion and increases CO2 emissions.

Promote a Greater Alignment Between Planning and Transport Policy

5. Government policy should encourage local authorities to develop a greater alignment between retail
and transport planning. Current planning policy is designed to meet local needs by allowing local
communities to shop locally but says nothing of the barriers which make town centre operations diYcult.
For retailers there are a number of reasons why the town centre is not attractive, such as poor transport
links, inadequate parking facilities, and restrictions on deliveries.

6. InsuYcient parking provision reduces the viability of the town centre as a retail trading location.
Current planning guidance recommends as standard a maximum of one parking space per 14m2 for food
retail and one parking space per 20m2 for non-food retail (for retail outlets in excess of 1000m2). Since the
introduction of PPG13 in 2001, retailers have come to accept these standards as being more realistic than
previous measures to manage parking provision.

7. Evidence suggests that the current standards work quite well for out-of-town retail but are often
inadequate for mixed use or town centre developments since they do not take account of the duration of
stay—ie the turnover of spaces. For example, a visit to do a main food shop might take 45 minutes in an
out of centre location. However, in a town centre or edge of centre location shoppers will often carry out
linked trips to other shops or to access other town centre services and may stay in that space for an hour
and half or longer. Ideally, in these locations, parking provision should be flexible enough to provide some
longer stay parking to give customers enough time to shop locally and visit the town centre comfortably.

Fair, Well-run Local Authority Parking

8. The goal of car park management should be to ensure that suYcient spaces are available for the
intended users—it should not be used simply as a means of raising revenue through penalty notices. It is
diYcult to accurately assess whether local authorities are carrying out parking control in a reasonable, fair
and accountable way since there have been very few attempts to monitor enforcement practices. Many local
authorities now outsource parking control functions to parking management companies and a study should
be undertaken to evaluate whether individual contracts are constructed in the public interest.

9. Statutory guidance might be helpful if it clarified the purpose of parking control—namely to promote
the town centre and ensure that parking abuse is not taking place. Guidance might also be able to suggest
useful mechanisms such as “free parking on Tuesday mornings” or free late night or Christmas parking. It
is important that local authorities retain some autonomy to manage parking in a way that balances the needs
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of their towns. Revenue generated by enforcement should be ring fenced to provide improvement in the
quality of car parking in the town; improved security, lighting, landscape maintenance, signage and
ultimately towards increasing the overall parking provision of the town.

Affordable and Safe Town Centre Parking

10. Quality, convenient, well-run, and secure car parks create an image for the town and are essential for
a vibrant and diverse retail centre. Unfortunately, the cost of car parking is often prohibitive and in
particular seems to penalise short-stay customers. Car parking charges must be seen to oVer value for money
if the town centre is to remain competitive and retain a diverse retail oVer.

11. Charging regimes and payment bandings need to be structured carefully in order for the local
authority to manage car parking space most eVectively. Many car parks charge by the hour but this “one-
size fits all approach” might not be suited to all town centre requirements. In large centres, retail customers
may require up to three hours at reasonable rates. Alternatively, in small market towns—where trips are
shorter—price bandings should be more flexible and allow customers to park for brief shopping journeys.

12. Ticket and payment machines can issue diVerent price band tickets at diVerent times of day or year
(eg special evening or Sunday rates). Charges can be levied in three ways:

— Pay and Display.

— Pay on Exit.

— Pay on Foot.

13. Pay and Display is cheaper to operate but does not oVer the vehicle security that the latter options
provide. If a customer uses Pay and Display they must predict how long their shopping trip will take. An
enjoyable shopping trip can be brought to a hasty end in order to avoid “getting a ticket” and often results
in loss of revenue for some retailers. Payment on exit and on foot allows customers greater flexibility and
increased security.

14. Vehicle security and personal safety are of vital importance to the success of town centre car parks.
Well-lit, brightly painted and clean car parks, stairwells and linkages go some way to alleviating these fears.
Ideally, 24-hour security cameras (CCTV) covering the whole of the car park should be installed and
monitored on a regular basis.

15. Fear of personal attack is matched by a fear of car crime. The Home OYce reports that although
vehicle crime is on the decrease there are still over 2 million reported car thefts annually. Barrier operated
car parks not only avoid the need to display the return time on the windscreen (unlike “Pay and Display”)
but prevent the vehicle leaving the car park without the owner and their ticket. A “payment on foot” policy
where the customer obtains a ticket on arrival and then pays at a self-service machine on their return to the
car park makes the need for barriers to be manned obsolete. A visible security presence (combined with
police patrols or Car Watch schemes) also helps to allay customer concerns and deters the opportunist
criminal.

Retail Deliveries

16. Deliveries are important to all industries, but particularly to the retail industry, where the primary
business function is to bring products and services to customers. The retail consumer increasingly expects
a full range of high quality products, available throughout the year at reasonable prices. The challenge for
retailers is to balance the need to reduce cost and streamline operations with the need to have products
available at all times.

17. In striving to make deliveries as eYcient as possible, retailers seek to avoid traYc congestion and so
aim to avoid peak travel times, by making use of the road during the night. However, store access can be
restricted by delivery curfews, as a result of planning restrictions established when the store is built or noise
abatement orders implemented by a local authority after the store has opened. Almost one third of retailers
are aVected in this way.

18. Freight transport technologies have advanced in recent years to provide quieter deliveries. While
retailers are demonstrating good practice by investing in noise abatement technologies and specific training
for their drivers, there is scope for local government to consider levying delivery curfews on a case-by-case
basis, when they are suitably justified. It also strengthens the case for more flexible curfews, with a relaxation
of 1–2 hours on either side of the existing delivery curfew time.

19. The removal of delivery curfews and improving the operation of freight vehicles could potentially
oVer significant benefits to everyone by reducing congestion and bringing environmental benefits. Being able
to deliver at night would remove some lorries from the peak traYc travel periods, allow optimisation of the
road network and maximise the availability of products for customers.
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Workplace Parking Levies

20. Workplace parking levies will have a detrimental impact upon the viability of aVected businesses and
will do little to tackle the real problems of congestion. By charging business it does not target the motorist
and in so fails the stated objective of reducing congestion and instead it penalises business and acts as a
disincentive to investment.

21. It is recognised that whether or not the charge is passed on to staV, businesses aVected will incur a
severe administrative and financial burden, in assessing parking and collecting charges. One particular
anomaly will be that some staV will be that some staV may wish to use their car more often when they have
“paid” for a car parking space. Currently they may be a car sharer or occasional bus or cycle user. In which
case, rather than reducing congestion, workplace parking levies could potentially create more congestion as
car users take advantage of their “paid for” car parking space.

22. Many retail employees work early morning or late evening shifts, which are not covered by public
transport and so have no choice but to drive to work. This problem is further exacerbated in rural and
remote locations, where public transport is not a viable alternative. Furthermore, as car parking spaces are
already part of the rating assessment for out of town retail developments, a levy on these sites would
represent a second charge for the same parking provision.

Alternative Transport Strategies

23. Retailers have explored a variety of initiatives designed to promote alternatives to car based
shopping. Various measure include providing free bus services for customers, provision of bicycle parks for
customers and employees, and free-phone links with local mini-cab drivers.

Park and Ride

24. Park and Ride schemes oVer customers a suitable alternative to in-town parking. When managed
eVectively, Park and Ride schemes have the potential to alleviate congestion and car-parking pressures in
town centres by promoting commuter parking outside of town and city centres. Location is key to the
success of every Park and Ride Scheme. They should be located on the main routes into the town and should
be integrated with railway stations and other major public transport interchanges.

25. If a customer has to deviate from their route to find a Park and Ride site the easy alternative is to
keep on driving into the town centre. Park and Ride must be prominently signed; the signage should clearly
state where to park, the cost and the frequency of service. Security is paramount, both for customers and
their cars. CCTV should be combined with eVective lighting and security patrols.

26. The cost of Park and Ride should be competitive versus town centre car parks to provide a clear
incentive. The service must be frequent—no longer than 10-minute intervals. If Park and Ride buses can be
given priority into a town centre they have a visible, as well as timed, advantage over cars.

Green travel plans

27. The majority of retailers now have travel plans in place to promote greener travel choices and reduce
reliance on the car. Retailers make every eVort to ensure these plans are successful in encouraging staV and
customers to make use of more environmentally friendly alternatives than driving alone, at least for some
of their journeys. Many retailers regularly assess the performance of individual travel plans and adapt the
plan in accordance with the changing circumstances of their business operations. Travel plans are now also
a regular feature of the planning process and retailers work very closely with local planning authorities to
agree the formulation of travel plans during Section 106 negotiations.

Cycling

28. It is essential that local authorities take the lead in ensuring that there is adequate bike parking
provision in close proximately to shops on the high street. Provision of good quality cycle parking in town
centres and particularly on the high street is a key element in encouraging people to cycle more. In a study
by the Automobile Association, 86% of cyclists interviewed considered that there was insuYcient cycle
parking in public spaces, and equally high numbers said that they would cycle more if secure cycle parking
were available.

29. Retailers are increasingly examining the role cycling can play in reducing pressure on car parking
spaces and in order to meet criteria set out in their green travel plans or as part of Section 106 agreements.
Where appropriate, retailers in town centre and edge of town locations have installed secure cycle parking
for both customers and employees.
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Congestion

30. Congestion represents a significant cost to retailers who rely on the road network for access to
customers, staV, and the delivery of the goods they sell. It is essential however that charging schemes are
developed in partnership with the local retail and business community. With the high fixed costs retailers pay
to trade in town centre locations, even the smallest variations in sales can have a disproportionate impact on
retail profits and hence on investment and location decisions.

31. Many town centres demonstrate the risk that well-meaning traYc control measures or attempts to
improve the use of public transport may in fact achieve exactly the opposite. Public transport plans are in
the main designed to radiate to and from town centres and little attention is given to how public
transportation can be managed diVerently to increase the connectivity within the retail network and link
underserved communities with retail provision. Equally little attention is paid to find alternative ways to
manage the car use that will maximise accessibility and meet environmental objectives at the same time.

32. The introduction of congestion charging schemes and other traYc control measures can be a strong
disincentive to visiting town centres, while increasing parking charges simply punishes motorists without
achieving any impact on reducing congestion. There must be real incentives to use public transport, rather
than costly deterrents from driving. A greater alignment between planning for retail and transportation is
essential if retailers are to succeed in delivering a retail led urban renaissance.

APPENDIX 17

Memorandum submitted by The London Motorists Action Group

1. Introduction

The London Motorists Action Group Limited has been formed recently by a group of professional
people, see annex. We welcome the Committee’s inquiry into the eVectiveness of parking provision and
enforcement policy. Although we wholeheartedly support eVective traYc management and commonsense
and considerate enforcement of parking regulations, we are concerned both as individual motorists and as
businessmen at the way in which parking enforcement is operated by some London Boroughs as the
uncompromising enforcement of trivial rules—the martinet approach to enforcement—and in significant
measure as a revenue raising activity; traYc enforcement has become tax farming. This approach results in
penalties that are often disproportionate and in many cases clamping and towing that entirely unwarranted
and does not achieve the objectives of the legislation. We support the recommendation in the report by the
former Transport Committee that there should be proportionality in enforcement. Three of our directors
have been visited by bailiVs (which is the ultimate unpleasantry in the current approach to parking
enforcement), and have been forced to pay exorbitant (and possibly fraudulent) charges, an issue we
discuss below.

We focus on London because 80% by value of Parking Charge Notices (PCNs) and 75% by value of
parking account surpluses are in London1. Much of our evidence relates to the London Borough of Camden
because several of us live and/or work in the borough, and we have extensive, expensive, and time consuming
experience of its unpleasant behaviour. We are, however, aware that similar practices are employed in a
number of other boroughs.

2. The Legal Background and Secretary of State’s Guidance Regarding Controlled Parking
Zones and Parking Enforcement

The legal basis of controlled parking zones and parking enforcement is the Road TraYc Regulation Act
1984. Section 122 subsection (1) as amended sets out the purposes of the powers provided in the Act as “to
secure the expeditious, convenient and safe movement of vehicular and other traYc (including pedestrians)
and the provision of suitable and adequate parking facilities on and oV the highway . . .”.

The introduction of decriminalised parking was accompanied by “streamlining” the procedure to collect
fines. Although the penalty was increased to £100, councils were allowed to oVer a discount to £50 for
prompt payment and to charge a further increase to £150 for very slow payment. While recourse to the court
was eliminated, the Parking and TraYc Appeals Service (PATAS) was created and motorists could appeal
on seven narrowly defined grounds. There are shortcomings in these arrangements:

— appealing to PATAS loses the £50 discount, which discourages many people from appealing;

— the allowed grounds of appeal are too narrow;

— the adjudicators and staV of PATAS are appointed and paid for by the London Boroughs2, a
practice which breaches the fundamental principle of independence that should underly their role;

1 Motoring Towards 2050 RAC Foundation.
2 Now the Environment and Transport Committee of the Association of London Government.
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— we are concerned that PATAS oVers two standards of service. There is a high standard for the
illustrative cases that are on their website, and are well thought out and address all of the
arguments. And a cursory standard for many others;

— the approach adopted by adjudicators to appeals is to uphold the letter of law however trivial the
contravention, and not to exercise the spirit of the law. In a recent judicial review of a congestion
charge appeal won by one of our directors, Baroness Joan Walmsley, Mr. Justice Burnton said
that the adjudicator had misdirected himself in believing that he had no discretion3,4. This decision
is at odds with another High Court decision on parking appeals which held that PATAS had no
discretion5;

— the lack of court check has allowed abuses by bailiVs, see below:

We are campaigning for:
— legislation to constitute PATAS as a proper tribunal and requiring fully reasoned deliveries;
— motorists not having to pay to appeal to PATAS;
— legislation that parking appeals to PATAS should not be limited to seven grounds, and

adjudicators should be required to exercise proportionality, commonsense and consideration in
determining parking appeals. The touchstone in determining parking appeals should be whether
or not they achieve the objectives of the 1984 Act, not whether there are trivial contraventions of
the parking regulations; and

— motorists should be able to appeal to a court if a council proposes to send in bailiVs.

Part II of the Road TraYc Act 1991 deals with traYc management in London. Sections 51 and 63
empower the Secretary of State to issue guidance to London authorities with respect to the management of
traYc. Para 2.23 of “TraYc Management and Parking Guidance for London” (February 1998) states that:

“The level of parking charges must be set for traYc management reasons . . . rather than to
maximise revenue. This is because section 122 of the Road TraYc Regulation Act 1984 does not
include the maximisation of revenue from parking charges as one of the relevant considerations
to be taken into account in securing safe, expeditious and convenient movement of traYc”.

Mr. Justice McCullough6 observed (at p23) “the 1984 Act is not a fiscal measure. It contains no provision
which suggests that Parliament intended to authorise a council to raise income by using its powers to
designate parking places on the highway and to charge for their use . . . the fact is that the 1984 Act is not
a revenue raising Act. Where there is ambiguity the citizen is not to be taxed unless the language of the
legislation clearly imposes the obligation” (at p34).

3. Camden’s Parking Account

Camden’s parking account for 2003–04 made a surplus of £18.8m7. Its projection for 2004–05 and draft
budget for 2005–06 forecasts a surplus of £17.5 million and £17.7 million respectively. Camden is not only
planning for a continuing surplus, it is budgeting how to spend it8. No organisation makes a surplus (which
has been increasing steadily for a decade) of £18 million as an oversight. The surplus is a direct consequence
of policies which the council adopts, namely setting:

— high charges for pay and display parking—anecdotal examples suggests Camden’s pay and display
charges can be higher than Westminster’s for less up-market streets;

— high charges for residents parking permits—at £90 pa. Camden’s permits are the third highest in
London; neighbouring Haringey charges £25 pa;

— high targets for clamping and towing. In 2003–04 Camden clamped the second greatest number
(29,554), and towed the third greatest number (9,454) of vehicles compared to the other boroughs.
(15 boroughs neither clamp nor tow). The reason it clamps and tows so many vehicles is that it sets
targets9 that are financially incentivised for its contractor. The Guidance states (Annex para 9.6)
regarding clamping that “The charges should reflect the cost to the local authority of providing
the service”. Camden made a surplus of £717,570 in 2004–04 from clamping and towing;

3 Case No: CO/4960/2004, Royal Courts of Justice, 18 May 2005.
4 Transport for London is appealing the decision.
5 Case No: CO/505/2002, 22 May 2002.
6 Regina v Camden Borough Council ex parte Mark Dyson, Gordon Cram and Others, High Courts of Justice, Wednesday 11

January 1995.
7 Source: The Parking Account, Alex Williams, Report to Parking Scrutiny Panel, 23 February 2005, Camden Council.
8 Paras 1.1, 1.2 and 6.4 of the Report of the Director of Environment dated 27 July 2004 read as follows:

“Due mainly to increases in parking income, there is likely to be an additional £3.1 million available in the Environment
department’s budget in 2004–05. The Executive on 25 February 2004 agreed that this be earmarked for improvements to
the quality of the physical environment. This surplus is likely to be £2.6 million in 2005–06 and remain at this level in future
years. There is a degree of uncertainty over the 2005–06 figures as the parking contracts will be re-tendered and renewed
in April 2005.

9 The targets in the new contract commencing 1 April 2005 for the north of the borough includes the following:
— “the successful contractor is expected to reach a clamp achievement level of 28,000 per annum.”, which generates an

income of about £1.7 million per annum;
— “the successful contractor will be expected to reach a removal level of 7,000 p.a.”, which will generate an income of

about £1.2 million per annum.
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— Camden sets high targets for PCNs, which are the big revenue generator. Camden ranks second
among all boroughs and collected £20.6 million from PCNs to generate a surplus of £17 million
in 2004–05. Camden sets targets for contractors who win the concession to tax farm the borough
(the new contract for the north of the borough has a target of 180,000 valid PCNs pa). The targets
are not related to traYc management objectives10, but to the scope for identifying “contraventions
of the parking regulations” for which the objective is compliance11.

4. Camden’s Policy on Discretion

Camden’s policy is to allow no discretion because, according to the Executive Member for Environment12:

“The Council are obliged to administer the Road TraYc Act 1991 in a uniform and consistent
manner. Not to do so could leave the Council open to legal challenge for being selective”.

The latter statement has no legal validity. In reality the contractor has no incentive for parking attendants
to exercise discretion—the contractor wants PCNs—and the council’s back-oYce is reluctant to exercise
discretion13 because 1) to do so could create conflict with the contractor’s targets, and 2) the council wants
to generate revenue. The council’s approach runs directly counter to the advice of the former Transport
Committee which advised proper discretion in applying measures, and to other oYcial guidance including
in 2004 by the Local Government Ombudsman14, who noted that “The Parking Adjudicators for England
& Wales advised:

“. . . we would stress again . . . the importance of a council recognising the existence of its
discretion and considering whether or not to exercise it outside of the statutory grounds. If it fails
to do either, then it does not act with fairness towards an owner.”

Clearly if Camden exercised discretion to ensure that motorists only paid PCNs when they contravened
the purpose of the Act, rather than the technicalities of the parking regulations, it could reduce its surplus.

We are campaigning that parking attendants and council back oYces should exercise discretion and
considerate enforcement in accordance with the objectives of the Act, rather than compliance for the sake
of compliance.

5. Clamping and Towing in Practice

The Code states in para 4.5:

“. . . each authority should consider which oVences might result in vehicles being clamped or
removed as part of its enforcement strategy. For example, clamping and removal might be reserved
for persistent contravention, safety reasons, relieving congestion, removing obstruction of
crossovers, controlling parking generated by special events, controlling parking during busy
seasonal shopping periods, and deterring commuter parking”.

The eVect of giving contractors indiscriminate targets for towing and clamping is that they go out to seek
for “business” regardless of the circumstances. Thus to give examples from our personal experience:

— towed from a parking bay three minutes after being ticketed by a warden15;

— clamped at 8pm for parking by mistake in a residents parking bay;

— clamped in a side road on a Saturday morning at 10.45 when displaying a visitors permit in a pay
and display space while visiting a Member of Parliament for 50 minutes;

— in Dartmouth Park16 clamped in a residents parking bay while displaying a valid residents permit;
three vehicles clamped in Dartmouth Park when there was ample space around (in one case, the
vehicle was clamped in a cul-de-sac with 20 vacant residents parking spaces).

10 In response to the question “What was the basis for increasing the target PCNs in the recent contract”, the Manager of Parking
Solutions responded “OYcers carry out detailed research when setting out PCN estimates. This is based on:

— historic information of PCNs issued;
— levels of traYc and parking stress within the borough;
— the design of the CPZs and the type of parking contraventions found within the CPZs;
— the enforcement rules, for enforcing each type of parking contravention”.

The first, third, and probably fourth criteria are circular—a contractor has an incentive to beat the target, which ups the ante
next time round.

11 The Assistant Director Environment has explained “Our objective is compliance”, “Parking Scrutiny—An introduction”,
presentation given to Parking Scrutiny Panel meeting on 4 November 2004.

12 On 23 February 2003 in response to questions from members of the Scrutiny Panel.
13 In using this term, we exclude as “exercising discretion” cases were there is a clear mistake by the parking attendant.
14 “Special report: Parking enforcement by local authorities, consideration of representations under the Road TraYc Act 1991,

Advice and guidance from The Local Government Ombudsman”, 2004.
15 PCN numbers can be provided for all incidents cited.
16 There is an argument that some motorists might plan to leave their vehicles in a pay and display bay for many hours, and it

would cost as much to pay a PCN as park for a day. Clamping provides an additional penalty. We suspect there is no quantified
evidence demonstrating that this practice is a significant problem. This argument obviously does not apply to the examples
cited for Dartmouth Park, which is a residential area next to the eastern boundary of Hampstead Heath. The area hardly
meets the criteria for Controlled Parking Zones set out by the Secretary of State, and is only congested on fine weekends and
public holidays when the CPZ (which is in force for two hours each weekday) does not apply.
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In no way does indiscriminate clamping further the objectives of section 122 subsection (1) of the 1984
Act—indeed it achieves the contrary objective by ensuring that a vehicle remains in a parking bay for a hour
or so longer than necessary. Indiscriminate clamping is merely an unpleasant method for the council to
generate revenue from “contraventions of the parking regulations”17.

It is noteworthy that Glasgow City Council never clamped, nor has Lancashire County Council.
Mr Andrew Vaughan, Head of Street Management of Manchester City Council, states the council has
“Ceased clamping as a means of an enforcement—why do it?”18. Islington has stopped clamping, and
following a review of practices Westminster has removed targets from its contracts and deferred clamping
for an hour. In consequence the number of clampings in June, July and August reduced by 60% from 12,900
in 2004 to 5400 in 200519, which is a significant step in the right direction. Camden is now comfortably top
of the clamping league. We are campaigning for an end to clamping.

Similar considerations apply to indiscriminate towing based on arbitrary targets—one of us was towed
from a pay and display bay three minutes after being ticketed. Mr Vaughan has observed20 that with targets
“If the contractor could not find vehicles for towing that were dangerously parked, it would remove vehicles
for other reasons—although these vehicles may not have been causing an obstruction . . . Our new approach
is based on the mantra of being “reasonable and proportionate” in all that we say and do . . . Towing is
concentrated on vehicles that are parked in dangerous places and those that are untaxed—the number of
vehicles towed halved”.

We are campaigning that there should be no target for towing, and towing should be limited to vehicles
causing an obstruction, untaxed vehicles, and those parked in residents’ parking bays for more than a day.

6. Ticketing in Practice

Camden’s ticketing enforcement is driven by the financial incentive on the contractor to achieve a target,
which is passed on to the individual parking attendant. Though Camden’s contract with its contractor
prohibits payment of a bonus related to the number of PCNs a parking attendant issues, according to a
statement made by a former traYc warden21, the same result was achieved by favouring with overtime
parking attendants who issue more than an average number of tickets. The statement also observed that
wardens are encouraged to cheat motorists by issuing “ghost tickets”22 in order to generate fines. National
Car Parks Limited (which now has the concession to tax farm all of the borough) oVered gifts from Argos
if they help to “increase revenue”23.

In “Dispatches: Confessions of a Parking Attendant” shown on Channel 4 on Thursday 3 March 2005,
a reporter went undercover working as a parking attendant in Southwark for APCOA. The programme
reported:

“At his base in Southwark our reporter sees a company circular . . . [which] shows there was a
target of fines drawn up last December. In other words enforcement responds not to the actual
number of oVences committed but to targets drawn up in advance”.

“Our reporter is told the job is about keeping the traYc moving, but his team leader leaves him in
doubt that it is about issuing tickets” . . . “As a business the company needs tickets . . . The nature
of the business is tickets . . . At bottom the culture is about issuing tickets . . . There is occasionally
talk about keeping the traYc flowing . . . But the first question you ask on meeting another parking
attendant is how many tickets have you issued”.

The programme also gave several examples of “dodgy” practices (ie stealing from motorists), and films
a parking attendant generating “ghost tickets”.

The consequences of the financially driven targets and lack of discretion in Camden are:

— A high level of dodgy tickets, many of which have no traYc management purposes:

— two of us have had “ghost tickets”;

17 Camden and some other councils cite as a justification for clamping a 1984 research study on clamping in Central London
by the Road Research Laboratory “EVects of wheel clamping in Central London”. That study is not relevant today because
the circumstances are radically diVerent. Central London now crawls with parking attendants; in 1984 clamping was relatively
infrequent, and then there were no targets incentivising indiscriminate clamping. The fact that this outdated research is still
cited (we wonder how many who cite it, have read it in full), illustrates the lack of substance to the claim that clamping provides
a disincentive to contravening parking regulations. It is noteworthy that in its recent (so called) Scrutiny of Parking Camden
made no attempt to factually analyse a sample of clamping incidents to ascertain how, if at all, clamping might have achieved
the objectives of the 1984 Act—the Council prefers rhetoric to facts.

18 Presentation by Mr. Andy Vaughan provided to Camden’s Parking Scrutiny Panel, 22 September 2004.
19 Source: e-mail dated 26 September 2005 from Alastair Gilchrist, Director of Parking, City of Westminster.
20 E-mail from A. Vaughan dated 15 April 2005.
21 Details provided separately to the Clerk to the Committee.
22 It is a requirement for a valid ticket that it is put on the vehicle. A ghost ticket is one that is not put on a vehicle perhaps because

the driver drives away before the warden has finished the ticketing process. The first the owner knows of the alleged ticket is
receipt of the Notice to Owner two weeks later, by when the penalty has increased from £50 to £100.

23 Briefing Notes for Managers: The Values in Action Incentive Schemes—“The Argos Scheme”, National Car Parks,
11 December 2003.
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— one of us watched and waited as a parking attendant started the ticketing process two
minutes before the time of a CPZ (09.00) on a Saturday morning when traYc was
negligible;

— a ticket was put on a car 1° hours out of time;

— a ticket was put on a car because it was supposedly in a suspended bay—there was no
sign around;

— tickets were put on the cars of a couple outside their house although they displayed
residents’ permits;

— a resident was clamped outside her house displaying a residents’ parking permit;

— a resident was ticketed outside his house displaying a resident’s permit. Although the
council checked the car had a valid permit, the appeal was rejected because the council
thought it likely that the permit had been lent to someone else;

— having received a succession of tickets which he paid to avoid the hassle and
inconvenience of appealing, one of us decided that enough was enough and decided to
pursue each ticket. Over 18 months he appealed nine tickets (one from Westminster),
including two that went to PATAS. Seven were successfully overturned. In none of the
cases did the local authority exercise discretion other than at the end of multiple letter
exchanges when it became apparent that they were likely to lose at PATAS.

Motorists should not be put to the inconvenience of spending their time dealing with the incompetence
of parking attendants driven to hand out tickets. We are campaigning that councils compensate motorists
£15 for each dodgy ticket.

Some examples where discretion should have been—but was not—exercised:

— A priest went to give the last rites to someone in a hospital. The nearby bays were suspended; he
parked in one. Neither Islington nor PATAS allowed his appeal.

— Despite advising a traYc warden what he was doing, a father was ticketed for picking up his
daughter from a friend’s house.

— A mother was stopped briefly in a suspended bay to drop oV her three very small children at the
hairdresser. After doing that she returned to her car to see a warden beginning to ticket. She
explained what she was doing and asked him to stop issuing the ticket. He lied and said he could
not stop.

— A PCN was issued and upheld for not displaying a renewed permit two days after the expiry date
of the old permit although the council had the necessary papers and cheque before the expiry of
the old permit24 This episode is nothing short of a scam, and clearly demonstrates the revenue
collecting agenda. PATAS refused the appeal25.

— A person was short of change, and put the minimum amount in a meter while she went to get more
change. On her return she saw a parking attendant observing the car—which was the only one in
the street—it was surrounded by empty spaces. Not realizing that she was contravening the
parking regulations, she bought a ticket for the full amount of time that she intended to stay. The
attendant observed the whole process and said nothing. Within a minute of her leaving the car, the
attendant had issued a PCN. The ticket was appealed and Camden was asked to exercise
discretion. The appeal was rejected by Camden.

— A car broke down in the evening, and was pushed to the side of the road and a sign placed
prominently in the window saying that it would be collected as soon as possible. When the garage
came to pick it up, it had been ticketed.

A consequence of the pursuit of trivial contraventions to the parking regulations is that the importance
of trivial hair splitting distinctions become important26.

Parking controls in Camden are enforced without regard to the legitimate interests of retailers. Thus since
the implementation of the CPZ in Kentish Town in 1999 there has been a catastrophic downward trend of
business in a once lively and vibrant high street which boasted a good mix of retail outlets. Over 17 businesses
have vanished, giving way to a melee of fast food outlets, estate agents and charity shops. The audited
accounts of the business (established in 1949) of one of our directors shows a 41% drop in turnover in the

24 Camden stated “the council is satisfied that at the time of this contravention, the vehicle was not displaying a valid resident
permit”; Westminster allow 14 days of grace when warnings are issued.

25 The adjudicator stated that (1) the seven grounds did not include the situation; (2) the ruling by Mr Justice Burnton who stated
“I apprehend that it is not the purpose of the provision of penalties to punish those who made an error in providing the
registration number of their vehicle” was not relevant to parking; (3) the car did not have a valid permit, therefore it
contravened parking regulations; (4) he had no discretion.

26 One of us was ticketed for footway parking when his car was slightly protruding from his driveway to allow workers to access
the driveway for some building work. The ticket was issued quietly while the builders were working behind the car. The area
outside his driveway is separated from the footway by a raised curb, is shown as part of the carriageway on ordinance survey
maps, is regularly used by vehicles to turn in the road and meets all statutory definitions of the term “carriageway”. PATAS
have thus far ruled that it is not part of the carriageway, but refuse to reveal the logic of their reasoning and have refused to
determine whether it is part of the footway or, for that matter, what part of the road it is if it is not part of the carriageway.
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last six years. Another director has run a business collecting from oYces waste for recycling using five vans.
In two years he has received 107! PCNs of which 88! have been cancelled with 10 more in the system.
Another director runs a building business which renovates old quality houses in Camden. He comments:

“It is impossible to run a building company without using vehicles to load and unload materials.
Some sites do not have easy access and parking on a yellow line or at bus stop is unavoidable.
Permits for suspending a bus stop take 14 days to obtain, which is too far ahead to plan, and if the
job only takes an hour then the disruption to the buses is minimal. The system is too unwieldy to
work properly. Also permits have to be queued for, thus wasting time. The council have recently
increased the price of the parking permits from £5 to £16, and clients are complaining that they
already have enough to pay to the council in rates and parking fees.

The parking attendants target the vehicles which are loading and unloading, making the builder
write to the council to prove with documentation each time. Most companies waste about half a
day a week doing this, and all because the parking attendants are desperate to fulfill a quota. Since
2003 we have received about 90 PCNs of which 80 have been cancelled”.

Manchester City Council and Westminster have abandoned setting targets for contactors. According to
Mr Vaughan using a “London type” contract with targets resulted in conflict, and “Issuing PCNs was a
technocratic approach . . . Under the new contract (which has no targets) the wardens are focused on traYc
management and are expected to exercise discretion to ensure a reasonable and proportionate response. Our
new approach is based on the mantra of being reasonable and proportionate in all we say and do”.

We are campaigning that:

— The Government make it clear in its promised revision to the Guidance that uncompromising
martinet enforcement is not intended by the Act. Rather councils should be proportionate and
exercise commonsense and considerate discretion, and focus their parking enforcement on
achieving the objectives of the legislation.

— To remove the financial incentive that is driving uncompromising enforcement, legislation should
be introduced to prohibit councils making a surplus on their parking account, and the promised
guidance should ban target setting for contractors.

— Penalties should be graduated—there should be a grace period of 10 minutes; up to the first hour
over time should be charged £20; two hours and beyond should be charged £40; late payment
should increase in two stages to £100.

— As some councils are clearly abusing their power, the number of tickets a council can issue be
capped on a monthly basis—and that this cap be set very low. This would force councils to “ration”
their tickets to address serious issues. Any application for more tickets would have to be
accompanied with evidence that they are achieving real objectives with their current quota.

— An independent audit be carried out periodically on the issue of tickets to achieve certain traYc
management/environmental goals. The audit should show that definite improvement has occurred
through the issue of fines. The auditor would be empowered to instruct a reduction in ticketing
activity if it was thought that the same could be achieved with less tickets.

7. Experience with the Bailiff Company Equita

Three of us have had councils instruct Equita to collect PCNs that reached £150. We all had similar
experiences:

— Neither the council nor Equita advised us that a warrant had been issued.

— The bailiVs arrived unannounced, and in an intimidating manner demanded a large sum of money.
Thus in one case the bailiVs demanded £1,060 for two PCNs. The Government’s “National
Standards for Enforcement Agents” requires the bailiVs show their authorisation and “leave a
notice detailing the fees charged to date, including the one for that visit”. In no case was this
information provided on the door, while the process of extracting it was tedious and garbled27.

— The fees of certified bailiVs are set by a statutory instrument which allows £11.20 plus VAT for
sending a letter and for levying distress 28% of the amount up to £200 and 5.5% of fines above
£200. The fees charged were well above that amount. The first challenge on the £1,060 resulted in
repayment of £141.

— Subsequent investigation by two of us revealed that Equita justified the fees by claiming that it had
written initial bailiV’s letters, and bailiVs had made earlier visits and left letters. Neither of us
received any such letters through our letter box, and as we either work from home and/or have
partners who are often at home, we have no reason to believe the visits were ever made. In the case
cited Equita “charged £222 plus VAT attendance charges for attending with a vehicle to remove
goods” for which sum one can hire a 7° ton pentechnicon for five hours. As the bailiVs appeared

27 In response to one request Equita wrote “You refer to the National Standards for Enforcement Agents with regard to details
of visits made. I would point out that at present this document is only a guideline rather than a regulation”.
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to have come to collect money, we have no reason to believe that there was a vehicle in attendance.
On being challenged about this charge Equita refunded the money in two days as “a gesture of
goodwill”!

— Of the £750 original charge, Equita has returned £401.85—we are now about to work on that sum.

Equita’s accounts filed at Companies House shows that it made the extraordinary pre-tax profit of
£5.46 million on a turnover of £14.13 million, a margin of 40%; it made a pre-tax return on £10.8 million
capital employed of 50%28. We doubt that it made such returns by issuing bailiVs letters for £11.20 each, nor
indeed by collecting debts of £168.16 for £47.08 (excluding VAT), the amount it should charge for a visit
related to a PCN. Did it achieve such a return from small recoveries by charging for multiple visits and
vehicles, which may be fraudulent behaviour?

One of us has issued court proceedings against Equita, and a second has made a formal complaint to
Camden seeking redress with a view to referring the issue to the Local Government Ombudsman. We have
made a representation to the OYce of Fair Trading that Equita should lose its licence.

Many people would be frightened by burly bailiVs appearing at their door demanding outrageous
amounts of money, and threatening if they do not receive immediate payment to return with a warrant,
break in, and take goods. And few would know how to take bailiVs apart if their behaviour warrants such
treatment. But this is the inevitable outcome of decriminalised and uncompromising parking enforcement
which allows no recourse to the courts.

We are campaigning that motorists should have the opportunity of recourse to the court before councils
send in bailiVs. Furthermore the Minister for Constitutional AVairs should tighten the National Standards
for Enforcement Agents and it should be given statutory force.

The majority of motorists are law abiding citizens who recognise the need for sensible traYc management
control and common sense and considerate enforcement. Too often, in some boroughs motorists find they
are caught out by irrelevant and banal technicalities, and can become enmeshed in a Kafkaesque world of
petty minded triviality and little legislative trip wires where council oYcers have the upper hand from their
familiarity with municipal rules and unfamiliar legislation that is divorced from what many people regard
as sensible and fair. There is no proportionality, and some of the penalties may be in contravention of the
European Union principle that penalties should be “proportioned”29, an issue we will wish to explore.

The situation in some boroughs is verging on war in the streets, with many motorists angry with what
they regard as quite unreasonable penalties for trivial oVences and tax farming. This is leading to verbal and
physical abuse of parking attendants. Many parking attendants are black, and so some councils are
eVectively creating an institutionalised framework for racial abuse.

In some boroughs the means to traYc management has become the end—penalties for “contraventions
to the parking regulations”—to generating revenue. Some woolly minded and blinkered councilors and their
oYcers have forgotten that the function of a borough is to help people, not to discipline and harass them
with bureaucratic trivialities, still less to turn bailiVs on law abiding and ratepaying citizens.

Annex 1

LMAG DIRECTORS

Chairman: Ralph Lucas, Lord Lucas of Crudwell & Dingwall, FCA with a firm that became part of
Arthur Andersen. Twelve years with S G Warburg & Co. Government spokesman in the House of Lords
1994–97, and still there as an elected hereditary Conservative backbencher.

General Secretary: Alex Henney once Chief Housing OYcer, LB Haringey and seconded to the
Department of the Environment; board member London Electricity; last 15 years devoted to restructuring
electricity industries.

Richard Chaumeton set up, and runs, DG Builders which renovates old quality houses in Camden.

John Newman former President of the Association of Accounting Technicians and member of the
Council of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

Simon Aldridge, director and owner of Pulp Faction which collects oYce waste for recycling. In the last
two years Pulp Faction has received 107! PCNs of which 88! have been cancelled with 10 more in the
system.

28 Note this is undoubtedly a misleadingly low figure for the return from bailiV activities because virtually all of the capital
represents investments in other businesses.

29 Article 49 section 3 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union states “The severity of penalties must not
be disproportionate to the criminal oVence”. While this applies to criminal acts, the same principle is applied in civil
proceedings. Thus the Draft Report on “Confiscation of automobiles by the Greek authority” (2005/2005(IN), Committee
Petitions 21 April 2005 refers on a number of occasions to “the community principle of proportionality” and states in E.4
“Member States must exercise that power [viz of imposing penalties] in accordance with Community law and its general
principles, and consequently with the principle of proportionality”.
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Nick Mavrides set up Ace Sports and Leisure in 1989 which ran two shops in Kentish Town until the CPZ
destroyed one. Chairman of the Kentish Town Business Association since 1995.

Tom Conti, actor, director and novelist.

Baroness Joan Walmsley.

Annex 2

My name is Ajit Bhatt. I live in Bayham Place in Camden.

From 1 December 2003 until 2 July 2004 I worked for NCP as a parking attendant from their Guilford
Street oYce. I patrolled all the roads South of Euston Road in Camden.

I received one week’s in house training at their oYce in Islington (where NP also has the parking contract).
In training we were told to portray a good image for NCP and for Camden. In particular we were told to
be courteous and to advise drivers that they would be ticketed if they did not move. However in reality the
parking attendants’ number one priority was the issuing of tickets.

1My basic week consisted of 42 hours alt £6.33 per hour. For the first three months I was on probation.2

Many people do not complete their prbation period as it is just a stop gap job for them. There are many
West Africans who work as parking attendants. I do not know how they managed to get the job, but they
seemed often to be well educated people.

There was no oYcial quota for issuing of tickets, but before each shift we were given a briefing where we
were told the average number of tickets that we were issuing. We were told that we were to issue at least the
average number of fixed penalty notices and not to fall behind. This acted a form of pressure to issue more
tickets, and only if you issued more than the average number of tickets would you become eligible for
overtime work.

The only bonuses given were for good attendance and for the number of tickets not challenged.

Every shift we were told to ignore certain vehicles because they were on council business. We were given
registration numbers of vehicles not to ticket. In any event, our supervisors told us not to issue tickets to
Camden vehicles or to vehicles delivering to Camden as the tickets would only be cancelled by Camden
oYcers.

The supervisors told us to issue tickets even when we were not entitled to do so. For instance: when a
vehicle’s wheels were on the kerb, but not quite on the pavement itself, we were instructed to issue tickets
even though we knew that we were not entitled to do so.

We were told to falsify evidence. For instance, the hand held computer terminals (HHCTs) can be turned
on before a vehicle is seen, so that a ticket may be issued when a vehicle is found. The machine will then
record the vehicle as being in the parked position for five or 10 minutes before it was seen by the warden.
If the ticket was appealed the print out from the HHCT would provide evidence that the vehicle had been
parked illegally for those five or 10 minutes. We were advised to do this by our supervisors, and the practice
was widespread.

In order to cover our tracks we were instructed to fill in time sheets to show where we were every three
minutes. These would be used in the event of an appeal to corroborate the evidence from the HHCT print
outs. In practice wardens did not fill in their time sheets contemporaneously, but instead made it up at the
end of their shifts. Lots of wardens did this quite openly at the end of the shift or at their lunch break in
front of the rest of us, including the managers. We were told by one of the supervisors: “don’t use the same
handwriting” to make it appear that we were writing the timesheets at diVerent times rather than all at once.

Part of the process of issuing tickets was to take the position of the pressure valves on the tyres and using
a clock face as reference to check if the vehicle had been moved or not. In reality parking attendants simply
make up the position of the valves. Many times the number on the HHCT would not match our handwritten
handbook. Supervisors were aware of this as they told to make sure that the numbers matched.

A ticket has not been properly issued until it is in its envelope and placed on the windscreen: but we were
told that if the driver comes back while we are issuing the ticket, we are to carry on and say: “It’s too late.
I’ve already issued the ticket”, which is incorrect as there is a button the HHT that is marked VDA (“vehicle
driven away”) which cancels the ticket. Most members of the public don’t know this and so allow you to
continue when all they need do is drive oV before the ticket is properly issued.

We were told that Camden instructed NCP to issue tickets for any vehicle that had been in position for
five minutes even if it is obvious that it is unloading.

Some of the parking signs are very confusing: for in stance oV Bedford Square there is a double disabled
bay. Half of it is for Camden disabled badge holders and half is for all disabled badge users. We were told
to inspect it as we could almost always be sure to find that some disabled badge user from outside Camden
had parked in the Camden side by mistake and we would be able to issue a ticket.
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APPENDIX 18

Memorandum submitted by the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment

1. The Role of CABE

1.1 CABE was set up by the first Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport in 1999 with the mission
to promote high quality architecture and design within the built environment. CABE’s vision is of a country
that by 2010 will lead Europe in understanding and harnessing the ability of great buildings and spaces to
transform neighbourhoods, to generate social value and to sustain economic growth.

1.2 CABE is now jointly funded by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) and the OYce
of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM). The sponsorship arrangements are with the DCMS. As at 31March
2004, CABE comprised a team of 16 commissioners, appointed by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media
and Sport, and 82 staV appointed by CABE itself.

2. CABE Involvement on Car Parking Issues

2.1 While not the primary focus of the Committee’s inquiry, the physical provision and design of car
parking, particularly in new developments, is an important element of an eVective parking policy. CABE’s
role in supporting and championing high design quality in the creation of new buildings and places has
included substantial involvement in the delivery of the Sustainable Communities Plan. The Commission’s
experience suggests that the design and nature of car parking provision is critical to the success of these
neighbourhoods, and to future traYc management.

2.2 The Commission has been active in particular in the Housing Growth Areas and the Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinders, supporting Local Delivery Vehicles in raising design outcomes and providing
opportunities for practitioners to share experiences. In addition, the Commission, along with the House
Builders Federation, has established the Building for Life Initiative, which sets criteria for good design in
new housing developments. These criteria include car parking and, having looked at many new
developments across the country, it is clear that parking remains a major issue.

2.3 The Commission has added to this evidence base with a series of research projects, including opinion
surveys of residents” attitudes and a series of audits of new housing. Both have confirmed the importance
of car parking in debates about new neighbourhoods. In particular, our opinion surveys show that limited
parking provision has led many to reject higher density living, and causes resentment, frustration and
negative perceptions of contemporary housing. At the same time, the Commission’s audits have found that
the poor design of car parking spaces was one of the main failings of many housing schemes. In short, the
current approach to restrictions on car parking provision undermines resident satisfaction with new
developments while the design of parking layouts is generally unsuccessful, undermining the sustainability
of neighbourhoods.

3. What is Happening?

3.1 Many promising housing schemes fail to adequately address the key issue of highway design. This
has often created car-dominated environments, where the layout of roads does not promote the use of the
street by pedestrians. Highway and safety considerations often outweigh other elements of good design, with
the result that the public realm eVectively becomes a “technical” area for storing and manoeuvring cars,
rather than spaces or places in their own right. The residential street in particular has become a conduit for
traYc movement rather than an important space, which through good design and management can enhance
the quality of life for residents young and old.

3.2 Providing parking in oV street, private spaces seems to be much more popular than using streets
themselves to accommodate parking. When oV street spaces have to be incorporated into developments this
can prevent safe and inclusive neighbourhoods being created. On-street solution might enable an enhanced
design solution overall, with more natural surveillance and activity in the public realm. For the developer,
however, narrower streets can mean less expenditure and an increased amount of saleable land. Similarly,
for the adopting authority, wider streets incorporating on street parking results in a maintenance liability.

3.3 A key issue here for overall quality relates to density. At densities below 25–30 dwellings per hectare
(dph) it is easier to deal with the numbers of cars present, as it is at high densities (100 dph!) when parking
is often underground. At the middle range of 30–80 dwellings per hectare—which includes the 30–50 dph
target in PPG3—development economics dictate surface parking, and sheer numbers can lead to a
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dominance of parking areas and parked cars. The design of these areas can be crucial to the perceived quality
of a scheme. A well-designed courtyard which happens to have a lot of cars parked in it at night can be a
very pleasant space during the day—whereas an empty car park is just that—and nothing more.

3.4 It is clear from the Commission’s housing audits that poor highway and parking design is a key
contributor to the great majority of the schemes assessed being graded as “Average” or “Poor”. Better
Streets, Better Places: Delivering Sustainable Residential Environments (July, 2003), published by the
ODPM, concluded that there were substantial and widespread problems in highways authorities adopting
streets designed to meet PPG3 objectives. Much of the existing policy, legal and technical framework in force
is not geared to the delivery of better quality streets. The report goes on to suggest the withdrawal of Design
Bulletin 32 and its companion guide Places, Streets, and Movement and its replacement with a new “Manual
for Streets”. In addition, the report suggests other legislative changes, alongside better training and
guidance. Clearly, these measures are still needed.

4. What Should Parking Policy be Trying to Achieve?

4.1 Cars are personal possessions; they are expensive to buy and run and can be seen as an extension of
ourselves and our lifestyles. For some journeys at some times in our life we need a car, for others we don’t.
They also represent an individual’s freedom and ability to access services and in some ways civil liberties.
But it is well understood that there is just not enough space or resources for every trip people might want
to make by car. Environmental impacts from pollution to safety have to be regulated in the public interest
and public transport needs people using it to make it viable and so available for all.

4.2 So there are possible environmental, social and equality objectives to restricting and managing car
use and indeed a range of policy instruments are in use or under consideration to achieve this. However,
there are no measures aimed at restricting car ownership, other than in planning guidance on parking ratios
for new residential developments. As such, there is an understandable tension between public policy
objectives in relation to the ownership and use of cars.

4.3 In terms of parking policy objectives, it is worth looking at a few scenarios. First, if parking restriction
is to achieve a more equitable allocation of space, aVordability and ensure good public transport is available
to people on a variety of incomes, is this being achieved? There is evidence that residents are willing to pay
a significant amount of money for parking spaces. If parking policy is intended to help create equal access
to transport opportunities, maybe it is failing.

4.4 In terms of parking to reduce or slow traYc flows, does this work? It requires a realistic assessment
by the driver that he or she will not be able to park, and so not drive, otherwise it just spreads parking
problems across areas. There are opportunities for parked cars to physically slow traYc, as seen successfully
in homezones on the continent. But this requires on street parking, not allocated parking spaces. It also
requires a significant shift in thinking on road safety and the “rights” of diVerent road users. Integrating land
uses and a shift in cultural perceptions of the acceptability of driving are vital to meet such policy objectives.

4.5 In terms of pollution, energy use and the environmental impact of car use, does restricting and so
making more expensive parking actually make a diVerence? If people are paying a lot to own, tax, service
and park their cars, aren’t they going to be even more determined to actually use them?

4.6 Similarly, unrealistic assumptions that parking restrictions on one site will not create problems on
another can lead to road closures stop people parking outside the site and a constricting of the movement
opportunities in an area. Finally oV street parking courts can become tarmac wastelands and worries over
damaging cars or being knocked down can restrict opportunities in these public spaces for the play and
socialising that help create communities.

4.7 To help prevent unwanted outcomes from parking policy, or unrealistic expectations of its
eVectiveness, policy objectives should be set out at the start. So if parking is meant to restrict or slow road
use, it should be designed to achieve this. If it is to be equitable, it must be managed in this way. If it is to
be expensive, private, and help reduce car ownership it must not be allowed to undermine good design and
accessibility for all. Creative ways of accommodating the car to enhance and not detract from a place are
vital, without them car parking will remain a problem in the delivery of the urban renaissance.

5. What Should be Done?

5.1 It is suggested that there needs to be a development of a shared language between planners and
transportation practitioners. Planning policy should tie far more closely with Department for Transport
policy to achieve good parking requirements that support liveable neighbourhoods. The DfT and ODPM
document Better Streets, Better Places discusses the potential problems of PPG3 parking policy, including
how policy is being misinterpreted and misused. Standard methods of measuring parking spaces, using the
1.5 average maximum and the limitations of site by site parking management are all touched upon. It is
suggested that this document would be a good source for the forthcoming draft PPS3.
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5.2 The incorporation of parking into residential contexts/developments can have a considerable impact
on the nature and quality of residential neighbourhoods. The issue of parking should be addressed in a way
that is responsive to the character and contributes to the liveability of neighbourhoods. The DfT’s Manual
for Streets should be reviewed in tandem with PPS3 to ensure complementary policy between ODPM and
DfT. In particular, parking policies should aim to not only manage car use and storage, but contribute to
the quality and liveability of a neighbourhood.

October 2005

APPENDIX 19

Memorandum submitted by the British Security Industry Association

Background

The British Security Industry Association (BSIA) is the trade association covering all aspects of the
professional security industry in the UK. Its 570! members provide over 70% of UK security products and
services and adhere to strict quality standards. This includes the Cash and Valuables in Transit sector
(CVIT) which provides secure cash carrying services.

The BSIA represents all the major CVIT companies: Group4Securicor, Securitas, Brinks, Security Plus,
Via-Mat International, United Co-operatives and Post OYce Cash Handling. These companies make in
excess of 100,000 deliveries each day using specially adapted and armoured vehicles, with a value of some
£1.5 billion per day. This is recognised as a crucially important public service, ensuring the availability of
cash on which the banking and “high street” economy depends.

The importance of the sector and its services to the community is underlined by it being the only private
sector security service to be specifically included in the Civil Contingencies Act.

Parking Restrictions

The main issue for CVIT companies in respect to parking restrictions is the threat to the health and safety
of the general public and their employees, which is greatly increased if armoured vehicles have to park some
distance from their delivery destination. There were 760 CVIT attacks in the UK last year and 505 of these
involved physical attacks on the courier during the transfer from vehicle to destination. Members of the
public are also often involved. In a majority of these oVences a weapon was present and a firearm was seen
on 240 occasions. Five couriers and two members of the public were shot (one fatally) in 2004 during CVIT
robberies. To date in 2005 six couriers and one member of the public have been shot.

Current Policy

We commend the intention of the Transport Select Committee to look at inconsistencies in the application
of parking restrictions, and strongly believe that statutory regulation would be beneficial. Under current
policy, each local authority makes its own decision as to whether to exempt “bullion vehicles” (which
includes all CVIT vehicles) from parking restrictions. A few local authorities have recognised the potential
dangers inherent in restricting parking for these vehicles and provide exemptions. However, the industry has
to liaise with each authority separately on this issue and, as the Committee will readily recognise, in Greater
London alone there are 33 boroughs, and Transport for London. A large number of boroughs do not
recognise the unique nature of this work, not its importance to their local economy and issue parking tickets
to “bullion” vehicles in significant numbers at a cost, in a full year, of some £500,000 in London alone.

CardiV City Centre—case study

An example of the problems inherent in such an approach is the situation which has arisen in CardiV.
Here, the local authority made the decision (without any consultation with the sector) to restrict all vehicles
from entering Queen Street between the hours of 10 am and 5.30 pm. Despite a number of discussions with
the Council and a slight change in the hours to 10 am to 5.00 pm this means that the CVIT deliveries to
banks and retailers in Queen Street must all take place in a time window of 9.00 am and 10.00 am. This
completely contradicts crime prevention advice and acknowledged good security practice that requires
CVIT companies to vary their delivery times and routes to make them less predictable and therefore much
more diYcult for criminals to plan attacks. At present this situation remains unresolved. This means couriers
will be forced to undertake lengthy delivery routes from vehicle to customer premises with all the attendant
risks to them and the public at large in a busy, city centre shopping street, especially during the
Christmas period.
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Police Support

The CVIT sector receives very good operational support from the Police in combating CVIT attacks and
they are broadly supportive of the industry’s argument for exemption from parking restrictions in order to
provide a safer service for the public and businesses. The following comment comes from DC Alan
Townsend from the Metropolitan Police Service Flying Squad: “The Metropolitan Police Flying Squad
work closely with the BSIA and CVIT industry. As a result of their concerns about the increase of CVIT
robberies they have commissioned a problem profile on CVIT robberies which is shortly to be published.”
The Committee may wish also to bear in mind that, whilst traditionally, CVIT attacks were concentrated
in a number of urban “hotspots”, intensive cooperation between the carrying companies and the various
police forces has resulted, in recent months, in a significant displacement of attacks to force (and local
authority) areas surrounding those hotspots.

Trades Unions Support

The trades unions representing sector employees are also supportive of the industry’s argument for
exemption from parking restrictions, as it creates a safer working environment for their people. A recent
fringe meeting at the Labour Party Conference was arranged by the GMB and provided an opportunity to
discuss these issues with Ministers and MPs. Hazel Blears MP expressed the Government’s desire to work
with the industry and the Police to help reduce CVIT attacks.

The Customer and the Community

The amount of actual cash in circulation (despite the burgeoning use of charge and credit cards) is some
£35 billion which represents the highest amount to date. Forecasts suggest that the amount will continue to
increase for at least the next six years. The CVIT sector’s customer base—banks, other financial institutions,
currency and bullion dealers, the high street retail sector and many others—all require regular, reliable, and
safe cash distribution and replenishment services. It is therefore little wonder that the physical availability
of large and concentrated amounts of cash attracts very significant, often violent and sadly, sometimes fatal,
attacks. The sector spends some £120 million per year on security vehicles and at least £20 million on security
support and training. It is possible for the whole of that investment, not to mention police involvement, to
be put at risk by causing the extended exposure of cash and people to (often much) longer deliveries on foot,
caused solely by parking restrictions.

The Committee will also recognise both additional costs to the public purse of the police investigation
and subsequent trial if detection results. To those costs can be added the NHS costs of treating victims, the
costs to couriers and their families and to the companies of lengthy sickness and injury payments. This is
truly a case of prevention being better than cure!

Conclusion

In conclusion, we are grateful to the Transport Select Committee for their enquiry into this subject and
support the need for statutory regulation. We urge consideration to be given to exempting “bullion vehicles”
from parking restrictions in order for them to park as close to their delivery destination as is safely possible.
This would help to reduce the number of CVIT attacks, thereby protecting both couriers and the general
public.

December 2005

APPENDIX 20

Memorandum submitted by K J Bower

I strongly believe that both the enforcement of parking regulations and the receipt of fines for parking
regulation infringements should not be in the hands of Local Authorities. I hold this view because the
present policy leads to a clear conflict of interest within the Local Authority. I formed this view form the
experience of an on-going dispute with Newham Local Authority in which my company has already won
one Court Case. Currently the Local Authority Ombudsman is looking into possible maladministration by
Newham Parking Department.

The conflict of interest arises because it is to be expected that a significant number of Parking Attendants
will place Parking Notices on vehicles they know to be legally parked. The incentive for them to do so may
be financial reward for exceeding booking targets or simply that they must fulfil a quota of bookings to keep
their jobs. It is in the interest of good government that the Local Authority ensures that its Parking
Attendants, whether employed directly or through a contractor should behave honestly. But it is in the Local
Authority’s financial interest that they should behave dishonestly. For reasons set out later a large
proportion of fines charged to legally parked vehicles will be paid. There is evidence that far from requiring
honesty from their Parking Attendants some Local Authorities encourage dishonesty.
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I can illustrate this by reference to Newham’s policy in Green Street, Newham.

1. Green Street is an exceedingly busy street containing West Ham Football Club, a major Asian
shopping area and Queens Market. It is therefore not unreasonable for Newham to ban all parking in
sections of Green Street, even for purposes of loading and unloading.

2. Parking provision is provided in the adjoining Rochester Avenue but for the most part only for a
maximum of 20 minutes. Rochester Avenue contains the rear entrances and loading bays of premises in
Queen’s Market and is the designated parking area.

3. Newham parking regulations allow Parking Attendants to place Parking Notices on parked vehicles
which are unattended for two minutes. To make a delivery to premises in Queen’s Market means a driver
will be out of sight of his van parked in Rochester Avenue for at least six to eight minutes. Newham Council
have therefore in eVect given their Parking Attendants permission to put Parking Notices on legally
parked vans.

4. Parking Attendants exploit this permission by sitting in parked vehicles either their own private cars
or Newham Parking Department vehicles and wait for delivery vans to arrive. When the driver leaves the
van to make a delivery they wait two or more minutes and then place a Parking Notice on the van.

5. Many companies will pay the £40 fine rather than bother with an appeal. If they do appeal then the
chances are the appeal will be turned down, often on the most frivolous of grounds. We have had an appeal
rejected on the basis that we were parked in Rochester Avenue but claimed to deliver to Green Street. This
was an “anomaly” and so the appeal was rejected.

6. The driver can then appeal to the Environment and Transport Committee of the Association of
London Government. But it will take a day of the driver’s and his manager’s time and even if the company
wins the appeal, they will not receive costs. Therefore most companies take the cost eVective route and pay
the fine, although no oVence has been committed.

Case History: March 2004 to date

My company, Industrial Hygiene Services, makes regular deliveries to customers in Queen’s Market and
Green Street on a roughly monthly basis and has done so for the last four years.

On 17 March 2004, when making a delivery, a Parking Notice was placed on our van in Rochester Avenue
after it had been left unattended for two minutes. I was the driver. I assumed that new parking restrictions
must have been introduced for Rochester Avenue and the fine was paid promptly. When we discovered later
that there had been no change in parking regulations and we had been parked legally, we wrote to Newham
Council, enclosed copies of the delivery notes and requested the fine be returned as it had been paid in error.
For six months Newham Council ignored us. Despite follow up letters, including one to the Council Leader,
Sir Robin Wales, they did not acknowledge reciept of our letters, reply to our letters or return our fine. They
then wrote to say they would not return the fine and “the matter was closed”.

On 26 October 2004 we therefore issued a writ in the Small Claims Court. The Council’s response was a
four-month programme of harassment against us, in an attempt to get us to drop the case. Two more
parking tickets were placed on our van when it was legally parked. I was telephoned at my home by
Newham’s solicitor and threatened with a large claim for costs if we continued the case.

This pressure continued right into the antechamber of the Court where, 10 minutes before the Hearing,
Newham’s solicitor approached me and gave me a written claim for £600! costs. She tried to get me to
agree to pay part of it and to drop the case.

At the Hearing however she told the judge that Newham had re-appraised the case and had decided to
oVer no defence. Not surprisingly she did not ask the judge for costs.

I concluded from this quite surprising behaviour that Newham Council were very anxious that I should
drop the case. The sums of money were small; £40 returned fine; £20 expenses; £50 Court fees. So the
probable reason was that they feared if they lost the case, they would have had to change the way they
enforced their parking regulations. And they did not want to do that because putting parking notices on
legally parked vehicles is a profitable practice.

What particularly concerns me is the organised, almost institutionalised, nature of the dishonesty.

1. At the level of the Parking Attendant

Newham are no longer prepared to defend the parking attendants who put Parking Notices on our legally
parked van and have tacitly admitted that the parking Attendants written “diary” notes associated with their
actions are not reliable.
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2. At the level of Newham Parking Department

It could be argued that as far as Newham Parking Department is concerned a series of unrelated actions
combined to produce an unfavourable result. For example, banning parking in Green Street is quite
reasonable; restricting parking in Rochester Avenue to 20 minutes is not necessary but acceptable; allowing
Parking Attendants to put Parking Notices on vehicles unattended for two minutes was an error but it was
designed for patrolling Parking Attendants and it was a further oversight that it was allowed to be used by
Parking Attendants sitting in parked vehicles watching unloading taking place; not replying to our letters for
six months, despite our writing to the Council Leader was human error; as was rejecting appeals on frivolous
grounds etc, etc.

Even if all this were likely, it is Newham’s actions after they received our writ which is significant. A writ
has to be dealt with by a responsible individual. If an honestly run organisation makes a genuine error in
good faith, it will acknowledge, investigate, explain and respond. The dishonest organisation will bluV, bully
and prevaricate. I believe Newham Parking Department’s behaviour fits the second description.

3. At the level of Newham Council executive

Newham Council, on the instructions of the Court repaid our fine, expenses and costs. So Newham
Parking Department could not contain the aVair within their department. So I think an honest Council
would take a very hard look at the behaviour of its Parking Department. I have no evidence they have done
this. Parking Attendants can still be seen in Rochester Avenue sitting in private cars in the loading bays,
waiting for delivery vans to arrive.

When I enquired I discovered the Parking Attendants who knowingly placed Parking Notices on or
vehicle when legally parked, are still employed by Newham’s Parking Contractor. Replies I have received
to questions put under the Freedom of Information legislation have not been answered honestly by
Newham. We are no longer being harassed. That stopped immediately we won our Court Case. But this is
the only visible change.

We have documentary evidence covering all the statements in this submission. They were of course given
to the Court and also to the Local Authority Ombudsman.

Although Newham’s Parking Department’s behaviour may seem incompetent as well as dishonest, it
should be noted that they would not have expected our delivery van to have been driven by the owner of
the company. They would expect the usual driver or his company to give up after a few threats because it
makes good business sense to do so. They were unlucky to meet someone who thinks honest Local
Government more important than profit.

I have taken the trouble to make this submission because I feel the Committee should know what is
happening now as a direct result of Local Authorities being allowed to frame parking regulations; control
enforcement; and collect fines. The temptation to abuse these powers is too strong for some Local
Authorities to resist.

19 August 2005

APPENDIX 21

Memorandum submitted by Mr Bill Urmenyi

Accountability

Council oYcials, parking attendants and sub-contractors are eVectively immune to the laws of the land
and there is no accountability, which actually functions. For example, I have had occasion to complain to
the council that one of their oYcers has blatantly lied to the independent adjudicator. The council responded
by refusing to look into it on the grounds that it was a matter for the adjudicator. I complained to the council
ombudsman. The council then lied to the ombudsman who ignored the lie and proceeded to inform me that
he was not able to consider the case as it was a legal matter being dealt with by the adjudicator. The
adjudicator can not act against the council for lying as it is not in their remit. These people are now free to
lie to whomever they please without any fear of consequences.

Signs

The road signs do not give the restriction times laid down in the TMOs. The motorist has to park first,
go to the meter and read what it says. The problem with this is that most people assume that public and
bank holidays are free and park on single yellow lines. They never have sight of any sign to the contrary as
there is no need to read the meter. The councils are well aware of this and use it to hand out penalty charges
to the unsuspecting motorists.
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TMOs

There is no way of questioning them. They are laid down as the law and that is that. They are used,
however, to scam the motoring public. There is no means of arguing their reasonableness.

Public Holidays

The vast majority of motorists are not aware of the diVerence between a public holiday and a bank
holiday. Domestic calendars do not specify which days are bank holidays if those days are named days. For
example, New Years day is never marked as a bank holiday whether it is or is not. How are the motorists
supposed to know? The council use this to scam the motorists. This is legalised fraud on a massive scale.
There are very few location where the distinction between public and bank holidays needs to be made.
Sutton Council however have decided to use the fact that motorist do not know the diVerence in order to
hand out penalty charges to unsuspecting motorists. If the council wishes to diVerentiate between public and
bank holidays, it should say so on its signs so that the motorists are warned. They will still be in diYculty
as they have no reasonable means of knowing. How many motorists know that they need to contact the DTI
if they want to know which days are bank holidays. This situation has led to hundreds of penalty charges
being handed out on Boxing Day and New Years Day. This is clearly not in the public interest and has
absolutely nothing to do with the proper control of traYc and parking but everything to do with fraud. This
is another case for being able to question the reasonableness of TMOs. Sutton told me that “there is no
diVerence between New Years Day and any other Saturday”. These criminals are free to scam motorists.

15 August 2005

APPENDIX 22

Memorandum submitted by Mr Malcolm Akerman

I own a commercial removal company based in Bristol and regularly obtain parking dispensations for our
removal works. However, these dispensations are generally worthless because as soon as our teams start
working on the removal the parking wardens issue tickets without regard for the permissions. It is a complete
waste of time appealing against the ticket issued as the cost immediately doubles and the local authorities
do not accept that dispensations allow us to go about our lawful business. One of the worst areas for this
practice is Westminster! We live in the times of the sneaky state that says one thing to your face and acts
completely oppositely. In one area of Bristol we deliberately park in a main thoroughfare restricting traYc
flow because we know that if we park in an area at the rear of the building we will guarantee a ticket with
or without dispensation. Who cares if buses cannot get past easily.

20 August 2005

APPENDIX 23

Memorandum submitted by Mr GeoV Simmons

My main concern is regarding the charging to park at railway stations. I am a British citizen who has just
returned from five years in Germany. The cost of parking my car at Southampton Parkway is £5 per day
and the cost of a return train ticket to Bournemouth is £7.

The financial case for commuting to work in Bournemouth by train is completely ruined by the car park
charge. Without this charge I would seriously consider commuting by train. Currently, I drive to
Bournemouthand park in a residential area for nothing. This is a 70 mile round trip that could be avoided.

The easy response to this question is “The car park is privately owned” however, if we are serious about
encouraging the use of public transport, we must make cost eVective park and ride available.

23 August 2005

APPENDIX 24

Memorandum submitted by Mr Mike Lewis

I understand you are prepared to receive comments about current policies for enforcing parking
restrictions and I would like to make the following observations.

In 2005, it should be possible for all “pay and display” and “pay on exit” machines to accept notes, coins,
and credit/debit cards, give change and provide a receipt.

Clearways should be enforced more strictly, employing tow away methods if necessary. However, storage
and penalty charges should be set nationally and strictly monitored.

Private clamping firms should be outlawed—no-one should have the right to disable a vehicle other than
the police, local authorities and DVLA—and then only for breaking the law, not for trespassing.
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It must be made easier for drivers to pay any proposed fees for parking and the “scratch card” is
particularly unhelpful. I recently spent twenty fruitless minutes searching for a shop which sold such a card
in a city I was visiting for the first and last time. In the end I gave up and parked illegally for a further five
minutes whilst I ran into the shop to collect my goods!

Above all else, the infatuation with making on street parking diYcult should be relaxed. Of course there
are many instances where parking should not be allowed on the basis it would cause congestion—but equally
I could take you to many streets where parking could be allowed without problem, especially on wide
streets—but double yellow lines currently prevent it. This has led in many areas to the demise of city centres
and local towns—to the benefit of out of town shopping parks.

4 September 2005

APPENDIX 25

Memorandum submitted by Mr Michael O’Connor

My experience of controlled parking since it was introduced by Lewisham council has not been good. I
have received two parking tickets which were illegally placed on my car by Lewisham councils contractors
NPC. Both tickets were successfully appealed by going to appeal. Both of the appeals were a long drawn
out procedure. On first contacting Lewisham I was told to write and they would investigate, their
investigation was to look at what their parking attendant had wrote in his note book. It is obvious their
parking attendant would put false information in his or her note book. On winning the appeals I think
Lewisham or the appeals authority should of reported the attendant to the police, because I know its a
criminal oVence to falsely put a parking ticket on a car.

When parking in a Lewisham pay and display car park a Lewisham parking attendant saw me park and
go to the pay and display machine, it was lucky I told somebody to wait by the car because the attendant
had wanted to ticket me while going to buy a ticket to place on my windscreen.

I am now a blue badge holder and I can’t park any where now, everywhere is resident parking, friends I
used to visit I can’t visit anymore, going to the doctors is impossible all resident parking. The only way I
can park in controlled parking areas is to find a yellow or if I am very lucky to get on a very rare pay and
display bay, they are always full up with health worker staV form nearby Lewisham hospital. I have had
Lewisham parking attendants trying to give me tickets even though my badge has been displayed while
parking on yellow lines within the controlled parking area. The reason why blue badge holders can’t park in
resident bays is because Lewisham wouldn’t be able to charge residents within who live within the controlled
parking area for a parking permit. I see this as a abuse of power. My mother is disabled and has a blue and
she has to pay parking permit charge.

The controlled parking areas isolate disabled and elderly people, where they would get visitors before
controlled is introduced these visitors dry up because they can’t park and this applies to everybody living
in controlled parking areas, they become isolated.

Why controlled parking has to be from 9 am to 7 pm within Lewisham is beyond me, they say its to stop
commuters parking. They only need to restrict parking 30 minutes in the morning and 30 minutes in the
afternoon. It’s all about money and as controlled parking says its about controlling people with cars. The
areas of controlled parking broken up into small areas to maximise control and revenues from parking
tickets. I believe if somebody pays Lewisham for a parking permit they should be able to park anywhere in
the borough including the pay and display car parks. If that was to happen then the control would be lost.
With controlled parking I believe that councils abuse their powers to harass drivers of cars. These powers
need to be taken away from councils because of instead of using the powers to manage the local roads they
are used to raise as much money as possible. I see the charge for resident parking permits as the councils
road tax, because if you live within controlled parking area and own a car you have no choice but to pay
for a permit. Because of the charges many residents were applying to have their curb dropped to park oV
road, Lewisham came in with minimum distance from the front of the residents house to pavement to stop
people parking oV road.

The fines for parking illegally are set by the London local authority association and they are set a level
to raise as much money as possible, the amount set should be taken away from councils and done
independently. The councils have a conflict of interest when setting fines. For parking somewhere that does
not block traYc or cause a danger does not fit the crime.

The way the controlled parking schemes are operated and councils decriminalising parking is taken purely
on a financial point of view and not helping residents. I believe the amount of hours council can apply the
scheme should be restricted to a maximum of two hours per day to stop commuters from parking. Blue
badge holders should be exempt form paying for parking permits and they should be allowed to park in
resident bays. I believe my human rights have been breached by the scheme because it restricts my freedom
of movement, aVects my family life because it restricts me from visiting family members unless I pay a tax
to visit them.
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Off Topic

Ken Livingstone and the transport for London

As a disabled driver I am not catered for by the transport of London because under Ken Livingstone
nearly all the disabled parking spaces have been taken away to make way for bus lanes, I believe Ken
Livingstone has abused his powers by this policy. I am disabled and my car should be seen as part of the
transport system of London, I have to queue in long lanes of traYc while the buses fly past. I have a blue
badge because my car is essential for me to get around. That is why mobility exists to help people on highest
rate disability living allowance mobility component to get a car for transport. I am being discriminated
against by Ken Livingstone and the transport provided by them not recognising my car as part of the
London transport system. I believe Ken Livingstone and the transport of London have breached my human
rights because they are restricting my freedom of movement by removing the disabled parking bays on the
red routes and excluding me from bus lanes or from running in bus lanes from 7 am to 7 pm or 24 hours
because my car is essential for me to travel around London being disabled; and that my car is not recognised
as part of the essential transport system. I believe the select committee should investigate Transport for
London on the use of bus lanes and the treatment of disabled drivers. Disabled drivers are discriminated
against by Ken Livingstone and Transport for London as is everybody who drives a car.

5 September 2005

APPENDIX 26

Memorandum submitted by Mr Simon Aldridge

Are local authorities carrying out parking control reasonably, fairly and accountably? How is performance
evaluated?

The overall objective of parking enforcement is to improve compliance with the parking regulations,
thereby complying with the local authority and the Mayors wider transportation objectives. It follows
logically that successful enforcement should result in improved compliance which should be monitored and
measured to enable the coherent application of fair and consistent enforcement. Key Performance
Indicators should be adjusted to reflect changes in traYc levels/compliance as monitoring measurements
show changes in traYc flow/compliance/road safety.

Camden Council monitors its contractor NCP?s performance for example by listing the number of PCNs
issued and comparing that with its Expected Level of Activity ELA (target) then makes minor adjustments
on account of bad weather. No mention of compliance rates or external factors such as congestion charging
eVect on traYc levels.

How are Expected Levels of Activity reconciled with massive traYc level changes in central London as
result of Congestion Charging? The only councils to make adjustments promptly was Corporation of
London who dropped issue by 30%, Westminster has also recently dropped its ELA significantly. Camden
has increased its ELA by 25% to 1 April 2005, and Islington PCN issue is up 300% in five years.

What action would raise the standard of parking enforcement activity? Is Statutory Guidance needed to
promote consistency?

Make the Code of Practice on Parking Enforcement statutory. Make the Parking Attendants Handbook
statutory.

Harmonisation across London Boroughs for regulations, to reduce confusion and the ensuing
unintentional violation of regulations.

Make it illegal for contractors or councils to give incentives to attendants with champions league tables
and prizes/Argos points in reward for tickets issued.

Is the appeals process fair and eVective? How could it be improved?

Public unaware of rights and risks, whole process weighted unfairly to council’s advantage, to formally
appeal a PCN one must accept the financial risk doubling—a fact which causes many members of the public
to pay rather than risk an appeal.

Councils should be under equal time and financial responsibility as members of the public, if a formal
appeal is made the council should have 30 days to respond in conclusion. If a PCN is cancelled due to PA
or Local Authority errors there should be a financial liability associated with such actions, the public has a
right to be protected from the over zealous application of enforcement powers.
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LGO Special Report—Parking enforcement by local authoritieshttp://www.lgo.org.uk/pdf/parking-
enforcement.pdf. The LGO considers councils are acting unfairly and fettering the use of discretion, also
unreasonably or unfairly deterring motorists from making representations on other than the statutory
grounds.

Appoint a truly independent adjudication authority with the power to fine councils where due process has
not been observed, and make councils take on board and act on adjudicator’s findings. The current system
at PATAS is eVectively elected by the Association of London Government and paid for by the very Parking
Tickets which PATAS is supposed to be there to independently adjudicate upon.

Parking Attendants whose PCN’s are repeatedly cancelled at appeal or adjudication should be forced to
retrain and then qualify in a trustworthy qualification in order to be allowed to continue working in
public arena.

Make Councils realise the legal implications of the enforcement process and the implications this has on
the notices and wording which councils use to extract money from the public. Develop professional training
standards which might ensure common practice and policy application on the streets.

Is it appropriate that local authorities should keep the revenue generated from parking fines? Is there any
evidence that the opportunity to raise revenue through decriminalized parking enforcement has inappropriately
influenced authorities, parking policy and enforcement activity?

Personal experience indicates comprehensively that traYc management objectives long ago became a
smokescreen for the accidental by-product of firm enforcement % fiscal surplus. CPZs are rolling out like
dominoes through the A–Z of London Boroughs, displacement of vehicles through CPZ implementation
creates a climate ripe to be exploited by the next Borough/Ward.

The 500% increase in issue of PCNs in London since decriminalisation of Parking enforcement was taken
up by the London boroughs 10 years ago suggests quantity not quality is the primary motivation these days.

The Anthony Culligan report on Camden PCN statistics illustrates the early morning blitzing on aZuent
residential areas by postcode by parking attendants keen to catch out early morning and end of day
contraventions most often probably catching residents with residents permits who due to over sale of
permits to spaces available by often three to one leads to unavoidable occasional contraventions as there
simply aren’t enough spaces to go round.

Joint Report of the Parking Adjudicators 2002–03

http://www.alg.gov.uk/upload/public/attachments/217/TEC adjudicators report.pdf
“We have decided this year that we should highlight two core principles. First, we return to the
topic of fairness. In our reports we deal with a range of issues. However, in commenting on
particular matters, it is important not to lose sight of the overriding principle that Local
Authorities are under a general duty to act fairly in exercising their powers of enforcement.

We also comment on enforcement as a legal process. There still appears to be a lack of
understanding that enforcement is a legal, not merely an administrative, process and of the
consequences of that for the enforcing authority. Cases decided this year referred to in the report
are set out more fully in the Digest of Cases at the end.”

Adjudicators Annual Report 2004

http://www.alg.gov.uk/upload/public/attachments/320/Item 11 TEC Report on PATAS 21 Oct 0

“The Parking Adjudicators have made just one recommendation in their annual report to the
Transport & Environment Committee for this year: ‘That all Local Authorities should have in
place arrangements for addressing feedback received from the Adjudicators and taking such action
on it as may be appropriate’.”

Joint Annual Report of the Parking Adjudicators to ALG TEC

http://www.alg.gov.uk/upload/public/attachments/321/Item 10 Appendix A 21 Oct 04.doc

However, the responses from Local Authority respondents suggest that there may be misunderstanding
about the role and status of the Adjudicators amongst a significant minority of Local Authority staV: 18%
did not understand that an appeal is a judicial process. There may well be a connection between this and
the view that the Service is not necessary. The reality is that the Service satisfies the constitutional imperative
of the citizen’s right to their liability for a penalty imposed by the State to be determined by an independent
tribunal. Similarly, the view that it is the Adjudicators’ role to work with Councils may indicate a lack of
appreciation of the need for the Adjudicators to be independent of the Local Authorities. The concern about
consistency of decisions is not a new issue, and appears to derive from a misunderstanding about the nature
of the judicial process: that on matters of fact each case stands on its own.
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First Annual Report by TFL Congestion Charging Chief Adjudicator 2004

http://www.parkingandtraYcappeals.gov.uk/Annual Reports.asp

Rather a lot of recommendations to secretary of state about the way congestion charging has been
operating . . .

What criteria should be used to determine the level of parking provision that should be provided?

Independent review of parking regulation compliance, combined with scrutiny of council accounts which
traditionally claimed the majority of income came from Meters/P&D bays, however Anthony Culligan FOI
report on Camden’s income shows 10% from meters 90% from PCNs, with the vast majority of PCNs issued
being for overstay at a meter/P&D and only two out of 500,000 being issued in 2004 for obstructive parking
oVences . . . (also BT received some 3,500 PCNs in Camden alone in 2004).

What are the wider impacts of current parking policy and illegally parked vehicles?

From my perspective the majority (80%)of the public park or attempt to park legally, only a small
minority (20% perhaps the same 20% unregistered at DVLA and therefore eVectively outside the reach of
decriminalised parking enforcement) park illegally anymore as the certainty of instant PCNs means no one
is deliberately willing to risk it anymore, we are no longer just faced with robotic parking attendants—we
must also be aware we are being monitored by CCTV and may receive PCNs through the post. The vast
majority of PCNs are issued for incredibly petty overstay oVences on meters/P&D bays.

Whatever the on street situation, enforcement contractors still have to work towards unrealistically high
targets, quotas and Expected levels of Activity.

As quality of enforcement falls and quantity rises, the public perceives enforcement to be more to do with
revenue raising than traYc management, this has a knock on eVect into society as essentially we feel we are
being unfairly penalised by the very authorities which are supposed to serve us.

In the absence of any meaningful PR from Association of London Government’s Technical and
Environmental Committee (ALG TEC) or the Local Authorities themselves it is only natural for the public
and media to come to its own sensible conclusions that parking enforcement is being used primarily as a
means of generating revenue.

In the wider picture distrust in one sector of enforcement leads to degeneration overall of public
perception and trust of natural justice.

What role should parking policy play in traYc management and demand management?

There is a need to balance the controls with a fair, eVective and transparent operation of the whole
process. For the system to be perceived by the public as anything other than a tax farming exercise in London
will require the overall addressing of the question of discretion within the system. Until it can demonstrate
& proves itself to be a fair system I will remain doubtful as to the motivations of the councils such as Camden
whom I personally have received well in excess of 100 PCNs from since 2003, of which 95% have been
cancelled on appeal due to the Loading exemptions within all traYc management orders. The question
remains why do the Attendants feel the need to issue so many PCNs to goods vehicles so obviously legally
loading which in my experience are wholly appealable? The answer is that many companies find it is far
cheaper in the long run to simply pay up and avoid the aggravation of appealing 100s of PCNs, regular visits
to PATAS, and indeed to County Courts.

How can public understanding and acceptance of the need for parking policy be achieved?

As recommended by NPAS chief adjudicator, publish parking account in detail, publish PCN statistics
in detail.

Further publish all enforcement protocols/service instructions to a standard set so the public can be
reassured of the right way to avoid penalty. Publish Enforcement contracts. Revise the Parking Attendants
Handbook, which ALG TEC claims to maintain along with the COPPE, and make that publicly available
information.

Make the guidance to local authorities on civil enforcement of traYc contraventions statutory. This
national guidance should help ensure consistency across the country in the way civil enforcement is carried
out and by making it statutory, authorities will have to have regard to it.

29 September 2005
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APPENDIX 27

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Association of International Couriers and Express Services

AICES provided a written submission to the Transport Committee ahead of the two evidence sessions
held in December (submission attached). We were pleased that as Chairman you took up our concerns as
expressed in our original memorandum with the witnesses who attended the first oral evidence session to
represent those contracted by local authorities to provide on-street enforcement services.

However, as we were not able to attend to give oral evidence, we wish to submit this further written
submission to clarify our position in light of the statements made at the committee by Mr Macnaughton,
the Chief Executive of National Car Parks.

In Question 49 (from the first draft transcript of the meeting) you asked Mr Bob Macnaughton from NCP
about our concerns regarding the way that loading and unloading guidance is interpreted by local
authorities. Mr Macnaughton is recorded as stating that “one of the issues with the express delivery people
is that they have a little knowledge about the rules, but they do not have a lot of knowledge”.

We would like to make it clear that as an industry we have much more knowledge that Mr Macnaughton
claims. We fully accept that some penalty notices are issued quite correctly where the rules are infringed and
in these cases we do not appeal.

However, it is now the position that a large number of penalty notices are issued where loading restrictions
(as designated by one or two yellow “blips” marked at 90 degrees to the main yellow line) do not apply, but
the warden cannot see someone with the vehicle and chooses not to wait to verify whether loading or
unloading activity is taking place. In these circumstances our members regularly appeal against the PCN.

When oVences do occur it is usually because there is simply too little (or no) space allocated in a street
for loading and unloading to take place.

The issues arising from this are:

(1) it is very often the wardens who do not know what the law and/or guidance is on loading and
unloading and they are mis-applying the regulations with reference to unattended vehicles; and

(2) there is simply too little loading and unloading space provided leading to the rules being broken
through necessity not choice. This is primarily a central London issue.

In relation to point 1, it is clear that where livened delivery vehicles are concerned (and all our members
operate clearly marked delivery fleets) there should be a presumption that the livened delivery vehicle is in
the process of making a pick-up or collection. It should be obvious from an enforcement point of view that
our livened express delivery fleets are a high value asset primarily concerned with the business of collecting
and delivering as expeditiously as possible and will not be parked for any other reason.

In relation to point 2, we would reiterate that there needs to be a fundamental review of parking space
usage across the Boroughs in central London post-congestion charge. as presently there is a significant
under-utilisation of current on-street parking bays designed and designated for car users. It is our view that
significant scope exists in central London for creating new loading/unloading spaces on the street to address
the lack of space for delivery vehicles and to reflect the reality of significantly reduced demand for on-street
car parking. However, as noted during the second day of oral evidence to the committee, there are revenue
implications for the local authorities who maintain the extensive network of street parking spaces in
converting some of that capacity to loading bays. We believe though, that the focus of parking and vehicle
management is supposed to be the free flow of traYc not local government income and that such a
conversion of road space would greatly benefit that flow.

I am pleased that the second day of oral evidence provided some discussion of both these points.
Nonetheless, we hope that when framing your final report our additional points are taken into account and
recorded as supplementary written evidence to address the comments made by witnesses on the first day of
evidence in response to our original submission.

13 January 2006

APPENDIX 28

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Chief Police OYcers of England, Wales and
Northern Ireland

Thank you for your letter dated 15 December 2005 regarding Parking Policy and Enforcement.

As Head of the Road Policing Business Area, I would like to add the following comments to the questions
you have raised.

At the time of the introduction of decriminalised parking, ACPO was fully supportive of the principle, in
that it provided an opportunity to free resources for what was not perceived to be a key activity for police.
Indeed, ACPO actively encouraged Chief Constables to seek to introduce decriminalised parking in their
force areas.
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On 6 October 2004, Mr J W GiVard, Chief Constable of StaVordshire Police and the ACPO Policing
Bureaucracy Steering Group lead, wrote to all Chief Constables and Commissioners in England and Wales.
In the letter he pointed out that decriminalisation was one of the recommendations of the Bureaucracy Task
Force and encouraging them to work with local authorities to achieve this.

However, support of a Chief Constable for the principle of decriminalised parking does not guarantee its
introduction if the local authority does not wish to seek the necessary powers from the Secretary of State.

In relation to your specific questions I have the following comments:

Would the police service welcome the roll-out of Decriminalised Parking Enforcement across the country?

ACPO fully supported the principle at the time of its inception and has no reason to change that view
given the obvious resource benefits to be achieved.

To what extent does the police service prioritise enforcement of parking contravention?

Whilst ACPO acknowledges that illegal parking is often highlighted by the public as a cause for concern,
Chief Constables have to balance such concerns against other competing priorities, particularly those
against which the performance of their forces are measured. Clearly, such competing priorities will often
take precedence. Parking enforcement has not been identified as a priority in either the National Policing
Plan; the Police Performance Assessment Framework; the HMIC Road Policing Baseline Assessment
model; or the ACPO Road Policing Strategic Assessment.

Does the police service hold figures on the level of parking enforcement and the number of parking
contraventions in those areas still under police control?

No, the police service does not hold this data centrally. Individual force areas keep records of fixed
penalties issued. This data is provided to the Home OYce for publication in the annual Home OYce
Statistical Bulletin Motoring OVences and Breath Test Statistics England and Wales, available on the Home
OYce website at http://uk.sitestat.com/homeoYce/homeoYce/s?rds.hosb0605pdf&ns type%pdf&ns url%
%5Bhttp://www.homeoYce.gov.uk/rds/pdfs05/hosb0605.pdf%5D

Is the police service satisfied with the level and quality of parking enforcement carried out on the behalf of police
by traYc wardens?

In those forces in which local authorities have not sought decriminalised parking powers, enforcement
will be carried out by traYc wardens employed by police. They will therefore be subject to local police
management and it will be a matter for each chief constable to ensure that the necessary supervision is
eVective. ACPO has no information on the quality of parking enforcement carried out by police employed
traYc wardens.

Has the police service made assessments of the number of illegal parking acts that take place in areas under
police operation; and the impact on the economy, safety and traYc flow of these events?

No. This is an issue for individual Chief Constables.

Is the police service comfortable with the fact that two diVerent parking enforcement regimes are in operation
in the UK; police enforcement and decriminalised local authority enforcement?

ACPO fully supports decriminalised enforcement but it is a matter for local authorities to decide whether
or not to seek the necessary powers. No Chief Constables have raised concerns with ACPO.

To what extent is there coordination and exchange of best practice between police parking wardens and local
authority parking attendants?

The answer to this question will vary from area to area and ACPO has no knowledge of the situation
nationally.

Is the police service satisfied that local authority enforcement teams are carrying out parking enforcement
correctly and appropriately?

ACPO has no role is assessing the performance of local authority employees.
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What training does the police service give its parking wardens? Would the police welcome the requirement for
a national qualification for parking wardens if this was also introduced for parking attendants?

There is no standardised package for traYc warden training; each individual force decides the content. I
have no doubt that the introduction of a requirement for a national qualification for parking wardens would
encourage forces to actively seek the involvement of local authorities in the scheme and might result in more
local authorities seeking powers from the Secretary of State. Without a full consultation of the relevant
forces, I am unable to say whether the police service would welcome such a development or not.

Is it significant that drivers wishing to appeal a parking charge go to the Magistrates’ Court in criminalised
parking systems and to an independent Parking Adjudicator under the decriminalised regime?

It is significant and the reason behind the original proposal which ACPO supported and continues to
support.

18 January 2006
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